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CANTIA - A PROBABILISTIC METHOD FOR ASSESSING STEAM GENERATOR TUBE
INSPECTIONS

A report prepared by Dominion Engineering, Inc., under contract to the Atomic Energy Control
Board.

ABSTRACT
The objectives of this project were to develop a computer-based method for probabilistic
assessment of inspection strategies for steam generator tubes, and to document the source code
and to provide a user's manual for it. The program CANTIA was created to fulfill this
objective, and the documentation and verification of the code is provided in this volume. The
user's manual for CANTIA is provided as a separate report.
CANTIA uses Monte Carlo techniques to determine approximate probabilities of steam
generator tube failures under accident conditions and primary-to-secondary leak rates under
normal and accident conditions at future points in time. The program also determines
approximate future flaw distributions and non-destructive examination results from the input
data. The probabilities of failure and leak rates and the future flaw distributions can be
influenced by performing inspections of the steam generator tubes at some future points in time,
and removing defective tubes from the population. The effect of different inspection and
maintenance strategies can therefore be determined as a direct effect on the probability of tube
failure and the primary-to-secondary leak rate.

DISCLAIMER
The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made or
opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume liability with
respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information contained in
this publication.
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CANTIA - A PROBABILISTIC METHOD FOR ASSESSING STEAM GENERATOR TUBE
INSPECTIONS

A.

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

1.

Background

In a recent review of fitness-for-service guidelines for CANDU steam generators,1 the authors
criticized current Canadian standards for periodic inspection as being inadequate to ensure
acceptably low probabilities of tubing failure. That review also advocated probabilistic
approaches to assessing operation with degraded components. However, AECB staff lack
procedures that can be used to assess the effect of different inspection and maintenance strategies
on component failure probabilities and risks.
2.

Objectives

The objectives of this project were as follows:
(1) To develop a computer-based method for probabilistic assessment of inspection
strategies for steam generator tubes.
(2) To document the source code and to provide a user's manual for it.
3.

Tasks Performed

The tasks performed in carrying out this project included the following:
(1) A computer program named CANTIA (CANDU Tube Inspection Assessment) which
can be used as a tool to quantify the effects of varying inspection and maintenance practices
on component safety and reliability was created and documented in accordance with the
methodology developed and defined in AECB Project 2.353.1. A user's manual for the
program was also developed describing the data required for each of the various parameters
needed by he program, e.g., crack growth rates, leakage rate versus crack size, and flaw
size measurement error.
(2) The suitability of the probabilistic method used in CANTIA was demonstrated by
reviewing documented examples of probabilistic models of steam generator tube
degradation (IGA/SCC at Bruce A, fretting wear at Bruce B, and PWSCC at Krsko) and
verifying that CANTIA produced similar results to those reported in the documented
examples.
(3) This report of the work performed was prepared, reviewed with AECB. and then
completed.
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Acronyms and Terminology

% tw. Percent through wall. The depth of a flaw measured in terms of percentage of the total
wall thickness.
AECB. Atomic Energy Control Board
ASME. American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The ASME publishes the Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code which contains rules for design, fabrication, and inspection of nuclear
components such as steam generator tubes.
CANTIA. CANDU Tube Inspection Assessment.
CANDU. Canadian Deuterium Uranium Reactor Plant.
cdf. Cumulative Distribution Function. The cumulative distribution function F(x) of a
continuous random variable X with density function f(x) is given by
X

F(x) = P{X <x)= \f(t)dt for -oo < x < oo.
COD. Crack Opening Displacement.
DEI. Dominion Engineering, Inc.
ECT. Eddy Current Test.
EFPY. Effective Full Power Years. The time at 100% power that would have produced the
same amount of energy as actually produced, usually at variable power levels.
hr. Hour.
IGA/SCC. Intergranular Attack/Stress Corrosion Cracking. Intergranular attack/stress corrosion
cracking is corrosion attack on the tube secondary side that involves both intergranular attack and
stress corrosion cracking. The stress corrosion cracking is typically intergranular, but is, in rare
cases, transgranular.
kg. Kilogram.
mm. Millimeter (10° meters).
MPa. MegaPascaldO6 Pascals).
MTFS. Maximum tolerable flaw size.

-3NDE. Nondestructive examination.
NGS. Nuclear Generating Site.
OP. Outer Diameter.
pdf. Probability Density Function. The function f(x) is a probability density function for the
continuous random variable X, defined over the set of real numbers R, if

1. f(x)>OforallxeR.
cc

2. \f{x)dx = l
-00

b

3. P(a<X<b)= \f{x)dx.
a

POD. Probability of detection.
PWSCC. Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking. This type of stress corrosion cracking
occurs in the pure water environment on the primary side of a steam generator tube.
SCC. Stress Corrosion Cracking.
SI. Systeme International d'Unites (International System of Units). This system of units is
based on the meter, kilogram, and second as base units, and all other units are defined from these
base units.
US. United States.
B. DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBABILISTIC
ASSESSMENT OF INSPECTION STRATEGIES FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
1.

Objective

The objective of this task was to develop a computer program which could be used to provide a
probabilistic assessment of the effects of various maintenance and inspection strategies for steam
generator tubes at CANDU units with regard to plant safety and reliability. The format for the
program (including all necessary input and output values and different cases that should be
considered) was outlined in a previous report produced for the AECB.2 The program was
required to be general enough that it could consider tube failure and leakage models for several
different types of degradation which currently affect CANDU steam generators and those which
could possibly affect CANDU steam generators in the future. However, none of the various tube
failure and leakage models needed to assess the safety and reliability of the units were to be
developed for use in the program (only those models available from documented sources were
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2.

Purpose of the Probabilistic Model

Assessment of the conditional probabilities of tube failures, leak rates, and ultimately risk of core
damage or of exceeding site dose limits is an approach to steam generator tube fitness-for-service
guidelines that has begun to be used increasingly in recent years throughout the nuclear power
industry. The advantage of this type of analysis is that it avoids the excessive conservatism
typically present in deterministic fitness-for-service guidelines. However, it requires
considerable effort and expense to develop all of the failure, leakage, probability of detection by
NDE, flaw growth, etc. distributions and models necessary to develop meaningful results from a
probabilistic model. In addition, verification and approval of probabilistic fitness-for-service
guidelines on an ad hoc basis by regulating authorities is also difficult and time consuming.
Therefore, probabilistic modeling of steam generator tube degradation is typically done only
when the level of degradation is such that using normal deterministic fitness-for-service
guidelines would result in the number of tube repairs being sufficiently large to affect the power
generation capability of the affected unit(s).
Probabilistic fracture mechanics type approaches have been used in the industry to assist in
evaluating steam generator inspection requirements, to evaluate and establish alternate repair
criteria, and to assist in maintenance and replacement planning. For example, probabilistic
approaches have been used to (1) evaluate initial inspection sample plan and sample expansion
plans in the US, (2) assist in evaluating alternate repair criteria in Belgium, France, Slovenia, and
Sweden, (3) provide an independent check of alternate repair criteria in the US, and (4) assist in
steam generator inspection, maintenance, and replacement planning in France. In Canada,
probabilistic approaches have been used to help justify operating intervals between inspections
for Bruce 2 steam generators experiencing circumferential SCC in the U-bend region and for
Bruce B steam generators experiencing fretting at scallop bar U-bend supports.
The approach is sometimes called "probabilistic fracture mechanics" since it often involves use
of fracture mechanics to predict both the growth of cracks and part failure, and treats the cracks
on a probabilistic basis. However, the approach is equally applicable to non-fracture failure
processes, such as pitting or wastage, as long as they can be realistically modeled.
The main features of the probabilistic fracture mechanics type approach are as follows:
(1) The overall process of flaw initiation, flaw growth, tube leakage, and tube failure is
modeled, as well as the process of inspection and repair. The intent is to be complete and
realistic, and to treat all known influences.
(2) Each step or process is modeled as accurately as possible, with a random variable for
each important parameter. Both the median behavior and scatter around the median
behavior are modeled. The models are tested against measured data wherever possible.
Where use of measured data is not possible, the best available theoretical information is
used.
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Monte Carlo type sampling method. In this method, for a given trial each random variable
is separately sampled, and values for that variable are determined using the models
mentioned above. Effects of inspections and repairs are modeled, as well as flaw initiation,
flaw growth, tube leakage, and tube failure. Many trials are carried out, and then the results
are compiled and analyzed to determine the expected behavior.
(4) Assuming that the models for each individual step realistically represent the actual
behavior, and assuming that sufficient trials are carried out, the Monte Carlo approach
provides a realistic picture of the expected behavior of the degradation.
(5) The probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis method can be used for several purposes,
including:
(a) Determining the probability of one or more tube failures in the event of an accident,
such as a crash cool down or steam line break.
(b) Determining the probable leakage during both normal operation and in the event of
an accident.
(c) Determining the sensitivity of tube failure and leakage to parameters such as length
of inspection interval, size of inspection sample, sample expansion plan, various NDE
parameters (e.g., POD, uncertainty in POD, measurement error, and scatter in
measurement error), assumed flaw growth parameters, etc.
(d) Determining the probable numbers and sizes of defects expected to be present in an
affected steam generator at the end of an operating interval.
(e) Determining the expected number of tubes to be inspected by ECT at the end of an
operating interval and the probable sizes of the defects detected during those
inspections.
From a regulatory standpoint, approval of fitness-for-service guidelines based on probabilistic
fracture mechanics analyses requires that all assumptions used in the analyses be verified and
that the methodology be checked and verified by the regulating body. This involves developing
and applying methods to run Monte Carlo simulations of tube degradation progression, as well as
developing standards on acceptable levels of risk as determined by the simulations. A generic
tool which could be used to perform Monte Carlo simulations of many different types of steam
generator tube degradation would therefore allow regulators to more easily evaluate the affects of
various tube maintenance and repair strategies on the level of risk, and therefore would help them
assess probabilistic based fitness-for-service guidelines prepared by plant operators.
3.

Description of CANTIA - A Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Computer Model

A computer program entitled CANTIA (CANDU Tube Inspection Assessment) was developed to
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discussion of the specific details of the code is provided in Appendix A. A user's manual was
also developed for CANTIA which is not reproduced in this report.3 The general approach,
features, and limitations of CANTIA are discussed in this section, and the checking and
verification of the program is discussed in Section C of this report.
The model developed for CANTIA essentially follows the suggested model developed in a
previous DEI report for the AECB.2 It is designed to handle a variety of defect types (including
circumferential and axial SCC cracks, frets, and pits), though only one type of degradation can be
modeled at a time. All tubes modeled in a trial are treated as being equally susceptible to the
chosen degradation mode, such that the same distributions of growth rates, flaw initiation, etc.
are used for all tubes. If different distributions are believed to describe the degradation in
different portions of the steam generator, then separate simulations should be run using the
appropriate distributions for the portion of the tube bundle being modeled.
As suggested in Reference 2, the CANTIA model is of a probabilistic fracture mechanics type. It
determines the time dependent probability distributions for the conditions of the steam generator
(e.g., flaw size distributions at various points in time) so that the probability of failure or the
leakage under assumed conditions can be determined and the adequacy of the safety margins
implied by this probability or leakage can be judged. It uses a conventional Monte Carlo
approach such that each important parameter is treated as a random variable with known or
predictable median behavior and a known or predictable distribution of behavior (i.e., scatter)
around the median. Both the median and scatter for each random variable are specified by the
user, or a fixed value can be entered if the user does not want to allow the parameter to vary. For
each Monte Carlo trial, the value of each random variable is selected randomly in accordance
with the user selected distribution, or the fixed value is used, so that the trial mirrors the
variability of the actual situation. A large enough number of trials is then run for each analysis to
provide a stable statistical distribution of the results (the user must determine how many trials are
necessary to stabilize the results of their particular model).
The model used in CANTIA determines the time dependent probability distributions for the
conditions of the steam generator by randomly determining the progression of the tube
degradation throughout the susceptible tube population as a whole for each trial. That is, on each
Monte Carlo trial, CANTIA determines flaw sizes, growth rates, inspection results, material
properties, etc. for each individual tube, and then tracks the progression of the flaws on each
individual tube throughout the modeled time period. After all trials are run, the conditions at
each modeled time of interest from each trial are compiled to determine the probability
distributions of flaw sizes, inspection results, leak rates, and tube failures at each time of interest.
The steps used in this process are shown on Figure B-l, and are as follows:
(1)
All of the input parameters are checked to make sure that they are valid for the
assumptions selected by the user (e.g., valid numbers entered for the selected measurement
error distribution). They are all then imported into the calculational portion of the program
and the necessary arrays and variables are set up for use by the program.
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(2)
If the user has entered a "measured" initial flaw distribution as opposed to an
"actual" one, the probability density of the measured flaw sizes distribution is divided by
the probability of detection function and integrated to determine the "actual" cumulative
distribution of flaws. Before dividing by the probability of detection, the measured
distribution is shifted to account for systematic measurement errors (those errors which
regularly occur in the measurement of all flaws, not the effect of random errors) so that the
POD is applied on the basis of actual flaw sizes. This is done by using the parameters of
the selected measurement error model to convert an "actual" flaw size (which is used to
calculate the probability of detection) to its mean measured flaw size (which is then used to
determine its density of detected flaws). The number of flaws initially present is also
increased as a result of the integration process to account for the undetected flaws. The
actual number of flaws present is equal to the number of detected flaws times the integral
of the calculated actual flaw size distribution divided by the integral of the detected flaw
size distribution. The actual flaw size distribution is then renormalized so that its
cumulative distribution is equal to 1 at the maximum flaw size.
(3)
Next, the individual trials are begun. CANTIA randomly selects a flaw size from
the "actual" flaw size distribution (whether input by the user or calculated from the
measured flaw size distribution and the POD) for each tube with a flaw at the initial time.
Initiation times for flaws in tubes without initial flaws are also randomly selected; the size
of flaws at time of initiation is entered by the user. Flaw growth rates are then randomly
selected for each tube in the modeled population, and the size of the flaw on each tube at
each future point in time is calculated by CANTIA. This has the effect that for a particular
flaw the growth rate parameter is constant for all future times of interest for a trial (i.e., the
random growth rate parameter does not change for different time intervals for a flaw during
a single trial). However, if a flaw size dependent growth model is selected, the flaw growth
rate will change in a deterministic way with time. Any necessary tube material or tube
dimensional properties are also randomly selected for each tube at this time; they will
remain constant throughout the trial.
(4)
CANTIA then determines the conditions in the steam generator at each time of
interest. It begins by calculating the primary-to-secondary leak rate through each flaw
under normal and accident conditions and whether or not each flaw would cause its tube to
fail under accident conditions at the first chronological time of interest (as input by the
user). Next, inspections are performed if either the time of interest is a scheduled
inspection time (as entered by the user) or if the primary-to-secondary leak under normal
conditions is larger than the allowed maximum level (as entered by the user). Inspections
are modeled using initial sample and expansion rule parameters and POD and measurement
error distributions entered by the user, and are performed until either all of the tubes are
inspected or no additional expansions of the tube sample size are required by the inspection
expansion rules. Detected flaws which are sized larger than the plugging limit are then
"repaired" by removing the tube from the sample population. This process is then repeated
for each additional time of interest.
(5)

Once the calculations of flaw size distributions, leak rates, inspection results, etc. at
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data set. Additional trials are then performed. After completing all trials, the statistical
model outputs desired by the user (e.g., probability of one or more tube failures, flaw size
distributions) are calculated for each time of interest, the results are saved to a text file (if
desired), and the program is terminated.
The various inputs to CANTIA version 1.1 are as follows:
(1)
Flaw Type and Location and Number of Tubes Involved. CANTIA allows the user
to enter the type and location of the flaw type being modeled, the number of steam
generators and total number of tubes, and the number of tubes susceptible to the flaw type.
These inputs are for reference purposes only with the exception of the number of tubes
susceptible to the modeled flaw type, since this is the number of tubes with flaws which
will be modeled by CANTIA.
(2)
Times of Interest. Inspection Times, and Starting Time of Model. The user can
enter the times at which inservice inspections are to be modeled, any additional times of
interest at which output results are desired, and the starting time for the model. There do
not necessarily have to be any planned inspection times or any additional times of interest
entered, but there must be at least one time at which outputs are calculated. The entered
times can not be interval lengths but must be absolute times (in whatever units the user
decides to use, such as years or EFPYs). Flaw sizes at future times of interest will then be
calculated using values selected from the initial flaw size distribution and the growth rate
model.
(3)
Number of Trials. The user can enter the number of Monte Carlo trials to be run.
The user must determine how many trials are necessary to give meaningful results for their
specific model. It should be noted that CANTIA allows only between 1 and 32,767 trials to
be performed due to limitations in the programming language. If more than 32,767 trials
are necessary to provide stable statistical distributions of the results, multiple cases should
be run with large numbers of trials using different seed values for the random number
generator (seeding the random number generator is discussed below). By averaging the
results of these different cases, the best estimate results of the model can be determined.
(4)
Type Of Input Data and Initial Flaw Size. The user can select whether the input
flaw size distribution is an assumed distribution of inservice flaw sizes or a measured
distribution of flaw sizes developed from the results of an inservice inspection. They can
then select from the following types of flaw size distribution: a gamma, beta, lognormal,
Weibull, or Gumbel distribution, or they can enter binned flaw sizes (i.e., 5 tubes with flaw
sizes between 10% and 20% tw, etc.). The details of these distributions and the parameters
necessary to define them are discussed in the CANTIA user's manual.3 For CANTIA
version 1.1 no other options for initial flaw size distributions are available; however, they
could be added for future revisions of the program.
The user also selects the dimension represented by the flaw size distribution; i.e., % tw
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depth, fractional depth of wall, axial length, or circumferential extent (while
circumferential extent is an option for the flaw size dimension, it cannot be used with any
of the tube failure or leak rate models included in CANTIA version 1.1). Note that the
initial flaw size distribution can handle only one flaw dimension, e.g., crack length but not
depth. If an additional size dimension is necessary, a value can be entered for the
secondary flaw dimension. This secondary dimension is constant for all flaws, however,
since CANTIA version 1.1 can not statistically model two separate flaw dimensions. This
is because no such models were available in the industry, and it was not the focus of this
project to develop new models for defect initiation, growth, etc. in two flaw dimensions.
(5)
Initial Number of Tubes with Flaws. For measured flaw size distributions, the user
enters the number of tubes with flaws that are represented by their chosen distribution, as
well as the number of tubes inspected at the time the distribution was developed (this is so
that the number of flaws can be factored up by the fraction of tubes inspected). If an
assumed "actual" flaw size distribution is entered, however, then the user can select either
to have a fixed number of tubes with flaws at the start of the model or the number of tubes
with flaws can be chosen randomly from a negative binomial distribution.
(6)
Probability of Detection Distribution. The user can select from either a log-logistics
or lognormal distribution for the probability of detection of flaws or they can choose to
enter a fixed "deterministic" value for the POD for all flaws. If the log-logistics
distribution is chosen the user also has the option of using a confidence limit of the
best-estimate POD distribution. Note that this POD applies to the primary flaw size
dimension and not any secondary dimension flaw size entered by the user.
(7)
Measurement Error Model and Units. The user can select from three different
models of measurement error: a linear equation of measured to actual flaw size with a
normally distributed error, a normal distribution of error, or a fixed "deterministic" error for
all flaws. The units of the model can also be selected to be either a percentage of the actual
flaw size or as having the same units as the actual flaw size. The specifics of each model
are discussed in the CANTIA user's manual.3 Note that the measurement error model
applies only to the primary flaw size dimension, and not to any secondary flaw size
dimension entered by the user.
(8)
Flaw Growth Distribution. The user can select from any of the following models
for the growth rate of flaws in the primary dimension: a gamma, exponential, or normal
distribution, a linear or quadratic equation of the growth rate as a function of the flaw size,
a fracture mechanics stress based model of crack growth, or a fixed "deterministic" growth
rate for all flaws in the susceptible population. If one of the three statistical distributions or
the deterministic growth rate is selected, the user also has the option of defining the growth
rate as having units of either size per unit time (e.g., % tw/yr) or percentage of initial size
per unit time (e.g., % of initial axial length/yr).
(9)
Flaw Initiation Distribution. The user can select either a Weibull or lognormal
distribution for the rate of new flaw initiation, or can choose to have no new flaws initiate.
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be entered. This is so that the user can calibrate their initiation distribution against actual
tube degradation data. For example, a user choosing to have flaws initiate at 20% tw can
compare flaw distribution data produced by CANTIA with data obtained from inspections
of the actual steam generators, and can therefore adjust the parameters of the initiation
distribution so that CANTIA is predicting similar numbers of flaws found to those actually
detected at the same points in time.
(10) Seed for Random Number Generator. The user can select what seed value CANTIA
will use for the random number generator. The seed value determines the series of random
numbers which will be generated, so by using the same seed value for different cases the
exact sequence of random numbers will be generated, and therefore the results of the cases
can be compared directly. The three options for the seed value are the default value, a
random value selected by CANTIA, or a value input by the user. By running the same case
multiple times with different seed values the user can determine if the results of the model
are stable enough, or if more trials are needed to produce reliable results from the model.
Similarly, if more trials are needed than the 32,767 allowed by CANTIA, averaging the
results of multiple runs using different seed values for the random number generator should
produce more realistic results.
(11) Failure and Leak Rate Models. The user can select from the following tube failure
models: the Bruce 2 circumferential cracking maximum moment model, the Bruce B
fretted tube burst model, the Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse model, the French axial
PWSCC tube burst model, the Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst model, the Ontario Hydro axial
defect tube burst model, or they can choose to have failure defined as any flaw larger than a
given size. For primary-to-secondary leak rate models, the user can select from the Bruce 2
circumferential crack COD leak rate model, the French axial PWSCC lower bound leak
rate model, or they can choose to have any "failed" tube (either judged to have failed using
one of the above models or 100% through wall depth) leak at a given rate. If there is any
statistical variability in the chosen failure or leak rate model, the user can also enter a value
for this variability (e.g., a standard deviation in a burst pressure equation). The details of
each failure and leak model are discussed in the CANTIA user's manual.3
The user can also enter the maximum allowable leak rate under normal operating
conditions. While the model is executing if the normal leak rate is greater than the
allowable limit at any time of interest that is not a planned inspection time, CANTIA will
perform an inspection using the entered inspection parameters. If after completing the
inspection the leak rate is still above the allowable limit, CANTIA will give the user a
warning and the option to terminate the program execution. This is because this situation is
not believed to be realistic, since any real plant would not be allowed to restart without
performing enough tube inspections and repairs to bring the leak rate below the allowable
limit.
(12) Pressures and Loads. As needed for the chosen tube failure and leak rate models,
the user can enter the primary-to-secondary differential pressure and the effective loads and
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fixed values which do not have any statistical variability.
(13) System of Units Used. Since some of the failure and leak rate models require
knowledge of the units system employed for all of the input parameters, the user can select
either the SI or English system of units. However, it is imperative that users check all of
their selected models and distributions to ensure that a consistent set of units is used
throughout the modeling process. Otherwise, inaccurate results will be obtained.
(14) Material and Tube Dimensional Properties. The value of any material or tube
dimensional properties needed by CANTIA as a result of the selected tube failure and leak
rate models can be entered by the user. All of these properties are assumed to be normally
distributed with a mean value and a standard deviation about the mean. If the user wishes
to fix the value of one of the parameters (i.e., not let it vary across the susceptible tube
population), then the user can enter "0" for the standard deviation of the particular
parameter.
(15) Future Inspection Plans. The user can define the parameters for all future inservice
inspections (in CANTIA version 1.1, there is no provision for different inspection plans to
be used at different inspection times). The user can enter the initial sample size to be
inspected, whether or not all inservice tubes with previously detected indications are to be
inspected during each outage, the plugging limit (the flaw size at which a tube must be
repaired), and the sample expansion rules to use during the inspection. The user can select
from six different expansion rules based on numbers of flaws detected smaller or larger
than a given flaw size, numbers of repairable tubes, and the maximum allowable number of
expansions before 100% of the susceptible population must be inspected.
In the real world, some of the expansion rules are applied by inspecting those tubes directly
sunounding a tube which meets the rule criteria (such as finding a flaw sized at larger than
a given size). However, CANTIA does not have the ability to treat local clustering within
the bounds of the susceptible tube population since tubes are considered to be statistically
independent. Therefore, any additional tubes to be inspected are selected at random from
the entire susceptible population. While this does not directly simulate what can occur in a
real steam generator (where local clusters of flaws are known to occur), it is not thought
that this discrepancy will have a significant impact on the results of the model if enough
trials are performed to get statistically significant results. If it is believed that significant
clustering does occur, then the susceptible population of tubes should be divided into
homogenous groups of tubes (all tubes which can be modeled as statistically identical to
each other should be in a group, and those tubes which cannot be considered identical
should be in other groups). Each group of tubes should then modeled separately using
CANTIA and the results combined to determine the results for the total susceptible
population.
(16) Desired Output Values and Distributions. Finally, the user can select which output
values they wish to have calculated at each time of interest. The eight possible outputs are:
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(b) the probability of a larger number (such as 2, to be entered by the user) or more tube
failures at each time of interest,
(c) the probability of the leak rate exceeding an input value under normal conditions at
each time of interest,
(d) the probability of the leak rate exceeding an input value under accident conditions at
each time of interest,
(e) the probability distribution of leak rates under normal conditions at each time of
interest,
(f) the probability distribution of leak rates under accident conditions at each time of
interest,
(g) the probability distributions of actual flaw sizes and the number of flaws present at
each time of interest, and
(h) inspection results (probability distributions of measured defect sizes, number of
defects found, and number of tubes inspected) at each inspection time, including
unplanned inspections due to unacceptably high leak rates under normal conditions.
The user can save all of the input values to a file prior to the execution of the probabilistic model
so that they can be easily retrieved. Once CANTIA is finished executing, it gives the results for
any of the selected outputs. These values can also be saved to a text file. The saved file
indicates the date and time that the outputs were generated and gives the name of the file that the
input values were saved to so that the user knows which input files go with which output files.
4.

General Features and Limitations of CANTIA

The primary goal of the CANTIA model is to provide a means for judging the effects of different
inspection and repair strategies on the safe operation of CANDU steam generators (as defined by
probabilities of tube failure, primary-to-secondary leak rates, and the presence of large defects).
As such, CANTIA was designed with the ability to simulate partial tube bundle inspections and
has six different sample expansion rules for the user to choose from. These expansion rules are
believed to encompass all of the expansion rules currently used by the CANDU licensees.
Therefore, to judge the effects of different inspection and repair criteria, CANTIA can be run
multiple times using identical parameters and distributions describing the initiation and growth
of flaws but with different parameters describing the extent of future inservice inspections. By
evaluating the results generated from these different cases, the sensitivity of the results due to the
inspection criteria can be determined, and a more informed evaluation of the necessary levels of
inspection can be performed. In addition, the model can be "calibrated" by varying input
parameters and comparing program results to actual inspection results.
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inputs chosen by the user. Thus, if incorrect assumptions are made for the inputs, the results of
the program will be incorrect, and if conservative assumptions are made for the inputs, then the
results of the program will necessarily be conservative. CANTIA is not intended to verify the
validity of assumptions or to fit input parameters to real or assumed data; it will use whatever
parameters are input and produce the correct results for those input values. Therefore, it is
imperative that the user independently perform physics and engineering evaluations of their flaw
data in order to determine the appropriate distributions, failure models, probability of detection,
and other necessary assumptions for use as inputs to CANTIA. For this reason, it is not
suggested that the results of CANTIA be used as an absolute descriptor of the safety of steam
generators, but rather that it be used in combination with other evaluation methods to determine
the best inspection and maintenance strategies to use to maintain the safety of the steam
generators.
The methods for evaluating inspection data to determine the necessary input assumptions for
CANTIA are discussed in many other sources, and are therefore not reviewed in detail here. In
general, the necessary input assumptions and parameters can be obtained from direct analysis of
results from ECT inspection of CANDU steam generators, analysis of tubes pulled from
CANDU steam generators, degradation at other similar plants, first principles analyses of the
appropriate degradation mechanisms, or other similar sources. The reliability of CANTIA results
will depend strongly on the reliability of these sources.
It should be noted that one of the characteristics of CANTIA is that it truncates and renormalizes
the initial flaw size distribution at the value entered by the user as the size of flaws at initiation.
For example, if it is assumed that flaws initiate at a size of 20% tw, the initial flaw size
distribution will be truncated and renormalized so that all of the flaws present at the beginning of
the model will be sized at 20% tw or larger (if it is assumed that no flaws initiate during the
modeled time period, then no truncation is performed). There are two main reasons why this
truncation is performed: first, if the initial flaw size distribution is a distribution of measured
flaw sizes, when it is divided by the probability of detection function, the small POD values
which occur at the smaller flaw sizes tend to dominate the resulting "actual" flaw size
distribution. Since the shape of the distribution for smaller flaw sizes is not really known,
truncating the distribution reduces the uncertainty in the actual flaw size distribution due to this
effect. It also prevents the model from determining that all rubes in a susceptible population have
flaws which are sized below the ECT threshold of detectability. A second reason that the
truncation and renormalization is performed is that the growth rate law entered by the user may
not apply to flaws below the ECT threshold of detectability. This is because flaw growth rates
can only be determined for flaws which are detected in multiple outages. Growing small flaws
using a growth rate model developed for larger flaws could result in inaccurate flaw sizes
distributions at future points in time; consequently, it is better to truncate the initial flaw size
distribution and model the growth of smaller flaws by calibrating the selected initiation model
(including the size of flaws at initiation) against actual inspection results.
Several other characteristics of CANTIA should be noted. First, CANTIA assumes that any
measured inspection results entered for the initial flaw size were selected randomly from the
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tubes inspected when determining the "actual" number of flaws present in the steam generator. If
data from non-random partial inspections are entered (i.e., inspections concentrated on areas with
greater probability of flaws being present), CANTIA will overpredict the number of flaws in the
steam generator. Second, the tube failure and leak rate models included with CANTIA work
only with certain flaw size dimensions as is discussed in the CANTIA user's manual.3 For
example, the Slovene tube failure model works only with axial crack lengths. The probability of
a tube failure or leak rate distributions of any flaws which are not covered by the included models
cannot be determined without revising CANTIA to include the appropriate models. Finally,
CANTIA does not check for consistency of units of the values entered by the user for the various
parameters. Only a limited number of unit conversions are performed as is discussed in the
user's manual. Therefore, the user must ensure that their units are consistent throughout the
various calculations performed by CANTIA. A table is provided in the user's manual to show
consistent units for the various tube failure and leak rate models. There are some aspects of the
probabilistic model suggested in Reference 2 which were not incorporated into CANTIA. First,
no default values are incorporated into the program. It was determined to be inappropriate to
assume any defaults for any of the parameters when programming the model since there are a
wide variety of different parameters which are needed for modeling different degradation
mechanisms. Accordingly, the user must develop the assumptions needed for all of the pertinent
parameters; the program cannot be executed without inputs from the user.
Secondly, there is no provision for the user to enter any distributions or models not incorporated
directly into the program. For example, the user cannot use a different distribution for the initial
flaw size than the six options available to them in the program's pull down menu (gamma, beta,
lognormal, Weibull, or Gumbel distributions, or entering binned flaw sizes). Similarly, no
failure models other than those programmed into the model can be selected. If a new failure
model is developed which should be incorporated into CANTIA, or if a different statistical
distribution is desired for a particular input parameter, then the coding of CANTIA must be
revised and a new version of the program and user's manual issued. A discussion of how a new
failure model would be incorporated into CANTIA is discussed in Appendix B.
An additional difference between CANTIA and the suggested model in Reference 2 is that there
is not a provision for entering the initial flaw size distribution as the results of an inservice
inspection and then specifying the tubes plugged during the inspection. CANTIA will allow
inspection results to be entered for an initial distribution, but it will not allow tubes to be
removed from that distribution due to plugging prior to the startup of the model. If the user
wishes to remove tubes from their initial flaw size distribution at the beginning of the model,
they should specify the starting time of the model as an inspection time and allow CANTIA to
simulate an inservice inspection performed on flaws selected from the initial flaw size
distribution. This simulated inspection will not exactly reproduce the real inspection results from
the steam generator, but they should be similar (if they are not, then the user may wish to
reevaluate the parameters used for the probability of detection, measurement error, and
inspection strategies).
In addition, as mentioned previously in this report, CANTIA version 1.1 can only statistically
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probabilistic models were found which modeled two flaw dimensions (such as crack length and
depth). Since it was considered that the two dimensions could not reasonably be modeled as
being independent (e.g., the growth in the length direction has no effect on the growth in the
depth direction), it was decided to allow the user to model initiation and growth in one dimension
and enter a fixed value for the flaw size in the second dimension. If future models are developed
which consider initiation, growth, POD, measurement error, etc. for two flaw dimensions, then
CANTIA should be revised to incorporate these models.
There are two other program limitations that were mentioned previously in this report. First, a
maximum of 32,767 trials can be run during any one case due to limitations in the programming
language. If more trials are necessary, multiple cases must be run using different seed values for
the random number generator and the results averaged to determine the best estimate results of
the model. Second, there can be situations where an inspection is performed due to an
unacceptably large leak rate under normal conditions, and after the defective tubes are repaired
the leak rate is still above the allowable limit. This can occur when the user has entered a small
sample size to be inspected during any outages because the program selects the tubes to inspect
randomly from the susceptible population. As a result, the flaws causing the high leak rate can
sometimes be missed. If this occurs the program will give a warning and allow the user to
terminate execution of the program. In CANTIA version 1.1 there is not an option to enter
different inspection parameters for different outages, so the user should be aware that this may
have an affect on the results of the model. If many of the trials performed by CANTIA result in
the leak rate not being reduced below the allowable limit, then the user should reexamine their
assumptions for inspection and repair parameters.
Finally, it should also be noted that the method used in CANTIA version 1.1 to estimate an actual
flaw size distribution from measured inspection results is simplified and approximate. If
measurement uncertainty is large in comparison to the measured values, CANTIA probably
overestimates the variance of the actual flaw size distribution. Therefore, more accurate results
will be obtained if an "assumed" distribution is used as opposed to a measured distribution of
initial flaw sizes. It is therefore suggested that users determine their own best estimate of the
"assumed" distribution of flaw sizes present in the susceptible tube population, and then use this
"assumed" distribution as an input to CANTIA.
C.

VERIFICATION OF CANTIA RESULTS

1.

Objectives

Once the CANTIA program was coded, it needed to be verified as providing accurate results.
This was done in two different ways: (1) checking the results of individual portions of the model
within the program structure (such as the subroutines used for the various statistical distributions
or the portion of the model that simulates the inspections) to make sure that they were working
properly, and (2) running documented probabilistic models developed by other methods and
verifying the predictions generated by CANTIA against the documented results of the model.
These checks and verifications are documented as follows.
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Checks of Various Portions of the CANTIA Program

All portions of the program in which mathematical calculations are made were checked by
comparing the results produced by individual portions of the program with results generated
using Microsoft® Excel™spreadsheets. The various sections of the programs checked in this
manner are as follows:
2.1

Distribution Functions

The various functions which describe the different distribution functions available to the user
were checked using the method described above. The functions which calculate the probability
density and cumulative density functions of distributions at different values were checked by
choosing a set of parameters to define the distribution and checking that CANTIA produced the
correct answer for the probability density or cumulative density function at different points
within the range of the distribution. The inverse distribution functions (i.e., the functions which
randomly select values from a given distribution, such as randomly selected numbers from a
normal distribution with a given mean and standard deviation) were checked by executing them
multiple times using a chosen set of parameters and confirming that the distribution generated by
the function was in fact the proper distribution. This was done by sorting the results of the
inverse function, determining the cumulative fraction for each value, and comparing it to the
actual cumulative density function for the distribution. The functions which generate truncate
inverse distributions were checked in the same manner using the relationship

( )

~

where F'(t) is the value of the truncated cumulative density function at t, F(t) is the value of the
untruncated cumulative density function at t, and F(to) is the value of the untruncated cumulative
density function at the truncation point t^
2.2

Growth Rate. Measurement Error. POD. Leak Rate, and Tube Failure Models

The available functions for flaw growth rates, measurement error, probability of detection, leak
rates under normal and accident conditions, and tube failures were checked by verifying the
results produced by the functions with results calculated using the same equations on Excel™
spreadsheets for applicable ranges of flaw sizes. All calculations were performed either using
fixed values for each of the parameters necessary for the model (e.g., tube dimensional
properties, equation constants, etc.), or the random error selected by CANTIA was known for
each calculation so that the spreadsheet could incorporate it into its equations.
2.3

Integration Routine of Measured Flaw Size Distribution divided by POD Function

The subroutine that calculates the "actual" flaw size distribution from the input measured
distribution and the POD function was checked using a simple trapezoidal integration technique
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initial flaw size distribution then CANTIA calculates the "actual" flaw size distribution by
dividing the probability density function of the measured distribution by the POD function
(which gives the probability density function of the actual flaw size distribution) and then
integrating the results (to get the cumulative density function of the actual flaw size distribution).
Several different cases were run using different measured flaw size distributions and POD
distributions to check the range of possible inputs. CANTIA was also checked to ensure that
initial flaw sizes were correctly selected from the new actual flaw size distribution at the
beginning of each trial of the probabilistic model.
2.4

Simulated Inservice Inspections

CANTIA was checked to determine that it was performing inspections correctly. A case was run
in which a small initial sample size was to be inspected, all six expansion rules were used, the
expansion rules were such that multiple checks of the rules would have to be made, and a large
repair limit was set so that many detected flaws would remain in service. For a single trial, all of
the calculated values from the inspection (tubes inspected, actual flaw sizes, PODs, measured
flaw sizes) were then printed out and compiled in an Excel™ spreadsheet. These results were
examined to ensure that CANTIA was not inspecting the same tube more than once, the
expansion rules were being used correctly and the right number of tubes were being inspected
during each expansion of the sample size, the repair limit was being applied correctly, and the
option to inspected all previously detected indications was being applied correctly.
2.5

CANTIA Statistical Model Results

The portion of CANTIA that calculates the results of the model (the probability of tube failures,
distributions of flaw sizes, etc.) was checked to determine if it was performing correctly. A
CANTIA case was run for 10 trials of 100 tubes in which all of the available outputs were
selected, and all of the individual results for each tube from each trial were obtained. The
necessary distributions of flaw sizes, number of trials, inspection results, etc. were then
calculated separately using spreadsheets for each time of interest from these data and compared
to the output generated by CANTIA.
3.

Verification of CANTIA Using Documented Models and Results

After checking that individual portions of CANTIA were performing correctly, the program was
verified by running three previously documented cases using the same assumptions and input
values used for these cases. The CANTIA outputs were then compared with the outputs recorded
for the documented cases. The three cases chosen for verification were (1) a model developed by
the Slovenes to determine the probability of a tube failure at Krsko due to axial PWSCC in the
roll transition, (2) a model developed by Ontario Hydro to determine the number of tubes in
uninspected boilers at Bruce B with fret depths larger than the maximum tolerable flaw size
(MTFS), and (3) a model developed by Ontario Hydro to determine the expected number of
detected circumferential SCC cracks at Bruce 2 within a given range of depths during future
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CANTIA, and were therefore selected as good test cases for the verification of the program.
In all three cases, the results were verified to what is believed to be reasonable statistical
accuracy (obviously, the results cannot be produced exactly since the exact program used to
produce the documented results is not available). Therefore, it is considered that CANTIA is a
properly functioning program capable of developing probabilities of tube failure that are
consistent with the input assumptions and values.
3.1

Slovene Model Verification
(1) Discussion. The Slovene model was developed to simulate axial PWSCC in the roll
transition area of steam generators at the Krsko nuclear plant. This model allows for
statistical variations in tube dimensions such as the tube radius and thickness; tube material
properties such as the flow stress factor, yield stress, and ultimate tensile stress; the growth
rate of flaws while inservice, and ECT parameters such as the POD and flaw size
measurement error. Using these properties, it then calculates a critical flaw length for a
given tube. The critical crack length is the length at which unstable crack propagation due
to net section plastic collapse occurs. The calculation is based on ductile fracture
mechanics assuming the Poisson ratio to be 0.3, and uses the following equation:4
ac = [- 0.709 + 1.155 m - 7.056 exp(- 2.966 m)}y[Rt,
where

PI--0.5
ac is the critical crack half-length, R is the mean tube radius, t is the tube wall thickness. K
is the flow stress factor, P is the differential pressure, oY is the yield stress, oM is the
ultimate tensile stress, and 8 is a factor describing (oY + oM) fluctuations with temperature.
There is an additional equation to calculate the reinforcement effects of the tubesheet,
which is restricted to single axial cracks propagating from the tubesheet. The reinforcing
factor RF is defined as a correction coefficient to the flow stress factor K (as is used in the
above equation), and is calculated as follows:5

L
The flow stress factor K is then multiplied by the calculated reinforcing factor, and the
critical crack half-length is recalculated using the above two formulas for m and ac. The
critical crack half-length is then doubled to determine the actual critical crack length for a
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(2) Documented Calculation. Numerical examples using the above critical crack
equation were discussed in Reference 5. In the example, the observed crack length
behavior was modeled as follows:5

am+ae,am+ae>PLandt>P(

OD'

0, am+ae> PL and £<P'(O D '
where a is the predicted end of inspection interval crack length, ag is the crack propagation
between two consecutive inspections, ae is the random crack sizing error, a,,, is the
measured (in-service inspection) crack length, PL is the plugging limit, £ is a uniformly
distributed random variable that is used by the model to determine if a specific defect was
detected, and P 0D is the probability of crack detection. This final predicted crack length a is
then compared to the calculated critical crack length to determine if the affected tube has
failed or not.
It appears from the above equation that the "actual" flaw size is approximated by the
measured crack length a^ which is reasonable since the measurement error is symmetric
about zero (i.e., the actual flaw size distribution should be the same as the measured flaw
size distribution on the average). This is because the measured crack length s^ is added to
the measurement error ae and then the total length is compared to the plugging limit. If the
total length a,,, + ae is less than the plugging limit then the crack is left inservice, while if it
is greater than the plugging limit the probability of detection (POD) of the crack is
determined. If it is then determined that the flaw is not found (determined by generating a
random number from a uniform distribution on the interval 0 to 1 and determining if it is
larger than the POD), the flaw remains in service, while if the flaw is determined to have
been found (determined by generating a random number from a uniform distribution on the
interval 0 to 1 and determining if it is less than the POD), the flaw is no longer considered
(i.e., its size is set to zero in the above equation). Therefore, this model seems to simulate
an inservice inspection at the beginning of the model period by calculating measured sizes
for all flaws and determining whether or not they would be plugged, and then allowing all
remaining flaws to grow using the crack propagation law ag. This is done for all flaws to
determine the distribution of crack sizes at the end of the inspection interval.
The above model of crack growth behavior was applied in Reference 5 using numerical
examples. In one of the examples, Case A, the parameters defining the probability
densities for each of the various parameters were calculated using samples of the available
test data. These data were consistent with the values used to define the plugging criteria,
and were therefore used to determine estimates of the probability of tube failure consistent
with the assumptions of the bases for the plugging criteria. The effect of the reinforcing
factor RF was also studied.
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The properties of data used in Case A are as follows:5
Table 3.1. Documented Numerical Example Distributions
and Parameters for Variables
Variable

Distribution Type

Distribution
Parameters

Units

out

Normal

JJ. =

11.11
o=0.0313

mm

t

Normal

ja = 1.195
o = 0.0423

mm

a*

Gamma

cc=11.4

mm

R

P=1.5
Normal

u=0
o= 0.75

mm

Gamma

a =1.0
b = 0.8

mm

K

Normal

u = 0.51
o = 0.03

-

°Y + 0M

Normal

m = 945
o = 50

MPa

P

Deterministic

178.5

' OD

Deterministic

1

-

PL

Deterministic

14

mm

ae

bar

Using these values along with the tubesheet reinforcing factor, it was reported that the
rupture probability would be less than 4.7% if 730 cracks were detected and less than
0.36% if 54 cracks were detected.
(3) CANTIA Calculation Setup. An attempt to duplicate the results of the documented
Slovene Case A described above using CANTIA was made by using the same parameters
for the different distributions and running the probabilistic model. To do this, the
following values were entered into the CANTIA input screens.
First, on the first CANTIA screen, "Probabilistic Model Set-Up," one inservice inspection
was assumed to occur at a time of " 1 , " and an additional time of interest was selected at a
time of "'2." The starting time of the model wab also chosen to be at a time of " 1 . " Thus,
the program performs an inspection at the starting time of the model to remove all detected
pluggable tubes, and then allows the remaining cracks to grow for one year, at which time
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inspections are to be performed at a time of "2" unless the normal operation leak rate is
above the allowable limit, which is entered as discussed below).
The total number of tubes susceptible to the degradation and the number of trials differed
between the two verified cases. One case was run assuming that 54 tubes were susceptible
to the degradation, for which 30,000 trials were performed, and another case was run
assuming that 730 tubes were susceptible, for which 5,000 trials were performed. The
number of necessary trials was determined after several cases were run to verify the
stability in the calculated results.
On the second CANTIA screen. "Input Flaw Size Distribution," the flaw size distribution
was selected to be an assumed distribution, since it appears that the documented case used
their measured flaw size distribution to model the actual flaw sizes (as is discussed above).
The flaw size distribution was selected to be a "Gamma" distribution to match the
documented case, and the parameters A and k were entered as "1.5" and "11.4,"
respectively (the documented gamma distribution parameter a corresponds to the CANTIA
parameter k and the documented parameter p corresponds to the CANTIA parameter A.).
The offset in the flaw size distribution was entered as "0," since no offset was reported in
Reference 5, and the axial length flaw size dimension was selected. Finally, the number of
inservice starting tubes with flaws was chosen to be fixed, and number of flaws was entered
as either "54" or "730" depending on which case was run.
On the third CANTIA screen, "ECT Parameters Input," the following values were selected
or input. First, the probability of detection distribution was chosen to be "Deterministic"
with a value of " 1 " to match the parameter used in the documented Slovene example (this
means that all of the flaws will be detected during the inspection performed at the start of
the model). In the second part of the screen, the measurement error was selected to be
normally distributed with n equal to zero and a2 equal to 0.5626 (which is the square of
0.75. or the value of o used in the documented example), with the units of the error being
the same as the actual flaw size (i.e., mm).
The fourth CANTIA screen, "Flaw Parameters and Seed Value Input," is where the flaw
growth and initiation models and the seed for the random number generator were selected.
For the flaw growth model, a gamma distribution was selected and the values "0.8" and " 1 "
were entered for A. and k, respectively. The units of the growth distribution were selected to
be size per unit time. It should be noted that in the documented Slovene case the growth
model was in units of mm, while in the CANTIA case the growth rate distribution was in
units of mm/time. However, since the two times of interest " 1 " and "2" are one unit of
time apart, the actual flaw growth reduces to mm for the interval. Next, "No Flaw
Initiation" was chosen for the flaw initiation distribution, since it appears that this was not
considered in the documented model. Finally, at the bottom of the screen, the default seed
value was originally chosen as the seed for the random number generator. This was so the
results of the model could be easily reproduced in the future. However, as is discussed
below, this was changed to a random seed value for the case where 54 flaws were modeled
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On the fifth CANTIA screen, "Leak Rate and Failure Models Input," the failure model and
appropriate parameters were selected. The failure model was chosen to be the "Slovene
axial PWSCC plastic collapse" model, which is described in detail above, and the "Fixed
leak at failure" was chosen for the leak rate model. Since leak rates were not modeled in
the documented numerical example, the fixed leak rate model was chosen since it does not
require any additional parameters to be entered. Values of zero were entered for the
assumed leak rate under both normal and accident conditions.
At the bottom of the screen, "9" was entered for the differential pressure under normal
conditions, and "17.85" was entered for the differential pressure under accident conditions
(these values are in units of MPa). Since the fixed leak rate model does not require a
differential pressure, only the accident pressure is used by the model. In addition, the SI
system of units was selected to reflect the units of the input data.
The necessary tube and material properties were entered on the sixth CANTIA screen,
"Material and Tube Dimensional Properties." For K and t, the same values were entered
into CANTIA as were used in the Slovene numerical example; a mean of 0.51 and a
standard deviation of 0.03 for K, and a mean of 1.195 and a standard deviation of 0.0423
for t. Since the Slovene numerical example did not include the use of the 6 (or "d" as is
used on the CANTIA screen) term, its mean was set to 1 with a standard deviation of 0.
The parameters for the outer tube radius used in the numerical example were doubled so
that they could be used for the tube OD in CANTIA. Therefore, a mean of 22.22 and a
standard deviation of 0.0626 were entered for the tube OD.
The yield stress and ultimate tensile stress oY and oM are treated as separate values by
CANTIA, while the Slovene numerical example treated them as a single value with a
distribution. Therefore, the Slovene parameters for oY + oM were converted into parameters
for oY and oM distributions. To do this, the following statistics rules were used:

For the CANTIA calculation, it was assumed that oY and oM are identical distributions.
Therefore, the mean values for the two distributions were calculated to be 472.5, and the
standard deviations were calculated to be 35.36.
The seventh CANTIA screen. "Future Inspections Plans Input," is where the parameters for
the inspection to be held at time equal to 1 were entered. On this sheet, the initial sample
size fraction was entered as " 1 , " and the plugging limit was entered as "14." Since all
susceptible tubes were inspected, none of the expansion rules were needed, and therefore
none were checked. In addition, since there were no inspections modeled prior to the first
inspection, the option to inspect all previously detected indications was not chosen.
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Finally, on the eighth CANTIA screen, "Selection of Desired Output Values," the output
desired from the model was chosen. The four outputs selected were: probability of one or
more tube failures, probability of multiple tube failures (with "2" entered into the input
box), distribution of actual defect sizes, and distribution of defects found during the
inservice inspections. None of the possible leak rate outputs were selected since the
documented Slovene example did not calculate any leak rate values.
(4) CANTIA Results. Using the default value for the random number generator seed,
CANTIA produced the following results: 0.30% probability of a tube failure at time equal
to 2 for 54 cracks (as compared to 0.36% in the documented example), and a 4.1%
probability of one or more tube failures at time equal to 2 for 730 cracks (as compared to
4.7% in the documented example). Since the results from the model with 54 cracks seemed
low compared to the reported value, additional cases were run using a random number for
the seed to the random number generator. The results of these two trials were a 0.32% and
0.31% probability of a tube failure at a time equal to 2. Therefore, it is concluded that
CANTIA is producing the same results as the documented Slovene example (within the
range of expected variability due to differences in the programs used). It is thought that the
reason the results of the documented model are higher than the results produced by
CANTIA is that the Slovenian model was run with 107 trials.
3.2

Bruce B Model Verification
(1) Discussion. The Bruce B model was developed by Ontario Hydro to estimate the
expected number of frets exceeding the MTFS in the then-uninspected Bruce B steam
generators.6 The model allowed the number of frets in a steam generator, the population of
fret sizes, and the fret growth rate to vary in a probabilistic manner. Flaw size distributions
were then calculated at various future times, and the expected number of flaws exceeding
certain sizes (including the MTFS) at each time were calculated.
Although not used in the above referenced model, a failure model was previously
developed by Ontario Hydro to predict the burst pressure of a part through-wall fret at
Bruce B (it is from this model that the MTFS was calculated). The failure model calculates
the mean differential pressure at which a flawed tube will fail via fishmouth rupture, and is
as follows:7
p

kun, = 9 6 - 9 ( 1 - w ) 0 6 0 8 > 0 0 5 6 w ,

where w is the fractional depth of the fret (from 0 to 1), and the burst pressure is in
MPa-gauge. The standard deviation in the burst pressure is reported to be 15.8% of the
mean. Therefore, the burst pressure of a particular fret is calculated by assuming that the
actual burst pressure of the fret is normally distributed about the mean burst pressure as
calculated using the above equation.
(2)

Documented Calculation. The statistical model used to estimate the number of frets
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exceeding the MTFS was described in Reference 6. In the example, inspection results from
16 of the 32 steam generators at Bruce B were used to develop distributions of numbers of
frets, fret sizes, and fret growth rates which could be used to represent the conditions of the
11 uninspected boilers (the other five boilers had been inspected, but the data were either
not available or not current enough for use in the analysis). Based on these inspection
results, the following distributions were developed.
For the fret size distribution, the lognormal distribution was determined to provide the best
fit while being conservative in the proportion of frets with larger fret sizes. The fitted
lognormal distribution assumed that the values oflog(fret -1%) followed a normal
distribution with parameters u = 3.1097 and o = 0.38707, where fret depth is measured in
terms of percent through-wall depth (% tw).
Since the number of frets present in the uninspected boilers was not known, it was also
modeled as a random variable. Based on the inspection data from the 16 inspected boilers,
the number of frets was modeled as a negative binomial distribution with the parameters N
= 2 and P = 228.59.
Finally the fret growth rate was modeled by assuming that it was a random variable
independent of the initial fret size with a gamma distribution. The parameters of the
gamma distribution were estimated by assuming that for one year the 95th percentile point
of the distribution is equal to 8% tw per year. On this basis, the gamma distribution
parameters were determined to be X = 0.3745 and k = 1.
Using these values, the following values were reported for the estimated probability of fret
sizes larger than 40% tw, 60% tw, and 77% tw in the uninspected steam generators:6
Table 3.2. Probability of Frets Exceeding Indicated Depths
Scheduled
Inspection
Fall 94
Spring 95
Fall 95
Spring 96

40% tw

60% tw

77% tw

0.0762
0.0928
0.1124
0.1353

0.0062
0.0076
0.0093
0.0114

0.00080
0.00095
0.00117
0.00142

By multiplying these fractions by the mean number of tubes with frets present in the
uninspected steam generators (equal to the product of the negative binomial distribution
parameters N and P, or about 457 tubes), the estimate of the mean number of frets
exceeding various fret sizes could be calculated. The following results were reported (note
that the mean number of tubes larger than 70% tw, and not 77% tw, is shown):6
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Scheduled
Inspection
Fall 94
Spring 95
Fall 95
Spring 96

40%tw

60% tw

70% tw

34.8
42.4
51.4
61.9

2.84
3.46
4.25
5.21

0.84
1.01
1.24
1.51

(3) CANTIA Calculation Setup. The following values were entered into the CANTIA
input screens in an attempt to duplicate the above documented results for fretting in the
uninspected steam generators at Bruce B.
On the first CANTIA screen, "Probabilistic Model Set-Up," it was assumed that 4200 tubes
(or all of the tubes in a single Bruce B steam generator) are susceptible to fretting. While
this is probably not correct, since inspection results show that the tubes in the outer portion
of the steam generator are where these types of defects occur, this assumption does not
impact the results of the model. This is because the starting number of tubes with flaws is
set by the negative binomial distribution, and no additional flaws are assumed to initiate
during the time period of the model.
Next, the number of trials to run was entered as "1000." The number of planned
inspections was set to zero, and four additional times of interest, " 1 , " "1.5," "2," and "2.5,"
were entered. The starting time of the model was also chosen to be at a time of " 1 . " Thus,
the program calculates the distribution of defect sizes at the starting time of the model and
then at three subsequent six month intervals. These intervals correspond to the intervals
between the scheduled inspections r. sorted in the description of the Bruce B model,6 at
which times the distributions of fret jizes were calculated. Also, since no results of
inservice inspections were considered in the documented model, no inspections were
planned for the CANTIA model. However, as is discussed below, the model could perform
inspections if the leak rate during normal conditions was larger than the allowed maximum
value.
On the second CANTIA screen, "Input Flaw Size Distribution," the flaw size distribution
was selected to be an assumed distribution. The form of the distribution was then selected
to be a lognormal distribution, and "3.1097" and "0.1498" were entered for u and a2,
respectively (note that the CANTIA parameters of the lognormal distribution include the
normal variance o : , and not the normal standard deviation a). The value " 1 " was then
entered as the offset in the flaw size distribution, since the above parameters represent the
lognormal distribution of fret size minus 1% tw, and the % through-wall flaw size
dimension was selected. The assumed starting number of inservice tubes with flaws was
next chosen to be a negative binomial distribution (instead of a fixed value), and "2" and
"228.59" were entered for the parameters N and P. Finally, no secondary flaw dimension
was chosen, since none is necessary for the model.
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probability of detection and measurement error of frets during inservice inspections are
entered. Eddy current inspections were not considered in the documented Bruce B model,
so parameters describing POD and measurement error of frets were not available.
Therefore, both the POD and measurement error models were chosen to be
"Deterministic," with a fixed POD of " 1 " and a fixed measurement error of "0." These
values are not particularly important, however, since no planned inservice inspections were
selected for the CANTIA model. The only way an inspection could occur under this
condition is if the primary-to-secondary leak rate under normal conditions exceeded some
maximum allowable value.
On the fourth CANTIA screen, "Flaw Parameters and Seed Value Input," the flaw growth
and initiation models and the seed for the random number generator were selected. First,
the flaw growth distribution was selected to be a gamma distribution with parameters A. =
"0.3745" and k = " 1 " to match the distribution used in the documented model. The units of
this distribution were selected to be size per unit time (i.e., %tw/year). Next, "No Flaw
Initiation" was chosen for the flaw initiation distribution since it was not considered in the
documented model. Finally, the default seed value was chosen for the random number
generator so that the results of the model could be easily reproduced.
The fifth CANTIA screen, "Leak Rate and Failure Models Input," is where the failure and
leak rate models and the appropriate parameters were entered. The failure model was
chosen to be the "Bruce B fretted tube burst" model, as discussed above. Although no tube
failures were considered in the documented model, they were considered in the CANTIA
model in order to estimate the conservatisms inherent in the documented model. Based on
the development of the failure model,7 "15.8." was entered for the standard deviation and
"percentage of best-fit value" was chosen for the units of the standard deviation.
Next, "Fixed leak at failure" was chosen for the leak rate model. Since the documented
model did not account for any inspection and repair of the Bruce B steam generators, it was
assumed that any tubes which failed due to fretting would leak at a rate of "0" under both
normal and accident conditions. The maximum allowable leak rate under normal
conditions was entered as "15" kg/hr based on discussion with AECB personnel. However,
in these discussions it was revealed that any flaw which became 100% tw under normal
operation would leak at a rate such that Ontario Hydro would shut down the unit and
inspect the leaking boilers to reduce the leak rate. Therefore, a second case was run
assuming that any tube which failed due to fretting (which under normal conditions is
defined as a flaw depth of 100% tw) would leak at a rate of 15 kg/hr under both normal and
accident conditions. It is known that this is not a realistic model of how frets leak, but
since leakage was not considered in the documented model the use of an unrealistic leak
rate model is not considered to be significant.
At the bottom of the screen, "6.4" was entered for the differential pressure under normal
conditions and "10.7" was entered for the differential pressure under accident conditions.
These values are in MPa, and are the maximum predicted differential pressures for design
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basis cases for Levels A&B (normal and upset conditions) and Levels C&D (emergency
and faulted conditions), respectively.8 To reflect the fact that these values are in MPa, SI
was then chosen as the units system for the model.
Nothing was entered on the sixth CANTIA screen, "Material and Tube Dimensional
Properties." This is because the failure and leak rate models chosen did not require any
material or tube properties.
On the seventh CANTIA screen, "Future Inspections Plant Input," parameters for
inspections to be held in the event the primary-to-secondary leakage exceeded 15 kg/hr
were entered. On this sheet, " 1 " was entered for the initial sample size fraction and "40."%
tw was entered for the plugging limit. This was so that all 100% tw flaws causing high
primary-to-secondary leakage would be detected and removed from service during any
necessary inspection outages.
Finally, on the eighth CANTIA screen, "Selection of Desired Output Values," the
following outputs from the model were selected: probability of one or more tube failures,
probability of multiple tube failures (with "2" entered into the input box), distribution of
actual defect sizes, and distribution of defects found during the inservice inspections (the
latter output was selected in the event that inspections were performed due to unacceptably
large leakage). The distribution of leak rates under normal conditions was also selected in
the event that tube leaks occurred during the time period modeled by CANTIA.
(4) CANTIA Results. CANTIA produced the following results for the estimated
probability of frets larger than 40% tw and 60% tw for the case where the failed tube leak
rate was set to zero. The probability of frets larger than 77% tw was not produced as an
output since CANTIA calculates the flaw size distribution at intervals of 5% tw (i.e., 0%
tw, 5% tw. 10% tw, etc.). The estimated probability of frets larger than 40% tw and 60%
tw was determined by summing the output frequency bins for frets larger than 40% tw and
60% tw, respectively. In the table, the documented Bruce B model results are shown in
parentheses for comparison purposes.
Table 3.4. Probability of Frets Exceeding Indicated Depth
Time (years)
1
1.5
2
2.5

40% tw
0.0769 (0.0762)
0.0921 (0.0928)
0.1132(0.1124)
0.1410(0.1353)

60% tw
0.0063 (0.0062)
0.0076 (0.0076)
0.0095 (0.0093)
0.0125(0.0114)

The estimated probabilities of frets larger than 40% tw, 60% tw, and 70% tw were then
multiplied by the mean number of tubes present in the uninspected steam generators (about
457 tubes, as discussed above) to estimate the mean number of frets exceeding the three
fret sizes. As in the above table, the documented Bruce B model results are shown in
parentheses for comparison purposes.
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Table 3.5. Mean Number of Frets Exceeding Indicated Depths
Time (years)
1
1.5
2
2.5

40% tw
35.15(34.8)
42.09 (42.4)
51.76(51.4)
64.45(61.9)

60% tw
2.89 (2.84)
3.49 (3.46)
4.34 (4.25)
5.70(5.21)

70% tw
0.82 (0.84)
0.98(1.01)
1.26(1.24)
1.68(1.51)

Based on these results, it is concluded that CANTIA is producing the same results as the
documented Bruce B example (within the range of expected variability due to differences
in the programs used).
In addition to the predictions of fret sizes at each point in time, CANTIA also calculated the
probability of having one or more tubes failures under accident conditions (as defined by
the tube burst equation discussed in Section 3.2.1) and two or more tube failures under
accident conditions at each point in time. These results are as follows:
Table 3.6. Probability of Tube Failures due to Frets
Time (years)
1
1.5
2
2.5

Probability of one or more
failures
0.039
0.051
0.059
0.074

Probability of two or
more failures
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003

These results seem high considering the low numbers of tubes expected to exceed the
maximum tolerable flaw size (MTFS) of 87% tw. The reason for the high probabilities of
tube failures is most likely due to the fact that (1) the MTFS was calculated using the mean
minus one standard deviation of the burst pressure equation, such that 15.9% of flaws with
a depth equal to the MTFS would fail at a burst pressure lower than the mean minus one
standard deviation burst pressure, and (2) the negative binomial distribution allows a large
number of flawed tubes to be present in an uninspected steam generator (16% of the time
more than 740 flawed tubes were present, about 6% of the time more than 1,000 flawed
tubes were present, and about 1% of the time more than 1,400 flawed tubes were present).
This combination of the possibility of large numbers of flaws and low burst pressures most
likely resulted in the high apparent probability of tube failures.
As mentioned above, an additional case was run assuming that if any tube becomes greater
than 100% tw, the affected Bruce B boiler would be shut down and inspected. The
probability of having a leak rate greater than 15 kg/hr (i.e., at least one tube in the
susceptible population with a 100% tw depth fret) and the resulting probabilities of one or
more tube failures at each point in time (after accounting for defective tubes plugged during
any inspections performed as a result of the leak rate being greater than 15 kg/hr) are as
follows:
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Time (years)
1
1.5

2
2.5

Probability of leak rate s 15
kg/hr under normal conditions
0.025
0.004
0.007
0.008

Table 3.8. Probability of Tube Failures due to Frets
Time (years)
1
1.5
2
2.5

Probability of one or
more failures
0.038
0.022
0.031
0.041

Probability of two or
more failures
0
0
0
0

Note that using the initial flaw size distribution described above results in there being a
100% tw flaw present at the starting time during 2.5% of the trials. The inspections
performed as a result of these flaws results in decreases in the probability of one or more
tube failures from 5.1% to 2.2% at a time of 1.5 years, 5.9% to 3.1% at atime of 2 years,
and 7.4% to 4.1% at a time of 2.5 years. This suggests that the flaw distribution used for
the model was somewhat conservative, and more realistic results could be obtained by
using an initial flaw size distribution that better fit the tail of the flaw size data (those flaw
sizes above about 75% tw, which control the probability of tube failures). However, the
use of a conservative initial flaw size distribution results in conservative predictions of the
numbers of large flaws present at the future times, which was the purpose of the
documented model.
3.3

Bruce 2 Model Verification
(1) Discussion. The Bruce 2 model was developed by Ontario Hydro to justify the
operation of Bruce Unit 2 for an operating period of 5460 hours from 1993 until 1994.9 It
was used to model the growth of circumferential cracks occurring at the 40 U-bend scallop
bar supports. The model consisted of determining the pre- and post-plugging distributions
of flaws in 1992 (assuming that all tubes in the susceptible regions of Boilers 1 through 4
contained defects), calibrating the growth rate of the flaws by comparing actual 1993
inspection results with predicted 1993 inspection results produced by the model, and then
using the calibrated growth rate to predict the number of defects found during the 1994
inspection.
After publication of the above referenced model, a failure model was developed by Ontario
Hydro to determine the MTFS of this type of circumferential cracking. A leak rate model
was also developed to calculate the consequence of tube leaks due to circumferential
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cracking under various types of accident conditions. The failure model calculated the
maximum load capacity for a tube based on the depth and circumferential extent of a crack,
the loads placed on the tube (due to the differential pressure, drag loads from the flow of
secondary side fluid, and the growth of the 40° U-bend scallop bar stack), the tube diameter
and wall thickness, and the maximum allowed flow stress in the tube. The equations for
the tube failure model are as follows.10
If a is the depth of the flaw and 20 is the circumferential extent of the part through wall
flaw, if 6<7t-p,
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where ML is the theoretical limit moment at which the flaw will become through-wall and
begin to leak, P is the pressure differential from the primary to secondary sides, F is the
total axial force on the tube, P is the angular location of the neutral axis, and Fo, M$, and Po
are the reference force, moment, and pressure, respectively, and are defined as:
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where D is the mean diameter of the steam generator tube, t is the wall thickness of a steam
generator tube, and of is the flow stress of the steam generator tube material. In this model,
the flow stress was taken to be three times the allowable stress intensity per Section III
Division 1 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
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capacity moment using an empirical expression based on pressurized testing of Bruce NGS
archival steam generator tubes containing 180° surface flaws. The expression is:
, 11.1-8.5—

a \

Mmax
=0.93

'-'7

i

ML,

where this geometric "correction" was empirically determined as the mean minus one
standard deviation of a least squares curve-fit to the results of the pressurized 4-point bend
tests.
The MTFS was calculated by assuming a circumferential extent and then iterating to find
the flaw depth that would return the effective moment applied to the tube due to flow loads
and the growth of the scallop bar stack as its maximum limit load.
A leak rate model was also developed to determine the amount a through-wall
circumferential crack would leak under accident conditions. The leak rate for a flaw is
calculated as the product of the crack opening displacement (COD), which is an estimate of
how much a crack will open up when it becomes through-wall, the circumferential extent
of the crack, and the mass flux of primary fluid per unit area through a flaw. The model
conservatively assumes that the open area of a flaw through which primary fluid can leak is
a rectangle equal to the maximum COD times the crack length. The COD is calculated as
follows:10
2DO

e

where 26efr is the effective enclosed angle of the circumferential through-wall crack, D is
the mean tube diameter, E is the modulus of elasticity, om is the membrane stress, o b is the
bending stress, and Vm and Vb are the crack opening displacement geometric factors for the
membrane and bending components of stress (acting normal to the crack). The axial
component of the membrane and bending stress, om and ob, are calculated as follows:
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where P, F, and M are the differential pressure, axial force, and bending moment,
respectively, and t is the wall thickness of the tube. The geometric factors Vm and Vb
calculated as follows:
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3.119 + 0.1611 —

2.868 + 0.1631—
The effective enclosed angle of a circumferential crack, 20efT, is calculated by correcting the
actual enclosed angle of the crack, 20, to account for small scale yielding at the crack tips.
This correction is based on the Dugdale approach, and is applied as follows:10

where oy is the yield stress (in tension) of the tube material.
Once the COD is found, the effective crack length is found using the relationship that:

The COD is then multiplied by the effective crack length to determine the effective area of
the flaw. This area is next multiplied by the mass flux per unit area of primary fluid
through the flaw to determine the leak rate of the crack.
The mass flux was determined through pressurized 3-point bend tests performed by Ontario
Hydro, and the mass flux through a circumferential crack was determined to be normally
distributed with a mean of 224 kg/hour/mm: and a standard deviation of 90 kg/hour/mm2
after normalization to 6 MPa and 260° C.
(2) Documented Calculation. The statistical model used to predict the number of
circumferential cracks found during the 1993 and 1994 inspections at Bruce 2 was
described in Reference 9. For this model, the distribution of crack sizes in 1992 was
determined from the metallurgical examination of 103 tubes removed from Boiler 3 and 28
tubes removed from Boiler 4, as well as the eddy current examination of all susceptible
tubes in Boilers 2 and 3 and approximately 50% of the susceptible tubes in Boilers 1 and 4
(Rows 42 - 95 in each boiler). A probability of detection (POD) curve was also developed
using a subset of the destructive tube population. Based on the eddy current and
destructive examinations, the following distributions were developed.
For the crack size distribution, the flaw sizes were was determined to be best represented
by Gumbel distributions, with one distribution describing the flaw sizes in Boilers 1 and 4
and a different distribution describing the flaw sizes in Boilers 2 and 3. Later examination
determined that Boilers 2 and 3 were not behaving similarly, so new Gumbel distributions
were developed for the two boilers treating them independently. For Boiler 3, a Gumbel
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distribution with parameters X = 16.620 and 6 = 10.566 was found to best fit the Boiler 3
ECT and destructive examination flaw depth data, where the depth of the circumferential
flaws was measured in terms of percent through-wall depth (% tw). This distribution also
assumed that essentially all tubes in the susceptible region of Boiler 3 (Rows 42 - 95)
contained flaws.
The probability of detection of the flaws was determined to be log-logistics in nature, with
parameters a = 7.676 and P = 9.126. In this distribution, the POD was measured in terms
of fractional depth of wall (e.g., from 0 to 1), instead of the % tw depth used for the flaw
size distribution. Parameters were also developed by Ontario Hydro to determine the lower
90% confidence limit of the POD curve, but this curve was not used by CANTIA, so these
results are not discussed here.
The growth rate of flaws was assumed to be represented by an exponential distribution,
with the growth rate measured as the fractional growth of a flaw (i.e., a 50% tw flaw
growing at 20%/yr would be 60% tw after one year). The future depth of a flaw was
calculated by:

where y is the growth rate of the flaw (which is represented by an exponential distribution
with a mean of y) and t 0 is the time between the two inspections (6724 hours).
The growth rate of the flaws was calibrated by executing the model with different assumed
mean growth rates for the period from the 1992 to 1993 inspections and comparing the
predicted 1993 inspection results with the actual results. The model was rerun with
different assumed mean growth rates until the predicted 1993 inspection results adequately
reflected the actual results. An average growth rate of 5.3% tw was determined to best
represent the growth of flaws in Boiler 3 from 1992 to 1993. After calibration of the growth
rate, predictions were made for the 1994 inspection results using the 1993 post-plugging
distribution, the calibrated growth rate, and an operating time x, of 0.81, which is the ratio
of the projected operating time from the 1993 to 1994 inspections to the actual operating
time between the 1992 and 1993 inspections (5460 hours / 6724 hours).
Using these values, the following values were reported for the predicted 1993 and 1994
inspection results in Bruce Unit 2 Boiler 3:9
Table 3.9. Predictions of ECT Inspection Results (Rows 42 - 95)
for Bruce 2 Boiler 3
Flaw Sizes
<50% tw
50 - 75% tw
>75% tw
Total

Number of Flaws 1993
108 ± 19
46± 16
3±4
157± 39

Number of Flaws 1994
120±17
47 ±14
2±3
169 ±34
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These results are shown as the mean predicted value from the simulation and the 95%
confidence interval.
(3) CANTIA Calculation Setup. The following values were entered into the CANTIA
input screens in an attempt to duplicate the above documented results for predictions of
1993 and 1994 inspection results of circumferential flaws in the U-bend region of Bruce
Unit 2 Boiler 3.
First, on the first CANTIA screen, "Probabilistic Model Set-Up," it was assumed that 1887
tubes in Boiler 3 are susceptible to circumferential cracking in the U-bend region. This is
based on the assumption that all tubes in Rows 42 - 95 are susceptible to this type of flaw,
and the fact that 1887 tubes were inspected in this region during the 1992 inspections
(which was reported to be 100% of the available tubes in the area of risk).
Next, to be consistent with the documented model, 1000 trials were entered. Three
inspection times of " 1 , " "2," and "2.81" were entered which correspond to the 1992, 1993,
and 1994 inspections. The times were set such that an incremental time of 1 in CANTIA
corresponds to 6724 operating hours of the boiler, and an incremental time of 0.81
corresponds to 5460 operating hours of the boiler (the 6724 operating interval was chosen
since the growth rate used in the documented model was in terms of the 6724 hours
operated between the 1992 and 1993 inspections). One additional time of interest, "1.01,"
was entered so that the 1992 post-plugging distribution could be determined. The starting
time of the model was chosen to be at a time of " 1 " to correspond with the 1992 inspection
outage.
On the second CANTIA screen, "Input Flaw Size Distribution," the initial distribution of
flaw sizes was selected to reflect the fact that it describes the distribution of actual flaw
depths in Boiler 3. The form of the distribution was selected to be a Gumbel distribution,
and the parameters 1 and d were entered as "0.1662" and "0.10566." Note that these
parameters are a factor of 100 less than the parameters used in the documented model
discussed above. This is because the CANTIA flaw size distribution is in terms of the
fractional depth of wall instead of the percent of wall depth used in the documented model.
It was determined that these two distributions are identically shaped, and have the same
density functions for the same flaw depth (whether it is measured as fraction or percent of
wall). The offset in the distribution was entered as "0" since no offset was used in the
documented model, and the "fractional depth" option was chosen for the dimension of the
flaw size distribution.
The starting number of tubes with flaws was then fixed at "1887" based on the number of
available tubes inspected in Boiler 3 in 1992 (as is discussed above). Finally, a secondary
flaw dimension of "200" degrees arc length was selected for the circumferential flaws.
This dimension was chosen based on the calculation of the MTFS discussed in Reference
10. where a 200° arc length flaw was used to determine the MTFS. Since the secondary
flaw size dimension can not be varied in CANTIA version 1.1, this choice is believed to
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provide conservative results for the probability of tube failures and leakage calculated by
the model.
On the third CANTIA screen. "ECT Parameters Input," the model describing the
probability of detection was entered. The POD was chosen to be a log-logistics model with
parameters a= "7.676" and P= "9.126" based on the documented approach. While the
option was given to select a confidence limit for the model, one was not chosen for the
purposes of the model verification. The measurement error model was also selected on this
page, with a "deterministic" measurement error of "0" chosen. Since flaws in Boiler 3
were plugged on detection and not based on size, and since the effects of measurement
error were not discussed in the documented model, setting the error to zero appeared to be
the correct approach in reproducing the documented results.
The fourth CANTIA screen, "Flaw Parameters and Seed Value Input," is where the flaw
growth and initiation models and the seed for the random number generator were chosen.
First, as per the documented model, the flaw growth distribution was selected to be an
exponential distribution with units of "Percentage of Size per unit time." These units
insure that the calculated growth rates will be handled approximately in the same manner as
in the documented report. The initial value for the mean u of the exponential distribution
was calculated by assuming that the average depth flaw from the Gumbel distribution
grows with an average growth rate of 5.3% tw. This indicated that the average growth rate
should be 23.3% of the average depth flaw per year, so "23.3" was entered for the value of
u. Next, "No Flaw Initiation" was chosen for the flaw initiation distribution since all tubes
are assumed to have flaws at the beginning of the model. Finally, the default seed value
was chosen for the random number generator so that the results of the model could be more
easily reproduced.
On the fifth CANTIA screen, "Leak Rate and Failure Models Input," the failure and leak
rate models to be used and their appropriate parameters were entered. The failure model
was chosen to be the "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment" model, as discussed above. A
value of "0" was entered as the standard deviation in the model since the value of the
standard deviation in the equation relating the maximum moment to the limit moment was
not known for CANTIA version 1.1 (this is discussed in the user's manual). Since no
standard deviation is assumed, the units are inconsequential, and either can be chosen.
Next, "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD" was chosen for the leak rate model as is discussed above.
After choosing this model, the mean and standard deviation mass flux through a 100% tw
flaw was entered. As is discussed above, the mass flux was determined by Ontario Hydro
using pressurized 3-points tests to have a mean of 224 kg/hr/mm2 with a standard deviation
of 90 kg/hr/mnr. However, the units necessary to compute the other parameters used to
determine the leak rate (which were taken from Reference 10) are all in English units.
Therefore, the mass flux was converted to units of kg/hour/in2 (the use of the SI unit of
kg/hour for the leak rate was determined to be acceptable even if all other parameters used
to calculate the leak rate were in English units). Therefore "144516" was entered as the
mean mass flux and "58064" was entered as the standard deviation in the mass flux for use
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mass flux applies only to accident loading conditions, no other values were available to use
for the verification case. The maximum allowable leak rate under normal conditions was
entered as "15" kg/hr based on Ontario Hydro's normal operating limit. However, it has
little affect on this model, since the only time of interest which does not occur at an
inspection is at a time of 1.01, or directly after the first inspection.
At the bottom of the screen, "1060" was entered for the differential pressure under normal
conditions and "1510" was entered for the differential pressure under accident conditions.
These values are in psi, and were the values used in Reference 10 for design basis cases for
Level A (normal conditions) and Levels C&D (emergency and faulted conditions),
respectively, for calculation of the MTFS. A value of "15" lbf was entered for the effective
axial forces under normal conditions, "16.3" lbf was entered for the effective axial forces
under accident conditions, "59" lbf-in was entered for the effective moments under normal
conditions, and "66.8" lbf-in was entered for the effective moments under accident
conditions. These values are the sum of all axial forces and moments used in Reference 10
for the MTFS calculation under either normal conditions or accident without any factors of
safety. Finally, to reflect the fact that these parameters are in predominantly English units,
English was chosen as the units system for the model.
On the sixth CANTIA screen, "Material and Tube Dimensional Properties," the properties
necessary for the failure and leak rate models were entered. At the top of the screen,
"23300" psi was entered for the mean allowable stress intensity, "28400" psi was entered
for the mean yield stress, and "2.89E+07" psi was entered for the mean elastic modulus.
All of these values were taken from Reference 10 for 530° F conditions. At the bottom of
the screen, "0.51" was entered for mean tube OD and "0.0445" was entered for the mean
tube thickness, based on values used in Reference 10. "0" was entered for the standard
deviation of all of the parameters since no discussion of the variability of these properties
was presented in Reference 10.
The seventh CANTIA screen, "Future Inspection Plans Input," is where the parameters for
each of the three inspections to be modeled were entered. On this sheet, the initial sample
size fraction was entered as " 1 " so that all inservice tubes would be inspected during each
outage, and "0.001" was entered for the plugging limit so that all tubes with detected flaws
would be plugged. Since all susceptible tubes were inspected, no expansion rules were
needed, and the option to inspect all previously detected indications was not chosen.
Finally, on the eighth CANTIA screen, "Selection of Desired Output Values," all eight
output options were chosen. For the probability of multiple tube failures. "2" tubes were
chosen, and for the probabilities of leak rates under normal and accident conditions, "15"
kg/hour was chosen as the cutoff leak rate.
(4) CANTIA Results. The mean value u of the growth rate distribution initially input
into CANTIA was calculated using the assumption that all of the susceptible tubes in the
boiler will grow in the interval from 1992 to 1993. This is, of course, not realistic, since
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tubes are plugged as a result of the 1992 inspections. Therefore, in the same manner as the
documented example, CANTIA was run repeatedly to determine the value of u for growth
rate exponential distribution that produced similar results to those reported for the
documented model. Using trial and error, a value of u = 19.5 was found to best
approximate the 1993 predictions from the Ontario Hydro model (which had been adjusted
to agree with the plant data). These results are presented as the estimated probability of
detected flaws less than 50% tw, between 50% and 75% tw, and greater than 75% tw in the
table below. In the table, the fraction of flaws in each bin from the documented results of
the Ontario Hydro model are shown in parentheses for comparison purposes.
Table 3.10. Predicted Fraction of Flaws with Detected ECT Indications (Rows 42 - 95)
u^ = 19.5 for exponential growth rate distribution
Flaw Sizes
<50%tw
50 - 75% tw
>75% tw

Fraction of Flaws
1993
0.683 (0.688)
0.299 (0.293)
0.018(0.019)

Fraction of Flaws
1994
0.680(0.710)
0.302 (0.278)
0.018(0.012)

In addition, CANTIA predicted that the median number of flaws detected during the 1993
and 1994 outages was between 155.4 and 172.7 flaws (as compared to the 157 flaws
predicted to be detected in 1993 and the 169 flaws predicted to be detected in 1994 by the
documented model).
Based on these results, it is concluded that CANTIA is producing essentially the same
results as the documented Bruce 2 example (within the range of expected variability due to
differences in the programs used).
It should be noted that the modeling approach used in the Ontario Hydro model described
in Reference 9 and the approach used by CANTIA are fairly different. The Ontario Hydro
model determines the 1992 post-plugging distribution by solving the integral of the
convolution of the defect size and POD distributions, and then samples flaw sizes from this
new distribution before growing them to 1993 depths. This process is then repeated to
determine the 1993 post-plugging distribution prior to growing defects to 1994 depths. By
contrast, CANTIA samples flaw sizes from the 1992 pre-plugging distribution and then
uses Monte Carlo techniques to determine all subsequent distributions by tracking the
detection and growth of each flaw from the initial distribution from 1992 to 1994. This
means that for each trial in CANTIA different numbers of flaws can be left inservice after
the 1992 plugging campaign to grow and be inspected in 1993, while in the Ontario Hydro
model the number of tubes inservice after the 1993 and 1994 inspections is fixed based on
the known results of the inspections. In addition, once CANTIA determines the growth
rate of a flaw, it is used for both the interval from 1992 to 1993 and from 1993 to 1994
(assuming the flaw is not detected and plugged during either the 1992 or 1993 inspections),
as opposed to the Ontario Hydro model, where new growth rates are determined for the
interval from 1993 to 1994 for the flaws selected from the 1993 post-plugging distribution.
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distribution for the CANTIA results. However, based on the results presented above, the
differences between these two approaches are not believed to be significant, and it is
considered that equally useful results can be obtained from either model.
In addition to the predictions of flaws found during the 1993 and 1994 inspections,
CANTIA also calculated the probability of having tubes fail under accident conditions and
leak beyond the allowable operating limit under both normal and accident conditions at
each point in time. These results are as follows:
Table 3.11. Probability of Tube Failures due to Circumferential
Cracking at Bruce 2 Boiler 3
Time (years)
1(1992)
1.01 (1992
post-plug)
2(1993)
2.81 (1994)

Probability of one or
more failures
0.965
0.008

Probability of two or
more failures
0.869
0

0.707
0.700

0.350
0.314

In addition, the probabilities of exceeding a 15 kg/hour leak rate under both normal and
accident conditions were calculated at each point in time. These results are as follows:
Table 3.12. Probability of Leak Rate Exceeding 15 kg/hour due to
Circumferential Cracking at Bruce 2 Boiler 3
Time (years)
1 (1992)
1.01 (1992
post-plug)
2(1993)
2.81 (1994)

Normal conditions
0.517
0

Accident conditions
0.964
0.008

0.209
0.183

0.703
0.698

The high probability of tube failures is due to the fact that, when using the Gumbel
distribution, there is a fairly significant probability (3.7 x 10"4) of a flaw having a depth of
100% tw. When sampling for a tube population of 1887 tubes, this means that for each
trial there is a probability of about 0.7 of having a flaw sized at 100% tw at the beginning
of the trial. In addition, flaws less than 100% tw can fail under accident conditions, so the
expected probability of failure under accident conditions would be higher (which is
reflected in the results presented above).
The high probability of leak rates is based on the non-conservative assumptions used in the
determination of the leak rate parameters. For example, the differential pressure used for
the accident condition (1510 psi) is a bounding design case which would not be likely to
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pressure, a lower pressure would result in a lower leak rate. In addition, the leak rate model
assumes that the primary fluid leaks through a rectangular area bounded by the COD and
the effective crack length. In a real leaking tube, the two ends of the crack would come to a
point instead of being squared off, so the area of a crack which could leak fluid would be
significantly reduced. The arc length of the cracks were also set to each be 200°, which is
more conservative than the crack arc lengths used in Reference 10 to determine the leak
rates under different accident conditions. Therefore, the results presented above are not
realistic, and should not be used to get a real idea of the consequence of tube leakage in
Bruce 2 Boiler 3. They are presented merely to show the results which can be obtained
from the CANTIA model and to show that this portion of the model is functioning in a
reasonable manner.
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APPENDIX A - DETAILS OF CANTIA CODE
1.

Objective

The objective of this appendix is to document the source code which makes up the CANTIA
program.
2.

Organization of CANTIA

CANTIA version 1.1 is made up of 15 separate files that were developed using the Microsoft®
Visual Basic™ version 3.0 programming language: 11 files for the forms which comprise the
user interface (the forms are the windows displayed to the user on which values are input into the
model and results are displayed) and their supporting code, and four files comprised completely
of code which are used by the various forms to check the validity of the input values and perform
the probabilistic modeling process. Any code which directly relates to part of the user interface
is included in the file with its form.
The user interface portion of CANTIA is made up of objects (called "controls") in which the user
can enter desired input values, select a value from a pull down list of options, click a button to
choose a value, change the form they are editing, exit CANTIA, or run the probabilistic model.
The input portion of CANTIA consists of nine different forms (and their associated files) on
which these controls are located. Once the user has entered and selected all of the necessary
values and they are satisfied with their choices, they can begin the execution of the probabilistic
model. At this time, all of the values entered on the forms are loaded into the subroutine where
the probabilistic calculations are performed. After the model has finished executing, the results
are then loaded on to the final form where they are displayed to the user.
Cantia.mak is the project file which lists all of the individual form, module, and control files
which make up the CANTIA program, and is the file from which the CANTIA application
(Cantia.exe) is made. Code from nine of the Visual Basic™ files comprise the input user
interface portion of the program: Setupfrm.frm, Inputflw.frm, Bininput.frm, Ectinput.frm,
Flawdata.frm, Leakrate.frm, Material.frm, Inspplan.frm, and Outptsel.frm. The file General.bas
contains common code which is used by each of these nine forms. Once the probabilistic
calculations are begun, code from the file Executn.frm (which includes the window displayed to
the user while the calculations are being performed) is executed. The actual probabilistic
calculations are performed by code from the file Calcfile.bas. Two additional files, Function.bas
and Failleak.bas, contain subroutines which are called from Calcfile.bas at various points in the
calculation process (they contain the functions for the statistical distributions, tube failure and
leak rate models, etc.). Finally, once the results of the probabilistic model are calculated, they are
exported to code from the file Output.frm, which displays them to the user.
All of the code contained in the 15 CANTIA Visual Basic files is shown and discussed in the
following sections. It is subdivided by filename, and pictures of the visual portion of the
program (the forms) are included as they appear in a Windows 95™ environment. Keys are also
included to show the names of the important controls on each form. The forms look similar in
the Windows 3.1™ operating environment, but slight differences in the look of the forms are
present.
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2.1

Setupfnn.frm

Plant Information
Plant Name:
Number of SGs:

Total Number of
Tubes:

.2.
.3.

Defect Information
Defect Type:

.4.

Defect Location:

.5.

Total Number of Tubes Susceptible to
Defect Type:

.6.
.b.

r Model Information.7.
Number of Trials: [ l O O O f
.8.
Number of Planned
Inspections:

Inspection
Times:

IstlnspTimes

Number of Additional
Times of Interest:

Additional
Times of
Interest:

IstTimeslnterest

.9.
.10.
.11.
.12.

Starting time for the model:

Form Name: frmModelSetUp

.13.
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Table A-l. Controls on frmModelSetUp
Control Name
1. txtPlantName
2. txtNumTubes
3. txtNumSGs
4. txtDefectType
5. txtDefectLoc
6. txtSusPop
7. txtNumTrials

Control Name
8. txtNumlnspects
9. lstlnspTimes
10. txtNumTimes .
11. lstTimesInterest
12. txtStartTime
13. cmdChangeForm(O)
14. cmdChangeForm(l)

Control Name
15. cmdExit
16. cmdRunModel
a.
fraPlantlnfo
b.
fraDefectlnfo
c.
fraModellnfo
d. vsbScrollForm
e.
CMDialogl

The first 12 numbered controls are the text and list boxes into which values are input by the user
and subsequently used during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the
form (controls 13 through 16) are used to move to the next form (the " « B a c k " button is not
used on this particular form since it is the first form in the sequence) and to exit or run the model.
The scroll bar (control "d") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and the three frames
(names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process. Finally, control "e" (the
command dialog control) generates the dialog boxes used during the opening and saving of text
files containing input data.
The first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the subroutines included in
the file Setupfrm.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared using a DIM statement
and then declares three variables which can be used by all of the subroutines in the file. Since
these variables are declared in the initial portion of the code, their values are automatically
passed between any subroutines included in this file. Note that in Visual Basic™ notation,
comments are preceded by an apostrophe.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String
Dim ChangeValuelnsp As Integer
Dim ChangeValuelnt As Integer

' i n i t i a l num inspections value changed
1
i n i t i a l times interest value changed

The three variables declared above are used as follows: FinalValue is the character string that a
user enters into a text box and ChangeValuelnsp and ChangeValuelnt are used to note whether
the user has changed the number of times of interest or inspection times. They are used to
determine if subsequent portions of code need to be executed. Examples of how these variables
are used are shown below.
Each of the following subroutines are executed depending on what the user does. The first
subroutine is executed if the user clicks on one of the two cmdChangeForm buttons at the bottom
of the screen. The value of Index depends on which button is pushed (either 0 or 1).
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click

(Index As Integer)
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frmDatalnput.WindowState = frmModelSetUp.WindowState
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
If frmModelSetUp.WindowState = 0 Then
frmDatalnput.Top = frmModelSetUp.Top
frmDatalnput.Left = frmModelSetUp.Left
frmDatalnput.Height = frmModelSetUp.Height
frmDatalnput.Width = frmModelSetUp.Width
End If
frmModelSetUp.Visible = False
End Sub

When this subroutine executes, the next form (frmDatalnput, discussed below) is made visible
and is sized to be the same size as the current form (frmModelSetUp). This is so that if the user
has resized the current form to make itfiton their screen, the next form will appear as the same
size on the screen. The current form is then made invisible so that the user can work on the next
form.
The next subroutine executes if the user clicks on the cmdExit button. It calls the subroutine
ExitProg from the file General.bas (discussed later), which allows the user to exit the program
without executing the model.
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub

The next subroutine executes if the user clicks on the cmdRunModel button. It calls the
subroutine RunModel from the file General.bas, which begins the process of executing the
probabilistic model.
Sub cmdRunModel_Click 0
C a l l RunModel(frmModelSetUp)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed when the form is unloaded from memory. The value
UnloadMode tells the subroutine the origin of the unload command; a value of 1 means that the
command came from a different section of code. In CANTIA, this means that the user has
initiated the probabilistic calculations. If this is not the case (such as the user double clicked the
upper left hand part of the form to close it or the program was told to close by the operating
system), then the subroutine ExitProg is called. This gives users the option to change their mind
about exiting the program. If the code returns from the ExitProg subroutine, indicating that the
user chose not to exit the program, then the Unload event is canceled by setting the variable
Cancel to True. This subroutine handles all other options that the user has of exiting the program
without clicking the cmdExit button or choosing "Exit Program" from the File menu.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As I n t e g e r , UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
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End

Sub

This next subroutine is executed any time the user resizes the form. It ensures that the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm is always in the correct place at the right hand portion of the form.
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmModelSetUp.Width - 375
If frmModelSetUp.Height > 6 90 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmModelSetUp.Height - 6 90
End If
End Sub

This next subroutine is executed if the user double clicks on a value in the list box lstlnspTimes.
This is so that after entering any inspection times, the user can change the values prior to
executing the code.
Sub lstInspTimes_DblClick ()
Dim I, ValidNumber As Integer
Dim InputValue As String
On Error GoTo Error2
I = lstlnspTimes.Listlndex 'Index of the Selected Item
'Allow user to change double clicked item
ValidNumber = False
Do While ValidNumber = False
InputValue = InputBox("Inspection Time #" & CStrfl + 1) & ":",
"Inspection Times Input", lstlnspTimes.List(I))
If InputValue = "" Then
Exit Sub
Elself CDbl(InputValue) < 0 Then
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Else
lstlnspTimes.List(I) = InputValue
ValidNumber = True
End If
Loop
Exit Sub
Error2:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Resume
End Select
End Sub

The subroutine works by first returning the value of I as the index of the selected value in the list
box. It then displays an input box into which the user can enter the new value. It converts the
input value to a number using the CDbl command and checks that it is greater than zero; if it is
not a number (error number 13 occurs if the value is not a number) or if it is a number less than
zero then an error message is displayed (the MsgBox). If a valid number is entered, then the
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value in the list is updated and the subroutine is exited. If the user presses cancel (resulting in
Input Value being an empty string) then the subroutine is exited without changing the value in the
list box.
This next subroutine is executed when a control other than the list box lstlnspTimes gets the
focus of the user; that is, the user presses a different button or begins to edit a different text box.
The subroutine unselects any selected values in the list box so that they are not highlighted.
Sub lstInspTimes_LostFocus ()
Dim I As Integer
For I = 0 To lstlnspTimes.ListCount - 1
lstlnspTimes.Selected(I) = False
Next I
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the user double clicks on any of the values in the list box
lstTimesInterest. It works exactly the same as the subroutine lstInspTimes_DblClick() discussed
above to allow the user to modify their entered additional times of interest.
Sub lstTimesInterest_DblClick ()
Dim I, ValidNumber As Integer
Dim InputValue As String
On Error GoTo ErrorTrap
I = lstTimesInterest.Listlndex 'Index of the Selected Item
'Allow user to change double clicked item
ValidNumber = False
Do While ValidNumber = False
InputValue = InputBox("Time of Interest #" & CStr(I + 1 ) & ":",
"Time of Interest Input", lstTimesInterest.List(I))
If InputValue = "" Then
Exit Sub
Elself CDbl(InputValue) < 0 Then
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Else
lstTimesInterest.List(I) = InputValue
ValidNumber = True
End If
Loop
Exit Sub
ErrorTrap:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Resume
End Select
End Sub

This next subroutine works exactly the same as the subroutine lstInspTimes_LostFocus()
discussed above to unselect values in the list box lstTimesInterest.
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Sub lstTimesInterest_LostFocus 0
Dim I As Integer
For I = 0 To lstTimesInterest.ListCount - 1
lstTimesInterest.Selected(I) = False
Next I
End Sub

These next five subroutines are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the
"File" menu at the top of the form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the
program without running the model, open a file to retrieve input values, print all of the current
input values to a text file for later use (such as making a hard copy printout of the selected data),
begin execution of the probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub mnuFileOpen_Click ()
Call Openlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmModelSetUp)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next two subroutines are executed if changes are made in the text box txtDefectLoc or if the
user enters a value into the text box (the KeyPress subroutine refers to the user pressing any key
which corresponds to an ASCII character). The txtDefectLoc_Change subroutine makes sure
that the value of the global variable ChangesMade is true. This value is checked when the user
initiates execution of the probabilistic model to see if the user has saved their input data. The
txtDefectLocKeyPress subroutine calls the TabFunction subroutine from General.bas (KeyAscii
is the numeric ASCII value of the key pressed by the user), which allows the user to press the
Enter key to enter a value into the next box and go to the next control on the screen (i.e., it makes
the Enter key work like the Tab key).
Sub txtDefectLoc_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtDefectLoc_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
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End Sub

The next two subroutines perform the same functions for the txtDefectType text box.
Sub txtDefectType_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtDefectType_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub

The next two subroutines perform the same functions for the txtNumlnspects text box. However,
any time the user presses a key to edit the text box, the value of ChangeValuelnsp (discussed
above) is set to true. This indicates that the user has changed the value of the number of
inspection times, and is used in the next subroutine txtNumlnspectsLostFocus.
Sub txtNumInspects_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtNumInspects_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
ChangeValuelnsp = True
End Sub

This next subroutine is then executed when the text box txtNumlnspects looses the focus of the
user. This can be done by pressing the Tab or Enter keys or by selecting another control on the
form. If the value in the text box has been changed (as monitored by the variable
ChangeValuelnsp), then the subroutine checks that the new value in the text box is a valid
number zero or greater. If the value is greater than zero, then the user can input the new
inspection times through a series of input boxes. The values input by the user are checked to
make sure they are valid numbers (if they are not, another input box is displayed giving the user
an opportunity to enter a valid number), and these values are then displayed in the list box
lstlnspTimes.
Sub txtNumInspects_LostFocus ()
Dim I, Numlnsp, ValidNumber As Integer
Static InspectionTimes() As Single
If ChangeValuelnsp = True Then
lstlnspTimes.Clear 'Clear old list of Inspection Times
On Error GoTo Errorlntl
Numlnsp = CInt(txtNumlnspects.Text)
If Numlnsp < 0 Then
Error 13
Elself Numlnsp = 0 Then
Exit Sub
End If
ReDim InspectionTimes(1 To Numlnsp)
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On Error GoTo ErrorNuml
For I = l To Numlnsp 'Have user enter inspection times
ValidNumber = False
Do While ValidNumber = False
InspectionTimes(I) = CSng(InputBox("Inspection Time #" &
Cstr(I) & ":", "Inspection Times Input"))
If InspectionTimes (I) < 0' Then
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Else
ValidNumber = True
End If
Loop
Next I
For I = 1 To Numlnsp 'Add inspection times to list
lstlnspTimes.Addltem CStr(InspectionTimes(I))
Next I
txtNumlnspects.Text = CStr(Numlnsp)
End If
ChangeValuelnsp = False
Exit Sub
Errorlntl:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be an integer zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
txtNumlnspects.SetFocus
txtNumlnspects.SelStart = 0
txtNumlnspects.SelLength = Len(txtNumlnspects.Text)
Exit Sub
End Select
Exit Sub
ErrorNuml:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Resume
End Select
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed as a result of actions performed by the user on the text
box txtNumSGs. The first two behave the same as other Change and KeyPress subroutines
discussed above. The txtNumSGsJLostFocus subroutine is executed when the user changes the
control that they are editing by pressing the Tab or Enter keys or by clicking on a different
control. It calls the Checklnteger subroutine from General.bas to check that the value entered in
the text box by the user is a valid integer.
Sub txtNumSGs_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
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End Sub
Sub txtNumSGs_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumSGs_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtNumSGs.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtNumSGs)
End If
txtNumSGs.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed as a result of actions performed on the txtNumTimes text
box, and perform the same functions as the subroutines for the txtNumlnspects text box
discussed above.
Sub txtNumTimes_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtNumTimes_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
ChangeValuelnt = True
End Sub
Sub txtNumTimes_LostFocus ()
Dim I, NumTimes, ValidNumber As Integer
Static TimesOfInterest() As Single
If ChangeValuelnt = True Then
lstTimesInterest.Clear 'Clear old list of Times of Interest
On Error GoTo ChecklntError
NumTimes = CInt(txtNumTimes.Text)
If NumTimes < 0 Then
Error 13
End If
ReDim TimesOfInterest(1 To NumTimes)
On Error GoTo CheckNumError
For I = 1 To NumTimes 'Have user enter times of interest from
inputbox
ValidNumber = False
Do While ValidNumber = False
TimesOfInterest(I) = CSng(InputBox("Time of Interest #" &
Cstr(I) & ":", "Time of Interest Input"))
If TimesOfInterest(I) < 0 Then
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Else
ValidNumber = True
End If
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Loop
Next I
For I = 1 To NumTimes 'Add times of i n t e r e s t t o l i s t
lstTimesInterest.Addltem CStr(TimesOfInterest(I))
Next I
txtNumTimes.Text = CStr(NumTimes).
End If
ChangeValuelnt = False
Exit Sub
ChecklntError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be an i n t e g e r zero or l a r g e r " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
txtNumTimes.SetFocus
txtNumTimes.SelStart = 0
txtNumTimes.SelLength = Len(txtNumTimes.Text)
Exit Sub
End S e l e c t
Exit Sub
CheckNumError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or l a r g e r " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Resume
End Select
End Sub

The next set of subroutines all perform the same functions as similar subroutines described
above. They either note that input values have been changed since the input values were saved,
allow the user to use the Enter key in the same manner as the Tab key, or they check that the
values entered into a text box are a proper numerical value (an integer or a real number greater
than zero). All subroutines called from these subroutines are included in the file General.bas.
Sub txtNumTrials_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

()

Sub txtNumTrials_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumTrials_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtNumTrials.Text
If FinalValue <> " " Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue,
End If

txtNumTrials.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

txtNumTrials)
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Sub txtNumTubes_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtNumTubes_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumTubes_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtNumTubes.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtNumTubes)
End If
txtNumTubes.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtPlantName_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtPlantName_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStartTime_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtStartTime_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStartTime_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStartTime.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStartTime)
End If
txtStartTime.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtSusPop_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtSusPop_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSusPop_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtSusPop.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtSusPop)
End If
txtSusPop.Text = FinalValue
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End Sub

The final subroutine in Setupfrm.frm controls the function of the scroll bar vsbScrollForm. As
the user moves up and down in the scroll bar, this subroutine changes the location of all of the
objects on the screen. It should be noted that by moving the three different frames (controls
beginning with "fra"), all of the objects within those frames are also moved the same amount.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fraPlantInfo.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraDefectlnfo.Top = 1800 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraModelInfo.Top = 3840 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(O).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(1).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.2
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Table A-2. Controls on frmDatalnput

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Control Name
optlnputType(O)
optInputType( 1)
cboInputDistr
txtDistrParam(O)
txtDistrParam(l)
cmdChangelnput
txtSizeOffset
optFlawSizeDimen(O)
optFlawSizeDimen(2)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Control Name
optFlawSizeDimen(3)
optFlawSizeDimen( 1)
txtNumTubesInsp
cboNumFlawsDistr
txtNumFlawsParam(O)
txtNumFlawsParam( 1)
chkSecFlawDim
txtSecDimValue
txtSecDimUnits

19.
20.
21.
22.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Control Name
cmdChangeForm(O)
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
fralnputlnfo
fralnputDistr
fraSecFlawDim
vsbScrollForm

The first 18 numbered controls are the text boxes, combination boxes (pull down menus), check
boxes, and option buttons into which values are either input or selected by the user and
subsequently used during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the
screen (controls 19 through 22) are used to change the form that the user is editing and to exit or
run the model. The scroll bar (control "d") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and
the three frames (names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process.
Note that some of the controls appear in the same position on the above form. During the
execution of the program this does not occur, since only one or the other of the controls is visible
at any one time depending on choices made by the user on other places in the form. For example,
either control 6 or controls 4, 5, and 7 (and their associated labels) are visible at one time
depending on what the user chooses in control 3. They appear together only during the design
phase of the computer program.
As with the previous file, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of
the subroutines included in the file Inputflw.frm. It first requires that all variables must be
declared using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines
included in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim Final value As String

The first three subroutines are executed in conjunction with the cboInputDistr combination box.
In the first subroutine, as with similar subroutines discussed above, any changes made in the
value selected from the pull down menu result in the value of the global variable ChangesMade
being set to True.
Sub cboInputDistr_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
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The next subroutine contains the code executed when the user clicks on a value from the pull
down menu. It checks which distribution the user chose, and then makes any controls visible
which are needed to define the chosen distribution. For example, if the gamma distribution is
chosen from the pull down menu, the code makes sure that the labels and text boxes for the two
parameters necessary for a gamma distribution are visible, that the labels are correct (they should
read "A, =" and "k ="), makes the label and text box visible to define an offset in the distribution,
and hides the button used for entering binned inspection results. Similarly, if the user chooses to
enter binned results for their initial flaw size distribution, the code hides all of the labels and text
boxes describing parameters and offsets in a distribution and makes the button used to enter the
input data visible. The code also gives an error if an invalid distribution is typed into the box.
Note that the various labels (controls which begin with "lbl") are not explicitly described in the
above picture of the form, but that they are the labels next to the text boxes of the same name.
Sub cboInputDistr_Click 0
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboInputDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Gamma"
lblparam(0).Caption = "1 ="
lblparam(0).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1).Caption = "k ="
lblparam(1).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Beta"
lblparam(0) .Caption = "al ="
lblparam(0) .FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1) .Caption = "a2 ="
lblparam(1) .FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Lognormal"
lblparam(0).Caption = "m ="
lblparam(0).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1).Caption = "s2 ="
lblparam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
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lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Weibull"
lblparam(0) .Caption = "b ="
lblparam(O) .FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblparam(1) .Caption = "q ...
lblparam(1) .FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Gumbel"
lblparam(0).Caption = "1 ="
lblparam(0).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1).Caption = "d ="
lblparam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Binned Results"
For I = 0 To 1
lblparam(I).Visible = False
txtDistrParam(I).Visible = False
Next I
lblSizeOffset.Visible = False
txtSizeOffset.Visible = False
cmdChangeInput.Visible = True
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub

The next subroutine executes if the user types anything into the combination box. It checks
which key was pressed and if the Enter key is used it executes the cboInputDistr_Click
subroutine discussed above. This allows the user to type a distribution into the box instead of
selecting one from the pull-down menu. As mentioned above, if an invalid distribution is entered
into the box an error message is produced.
Sub cboInputDistr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
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If

KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboInputDistr_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed as a result of actions performed to the
cboNumFlawsDistr combination box. This box is visible only if the user chooses to enter an
assumed distribution of initial flaw sizes (by clicking the optlnputType(O) button discussed
below). The subroutines perform the same functions as the three subroutines discussed above for
the cboInputDistr combination box.
Sub cboNumFlawsDistr_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

()

Sub cboNumFlawsDistr_Click ()
Dim I As I n t e g e r
Dim D i s t r As S t r i n g
D i s t r = cboNumFlawsDistr.Text
S e l e c t Case D i s t r
Case "Fixed"
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = False
txtNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = False
lblNumFlawsParam(0).Caption = "Number of Flaws ="
Case "Neg. Binomial"
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = True
txtNumFlawsParam(1).Visible = True
lblNumFlawsParam(0).Caption = "P ="
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the l i s t e d d i s t r i b u t i o n s " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End S e l e c t
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub
Sub cboNumFlawsDistr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As I n t e g e r )
Dim ENTER As I n t e g e r
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboNumFlawsDistr_Click
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the user clicks on the chkSecFlawDim check box. It tabs the
user to the next text box and sets the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub chkSecFlawDim_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
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The next subroutine executes if one of the two cmdChangeForm buttons are pressed. If the
"Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmModelSetUp becomes the current form, and if
the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmECTInput becomes the current form. The code
also sizes the new window so that it is the same size as the current window.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmModelSetUp.WindowState = frmDatalnput.WindowState
frmModelSetUp.Visible = True
If frmDatalnput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmModelSetUp.Top = frmDatalnput.Top
frmModelSetUp.Left = frmDatalnput.Left
frmModelSetUp.Height = frmDatalnput.Height
frmModelSetUp.Width = frmDatalnput.Width
End If
frmDatalnput.Visible = False
Else
frmECTInput.WindowState = frmDatalnput.WindowState
frmECTInput.Visible = True
If frmDatalnput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmECTInput.Top = frmDatalnput.Top
frmECTInput.Left = frmDatalnput.Left
frmECTInput.Height = frmDatalnput.Height
frmECTInput.Width = frmDatalnput.Width
End If
frmDatalnput.Visible = False
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the cmdChangelnput button is clicked. This button is visible
only if the user chooses to enter binned values for their initial flaw size distribution. The
subroutine makes the form frmBinnedlnput the current form, which is where the user can enter
the binned values.
Sub cmdChangeInput_Click ()
frmBinnedlnput.WindowState = frmDatalnput.WindowState
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
If frmDatalnput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmBinnedlnput.Top = frmDatalnput.Top
frmBinnedlnput.Left = frmDatalnput.Left
frmBinnedlnput.Height = frmDatalnput.Height
frmBinnedlnput.Width = frmDatalnput.Width
End If
frmDatalnput.Visible = False
End Sub

The next two subroutines execute if the cmdExit or cmdRunModel buttons at the bottom of the
form are clicked. They call subroutines from General.bas to either allow the user to exit the
program or to run the probabilistic model.
Sub cmdExit Click ()
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Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cniciRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel (frtnDatalnput)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (i.e., made the current, visible
form). This is done by pressing either the "Back" or "Next" buttons on one of the adjacent
forms. This code is similar to the _CIick subroutines for the two combination boxes discussed
above in that it makes sure that the proper labels, text boxes, or buttons are visible for the values
entered in the combination boxes. This is typically an issue when the user loads values into the
boxes from a saved input file instead of choosing the values directly (and therefore the Click
subroutines are not executed). Thus, after opening a saved input file, all correct labels, boxes,
and buttons will be shown when the user views the form.
Sub Form_Activate ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboInputDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Gamma"
lblparam(O).Visible = True
lblparam(O).Caption = "1 ="
lblparam(O).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(l).Visible = True
lblparam(l).Caption = "k ="
lblparam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
txtDistrParam(0).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(1).Visible = True
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Beta"
lblparam(O).Visible = True
lblparam(0).Caption = "al ="
lblparam(0).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1).Visible = True
lblparam(1).Caption = "a2 ="
lblparam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
txtDistrParam(0).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(1).Visible = True
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Lognormal"
lblparam(0).Visible = True
lblparam(0).Caption = "m ="
lblparam(0).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(1).Visible = True
lblparam(1).Caption = "s2 ="
lblparam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
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txtDistrParam(O).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(l).Visible = True
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Weibull"
lblparam(O).Visible = True
lblparam(O).Caption = "b ="
lblparam(O).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lblparam(l).Visible = True
lblparam(l).Caption = "q ="
lblparam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
txtDistrParam(O).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(l).Visible = True
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Gumbel"
lblparam(O).Visible = True
lblparam(O).Caption = "1 ="
lblparam(O).FontName = "Symbol"
lblparam(l).Visible = True
lblparam(l).Caption = "d ="
lblparam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
txtDistrParam(O).Visible = True
txtDistrParam(l).Visible = True
lblSizeOffset.Visible = True
txtSizeOffset.Visible = True
cmdChangeInput.Visible = False
Case "Binned Results"
lblparam(O).Visible = False
lblparam(l).Visible = False
txtDistrParam(O).Visible = False
txtDistrParam(l).Visible = False
lblSizeOffset.Visible = False
txtSizeOffset.Visible = False
cmdChangeInput.Visible = True
Case Else
End Select
If optlnputType(0) = True Then
Distr = cboNumFlawsDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Fixed"
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible
txtNumFlawsParam(l).Visible
lblNumFlawsParam(O).Caption
Case "Neg. Binomial"
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible
txtNumFlawsParam(l).Visible
lblNumFlawsParam(O).Caption
Case Else

= False
= False
= "Number of Flaws ='
= True
= True
= "P ="
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End Select
Else

'is measured data
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = False
txtNumFlawsParam(1).Visible = False
lblNumFlawsParam(0).Caption = "Number of Flaws
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed when the form is loaded into memory. It adds all of the
available distributions and options into the pull down menus for the user to select from.
Sub Form_Load ()
cboInputDistr.Addltem "Gamma"
cboInputDistr.Addltem "Beta"
cboInputDistr.Addltem "Lognormal"
cboInputDistr .Addltem "Weibull"
cboInputDistr.Addltem Gumbel"
cboInputDistr.Addltem Binned Results"
cboNumFlawsDistr.Addltem "Fixed"
cboNumFlawsDistr.Addltem "Neg. Binomial"
End Sub

The next subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in the previous section. They control
any unloading of the form by means other than the code and proper placement of the scroll bar if
the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmDatalnput.Width - 375
If frmDatalnput: .Height > 690 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmDatalnput.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines discussed in the previous section. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open a file to retrieve input values, print all of the current input values to a text file, begin
execution of the probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
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Sub mnuFileOpen_Click ()
Call Openlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmDatalnput)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the user clicks on any of the four optFlawDimen buttons. It
tabs the user to the next text box and sets the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub optFlawSizeDimen_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

(Index As Integer)

The following subroutine executes if the user clicks on one of the two optlnputType buttons at
the top of the form. The two frames containing the flaw dimension data are initially hidden, so
this subroutine makes them visible, changes the caption of the label describing the initial flaw
size distribution (whether distribution is assumed or measured), and makes the sure the correct
labels and boxes describing the initial number of flaws are visible.
Sub optInputType_Click (Index As Integer)
Select Case Index
Case 0
fralnputDistr.Visible = True
lbllnputDistr.Caption = "Distribution of Assumed Inservice
Flaw Sizes:"
lblNumFlawsDistr.Visible = True
cboNumFlawsDistr.Visible = True
lblNumTubesInsp.Visible = False
txtNumTubesInsp.Visible = False
fraSecFlawDim.Visible = True
Case 1
fralnputDistr.Visible = True
lbllnputDistr.Caption = "Distribution of Measured Flaw
Sizes:"
lblNumFlawsDistr.Visible = False
cboNumFlawsDistr.Visible = False
lblNumTubesInsp.Visible = True
txtNumTubesInsp.Visible = True
lblNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = False
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txtNumFlawsParam(l).Visible = False
lblNumFlawsParam(0).Caption = "Number of Flaws ="
fraSecFlawDim.Visible = True
End S e l e c t
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of actions performed in the two txtDistrParam
boxes into which the user enters parameters describing their chosen distribution for initial flaw
sizes. As with previous examples of this type, these subroutines set the value of the global
variable ChangesMade, let the user use the Enter key to set an input value, and check that the
value input into the box is of the correct type (a number which may need to be greater than zero,
depending on the distribution chosen by the user). All called subroutines are located in the file
General.bas.
Sub txtDistrParam_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtDistrParam_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtDistrParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtDistrParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'First parameter
Select Case cboInputDistr.Text
'The following must have the first parameter >0
Case "Gamma"
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtDistrParam(0))
Case "Beta"
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtDistrParam(0))
Case "Weibull"
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtDistrParam(0))
Case Else
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtDistrParam(0))
End Select
Else 'Second parameter (Index = 1)
'All of the distributions must have the second parameter >0
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtDistrParam(1))
End If
End If
txtDistrParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines serve the same functions as the previous subroutines for the initial
number of tubes with flaws (entered into the txtNumFlawsParam text boxes).
Sub txtNumFlawsParam_Change (Index As Integer)
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ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtNumFlawsParam_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumFlawsParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtNumFlawsParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 1 Then '"N =" parameter - only for neg. binom
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtNumFlawsParam(l))
Else
If lblNumFlawsParam(O) = "Number of Flaws =" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtNumFlawsParam(O))
Else 'label is "P ="
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtNumFlawsParam(O))
1
"P" must be a number greater than 0
End If
End If
End If
txtNumFlawsParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Similarly, the next three subroutines check the data entered into the txtNumTubesInsp box. This
box is visible only if the user has chosen to enter a measured initial defect size distribution, and
is where the number of tubes inspected at the time the input distribution was developed is
entered.
Sub txtNumTubesInsp_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtNumTubesInsp_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumTubesInsp_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtNumTubesInsp.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtNumTubesInsp)
value i s an integer
End If
txtNumTubesInsp.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

'Check that input

The next five subroutines are executed as a result of actions performed on the txtSecDimUnits
and txtSecDimValue text boxes. They perform the same functions as similar subroutines
discussed previously.
Sub txtSecDimUnits_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
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End Sub
Sub txtSecDimUnits_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSecDimValue_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtSecDimValue_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSecDimValue_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtSecDimValue.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtSecDimValue)
number is greater than zero
End If
txtSecDimValue.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

'Check if

The next three subroutines are used with the txtSizeOffset text box. As before, they check that
the value entered by the user is a valid number and flag that changes have been made to input
data in the program.
Sub txtSizeOffset_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtSizeOffset_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSizeOffset_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtSizeOffset.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtSizeOffset) 'Check if input value
is a number
End If
txtSizeOffset.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fralnputlnfo.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fralnputDistr.Top = 1560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraSecFlawDim.Top = 5520 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(O).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
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cmdChangeForm(1).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.3

Ectinput.frm

Probability of Detection Input

r Measurement Error Input Model for Measurement Error:

Linear w/ Normal error -S

-9.
-10.

Equation Parameters:

a

b

-11.

02

-12.

Units of Measurement Error:
^percentage of actual flaw size (i.e., X of mm length)
(* same units as actual flaw size (i.e., mm length)

Form Name: frmECTInput

-13.
-14.
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Table A-3. Controls on frmECTInput

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Control Name
cboPODDistr
txtPODParam(O)
txtPODParam(l)
chkConfLevel
txtPODParam(2)
txtPODParam(3)
txtPODParam(4)

Control Name
8.
txtPODParam(5)
cboMeasErrDist
9.
10. txtMeasErrParam(O)
11. txtMeasErrParam( 1)
12. txtMeasErrParam(2)
13. optMeasErrUnits(O)
14. optMeasErrUnits( 1)

15.
16.
17.
18.
a.
b.
c.

Control Name
cmdChangeForm(O)
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
fraProbDetect
fraMeasErr
vsbScrollForm

The first 14 numbered controls are the text boxes, combination boxes (pull down menus), check
boxes, and option buttons into which values are either input or selected by the user and
subsequently used during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the
screen (controls 15 through 18) are used to change the form that the user is editing and to exit or
run the model. The scroll bar (control "c") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and
the two frames (names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process.
As with the previous file, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of
the subroutines included in the file Ectinput.frm. It first requires that all variables must be
declared using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines
in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first three subroutines execute in conjunction with actions performed by the user on the
cboMeasErrDist combination box. As with code for other combination boxes, this code checks
that the distribution selected from the pull down menu or entered by the user is valid and makes
visible the labels and text boxes necessary- to describe that particular measurement error model.
The labels are also changed to reflect the parameter to be entered into the adjacent text box.
Sub cboMeasErrDist_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub cboMeasErrDist_Click ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboMeasErrDist.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Linear w/ Normal error"
For I = 0 To 2
lblMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
txtMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
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Next I
lblMeasErrParam(O).Caption = "Equation Parameters:
a ="
lblMeasErrParam(O).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lblMeasErrParam(l).Caption = "b ="
lblMeasErrParam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
Case "Normal"
For I = 0 To 1
lblMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
txtMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam(O).Caption = "m ="
lblMeasErrParam(O).FontName = "Symbol"
lblMeasErrParam(l).Caption = "s2 ="
lblMeasErrParam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
Case "Deterministic"
lblMeasErrParam(0).Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(0).Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam(1).Caption = "Fixed Error Value ="
lblMeasErrParam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub
Sub cboMeasErrDist_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboMeasErrDist_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of actions performed on the probability of
detection distribution pull down menu cboPODDistr. As with the previous example, this code
allows the user to type in a value, checks that the selected value is valid, and displays the correct
labels, text boxes, and check box for the selected distribution (whether typed or selected from the
pull down menu).
Sub cboPODDistr_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub cboPODDistr_Click ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
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Distr = cboPODDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Log-logistics"
lblPODParam(0).Caption = "a ="
lblPODParam(0).Visible = True
txtPODParam(O).Visible = True
lblPODParam(1).Caption = "b ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = True
txtPODParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = True
lblConfLevel.Visible = True
chkConfLevel.Visible = True
Case "Lognormal"
lblPODParam(0).Caption = "m ="
lblPODParam(0).Visible = True
txtPODParam(O).Visible = True
lblPODParam(1).Caption = "s2 ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = False
txtPODParam(I).Visible = False
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = False
lblConfLevel.Visible = False
chkConfLevel.Visible = False
Case "Deterministic"
lblPODParam(0).Visible = False
txtPODParam(O).Visible = False
lblPODParam(l).Caption = "Fixed POD Value ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = False
txtPODParam(I).Visible = False
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = False
lblConfLevel.Visible = False
chkConfLevel.Visible = False
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions'
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub
Sub cboPODDistr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboPODDistr_Click
End If
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.

End

Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the user clicks on the chkConfLevel check box. This option is
available only if the user selects a log-logistics function for their probability of detection
distribution. It tabs the user to the next text box and sets the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub chkConfLevel_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed if any of the four buttons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmDatalnput becomes the current
form, and if the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmFlawParam becomes the current form.
As is discussed above, the code also sizes the new form so that it is the same size as the current
form. If the "'Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then subroutines from General.bas
which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmDatalnput.WindowState = frmECTInput.WindowState
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
If frmECTInput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmDatalnput.Top = frmECTInput.Top
frmDatalnput.Left = frmECTInput.Left
frmDatalnput.Height = frmECTInput.Height
frmDatalnput.Width = frmECTInput.Width
End If
frmECTInput.Visible = False
Else
frmFlawParam.WindowState = frmECTInput.WindowState
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
If frmECTInput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmFlawParam.Top = frmECTInput.Top
frmFlawParam.Left = frmECTInput.Left
frmFlawParam.Height = frmECTInput.Height
frmFlawParam.Width = frmECTInput.Width
End If
frmECTInput.Visible = False
End If
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cmdRunModel_Click 0
Call RunModel(frmECTInput)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (i.e., made the current, visible
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form). This is done by pressing either the "Back" or "Next" buttons on one of the adjacent
forms. As discussed for the previous form, this subroutine makes sure that the proper labels, text
boxes, or buttons are visible for the values entered in the combination boxes. Thus, after opening
a saved input file, all correct labels, boxes, and buttons will be shown when the user views the
form.
Sub Form_Activate {)
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboPODDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Log-logistics"
lblPODParam(O).Caption = "a ="
lblPODParam(0).Visible = True
txtPODParam(0).Visible = True
lblPODParam(1).Caption = "b ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = True
txtPODParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = True
lblConfLevel.Visible = True
chkConfLevel.Visible = True
Case "Lognormal"
lblPODParam(0).Caption = "m ="
lblPODParam(0).Visible = True
txtPODParam(0).Visible = True
lblPODParam(1).Caption = "s2 ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = False
txtPODParam(I).Visible = False
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = False
lblConfLevel.Visible = False
chkConfLevel.Visible = False
Case "Deterministic"
lblPODParam(0).Visible = False
txtPODParam(0).Visible = False
lblPODParam(1).Caption = "Fixed POD Value ="
lblPODParam(1).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
For I = 2 To 5
lblPODParam(I).Visible = False
txtPODParam(I).Visible = False
Next I
lblPODParam(6).Visible = False
lblConfLevel.Visible = False
chkConfLevel.Visible = False
Case Else
End Select
Distr = cboMeasErrDist.Text
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Select Case Distr
Case "Linear w/ Normal error"
For I = 0 To 2
lblMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
txtMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblMeasErrParam(0).Caption = "Equation Parameters:
lblMeasErrParam(0).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblMeasErrParam(1).Caption = '
lblMeasErrParam(1).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
Case "Normal"
For I = 0 To 1
lblMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
txtMeasErrParam(I).Visible = True
Next I
lblMeasErrParam(2) .Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(2) .Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam{0) .Caption = "m ="
lblMeasErrParam(0) .FontName = "Symbol"
lblMeasErrParam(1) .Caption = "s2 ="
lblMeasErrParam(1) .FontName = "Symbol"
Case "Deterministic"
lblMeasErrParam(0).Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(0).Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
txtMeasErrParam(2).Visible = False
lblMeasErrParam(l).Caption = '"Fixed Error Value ='
lblMeasErrParam(1).FontName = 'MS Sans Serif"
Case Else
End Select

a

End Sub

The next subroutine is executed when the form is loaded into memory. It adds all of the
available distributions and options into the pull down menus for the user to select from.
Sub Form_Load ()
cboPODDistr.Addltem "Log-logistics"
cboPODDistr.Addltem "Lognormal"
cboPODDistr.Addltem "Deterministic"
cboMeasErrDist.Addltem "Linear w/ Normal error"
cboMeasErrDist.Addltem "Normal"
cboMeasErrDist.Addltem "Deterministic"
End Sub

The next subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They control
the unloading of the form by means other than the code and proper placement of the scroll bar if
the form is resized bv the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
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Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize 0
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmECTInput.Width - 375
If frmECTInput.Height > 690 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmECTInput.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines discussed in the previous section. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open a file to retrieve input values, print input values to a text file, begin execution of the
probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file, respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub mnuFileOpen_Click
Call Openlnput
End Sub

0

Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmECTInput)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed if the user clicks on one of the two optMeasErrUnits buttons. It
tabs the user to the next text box and sets the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub optMeasErrUnits_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

(Index As Integer)

The next three subroutines execute as a result of actions performed in the three txtMeasErrParam
boxes into which the user enters parameters to describe their chosen model for measurement
error. As with previous examples of this type, these subroutines set the value of the global
variable ChangesMade. let the user use the Enter key to enter an input value, and check that the
values input into the boxes are of the correct type (depending on the model chosen, numbers of
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any value, greater than zero, or zero or greater may be required for the various parameters). All
called subroutines are located in the file General.bas.
Sub txtMeasErrParam_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeasErrParam_KeyPress {Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction{KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeasErrParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtMeasErrParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'First box
If cboMeasErrDist.Text = "Linear w/ Normal error" Then
'slope parameter of equation should be positive
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeasErrParam(O))
Else 'mean of normal can be any number
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtMeasErrParam(O))
End If
Elself Index = 1 Then 'Second Box
If cboMeasErrDist.Text = "Normal" Then
'std dev of normal distr must be positive or zero
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtMeasErrParam(1))
Else 'second equation parameter and fixed value can be any
number
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtMeasErrParam(1))
End If
Else 'Third Box - Index = 2
'std dev of equation error must be positive or zero
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtMeasErrParam(2))
End If
End If
txtMeasErrParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform similar functions for the parameters describing the selected
probability of detection distribution. The checking subroutine txtPODParam_LostFocus first
checks to see if the entered value is one of the parameters describing the confidence limit of a
log-logistics function. If the user has not checked the box to use the confidence limit, then the
values are ignored, since they will not be imported into the probabilistic calculation portion of
the program (a confidence limit is used only if the user checks the appropriate box). Then the
input value is checked to make sure that it is valid based on the selected POD model.
Sub txtPODParam_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtPODParam_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
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Sub txtPODParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
If chkConfLevel.Value = 0 And (Index = 2 Or Index = 3 Or Index = 4 Or
Index = 5) Then 'one of the confidence level boxes
Exit Sub
'if confidence level is not checked then ignore
End If
FinalValue = txtPODParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'First box - can be any number
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtPODParam(0))
Elself Index = 1 Then 'Second Box
If cboPODDistr.Text = "Deterministic" Then
Call CheckNumOtol(FinalValue, txtPODParam(1)) 'check POD
value
Else
'Log-logistic and lognormal must have second parameter
positive
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtPODParam(1))
End If
Elself Index = 2 Then 'Third Box - confidence limit
Call CheckNumOtolOO(FinalValue, txtPODParam(2))
Elself Index = 3 Then 'Fourth box must all be positive in all
cases
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtPODParam(3))
Elself Index = 4 Then 'Fifth box must all be positive in all
cases
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtPODParam(4))
Elself Index = 5 Then 'Sixth box must all be positive in all
cases
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtPODParam(5))
End If
End If
txtPODParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fraProbDetect.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraMeasErr.Top = 3120 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(0).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(l).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value • 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.4

Flawdata.frm

I

-Flaw Growth Distribution Input
Flaw Growth Distribution: LinearEqaation

J?J|
-4.
-5.

Units of Flaw Growth Dstress «ir

-6.

•2 =

per unit time (e.g.. ifctw/yi. mm/EFPY)

-7.

C Percentage of Size per unit time (e.g., X of initial Xtw/yr)

rFlaw Initiation Distribution InputFlaw Initiation Distribution: |Weibull

-8.

±

-a.

-9.
-10.

b
Size of Flaws at Initiation:

rSeed for Random Number Generator InputSeed Value

-11.
-12.

-b.
-13.
-14.

r RRandom Seed Value
r*fnput Seed Value:

-c.

Form Name: frmFlawParam

I—d.
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Table A-4. Controls on frmflawParam

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Control Name
cboGrowDistr
txtGrowParam(O)
txtGrowParam( 1)
txtGrowParam(2)
txtGrowParam(4)
txtGrowParam(3)
optGrowthUnits(O)
optGrowthUnits(l)

Control Name
9.
cboInitDistr
10. txtlnitParam(O)
11. txtlnitParam(l)
12. txtlnitSize
13. optSeedValue(O)
14. optSeedValue(l)
15. optSeedValue(2)
16. txtSeedValue

17.
18.
19.
20.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Control Name
cmdChangeForm(O)
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
fraGrowthDistr
fralnit
fraRanNumSeed
vsbScrollForm

The first 16 numbered controls are the text boxes, combination boxes (pull down menus), and
option buttons into which values are either input or selected by the user and subsequently used
during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the screen (controls 17
through 20) are used to change the form that the user is editing and to exit or run the model. The
scroll bar (control "d") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and the three frames
(names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process.
Note that some of the controls appear in the same position on the above form. During the
program execution this does not occur, since only one or the other of the controls is visible at any
one time depending on choices made by the user on other places in the form. For example, either
controls 5 and 6 or controls 7 and 8 (and their associated labels) are visible at one time depending
on what the user chooses in control 1. They only appear together during the design phase of the
computer program.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Flawdata.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first three subroutines execute in conjunction with actions performed on the growth rate
model pull down menu cboGrowDistr. As with code for other combination boxes, this code
checks the distribution selected from the pull down menu or entered by the user and makes
visible the labels and text boxes necessary to describe that particular growth rate model. For
example, this code makes the option buttons for the units of the flaw growth visible only if the
user selects a statistical distribution or fixed value for their growth rate model. If they choose
one of the growth rate equations or the fracture mechanics growth rate law for their model, then
the option buttons are hidden so that they cannot be used. The labels are also changed to reflect
the parameter to be entered into the adjacent text box.
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Sub cboGrowDistr_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub cboGrowDistr_Click ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboGrowDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Gamma"
lblGrowParam(O).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(O).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1).Caption = "1 ="
lblGrowParam(1).FontName = : "Symbol"
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "k ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = : "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Exponential"
lblGrowParam(0).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "m ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "Symbol"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Normal"
lblGrowParam(0) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0) Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3) visible = False
lblGrowParam(4) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4) Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1) Caption = "m ="
lblGrowParam(1) FontName = "Symbol"
txtGrowParam(1) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2) Caption = "s2 ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "Symbol"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
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optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Linear Equation"
lblGrowParam(O).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(O).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l).Caption = "a ="
lblGrowParam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "b ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case "Quadratic Equation"
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(0).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(0).Caption = "a ="
lblGrowParam(0).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
txtGrowParam(0).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1).Caption = "b ="
iblGrowParam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "d ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case "Deterministic"
lblGrowParam(0) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(1) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(2) .Caption
'Fixed Defect Growth Rate ='
lblGrowParam(2) FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Fracture Mechanics Model"
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(0).Visible = True
iblGrowParam(0).Caption = "A ="
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lblGrowParam(O).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
txtGrowParam(0).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l).Caption = "B ="
lblGrowParam(l).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "n ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub
Sub cboGrowDistr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboGrowDistr_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for the flaw initiation distribution pull
down menu cboInitDistr.
Sub cboInitDistr_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub cboInitDistr_Click ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboInitDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Weibull"
lbllnitParam(0).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(0).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(0).Caption = "b ="
lbllnitParam(O).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lbllnitParam(1).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(1).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(1).Caption = "q ="
lbllnitParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
lbllnitSize.Visible = True
txtlnitSize.Visible = True
Case "Lognorma1"
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lbllnitParam(O).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(O).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(O).Caption = "m ="
lbllnitParam(O).FontName = "Symbol"
lbllnitParam(l).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(1).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(l).Caption = "s2 . = "
lbllnitParam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
lbllnitSize.Visible = True
txtlnitSize.Visible = True
Case "No Flaw Initiation"
lbllnitParam(O).Visible = False
txtlnitParam(0).Visible = False
lbllnitParam(l).Visible = False
txtlnitParam(1).Visible = False
lbllnitSize.Visible = False
txtlnitSize.Visible = False
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub
Sub cboInitDistr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboInitDistr_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed if any of the four burtons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmECTInput becomes the current
form, and if the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmLeakCalcs becomes the current form.
As is discussed previously, the code also sizes the new window so that it is the same size as the
current window. If the "Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then subroutines from
General.bas which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmECTInput.WindowState = frmFlawParam.WindowState
frmECTInput.Visible = True
If frmFlawParam.WindowState = 0 Then
frmECTInput.Top = frmFlawParam.Top
frmECTInput.Left = frmFlawParam.Left
frmECTInput.Height = frmFlawParam.Height
frmECTInput.Width = frmFlawParam.Width
End If
frmFlawParam.Visible = False
Else
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frmLeakCalcs.WindowState = frmFlawParam.WindowState
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = True
If frmFlawParam.WindowState = 0 Then
frmLeakCalcs.Top = frmFlawParam.Top
frmLeakCalcs.Left = frmFlawParam.Left
frmLeakCalcs.Height = frmFlawParam.Height
frmLeakCalcs.Width = frmFlawParam.Width
End If
frmFlawParam.Visible = False
End If
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cmdRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmFlawParam)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (i.e., made the current, visible
form). This is done by pressing either the "Back" or "Next" buttons on one of the adjacent
forms. This subroutine is similar to the Click subroutines for the two combination boxes
discussed above in that it makes sure that the proper labels, text boxes, or buttons are visible for
the values selected from the pull down menus. Thus, after opening a saved input file, all correct
labels, boxes, and buttons will be shown when the user views the form.
Sub Form_Activate ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim Distr As String
Distr = cboGrowDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Gamma"
lblGrowParam(O).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(O).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1).Caption = "1 ="
lblGrowParam(1).FontName = "Symbol"
txtGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "k ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Exponential"
lblGrowParam(0).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = False
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txtGrowParam(l) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(3) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4) .Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4) .Visible = False
lblGrowParam(2) .Caption = "m ="
lblGrowParam(2) .FontName = "Symbol"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Normal"
lblGrowParam(0) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0) Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3) Visible = False
txtGrowParam{3) Visible = False
lblGrowParam{4) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4) Visible = False
lblGrowParam(l) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1) Caption = "m ="
lblGrowParam(l) FontName = "Symbol"
txtGrowParam(l) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2) Caption = "s2 ="
lblGrowParam(2) FontName = "Symbol"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Linear Equation"
lblGrowParam(0).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(0).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4).Visible = False
lblGrowParam(3).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(3).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l).Caption = "a ="
lblGrowParam(l).FontName := "MS Sans
txtGrowParam(l).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = »b ="
lblGrowParam(2) .FontName = "MS Sans
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case "Quadratic Equation"
lblGrowParam(4) Visible = False
txtGrowParam(4) Visible = False
lblGrowParam(0) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(0) Caption = »a ="
lblGrowParam{0) FontName = "MS Sans
txtGrowParam(0) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(3) Visible = True
txtGrowParam(3) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(l) Visible = True
lblGrowParam(1) Caption = 11 b ="
FontName = "MS Sans

Serif

Serif

Serif

Serif
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txtGrowParam(l).Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2).Caption = "d ="
lblGrowParam(2).FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case "Deterministic"
lblGrowParam(0) .Visible
False
False
txtGrowParam(0) .Visible
False
lblGrowParam(1) .Visible
False
txtGrowParam(1) .Visible
False
lblGrowParam(3) .Visible
False
txtGrowParam(3) .Visible
False
lblGrowParam(4) .Visible
False
txtGrowParam(4) .Visible
lblGrowParam(2) .Caption = "Fixed Defect Growth Rate
lblGrowParam(2) .FontName = MS Sans Serif"
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = True
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = True
Case "Fracture Mechanics Model"
lblGrowParam(4).Visible = True
txtGrowParam(4) .Visible = True
lblGrowParam(0) .Visible = True
lblGrowParam{0) .Caption = "A ='
.FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowParam(0).FontName
txtGrowParam(0) .Visible
True
lblGrowParam(3) .Visible
True
txtGrowParam(3) .Visible
True
lblGrowParam(1) .Visible
True
lblGrowParam(1) .Caption = "B ='
lblGrowParam(l).FontName
.FontName == "MS
MS Sans Serif
txtGrowParam(l) .Visible = True
lblGrowParam(2) .Caption = "n ="
lblGrowParam(2) .FontName = "MS Sans Serif
lblGrowthUnits.Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(0).Visible = False
optGrowthUnits(1).Visible = False
Case Else
End Select
Distr = cboInitDistr.Text
Select Case Distr
Case "Weibull"
lbllnitParam(O).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(O).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(O).Caption = "b ="
lbllnitParam(O).FontName = "MS Sans Serif"
lbllnitParam(l).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(l).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(l).Caption = "q ="
lbllnitParam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
Case "Lognormal"
lbllnitParam(O).Visible = True
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txtlnitParam(O).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(O).Caption = "m = "
lbllnitParam(O).FontName = "Symbol"
lbllnitParam(l).Visible = True
txtlnitParam(l).Visible = True
lbllnitParam(l).Caption = "s2 ="
lbllnitParam(l).FontName = "Symbol"
Case "No Flaw Initiation"
lbllnitParam(O).Visible = False
txtlnitParam(0).Visible = False
lbllnitParam(i).Visible = False
txtlnitParam(l).Visible = False
lbllnitSize.Visible = False
txtlnitSize.Visible = False
Case Else
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine is execute^ when the form is loaded into memory. It adds all of the
available distributions and options into the pull down menus for the user to select from.
Sub Form_Load ()
cboGrowDistr.AddItern
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboGrowDistr.Addltem
cboInitDistr.Addltem
cboInitDistr.Addltem
cboInitDistr.Addltem
End Sub

"Gamma"
"Exponential"
"Normal"
"Linear Equation"
"Quadratic Equation"
"Deterministic"
"Fracture Mechanics Model"
"Weibull"
"Lognormal"
"No Flaw I n i t i a t i o n "

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
exit the program by any other means than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As I n t e g e r ,
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub

UnloadMode As Integer)

Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmFlawParam.Width - 375
If frmFlawParam.Height > 690 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmFlawParam.Height

- 690
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End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines discussed previously. They are executed
if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the form. The
commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the model, open a
file to retrieve input values, print all of the input values to a text file, begin execution of the
probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file, respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub mnuFileOpen_Click ()
Call Openlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmFlawParam)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click {)
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next two subroutines are executed if the user clicks on the one of the option buttons for the
units of flaw growth or for the seed for the random number generator. They tab the user to the
next text box and set the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub optGrowthUnits_Click (Index As Integer)
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub optSeedValue_Click (Index As Integer)
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of actions performed in the five txtGrowParam
boxes into which the user enters the parameters describing their chosen flaw growth model. As
with previous examples of this type, these subroutines set the value of the global variable
ChangesMade to True, let the user use the Enter key to enter an input value, and check that the
value input into the boxes are of the correct type (depending on the model chosen, numbers of
any value, greater than zero, or zero or greater may be required for the various parameters). All
called subroutines are located in the file General.bas.
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Sub txtGrowParam_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtGrowParam_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtGrowParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtGrowParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'First box
If cboGrowDistr.Text = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(0))
Else
'Can be any number if is quadratic eqn
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(0))
End If
Elself Index = 1 Then 'Second Box
If cboGrowDistr.Text = "Gamma" Or cboGrowDistr.Text =
"Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
'first gamma parameter and fracture mechanics constants
must be greater than 0
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(1))
Else
'normal and equation parameters can be any number
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(1))
End If
Elself Index = 2 Then 'Third Box
If cboGrowDistr.Text = "Deterministic" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(2))
Else
'all other options should have positive values for this
parameter
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(2))
End If
Elself Index = 3 Then 'error in equations
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(3))
Else 'Index = 4 - stress in fracture mech.
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGrowParam(4))
End If
End If
txtGrowParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for the two txtlnitParam text boxes into
which parameters describing the chosen flaw initiation distribution are entered.
Sub txtInitParam_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

(Index As Integer)
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Sub txtInitParam_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txt!nitParam_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txt!nitParam(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'First box
If cboInitDistr.Text = "Weibull" Then
'Weibull has positive first param
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtlnitParam(O))
Else
'lognormal can have any number
Call CheckNumber(FinalValue, txtlnitParam(O))
End If
Else 'Index = 1 - second box
'Weibull and LN must have positive second value
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtlnitParam(l))
End If
End If
txtlnitParam(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for any value entered into the size of
flaws at initiation text box.
Sub txtInitSize_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtInitSize_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtInitSize_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtlnitSize.Text
If FinalValue <> " " Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue,
is zero or larger
End If
txtlnitSize.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

txtlnitSize)

'Check if

input

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the "Input Seed
Value:" text box where the user can enter a specified seed value for the random number
generate- Note that this value can be a Long integer, with a value of up to 2,147,483,647, as
opposed 10 the upper limit of 32,767 for normal integers.
Sub txtSeedValue_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

()

Sub txtSeedValue_KeyPress

(KeyAscii As Integer)
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Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSeedValue_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtSeedValue.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call ChecklntegerLong(FinalValue, txtSeedValue) 'Check if input
is zero or larger
End If
txtSeedValue.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change {)
fraGrowthDistr.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fralnit.Top = 3480 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraRanNumSeed.Top = 5880 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(O).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(1).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 816 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.5

Leakrate.frm

.1.

-Failure Model Input
Failure Model:

Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment

Standard Deviation in Maximum Moment Equation:

-2.

Units of Standard Deviation:

-3.

(•percentage of best-fit value (e.g., X of burst pressure)

.4.

value (e.g.. MPa (d))

-a.
-b.

i

- L e a k Rate Model Input-

.5.

Leak Rate Model: JBruce 2 circ. crack COD
Mean Mass Flux (Normal):

Standard Deviation:

Mean Mass Flux (Accident):

Standard Deviation:

-6.
-7.
-8.
-9.
-10.

Maximum allowable leak rate under normal conditions:
(will force unit to enter an inspection)

-c.

.11.
Pressures and Loads Input
Delta P (Normal):

I

Ay'-^l FnrKM [Arrirl»nl[-

Delta P (Accident):

"*!

Moments (Normal):

Axial Forces (Normal):

AT

Moments (Accident): I

f

-12.
-13.
.14.

^1

.15.
-16.
-19.

System of Units Used —

l r English

-20.

§ SI
21.

Ld.
Ll8.

Form Name: frmLeakCalcs
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Table A-5. Controls on frmLeakCalcs

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Control Name
cboFailureModel
txtFailStdDev
optStdDevUnits(O)
optStdDevUnits(l)
cboLeakModel
txtLeakStdDev(O)
txtLeakStdDev(l)
txtLeakStdDev(2)
txtLeakStdDev(3)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Control Name
txtMaxLeakRate
txtPressurelnput(O)
txtPressureInput(3)
txtPressureInput( 1)
txtPressureInput(4)
txtPressureInput(2)
txtPressureInput( 5)
optUnitsSystem(O)
optUnitsSvstem( 1)

19.
20.
21.
22.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Control Name
cmdChangeForm(O)
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
fraFailureModel
fraLeakRate
fraPressures
fraUnitsSystem
vsbScrollForm

The first 18 numbered controls are the text boxes, combination boxes (pull down menus), and
option buttons into which values are either input or selected by the user and subsequently used
during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the screen (controls 19
through 22) are used to change the form that the user is editing and to exit or run the model. The
scroll bar (control "e") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and the three frames
(names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Leakrate.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first three subroutines execute in conjunction with actions performed on the tube failure
model pull down menu cboFailureModel. As with code for other combination boxes, this code
checks the distribution selected from the pull down menu or entered by the user and makes
visible the labels and text boxes necessary to describe that particular tube failure model.
However, in this case choosing an option from the pull down menu calls the subroutine
ShowPress, which is contained in this file and is described later. The reason that a different
subroutine is called is because some of the necessary parameters are dependent on both the
selected failure model and leak rate model. Therefore, one code is used to show the correct
parameters for the values selected from both pull down menus.
Sub cboFailureModel_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub cboFailureModel_Click
Call ShowPress
End Sub

{)

0
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Sub cboFailureModel_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboFailureModel_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines are for the leak rate model pull down menu cboLeakModel. As with
the tube failure model, the subroutine ShowPress is called when the user enters or clicks on a
model for the primary-to-secondary leak rate.
Sub cboLeakModel_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub cboLeakModel_Click ()
Call ShowPress
End Sub
Sub cboLeakModel_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
cboLeakModel_Click
End If
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed if any of the four buttons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmFlawParam becomes the current
form, and if the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmMaterialProp becomes the current
form. As is discussed previously, the code also sizes the new window so that it is the same size
as the current window. If the "Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then subroutines from
General.bas which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmFlawParam.WindowState = frmLeakCalcs.WindowState
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
If frmLeakCalcs.WindowState = 0 Then
frmFlawParam.Top = frmLeakCalcs.Top
frmFlawParam.Left = frmLeakCalcs.Left
frmFlawParam.Height = frmLeakCalcs.Height
frmFlawParam.Width = frmLeakCalcs.Width
End If
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = False
Else
frmMaterialProp.WindowState = frmLeakCalcs.WindowState
frmMaterialProp.Visible = True
If frmLeakCalcs.WindowState = 0 Then
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frmMaterialProp.Top = frmLeakCalcs .Top
frmMaterialProp.Left = frmLeakCalcs.Left
frmMaterialProp.Height = frmLeakCalcs.Height
frmMaterialProp.Width = frmLeakCalcs.Width
End If
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = False
End If
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cmdRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmLeakCalcs)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (i.e., made the current, visible
form). This is done by pressing either the "Back" or "Next" buttons on one of the adjacent
forms. This subroutine is similar to the ShowPress subroutine in that it makes sure that the
proper labels, text boxes, or option buttons are visible for the values selected from the pull down
menus. Thus, after opening a saved input file, all correct labels, boxes, and buttons will be
shown when the user views the form.
Sub Form_Activate ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim FailModel, LeakModel As String
FailModel = cboFailureModel.Text
LeakModel = cboLeakModel.Text
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = False
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = False
Next I
Select Case FailModel
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Maximum Moment
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
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lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = False
txtFailStdDev.Visible = False
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
iblFailStdDev.Visible = False
txtFailStdDev.Visible = False
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Failure at a given size"
IblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Flaw Size At Failure:"
Case "OHN axial defect tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
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lblPressurelnput(I).Visible
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible
Next I
Case Else
End Select

True
True

Select Case LeakModel
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD
lblLeakStdDev(O).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(O).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(l).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(l).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(2).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(2).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(3).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(3).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(O).Caption
"Mean Mass Flux (Normal):"
lblLeakStdDev(l).Caption ; "Standard Deviation:"
lblLeakStdDev(2).Caption
"Mean Mass Flux (Accident):
lblLeakStdDev(3).Caption
"Standard Deviation:"
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Fixed leak at failure"
lblLeakStdDev(O) .Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(O) .Visible = False
lblLeakStdDev(l) .Visible = True
txtLeakStdDev(l) .Visible = True
lblLeakStdDev(2) .Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(2) .Visible = False
lblLeakStdDev(3) .Visible = True
txtLeakStdDev(3) .Visible = True
lblLeakStdDev(l) . Caption = "Assumed Leakrate for a Failed
Tube (Normal):"
lblLeakStdDev(3).Caption = "Assumed Leakrate for a Failed
Tube (Accident):"
Case "French lower estimate"
lblLeakStdDev(O).Visible
False
txtLeakStdDev(0).Visible
False
lblLeakStdDev(l).Visible
False
txtLeakStdDev(l).visible
False
lblLeakStdDev(2).Visible
False
False
txtLeakStdDev(2).Visible
False
lblLeakStdDev(3).Visible
False
txtLeakStdDev(3).Visible
For I = 0 To l
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case Else
End Select
End Sub
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The next subroutine is executed when the form is loaded into memory. It adds all of the
available options into the pull down menus for the user to select from.
Sub Form_Load ()
cboFailureModel.Addltem "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "Failure at a given size"
cboFailureModel.Addltem "OHN axial defect tube burst"
cboLeakModel.Addltem "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD"
cboLeakModel.Addltem "Fixed leak at failure"
cboLeakModel.Addltem "French lower estimate"
End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
exit the program by any means other than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmLeakCalcs.Width - 375
If frmLeakCalcs.Height > 6 90 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmLeakCalcs.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines in other files discussed previously. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open a file to retrieve input values, print input values to a text file, begin execution of the
probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file, respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub mnuFileOpen_Click
Call Openlnput
End Sub

0
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Sub mnuFilePrint_Click {)
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmLeakCalcs)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call SaveInput(Saved)
End Sub

The next two subroutines are executed if the user clicks on the one of the option buttons for the
units of the standard deviation of their selected tube failure model or for the system of units used
for the calculation (English or SI). They tab the user to the next text box and set the value of
ChangesMade to True.
Sub optStdDevUnits_Click (Index As Integer)
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub optUnitsSystem_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

(Index As Integer)

The next subroutine ShowPress is called if the user selects a tube failure model or leak rate
model from one of the two pull down menus (as discussed above for cboFailureModel and
cboLeakModel). The subroutine checks both the failure and leak rate models selected by the user
and makes sure that all necessary labels, text boxes, and option buttons are visible. This includes
the pressures and loads which are potentially necessary for both models. To accomplish this, the
subroutine first hides the four pressures and loads text boxes and then shows those necessary to
use the two selected models.
Sub ShowPress ()
Dim I As Integer
Dim FailModel, LeakModel As String
FailModel = cboFailureModel.Text
LeakModel = cboLeakModel.Text
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = False
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = False
Next I
Select Case FailModel
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
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optStdDevUnits(O).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(l).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Maximum Moment
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = False
txtFailStdDev.Visible = False
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
For I = 0 To l
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = False
txtFailStdDev.Visible = False
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
For I = 0 To l
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Failure at a given size"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
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txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Flaw Size At Failure:"
Case "OHN axial defect tube burst"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = True
txtFailStdDev.Visible = True
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = True
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = True
lblFailStdDev.Caption = "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure
Equation:"
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
cboFailureModel.SetFocus
Exit Sub
End Select
Select Case LeakModel
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD"
lblLeakStdDev(O).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(O).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(l).Visible
True
True
txtLeakStdDev(1) .Visible
lblLeakStdDev(2) .Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(2) .Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(3) .Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(3) .Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(O) .Caption
"Mean Mass Flux (Normal):"
lblLeakStdDev(l) .Caption
"Standard Deviation:"
lblLeakStdDev(2) .Caption
"Mean Mass Flux (Accident)
lblLeakStdDev(3) .Caption
"Standard Deviation:"
For I = 0 To 5
lblPressurelnput I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput I).Visible = True
Next I
Case "Fixed leak at failure"
lblLeakStdDev(O).Visible
False
txtLeakStdDev(0).Visible
False
lblLeakStdDev(l).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(l).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(2).Visible
False
txtLeakStdDev(2).Visible
False
lblLeakStdDev(3).Visible
True
txtLeakStdDev(3).Visible
True
lblLeakStdDev(l).Caption
"Assumed Leakrate for a Failed
Tube (Normal):"
lblLeakStdDev(3).Caption = "Assumed Leakrate for a Failed
Tube (Accident):"
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Case "French lower estimate"
lblLeakStdDev(o).Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(O).Visible = False
lblLeakStdDev(l).Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(l).Visible = False
lblLeakStdDev(2).Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(2).Visible = False
lblLeakStdDev(3).Visible = False
txtLeakStdDev(3).Visible = False
For I = 0 To 1
l b l P r e s s u r e l n p u t ( I ) . V i s i b l e = True
t x t P r e s s u r e l n p u t ( I ) . V i s i b l e = True
Next I
Case Else
MsgBox "Please choose one of the l i s t e d d i s t r i b u t i o n s " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
cboLeakModel.SetFocus
Exit Sub
End Select
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of actions performed in the box txtFailStdDev into
which the standard deviation in the selected tube failure model is entered. As with previous
examples of this type, these subroutines set the value of the global variable ChangesMade to
True, let the user use the Enter key to enter an input value, and check that the value input into the
box is of the correct type (a real number zero or greater). All called subroutines are located in the
file General.bas.
Sub txtFailStdDev_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtFailStdDev_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtFailStdDev_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtFailStdDev.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtFailStdDev) 'Check if
number is zero or larger
End If
txtFailStdDev.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the four boxes
below the leak rate pull down menu.
Sub txtLeakStdDev_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
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Sub txtLeakStdDev_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtLeakStdDev_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtLeakStdDev(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 or Index = 2 Then 'Check if number is zero or larger
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtLeakStdDev(Index))
Else
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtLeakStdDev(Index))
End If
End If
txtLeakStdDev(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the maximum
allowable leak rate under normal conditions text box txtMaxLeakRate.
Sub txtMaxLeakRate_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMaxLeakRate_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMaxLeakRate_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMaxLeakRate.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMaxLeakRate) 'Check if
number is greater than zero
End If
txtMaxLeakRate.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the input boxes for
the differential pressures and loads by checking that the entered values are real numbers with
values greater than zero.
Sub txtPressureInput_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

(Index As Integer)

Sub txtPressureInput_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtPressureInput_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtPressurelnput(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
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Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtPressurelnput(Index))
End If
txtPressurelnput(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fraFailureModel.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraLeakRate.Top = 3120 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraPressures.Top = 5760 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraUnitsSystem.Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(0).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(l).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.6

Material.frm

Material Pioperties Input
Mean Allowable
Stress Intensity Sin -

Standard Deviation

Mean Yield Stress Sy

Standard Deviation

Mean UTS Su

Standard Deviation

Mean Elastic
Modulus E =
Mean Flow Stress
Factor K »
Mean Flow Stress
Correction Factor d =
Mean Poisson s
Ratio v =

Standard Deviation
btanaam Deviation Standard Deviation =
Standard Deviation

Tube Dimensions Input
Mean Tube OD ••

Standard Deviation

Mean Tube
Thickness t =

Standard Deviation

Mean Fluid
Density p =
ean Material Strength
Correction Factor

Form Name: frmMaterialProp

Standard Deviation =
Standard Deviation
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Table A-6. Controls on frmMaterialProp

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Control Name
txtMeanSm
txtStdDevSm
txtMeanSy
txtStdDevSy
txtMeanSu
txtStdDevSu
txtMeanE
txtStdDevE
txtMeanK
txtStdDevK

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Control Name
txtMeandK
txtStdDevdK
txtMeanV
txtStdDevV
txtMeanTubeOD
txtStdDevTubeOD
txtMeanTubeT
txtStdDevTubeT
txtMeanDensity
txtStdDevDensity

Control Name
21. txtMeanStrCorr
22. txtStdDevStrCorr
23. cmdChangeForm(O)
24. cmdChangeForm( 1)
25. cmdRunModel
26. cmdExit
a.
fraMaterialProp
b.
fraTubeProp
c.
vsbScrollForm

The first 22 numbered controls are the text boxes into which values are input by the user and
subsequently used during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the
screen (controls 23 through 26) are used to change the form that the user is editing and to exit or
run the model. The scroll bar (control "c") is used to scroll up and down through the form, and
the two frames (names which begin with "fra") are used in the scrolling process.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Material.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first three subroutines are executed if any of the four buttons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmLeakCalcs becomes the current
form, and if the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmlnspPlan becomes the current form.
As is discussed previously, the code also sizes the new window so that it is the same size as the
current window. If the "Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then subroutines from
General.bas which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmLeakCalcs.WindowState = frmMaterialProp.WindowState
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = True
If frmMaterialProp.WindowState = 0 Then
frmLeakCalcs.Top = frmMaterialProp.Top
frmLeakCalcs.Left = frmMaterialProp.Left
frmLeakCalcs.Height = frmMaterialProp.Height
frmLeakCalcs.Width = frmMaterialProp.Width
End If
frmMaterialProp.Visible = False
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Else
frmlnspPlan.WindowState = frmMaterialProp.WindowState
frmlnspPlan.Visible = True
If frmMaterialProp.WindowState = 0 Then
frmlnspPlan.Top = frmMaterialProp.Top
frmlnspPlan.Left = frmMaterialProp.Left
frmlnspPlan.Height = frmMaterialProp.Height
frmlnspPlan.Width = frmMaterialProp.Width
End If
frmMaterialProp.Visible = False
End If
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cmdRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmMaterialProp)
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (i.e., made the current, visible
form). This is done by pressing either the "Back" or "Next" buttons on one of the adjacent
forms. This subroutine checks the tube failure and leak rate models chosen by the user on the
previous form and then shows only those text boxes and labels for the parameters necessary to
describe the selected models. Therefore, if the user decides to use a different failure model and
returns to the previous sheet to select a new model, when they click back to this form the
parameters needed for their newly selected model will be visible and all unnecessary parameters
will be hidden.
Sub Form_Activate {)
Dim Failure, Leak As String
Failure = frmLeakCalcs!cboFailureModel.Text
Leak = frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.Text
lblMeanSm.Visible = False
txtMeanSm.Visible = False
lblStdDevSm.Visible = False
txtStdDevSm.Visible = False
lblMeanSy.Visible = False
txtMeanSy.Visible = False
lblStdDevSy.Visible = False
txtStdDevSy.Visible = False
lblMeanSu.Visible = False
txtMeanSu.Visible = False
lblStdDevSu.Visible = False
txtStdDevSu.Visible = False
lblMeanE.Visible = False
txtMeanE.Visible = False
lblStdDevE.Visible = False
txtStdDevE.Visible = False
lblMeanK.Visible = False
cxtMeanK.Visible = False
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lblStdDevK.Visible = False
txtStdDevK.Visible = False
lblMeandK.Visible = False
txtMeandK.Visible = False
lblStdDevdK.Visible = False
txtStdDevdK.Visible = False
lblMeanV.Visible = False
txtMeanV.Visible = False
lblStdDevV.Visible = False
txtStdDevV.Visible = False
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = False
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = False
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = False
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = False
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = False
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = False
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = False
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = False
lblMeanDensity.Visible = False
txtMeanDensity.Visible = False
lblStdDevDensity.Visible = False
txtStdDevDensity.Visible = False
lblMeanStrCorr.Visible = False
txtMeanStrCorr.Visible = False
lblStdDevStrCorr.Visible = False
txtStdDevStrCorr.Visible = False
Select Case Failure
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
lblMeanSm.Visible = True
txtMeanSm.Visible = True
lblStdDevSm.Visible = True
txtStdDevSm.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
Case "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
Case "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse'
lblMeanSy.Visible = True
txtMeanSy.Visible = True
lblStdDevSy.Visible = True
txtStdDevSy.Visible = True
lblMeanSu.Visible = True
txtMeanSu.Visible = True
lblStdDevSu.Visible = True
txtStdDevSu.Visible = True
lblMeanK.Visible = True
txtMeanK.Visible = True
lblStdDevK.Visible = True
txtStdDevK.Visible = True
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lblMeandK.Visible = True
txtMeandK.Visible = True
lblStdDevdK.Visible = True
txtStdDevdK.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
Case "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
lblMeanSm.Visible = True
txtMeanSm.Visible = True
lblStdDevSm.Visible = True
txtStdDevSm.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
Case "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
lblMeanSy.Visible = True
txtMeanSy.Visible = True
lblStdDevSy.Visible = True
txtStdDevSy.Visible = True
lblMeanSu.Visible = True
txtMeanSu.Visible = True
lblStdDevSu.Visible = True
txtStdDevSu.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
Case "Failure at a given size"
Case "OHN axial defect tube burst"
lblMeanSm.Visible = True
txtMeanSm.Visible = True
lblStdDevSm.Visible = True
txtStdDevSm.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
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lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
lblMeanStrCorr.Visible = True
txtMeanStrCorr.Visible = True
lblStdDevStrCorr.Visible = True
txtStdDevStrCorr.Visible = True
Case Else
Beep
Exit Sub
End Select
Select Case Leak
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD"
lblMeanSm.Visible = True
txtMeanSm.Visible = True
lblStdDevSm.Visible = True
txtStdDevSm.Visible = True
lblMeanSy.Visible = True
txtMeanSy.Visible = True
lblStdDevSy.Visible = True
txtStdDevSy.Visible = True
lblMeanE.Visible = True
txtMeanE.Visible = True
lblStdDevE.Visible = True
txtStdDevE.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
Case "Fixed leak at failure"
Case "French lower estimate"
lblMeanSy.Visible = True
txtMeanSy.Visible = True
lblStdDevSy.Visible = True
txtStdDevSy.Visible = True
lblMeanSu.Visible = True
txtMeanSu.Visible = True
lblStdDevSu.Visible = True
txtStdDevSu.Visible = True
lblMeanE.Visible = True
txtMeanE.Visible = True
lblStdDevE.Visible = True
txtStdDevE.Visible = True
lblMeanV.Visible = True
txtMeanV.Visible = True
lblStdDevV.Visible = True
txtStdDevV.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
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lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True
lblMeanDensity.Visible = True
txtMeanDensity.Visible = True
lblStdDevDensity.Visible = True
txtStdDevDensity.Visible = True
Case Else
Beep
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
exit the program by any means other than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmMaterialProp.Width - 375
If frmMaterialProp.Height > 6 90 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmMaterialProp.Height - 6 90
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines in other files discussed previously. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open a file to retrieve input values, print the current input values to a text file, begin
execution of the probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file,
respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click
Call ExitProg
End Sub

()

Sub mnuFileOpen_Click
Call Openlnput
End Sub

()

Sub mnuFilePrint_Click
Call Printlnput

()
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End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmMaterialProp)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next series of subroutines execute as a result of actions performed in any of the text boxes
for the mean and standard deviations of the various material and tube properties (all of the
properties are assumed to be normally distributed). In all cases, these subroutines set the value of
the global variable ChangesMade to True, let the user use the Enter key to enter an input value,
and check that the value entered into the box is of the correct type (a number greater than zero for
mean values, or a number with a value of zero or greater for standard deviations). All
subroutines called from this code are located in the file General.bas.
Sub txtMeanDensity_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtMeanDensity_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanDensity_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanDensity.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanDensity)
End If
txtMeanDensity.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub t:tMeandK_Change 0
C.angesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeandK_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeandK_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeandK.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeandK)
End If
txtMeandK.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanE_Change ()
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ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanE_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanE_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanE.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanE)
End If
txtMeanE.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanK_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanK_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanK_LostFocus 0
FinalValue = txtMeanK.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanK)
End If
txtMeanK.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub t::~MeanSm_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSm_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSm_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanSm.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanSm)
End If
txtMeanSm.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanStrCorr_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanStrCorr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
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Sub txtMeanStrCorr_LostFocus 0
FinalValue = txtMeanStrCorr.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanStrCorr)
End If
txtMeanStrCorr.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSu_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSu_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSu_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanSu.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanSu)
End If
txtMeanSu.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSy_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSy_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanSy_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanSy.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanSy)
End If
txtMeanSy.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeOD_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeOD_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeOD_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanTubeOD.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanTubeOD)
End If
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txtMeanTubeOD.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeT_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeT_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanTubeT_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanTubeT.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanTubeT)
End If
txtMeanTubeT.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtMeanV_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMeanV_KeyPress {KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMeanV_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMeanV.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtMeanV)
End If
txtMeanV.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevDensity_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtStdDevDensity_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevDensity_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevDensity.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevDensity)
End If
txtStdDevDensity.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevdK_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0
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Sub txtStdDevdK_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevdK_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevdK.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevdK)
End If
txtStdDevdK.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevE_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevE_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevE_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevE.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevE)
End If
txtStdDevE.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevK_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevK_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevK_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevK.Text
If FinalVal-. •-; <> "" Then
Call ChejkZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevK)
End If
txtStdDevK.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSm_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSm_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSm LostFocus ()
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FinalValue = txtStdDevSm.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevSm)
End If
txtStdDevSm.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevStrCorr_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevStrCorr_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevStrCorr_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevStrCorr.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevStrCorr)
End If
txtStdDevStrCorr.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSu_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSu_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSu_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevSu.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevSu)
End If
txtStdDevSu.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSy_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSy_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevSy_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevSy.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevSy)
End If
txtStdDevSy.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
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Sub txtStdDevTubeOD_Change {)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevTubeOD_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevTubeOD_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevTubeOD.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevTubeOD)
End If
txtStdDevTubeOD.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevTubeT_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevTubeT_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevTubeT_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevTubeT.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevTubeT)
End If
txtStdDevTubeT.Text = FinalValue
End Sub
Sub txtStdDeW_Change

0

ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevV_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtStdDevV_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtStdDevV.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckZeroOrGreater(FinalValue, txtStdDevV)
End If
txtStdDevV.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change

0
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fraMaterialProp.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraTubeProp.Top = 4440 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblMeanDensity.Top = 6000 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtMeanDensity.Top = 6120 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblStdDevDensity.Top = 6120 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtStdDevDensity.Top = 6120 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblMeanStrCorr.Top = 6480 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtMeanStrCorr.Top = 6600 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblStdDevStrCorr.Top = 6600 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtStdDevStrCorr.Top = 6600 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(O).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(l).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 816 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.7

Inspplan.frm

a.
r Planned Sample Size Input

Tube Repair Criteria Input—i

Initial Inspection Sample Size
(fraction of susceptible tubes):
Also inspect previously detected
inservice indications?

Repair defects
larger than:
Make sure above size is in

Ctio

distribution.

.

.1.
-2.
-3.
-4.
-b.
-5.

Expansion Criteria Input - Check Box if Used
|~*'Local Expan

riteria 8 1 : If a tube contains an indication smaller than
then inspect
additional tubes.

Expansion Criteria 82: If a tube contains an indication larger than
then inspect
.additional tubes.
PVJilobal Expansion Criteria 8 1 : If at least
tubes contain indications less than [

of the inspected
lhi»n\in«p»»ff tlw Inllnming

13.

fraction of the remaining susceptible population:
f~ Global Expansion Criteria 8 1 : If at least

-6.
-7.
-8.
-9.
-10.
-11.
12.

IX of the inspected

14.
15.

tubes contain indications larger than

en inspect the following

fraction of the remaining susceptible population:
[•^Repairable Indications Expansion Criteria: If at least
tubes contain repairable defects, then inspect the folowing fraction\_
of the remaining susceptible population:
Funantinn I imit-

Mumhpr nt pynantinnt al whinh 1flfl2T nf Ihft int^rvir.R

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

tubes must be inspected:

I—d.
Form Name: frmlnspPlan
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Table A-7. Controls on frmlnspPlan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Control Name
txtSampleSize
txtRepairRule
optlnspPrev(O)
optlnspPrev(l)
chkLocExpl
txtLocExpl(O)
txtLocExpl(l)
chkLocExp2
txtLocExp2(0)
txtLocExp2(l)
chkGlobExpl

Control Name
12. txtGlobExpl(O)
13. txtGlobExpl(l)
14. txtGlobExpl(2)
15. chkGlobExp2
16. txtGlobExp2(0)
17. txtGlobExp2(l)
18. txtGlobExp2(2)
19. chkRepExp
20. txtRepExp(O)
21. txtRepExp(l)
22. chkMaxExp

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Control Name
txtMaxExp
cmdChangeForm(O)
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
fraSampleSize
fraRepairRule
fraExpRules
vsbScrollForm

The first 23 numbered controls are the text boxes, check boxes, and option buttons into which
values are input or selected by the user and subsequently used during the probabilistic
calculation. The four buttons at the bottom of the screen (controls 24 through 27) are used to
change the form that the user is editing and to exit or run the model. The scroll bar (control "d")
is used to scroll up and down through the form, and the three frames (names which begin with
"fra") are used in the scrolling process.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Inspplan.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first six subroutines execute if the user clicks on the one of the check boxes to indicate that
they wish to use that particular expansion rule. They tab the user to the next text box and set the
value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub chkGlobExpl_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkGlobExp2_Click 0
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkLocExpl_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
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ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkLocExp2_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkMaxExp_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkRepExp_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed if any of the four buttons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmMaterialProp becomes the current
form, and if the "Next" button is pressed the next form frmOutputSelect becomes the current
form. As is discussed previously, the code also sizes the new window so that it is the same size
as the current window. If the "Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then subroutines from
General.bas which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
If Index = 0 Then
frmMaterialProp.WindowState = frmlnspPlan.WindowState
frmMaterialProp.visible = True
If frmlnspPlan.WindowState = 0 Then
frmMaterialProp.Top = frmlnspPlan.Top
frmMaterialProp.Left = frmlnspPlan.Left
frmMaterialProp.Height = frmlnspPlan.Height
frmMaterialProp.Width = frmlnspPlan.Width
End If
frmlnspPlan.Visible = False
Else
frmOutputSelect.WindowState = frmlnspPlan.WindowState
frmOutputSelect.Visible = True
If frmlnspPlan.WindowState = 0 Then
frmOutputSelect.Top = frmlnspPlan.Top
frmOutputSelect.Left = frmlnspPlan.Left
frmOutputSelect.Height = frmlnspPlan.Height
frmOutputSelect.Width = frmlnspPlan.Width
End If
frmlnspPlan.Visible = False
End If
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
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Sub cmdRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmlnspPlan)
End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
exit the program by any means other than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmlnspPlan.Width - 375
If frmlnspPlan.Height > 6 90 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmlnspPlan.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines in other files discussed previously. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open a file to retrieve input values, print the current input values to a text file, begin
execution of the probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file,
respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click
Call ExitProg
End Sub

0

Sub mnuFileOpen_Click ()
Call Openlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click {)
Call RunModel(frmlnspPlan)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub
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The next subroutine is executed if the user clicks on one of the option buttons to choose whether
or not to inspect any previously detected inservice indications. It tabs the user to the next text
box and sets the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub optInspPrev_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"

(Index As Integer)

ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of the user entering values into the Global
Expansion Criteria # 1 text boxes. As with previous examples of this type, these subroutines set
the value of the global variable ChangesMade to True, let the user use the Enter key to enter an
input value, and check that the value input into the box is of the correct type (a number between
0 and 100 for the percentage of the population affected, a number greater than zero for the flaw
size of interest, and a number between 0 and 1 for the additional fraction to inspect). All called
subroutines are located in the file General.bas.
Sub txtGlobExpl_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtGlobExpl_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtGlobExpl_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtGlobExpl(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'first box is % of tubes
Call CheckNumOtolOO(FinalValue, txtGlobExpl(0)) 'Check that
input value is btwn 0 and 100
Elself Index = 1 Then 'Second box is defect measurement
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGlobExpl(1)) 'Check if
input value is a number > 0
Else 'third box is fraction of suspop
Call CheckNumOtol(FinalValue, txtGlobExpl(2)) 'Check that
input value is a fraction btwn 0 and 1
End If
End If
txtGlobExpl(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the Global
Expansion Criteria # 2 input boxes.
Sub txtGlobExp2_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
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Sub txtGlobExp2_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtGlobExp2_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtGlobExp2(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'first box is %' of tubes
Call CheckNumOtol00(FinalValue, txtGlobExp2(0)) 'Check that
input value is btwn 0 and 100
Elself Index = 1 Then 'Second box is defect measurement
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtGlobExp2(1)) 'Check if
input value is a number > 0
Else 'third box is fraction of suspop
Call CheckNumOtol(FinalValue, txtGlobExp2(2)) 'Check that
input value is a fraction btwn 0 and 1
End If
End If
txtGlobExp2(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the Local
Expansion Criteria # 1 input boxes.
Sub txtLocExpl_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtLocExpl_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtLocExpl_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtLocExpl(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'first box is defect measurement - must be size
greater than zero
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtLocExpl(0))
Else 'second box is number of tubes - must be an integer
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtLocExpl(1))
End If
End If
txtLocExpl(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the Local
Expansion Criteria # 2 input boxes.
Sub txtLocExp2_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
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Sub txtLocExp2_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtLocExp2_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtLocExp2(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'first box is defect measurement - must be size
greater than zero
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtLocExp2(0))
Else "second box is number of tubes - must be an integer
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtLocExp2(1))
End If
End If
txtLocExp2(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines check the value entered into the maximum number of expansions
input box.
Sub txtMaxExp_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMaxExp_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMaxExp_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtMaxExp.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtMaxExp) 'Check that input value
is a positive integer
End If
txtMaxExp.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the repair limit
input box.
Sub txtRepairRule_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtRepairRule_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtRepairRule_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtRepairRule.Text
If FinalValue <> " " Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue,
End If

txtRepairRule)
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txtRepairRule.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the Repairable
Indications Expansion Criteria input boxes.
Sub txtRepExp_Change (Index As Integer)
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtRepExp_KeyPress (Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtRepExp_LostFocus (Index As Integer)
FinalValue = txtRepExp(Index).Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
If Index = 0 Then 'first box is number of defective tubes
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtRepExp(0)) 'Check that input
value is a positive integer
Else 'second box is fraction of suspop
Call CheckNumOtol(FinalValue, txtRepExp(1)) 'Check that input
value is btwn 0 and 1
End If
End If
txtRepExp(Index).Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the initial sample
size input box.
Sub txtSampleSize_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtSampleSize_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtSampleSize_LostFocus 0
FinalValue = txtSampleSize.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckNumOtol(FinalValue, txtSampleSize)
End If
txtSampleSize.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fraSampleSize.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
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fraRepairRule.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
fraExpRules.Top = 2040 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(0).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(1).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value • 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.8

Outptsel.frm

Please select from the following output options for each time of interest by
checking the appropriate boxes:
-1.
Probability of one or more tube failure.
-2.
ity of multiple tube failures.
Number of tube failures:

.3.
-4.

I P r o b a b i l i t y of the leak rate exceeding a max. value under normal conditions.
Max. normal leak rate:

-5.
-6.

Probability of the leak rate exceeding a max. value under accident conditions.
Max. accident leak rate:
of expected leak rates under normal conditions.

-7.
-8.
-9.

L Distribution of expected leak rates under accident conditions.

-10.
^distribution of actual defect sizes.

-11.
; r^Distribution of defects found during the inservice inspections.

Form Name: frmOutputSelect
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Table A-8. Controls on frmOutputSelect

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Control Name
chkProbFailure
chkMultTubeFail
txtMultTubeFail
chkProbNormLeak
txtProbNormLeak
chkProbAccLeak

Control Name
txtProbAccLeak
chkLkNormDist
chkLkAccDist
chkSizeDist
chklnspResults
cmdChangeForm(O)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
a.

Control Name
cmdChangeForm( 1)
cmdRunModel
cmdExit
vsbScrollForm

The first 11 numbered controls are the text boxes and check boxes into which values are input or
selected by the user and subsequently used during the probabilistic calculation. The four buttons
at the bottom of the screen (controls 12 through 15) are used to change the form that the user is
editing and to exit or run the model, and the scroll bar (control "a") is used to scroll up and down
through the form.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Outputsel.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares a variable to be used by all of the subroutines in the file.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String

The first eight subroutines execute if the user clicks on the one of the check boxes to indicate that
they wish to have the program calculate that particular type of output at each time of interest.
They tab the user to the next text box and set the value of ChangesMade to True.
Sub chkInspResults_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub chkLkAccDist_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkLkNormDist_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub chkMultTubeFail_Click
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0
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Sub chkProbAccLeak_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkProbFailure_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkProbNormLeak_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub chkSizeDist_Click ()
SendKeys "{TAB}"
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

The next three subroutines are executed if any of the four buttons at the bottom of the form are
pressed. If the "Back" button is pressed, the previous form frmlnspPlan becomes the current
form (the "Next" button is grayed out and unavailable on this form since it is the final form in the
series of input screens). As is discussed previously, the code also sizes the new window so that it
is the same size as the current window. If the "Run Model" or "Exit" buttons are pressed, then
subroutines from General.bas which allow the user to run the probabilistic model or exit the
program are called.
Sub cmdChangeForm_Click (Index As Integer)
frmlnspPlan.WindowState = frmOutputSelect.WindowState
frmlnspPlan.Visible = True
If frmOutputSelect.WindowState = 0 Then
frmlnspPlan.Top = frmOutputSelect.Top
frmlnspPlan.Left = frmOutputSelect.Left
frmlnspPlan.Height = frmOutputSelect.Height
frmlnspPlan.Width = frmOutputSelect.Width
End If
frmOutputSelect.Visible = False
End Sub
Sub cmdExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub cmdRunModel_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmOutputSelect)
End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
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exit the program by any means other than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmOutputSelect.Width - 375
If frmOutputSelect.Height > 6 90 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmOutputSelect.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

These next four subroutines are the same as subroutines in other files discussed previously. They
are executed if the user selects one of the four options from the "File" menu at the top of the
form. The commands call subroutines in General.bas to exit the program without running the
model, open an file to retrieve input values, print the current input values to a text file, begin
execution of the probabilistic model, and save all of the current input values to a file,
respectively.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProg
End Sub
Sub mnuFileOpen_Click ()
Call Openlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFilePrint_Click ()
Call Printlnput
End Sub
Sub mnuFileRun_Click ()
Call RunModel(frmOutputSelect)
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call Savelnput(Saved)
End Sub

The next three subroutines execute as a result of the user entering values into the number of tube
failures text box. As with previous examples of this type, these subroutines set the value of the
global variable ChangesMade to True, let the user use the Enter key to enter an input value, and
check that the value entered into the box is a positive integer. All called subroutines are located
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in thefileGeneral.bas.
Sub txtMultTubeFail_Change 0
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtMultTubeFail_KeyPress (KeyAscii As' Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtMultTubeFail_LostFocus 0
FinalValue = txtMultTubeFail.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call Checklnteger(FinalValue, txtMultTubeFail) 'Check that input
value is a positive integer
End If
txtMultTubeFail.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the maximum
accident leak rate text box (i.e., the value at which probabilities of the leak rate being larger than
during accident conditions will be calculated).
Sub txtProbAccLeak_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtProbAccLeak_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtProbAccLeak_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtProbAccLeak.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtProbAccLeak)
End If
txtProbAccLeak.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next three subroutines perform the same functions for values entered into the maximum
normal leak rate text box (the value at which probabilities of the leak rate being larger than under
normal conditions will be calculated).
Sub txtProbNormLeak_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

()

Sub txtProbNormLeak_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user t o use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtProbNormLeak LostFocus ()
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FinalValue = txtProbNormLeak.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO(FinalValue, txtProbNormLeak)
End If
txtProbNormLeak.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
lblSelectlnstr.Top = 360 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
chkProbFailure.Top = 1080 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
chkMultTubeFail.Top = 1560
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblMultTubeFail.Top = 2040
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtMultTubeFail.Top = 2040
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
chkProbNormLeak.Top = 2 52 0 vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblProbNormLeak.Top = 3000
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtProbNormLeak.Top = 3000
vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
chkProbAccLeak.Top
3480 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblProbAccLeak.Top
3960 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
txtProbAccLeak.Top = 3960 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
chkLkNormDist.Top = 444 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
chkLkAccDist.Top = 4 92 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
chkSizeDist.Top = 5400 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
chklnspResults.Top = 5880 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(O).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdChangeForm(l).Top = 7560 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdRunModel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.9

Bininput.frm

-Values for Bin:
Maximum Flaw Size

Number of Tubes in Bin

First bin should have no tubes
in it in order to bound the
lowest reported flaw size.

Form Name: frmBinnedlnput
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Table A-9. Controls on frmBinnedlnput

1.
2.
3.

Control Name
rxtBin Value
txtNumTubes
grdBinValues

4.
5.
a.

Control Name
cmdOK
cmdCancel
fraBinValues

b.

Control Name
vsbScrollForm

This form is brought up if the user selects "Binned Results" for their initial flaw size distribution
and then clicks on the "Change Input Data" button on that form. The values for the maximum
flaw size in each bin and the number of tubes in that bin are entered in the two text boxes
(controls 1 and 2) and stored in the grid (control 3). The form is exited by clicking on one of the
two buttons at the bottom of the screen, and the scroll bar (control "b") is used to scroll up and
down through the form.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Bininput.frm. It first requires that all variables must be declared
using a DIM statement and then declares variables and constants to be used by all of the
subroutines in the file. The constants are codes which represent the arrow keys on the keyboard,
and the variables are used to record the previously saved values from the grid and the previously
selected row and column number (when the user selects a new cell to edit in the grid).
Option Explicit
Dim PrevRow As Integer
selected
Dim PrevCol As Integer
selected

'number of row which was previously
'number of column which was previously

'set up variables to check changes in a value of an input box
Dim FinalValue As String
Const
Const
Const
Const

KEY_LEFT = &H25
KEY_UP = &H26
KEY_RIGHT = &H2 7
KEY DOWN = &H28

Dim SavedValues(1 To 2, 1 To 100) As String

'saved values from grid

The next subroutine executes if the user clicks on the "Cancel" button at the bottom of the
screen. It gives the user a message that any changes they made on the form were not saved and
then returns the user to the form frmDatalnput.
Sub cmdCancel_Click ()
'do not save grid values
MsgBox "Changes in Flaw Distribution not saved", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Changes Not Saved"
frmDatalnput.WindowState = frmBinnedlnput.WindowState
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
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If frmBinnedlnput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmDatalnput.Top = frmBinnedlnput.Top
frmDatalnput.Left = frmBinnedlnput.Left
frmDatalnput.Height = frmBinnedlnput.Height
frmDatalnput.Width = frmBinnedlnput.Width
End If
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = False
End Sub

The next subroutine executes if the user clicks on the "OK" button at the bottom of the screen.
This indicates that the user wishes to save any changes they have made in their bins of initial
flaw sizes. Therefore, this code saves all of the values in the grid to an array called
"SavedValues." It does this by loading a temporary array and checking that both of the cells in
each row are filled (the maximum flaw size of the bin and the number of tubes in the bin). If one
of the two cells are blank an error message is given and the user is given the opportunity to
correct their error. If both cells are blank they are ignored. Once all 100 rows in the grid are
checked, the values are loaded into the "SavedValues" array and the user is sent back to the form
frmDatalnput. As is discussed later, when the form is actually deactivated the values in the
"SavedValues" array are loaded back into the grid. Thus, if the "Cancel" button is pressed the
array is not changed, and when the form is deactivated older values will be reloaded into the grid,
while if the "OK" button is pressed the new values are loaded into the array and then reloaded
into the grid.
One affect of this approach is that the user can skip a row by leaving both cells blank, and after
the following subroutine is executed the blank rows will be removed and the grid will be
reloaded without any blank rows between the values.
Sub cmdOK_Click ()
Dim ValidRows As Integer
'number of rows in the grid with
valid numbers
Static TempValuesd To 2, 1 To 100) As String 'temp array for
storing grid values before saving them
ValidRows = 1
Dim I As Integer
'counter of row in the grid where
data is being examined
1

save grid values
For I = 1 To 100
'each row in the grid
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
grdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
'put values from grid into array
TempValuesd, ValidRows) = Left$ (grdBinValues. Clip,
InStr(grdBinValues.Clip, Chr$(9)) - 1)
TempValues(2, ValidRows) = Right$(grdBinValues.Clip,
Len(grdBinValues.Clip) - InStr(grdBinValues.Clip,
Chr$(9)))
'check to make sure either both cells are blank or both are
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filled
If TempValuesd, ValidRows) » "" And TempValues (2, ValidRows) <>
"" Then
'select empty cell in grid and change active cell
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 1
grdBinValues.Row = I
grdBinValues.Col = 1
1

show error message
MsgBox "Maximum flaw size in bin is blank",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Exit Sub
Elself TempValuesd, ValidRows) <> "" And TempValues (2,
ValidRows) = "" Then
•select empty cell in grid and change active cell
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
grdBinValues.Row = I
grdBinValues.Col = 2
1

show error message
MsgBox "Number of tubes in bin is blank", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
Exit Sub
Elself TempValuesd, ValidRows) <> "" And TempValues (2,
ValidRows) <> "" Then
ValidRows = ValidRows + 1
End If
Next I
'put TempValues into SavedValues
For I = 1 To ValidRows - 1
SavedValues (1, I) = TempValuesd, I)
SavedValues(2, I) = TempValues(2, I)
Next I
'blank out all other cells in the array
For I = ValidRows To 100
SavedValues(1, I) = ""
SavedValues(2, I) = ""
Next I
'return to frmDatalnput
f rmDatalnput.WindowState = frmBinnedlnput.WindowState
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
If frmBinnedlnput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmDatalnput.Top = frmBinnedlnput.Top
frmDatalnput.Left = frmBinnedlnput.Left
frmDatalnput.Height = frmBinnedlnput.Height
frmDatalnput.Width = frmBinnedlnput.Width
End If
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = False
End Sub
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The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is activated (made the current, visible form)
by pressing the "Change Input Data" button on the form frmDatalnput. It loads the values from
the first row of the grid into the two text boxes where they can be edited, and then makes sure
that the first column (and consequently the first text box for maximum flaw size) is selected.
Sub Form_Activate ()
'make sure cell (1,1) is selected
grdBinValues.Row = 1
grdBinValues.Col = 1
PrevRow = l
PrevCol = 1
'put grid values into text boxes for active row
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = grdBinValues.Row
'select row
grdBinValues.SelEndRow = grdBinValues.Row
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
'select both columns
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
'put value into text box for editing
txtBinValue.Text = Left$(grdBinValues.Clip, InStr(grdBinValues.Clip,
Chr$(9)) - 1)
txtNumTubes.Text = Right$(grdBinValues.Clip, Len(grdBinValues.Clip) InStr(grdBinValues.Clip, Chr$(9)))
'make sure active col is selected
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = grdBinValues.Col
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = grdBinValues.Col
'make sure first text box has focus
txtBinValue.SetFocus
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed whenever the form is deactivated (the user is closing the form
and going back to the form frmDatalnput). It reloads loads the values from the array
"SavedValues" into the grid so that the most recently saved values are retained.
Sub Form_Deactivate ()
Dim I A s Integer
'variable for loops
'put previously saved values into grid cells
For 1 = 1 To 100
'cycle through all 100 rows
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
grdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
'put saved values into grid
grdBinValues.Clip = SavedValues(1, I) & Chr${9) & SavedValues(2,
I)
Next I
End

Sub

The next subroutine is executed when the form is loaded into memory. It sets all of the column
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widths and row heights in the grid and enters the column and row headers. The value of the
variable ExeRCChange is left at False (its default value when the form is loaded) so that the
subroutine grdBinValues_RowColChange will not be executed from this subroutine. It would
normally execute anytime the Row or Col index of the grid is changed, but this is not desired
since these values are changed only to enter header values (the subroutine is not executed when
the selected cell is change, only when the indexed cell is changed).
Sub Form_Load ()
Dim I As Integer
grdBinValues.RowHeight(0) = 510
grdBinValues.ColWidth(O) = 855
grdBinValues.ColWidth(1) = 12 00
grdBinValues.ColWidth(2) = 1200

'counting value
'set
'set
•set
'set

row height for row 0
col width for col 0
column width for col 1
column width for col 2

select first row
grdBinValues.Row = 0
grdBinValues.Col = 0
grdBinValues.Text = "Bin Number"
grdBinValues.Col = 1
grdBinValues.Text = "Maximum Flaw Size"
grdBinValues.Col = 2
grdBinValues.Text = "Number of Flaws"
'put bin numbers in first column
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 0
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 0
For I = 1 To 100
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
grdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
grdBinValues.Clip = CStr(I)
grdBinValues.RowHeight(I) = 255
Next I

'select cell {'I',0)
'put bin number in cell
'set row height for row I

grdBinValues.Row = l
grdBinValues.Col = 1
PrevRow = 1
PrevCol = 1
ExeRCChange = True
from here on out

'let the subroutine execute

End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (which on this form can be
accomplished only by double clicking on the button at the top left of the form) and proper
placement of the scroll bar if the form is resized by the user.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProg
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Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmBinnedlnput.Width - 375
If frmDatalnput.Height > 450 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmBinnedInput.Height - 450
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine executes whenever the active cell in the grid is changed. This can be done
by clicking on a new cell or by pressing one of the arrow keys. The subroutine loads the current
values in the boxes (where they are edited) back into their appropriate cells in the grid and then
loads the values from the newly selected row into the two text boxes to be edited. It also makes
sure that the cell selected by the user is highlighted in the grid so that the user knows which cell
they are editing, and makes sure that the correct text box is selected to match the selected cell in
the grid.
Sub grdBinValues_RowColChange {)
If ExeRCChange = True Then

'only execute if allowed

'put values of text boxes into previously selected row
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = PrevRow
'select previous row
grdBinValues.SelEndRow = PrevRow
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
'select both columns
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
'put values from text boxes into grid - Chr(9) is Tab which
signals next cell
grdBinValues.Clip = txtBinValue.Text & Chr$(9) & txtNumTubes.Text
'put values of newly selected row into text boxes
grdBinValues.SelStartRow = grdBinValues.Row
'select new row
grdl?inValues .SelEndRow = grdBinValues .Row
graBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
'select both
columns
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
'put value into text box for editing
txtBinValue.Text = Left$(grdBinValues.Clip,
InStr(grdBinValues.Clip, Chr$(9)) - 1)
txtNumTubes.Text = Right$(grdBinValues.Clip,
Len{grdBinValues.Clip) - InStr(grdBinValues.Clip,
Chr$(9)))
PrevRow = grdBinValues.Row
and column
PrevCol = grdBinValues.Col

'set new previous rows

'highlight new cell in grid
grdBinValues.SelStartCol = grdBinValues.Col
grdBinValues.SelEndCol = grdBinValues.Col
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If grdBinValues.Col = 0 Or grdBinValues.Col = 1 Then
txtBinValue.SetFocus
Else
txtNumTubes.SetFocus
End If
End If
End Sub

The next five subroutines execute as a result of actions performed on the text box txtBinValue,
where the maximum flaw size of a particular bin is edited. The first two subroutines set the
value of the global variable ChangesMade to true if the value in the text box is changed and
make sure that the correct cell in the grid is selected anytime the text box gets the focus (either by
other code or by the user clicking on the box).
Sub txtBinValue_Change ()
ChangesMade = True
End Sub
Sub txtBinValue_GotFocus 0
grdBinValues.Col = 1
grid

'select corresponding cell in

txtBinValue.SelStart = 0
txtBinValue.SelLength = Len(txtBinValue.Text)
End Sub

The next subroutine executes anytime a key is pressed in the text box, and allows the user to use
arrow keys to navigate the grid. If they press the right key the user is tabbed to the Number of
Tubes in Bin text box, and if they press the up or down keys the appropriate row in the grid is
selected and new values loaded into the text boxes.
Sub txtBinValue_KeyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
Select Case KeyCode
Case KEY_RIGHT
SendKeys "{TAB}"
Case KEY_DOWN
If grdBinValues.Row < 100 Then
'increment bin number
grdBinValues.Row = grdBinValues.Row + 1
txtBinValue_GotFocus
'makes sure correct cell is
highlighted in grid
End If
Case KEY_UP
If grdBinValues.Row > l Then
1
decrement bin number
grdBinValues.Row = grdBinValues.Row - l
txtBinValue_GotFocus
'makes sure correct cell is
highlighted in grid
End If
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End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine also executes if the user presses a key in the text box, but it is used to check
if the Enter key was pressed. If so, the user is tabbed to the other text box.
Sub txtBinValue_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii) 'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub

The next subroutine executes whenever the text box looses the focus (by clicking a different cell
or pressing Enter or Tab from within the box), and checks that the value entered into the text box
is a real number greater than zero.
Sub txtBinValue_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtBinValue.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call CheckGreaterThanO{FinalValue, txtBinValue)
End If
txtBinValue.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

The next five subroutines perform the same actions for the other text box txtNumTubes, into
which the number of tubes in the bin is entered.
Sub txtNumTubes_Change
ChangesMade = True
End Sub

0

Sub txtNumTubes_GotFocus ()
grdBinValues.Col = 2
grid

'select

corresponding c e l l

in

txtNumTubes.SelStart = 0
txtNumTubes.SelLength = Len(txtNumTubes.Text)
End Sub

Sub txtNumTubes_KeyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
Select Case KeyCode
Case KEY_LEFT
SendKeys "{TAB}"
Case KEY_D0WN
If grdBinValues.Row < 100 Then
1
increment bin number
grdBinValues.Row = grdBinValues.Row + l
txtNumTubes_GotFocus
'makes sure correct cell is
highlighted in grid
End If
Case KEY_UP
If grdBinValues.Row > l Then
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1

decrement bin number
grdBinValues.Row = grdBinValues.Row - 1
txtNumTubes_GotFocus
'makes sure correct cell is
highlighted in grid
End If
End Select
End Sub
Sub txtNumTubes_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
Call TabFunction(KeyAscii)
'Allow user to use Enter key
End Sub
Sub txtNumTubes_LostFocus ()
FinalValue = txtNumTubes.Text
If FinalValue <> "" Then
Call ChecklntZero(FinalValue, txtNumTubes)
End If
txtNumTubes.Text = FinalValue
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user clicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change ()
fraBinValues.Top = 600 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
grdBinValues.Top = 600 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblNote.Top = 3480 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdOK.Top = 816 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
cmdCancel.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub
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2.10 General.bas
The file General.bas contains code which is available to all of the various CANTIA files.
Primarily, code in the file is used by the nine forms in the input portion of the program (which
have been discussed above). The first portion of the code requires that all variables be explicitly
declared and then declares a series of global variables and constants. All of the constants are
values which are used to define options available to message boxes and the command dialog box
(which is used to open and save file names). Thus, a message box can have different buttons
available to the user to select from, or the dialog box can be an open box or a save as box with
different options such as the Read Only check box or a Help button or other options. The
declared variables are used in code from more than one file; for example, the ChangesMade
variable is used by all of the files describing the input portion of the program to flag if any
changes have been made to any of the input data since the last time it was saved to an input file.
The name of the input file is used later when it is printed to the output file to allow the user to
know where the input data corresponding to their output data was saved.
•Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'Value to record if any changes made to the input data
Global ChangesMade As Integer
'Value to record if RowColChange subroutine in grid should be allowed to
execute - true or false
Global ExeRCChange As Integer
' Function Parameters
' MsgBox parameters
Global Const MB_OK = 0
Global Const MB_OKCANCEL = 1
Global Const MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE = 2
Global Const MB_YESNOCANCEL = 3
Global Const MB_YESNO = 4
Global Const MB_RETRYCANCEL = 5

OK button only
OK and Cancel buttons
Abort, Retry, and Ignore buttons
Yes, No, and Cancel buttons
Yes and No buttons
Retry and Cancel buttons

Global
Global
Global
Global

Const
Const
Const
Const

MB_ICONSTOP = 16
MB_ICONQUESTION = 32
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION = 48
MB_ICONINFORMATION = 64

Critical message
Warning query
Warning message
Information message

Global
Global
Global
Global
Global

Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

MB_APPLMODAL = 0
MB_DEFBUTTON1 = 0
MB_DEFBUTTON2 = 256
MB_DEFBUTTON3 = 512
MB_SYSTEMMODAL = 4096

Application Modal Message Box
First button is default
Second button is default
Third button is default
1
System Modal

1

MsgBox return values
Global Const IDOK = l
Global Const IDCANCEL = 2
Global Const IDABORT = 3
Global Const IDRETRY = 4

OK button pressed
Cancel button pressed
Abort button pressed
Retry button pressed
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Global Const IDIGNORE = 5
Global Const IDYES = 6
Global Const IDNO = 7

Ignore button pressed
Yes button pressed
No button pressed

'Common Dialog Control
'Action Property
Global Const DLG_FILE_OPEN
Global Const DLG_FILE_SAVE
Global Const DLG_COLOR = 3
Global Const DLG_FONT = 4
Global Const DLG_PRINT = 5
Global Const DLG HELP = 6
'File Open/Save Dialog Flags
Global Const OFN_READONLY = &H1&
Global Const OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT = &H2&
Global Const OFN_HIDEREADONLY = &H4&
Global Const OFN_NOCHANGEDIR = &H8&
Global Const OFN_SHOWHELP = &H10&
Global Const OFN_NOVALIDATE = &H100&
Global Const OFN_ALLOWMULTISELECT = &H200&
Global Const OFN_EXTENSIONDIFFERENT = &H4 0 0&
Global Const OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST = &H800&
Global Const OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST = &H1000&
Global Const OFN_CREATEPROMPT = &H2000&
Global Const OFN_SHAREAWARE = &H4000&
Global Const OFN_NOREADONLYRETURN = &H8000&
'Name of file that input data was saved to
Global InputFileName As String

The first subroutine is used to check that a value entered into a text box is a real number greater
than zero. It is called from subroutines discussed previously, and the two values passed to the
subroutine are the string entered into the text box control and the name of the control. It converts
the string to a number (using the CDbl command) and then checks whether it is greater than zero.
If an error occurs when converting the string to a number (which indicating that a number was
not entered into the cell) then the code after "ErrorArea3:" displays an error message to the user
and highlights the incorrect value. The same error is also produced if the input value is less than
or equal to zero by use of the "Error 13" line.
Sub CheckGreaterThanO (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Single
On Error GoTo ErrorArea3:
Number = CDbl(InputValue)
If Number <= 0 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorArea3:
Select Case Err
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Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number g r e a t e r than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine is used to check that an entered value is a valid integer. Two different errors
can be generated: Error 13 is generated if the value is not a number or if it is less than 1, and
Error 6 is generated if the value is a valid number which is greater than the maximum allowable
value of 32,767 for an integer. Any entered real numbers which are not integers (such as 7.5) are
truncated to an integer value and returned to the input text box (in this case, 8).
Sub Checklnteger (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Integer
On Error GoTo ErrorArea
Number = CInt(InputValue)
If Number < 1 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorArea:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be an i n t e g e r l a r g e r than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
Case 6
MsgBox "This input must be an i n t e g e r 32,767 or l e s s " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine is used to check than an entered value is a valid long integer (which means
that it can be as large as 2,147.483.647 as opposed to the 32,767 limit for a normal integer).
Errors are generated in the same manner as in the above subroutine.
Sub ChecklntegerLong (InputValue As S t r i n g ,
Dim Number As Long
On Error GoTo ErrorArea6

ControlName As Control)
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Number = CLng(InputValue)
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorArea6:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be an i n t e g e r " , MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
Case 6
MsgBox "This input must be an i n t e g e r between + and 2,147,483,647", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine checks that an entered value is an integer with a value of zero or greater. It
is exactly the same as the subroutine Sub Checklnteger with the exception that a value of zero
does not trigger an error.
Sub ChecklntZero (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Integer
On Error GoTo ChecklntZeroErr
Number = CInt(InputValue)
If Number < 0 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ChecklntZeroErr:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be an integer zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
Case 6
MsgBox "This input must be an integer 32,767 or less",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
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End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine checks that an entered value is a real number between zero and one.
Sub CheckNumOtol (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Single
On Error GoTo ErrorArea4
Number = CDbl(InputValue)
If Number < 0 Or Number > 1 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorArea4:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number between zero and one",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine checks than an entered value is a real number between zero and 100.
Sub CheckNumOtol00 (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Single
On Error GoTo ErrorAreaS
Number = CDbl(InputValue)
If Number <= 0 Or Number >= 100 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorAreaS:
S e l e c t Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number between zero and 100",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End S e l e c t
End Sub

The next subroutine checks that an entered value is a real number (without any restrictions on the
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value of the number).
Sub CheckNumber (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Single
On Error GoTo ErrorAreal
Number = CDbl(InputValue)
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorAreal:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine checks than an entered value is a real number with a value of zero or greater.
Sub CheckZeroOrGreater (InputValue As String, ControlName As Control)
Dim Number As Single
On Error GoTo ErrorArea2
Number = CDbl(InputValue)
If Number < 0 Then
Error 13
End If
InputValue = CStr(Number)
Exit Sub
ErrorArea2:
Select Case Err
Case 13
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(InputValue)
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

larger",

The next subroutine is called from any of the various subroutines which execute whenever the
user tries to exit the program (by pressing an "Exit" button, choosing "Exit Program" from a
menu, or double clicking on the upper left hand corner of the screen). It first displays a message
asking the user if they really want to exit. If they click "Yes" it then checks if any changes have
been made to the input data since they were last saved to a file (by checking the value of the
ChangesMade variable). If so. a message box is displayed asking the user if they want to save
their input data. If the user clicks "Yes" again, then the subroutine Savelnput is called to save the
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data. At any time, if the user presses "Cancel" they will not exit the file.
Sub ExitProg ()
Dim Answer, Cancel, Saved As Integer
Cancel = False
Answer = MsgBox("Are you sure you want to exit without running the
model?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTTON2, "Exit")
If Answer = IDYES Then
If ChangesMade = True Then
Answer = MsgBox("Do you wish to save changes made in your
input data?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNOCANCEL +
MB_DEFBUTTON1, "Exit")
If Answer = IDYES Then
Call SaveInput(Saved)
If Saved = False Then Cancel = True
Elself Answer = IDCANCEL Then
Cancel = True
End If
End If
Else
Cancel = True
End If
If Cancel = False Then End
End Sub

The next subroutine is executed when the user chooses "Open Input" from one of the "File"
menus in the input forms. It uses the command dialog control on the form frmModelSetUp to
bring up a "File Open" window from which the user can select the file from which they want to
retrieve input values. As will be discussed for the Savelnput subroutine, every possible input
value to CANTIA is saved to a text file format, with one input value per line. Therefore, this
subroutine simply steps through the text file line by line and loads any value on that line to its
appropriate place on the CANTIA input forms (such as a string in a text box or the value of an
option button), whether the value is used by the particular model or not. Errors are generated if
the user presses the "Cancel" button in the dialog box, if they do not select a file to open, or if
they select an inappropriate or nonexistent file name. If they press "Cancel" or do not choose a
file then the subroutine is terminated without opening a file, but if one of the file name errors
occurs the user is given another opportunity to choose a legal file to open. After all values are
loaded, the user is returned to the first input form frmModelSetUp and the value of
ChangesMade is set to False.
Sub Openlnput ()
Dim OpenFile As String
Dim I As Integer
Dim J As Integer
Dim InputValue As String
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filter = "Input Files (*.IN)|*.IN|All Files
(* . *) | * . * "
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filterlndex = 1
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.DefaultExt = ".in"
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.CancelError = True
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On Error GoTo OpenlnputError
GetlnputName:
'require selected filename to exist
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Flags = OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST Or OFN_HIDEREADONLY
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Action = DLG_FILE_OPEN
OpenFile = frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Filename
If OpenFile = "" Then Error 32755
Open OpenFile For Input As #22
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUpltxtPlantName.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUpltxtNumSGs.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtNumTubes.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtDefectType.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtDefectLoc.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtSusPop.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtNumTrials.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text = InputValue
frmModelSetUp!1stInspTimes.Clear 'Clear old list of Inspection Times
If CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text)
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!lstlnspTimes.List(I - 1) = InputValue
Next I
End If
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text = InputValue
frmModelSetUpUstTimesInterest.Clear 'Clear old list of Inspection
Times
If CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text)
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUp!lstTimesInterest.List(I - 1) = InputValue
Next I
End If
Input #22, InputValue
frmModelSetUpitxtStartTime.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnputloptlnputType(0).Value
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnputloptlnputType(1).Value
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput1cboInputDistr.Text =
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(O).Text

= CInt(InputValue)
= CInt(InputValue)
InputValue
= InputValue
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Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(l).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnputitxtSizeOffset.Text = InputValue
For I = 1 To 4
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnputioptFlawSizeDimen(I - 1).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtNumTubesInsp.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnputicboNumFlawsDistr.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(0) .Text
Input #22, InputValue
InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(1) .Text
Input #22, InputValue
CInt(InputValue)
frmDatalnput!chkSecFlawDim.Value
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimValue.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimUnits.Text = InputValue
For I = 1 To 100
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
For J = 1 To 2
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartCol = J
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = J
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip = InputValue
Next J
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInputleboPODDistr.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!chkConfLevel.Value = CInt(InputValue)
For I = 1 To 6
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(I - U.Text = InputValue
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.Text = InputValue
For I = 1 To 3
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(I - D.Text = InputValue
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!optMeasErrUnits(0).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmECTInput!optMeasErrUnits(1).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.Text = InputValue
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For I = 1 To 5
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(I - 1).Text = InputValue
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!optGrowthUnits(0).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!optGrowthUnits(1).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(O).Text = InputValue
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(l).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(0).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(1).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(2).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmFlawParam!txtSeedValue.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!cboFailureModel.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(1).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(l).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(2).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtMaxLeakRate.Text = InputValue
For I = 1 To 6
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(I - U.Text = InputValue
Next I
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!optUnitsSystem(0).Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmLeakCalcs!optUnitsSystem(l).Value = CInt(InputValue)
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Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSy.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSu.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSu.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanE.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevE.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanK.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevK.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeandK.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevdK.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanV.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevV.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeOD.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevTubeOD.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeT.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevTubeT.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanDensity.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevDensity.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanStrCorr.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevStrCorr.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtSampleSize.Text =
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!optInspPrev(0).Value
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmlnspPlanloptlnspPrev(1).Value
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtRepairRule.Text =
Input #22, InputValue

InputValue
= CInt(InputValue)
= CInt(InputValue)
InputValue
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frmlnspPlanIchkLocExpl.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(1).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!chkLocExp2.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(1).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExpl.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(1).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(2).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExp2.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(1).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(2).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!chkRepExp.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(0).Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp (1) .Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!chkMaxExp.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmlnspPlan!txtMaxExp.Text = InputValue
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!chkProbFailure.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #2 2, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!chkMultTubeFail.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!txtMultTubeFail.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!chkProbNormLeak.Value = CInt{InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!txtProbNormLeak.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!chkProbAccLeak.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!txtProbAccLeak.Text = InputValue
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelect!chkLkNormDist.Value = CInt(InputValue)
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Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelectichkLkAccDist.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelectIchkSizeDist.Value = CInt(InputValue)
Input #22, InputValue
frmOutputSelectichklnspResults.Value = CInt(InputValue)
frmDatalnput.Hide
frmBinnedInput.Hide
frmECTInput.Hide
frmFlawParam.Hide
frmLeakCalcs.Hide
frmMaterialProp.Hide
frmlnspPlan.Hide
frmOutputSelect.Hide
frmModelSetUp.Visible = True
Close #22
ChangesMade = False

'reset monitor of any changes made

InputFileName = OpenFile
Exit Sub
OpenlnputError:
Select Case Err
Case 32755
Exit Sub
Case 70
'permission denied - file already open
MsgBox "That file cannot be accessed. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetlnputName
Case 52, 64
'invalid or bad file name
MsgBox "Your file specification was invalid. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetlnputName
Case 68
'device unavailable
MsgBox "The drive you specified was not found. Try again.",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetlnputName
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & " occurred",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Error"
Stop
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine is called whenever the user selects "Print Input" from one of the "File"
menus in the input forms. It opens a dialog box for the user to enter the name of the text file to
which they wish to save their input data, .^nd then writes each of the appropriate input values to
the file. This subroutine is different from ;he "Savelnput" subroutine in that it saves only those
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values which apply to the particular options selected by the user. Descriptions are also included
with each value so that the interpretation of each saved parameter is known. The user can open
the text file using a separate text editor or word processing program and print the contents of the
file, so that the selected input values can be compared with the output values generated from the
program. As with the subroutine Openlnput, errors are generated by clicking the "Cancel" key in
the "Save As" box, by choosing an illegal file name, or by choosing a file that is already being
used by another application. Canceling the save process causes the subroutine to terminate, and
if any of the file name errors occur, the code gives the user a change to select a valid file name.
Sub PrintInput {)
Dim SaveFile As String
Dim I As Integer
Dim J As Integer
Dim GrowUnits As Integer
'does units of growth need to be
printed - true or false
Dim DeltaP As Integer
'do differential pressures need to be
printed - true or false
Dim Forces As Integer
'do forces and moments need to be
printed - true or false
Dim Strlnt As Integer
'does stress intensity need to be
printed - true or false
Dim YieldStr As Integer
'does yield stress need to be printed
- true or false
Dim UTS As Integer
'does UTS need to be printed - true
or false
Dim YoungMod As Integer
'does elastic modulus need to be
printed - true or false
Dim FSFact As Integer
'does flow stress factor need to be
printed - true or false
Dim FSCorr As Integer
'does flow stress correciton factor
need to be printed - true or false
Dim Poiss As Integer
'does Poisson's ratio need to be
printed - true or false
Dim TubeOD As Integer
'does tube OD need to be printed true or false
Dim Thick As Integer
'does tube thickness need to be
printed - true or false
Dim Dense As Integer
'does fluid density need to be
printed - true or false
Dim MatlFact As Integer
'does material strength correction
factor need to be printed - true or false
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Filter = "Text Files (*.TXT)|*.TXT|All Files
(*.*) |*.*"
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Filterlndex = 1
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.DefaultExt = "txt"
frmModelSetUpICMDialogl.CancelError = True
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.DialogTitle = "Print Input Data to Text File"
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Filename = ""
On Error GoTo PrintlnputError
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'require path to exist in file name and ask user if wants to
overwrite existing file
GetPrintName:
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Flags = OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT Or
OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST Or OFN_HIDEREADONLY
frmModelSetUplCMDialogl.Action = DLG_FILE_SAVE
SaveFile = frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filename
If SaveFile = "" Then Error 32755
Open SaveFile For Output As #44
'begin saving input data
'change cursor to hourglass while setting up print job
Screen.MousePointer = 11
Print #44, "CANTIA Version 1.1 Input Data"
Print #44,
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

#44, "CANTIA - Probabilistic Model Set-Up"
#44,
#44, "Plant Name: "; frmModelSetUp!txtPlantName.Text
#44, "Number of SGs: "; frmModelSetUp!txtNumSGs.Text
#44, "Total Number of Tubes: "; frmModelSetUp!txtNumTubes.Text
#44, "Defect Type: "; frmModelSetUp!txtDefectType.Text
#44, "Defect Location: "; frmModelSetUp!txtDefectLoc.Text
#44, "Total Number of Tubes Susceptible to Defect Type: ";
frmModelSetUp!txtSusPop.Text
Print #44, "Number of Trials: ",- frmModelSetUp! txtNumTrials .Text
Print #44, "Number of Planned Inspections: ";
frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text
If CInt(frmModelSetUpitxtNumlnspects.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text)
Print #44, "Inspection Time #"; I; ": ";
frmModelSetUp!lstlnspTimes.List(I - 1)
Next I
End If
Print #44, "Number of Additional Times of Interest: ",frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text
If CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text)
Print #44, "Additional Time of Interest #"; I; ": ";
frmModelSetUp!lstTimesInterest.List(I - 1)
Next I
End If
Print #44, "Starting Time for the Model: ";
frmModelSetUp!txtStartTime.Text
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Input Flaw Size Distribution"
Print #44,
If frmDataInputloptlnputType(0) = True Then
Print #44, "Type of Input Data: Assumed distribution of
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inservice flaw sizes"
Print #44, "Distribution of Assumed Inservice Flaw Sizes:
frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.Text

" ,•

Else
Print #44, "Type of Input Data: Measured distribution of flaw
sizes from an ISI"
Print #44, "Distribution of Measured Flaw Sizes: " ;
frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.Text
End If
Select Case frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.Text
Case "Gamma"
Print #44, "lambda = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(O).Text
Print #44, "k = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Offset in size distribution: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
Case "Beta"
Print #44, "alpha 1 = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0).Text
Print #44, "alpha 2 = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Offset in size distribution: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
Case "Lognormal"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0).Text
Print #44, "sigma squared = ";
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Offset in size distribution: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
Case "Weibull"
Print #44, "b = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0).Text
Print #44, "theta = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Offset in size distribution: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
Case "Gumbel"
Print #44, "lambda = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0).Text
Print #44, "delta = "; frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Offset in size distribution: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
End Select
If frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(0) = True Then
Print #44, "Flaw Size Dimension: % through-wall"
Elself frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Print #44, "Flaw Size Dimension: fractional depth"
Elself frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(2) = True Then
Print #44, "Flaw Size Dimension: axial length"
Else
Print #44, "Flaw Size Dimension: circ. extent"
End If
If frmDatalnput!optlnputType(0) = True Then
Print #44, "Assumed Starting Number of Inservice Tubes with
Flaws: "; frmDatalnput!cboNumFlawsDistr.Text
Select Case frmDatalnput!cboNumFlawsDistr.Text
Case "Fixed"
Print #44, "Number of Flaws = ";
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(0).Text
Case "Neg. Binomial"
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Print #44, "N = "; frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(l).Text
Print #44, "P = "; frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(O).Text
End Select
Else
Print #44, "Number of Tubes in Inspection Sample = ";
frmDatalnput!txtNumTubesInsp.Text
Print #44, "Number of Flaws = ";
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(O).Text
End If
If frmDatalnputichkSecFlawDim.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Secondary Flaw Dimension Selected"
Print #44, "Assumed value of secondary flaw dimension:
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimValue.Text
Print #44, "Units of the secondary flaw dimension: ";
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimUnits.Text
Else
Print #44, "Secondary Flaw Dimension Not Selected"
End If
Print #44,
Print #44,

";

If frmDatalnputIcboInputDistr.Text = "Binned Results" Then
Print #44, "CANTIA - Input Binned Flaw Sizes"
Print #44,
For I = 1 To 100
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 1
If frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip = "" Then Exit For
Print #44, "Bin Number "; I; ": Maximum Flaw Size = ";
frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.Clip
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
Print #44, "Bin Number "; I; ": Number of Flaws = ";
frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.Clip
Next I
Print #44,
Print #44,
End If
Print #44, "CANTIA - ECT Parameters Input"
Print #44,
Print #44, "POD Distribution: "; frmECTInput!cboPODDistr.Text
Select Case frmECTInput!cboPODDistr.Text
Case "Log-logistics"
Print #44, "alpha = "; frmECTInput!txtPODParam(0).Text
Print #44, "beta = "; frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1).Text
If frmECTInput!chkConfLevel.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, frmECTInput!txtPODParam(2); "% confidence
level selected"
Print #44, "S2a = "; frmECTInput!txtPODParam(3)
Print #4 4, "S2ab = " ,• frmECTInput! txtPODParam (4)
Print #44, "S2b = "; frmECTInput!txtPODParam(5)
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Else
Print #44, "Confidence level not selected"
End If
Case "Lognorma1"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmECTInput!txtPODParam(0).Text
Print #44, "sigma squared = ";
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1).Text
Case "Deterministic"
Print #44, "Fixed POD Value =
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1).Text
End Select
Print #44, "Model for Measurement Error: ";
frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.Text
Select Case frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.Text
Case "Linear w/ Normal error"
Print #44, "Equation Parameters: a = ";
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(0)
Print #44, "b = "; frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(1)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(2)
Case "Normal"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(0)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(1)
Case "Deterministic"
Print #44, "Fixed Error Value = ";
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(1)
End Select
If frmECTInput!optMeasErrUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Measurement Error: percentage of actual
flaw size"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Measurement Error: same units as actual
flaw size"
End If
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Flaw Parameters and Seed Value Input"
Print #44,
Print #44, "Flaw Growth Distribution: ";
frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.Text
Select Case frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.Text
Case "Gamma"
Print #44, "lambda = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1)
Print #44, "k = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
GrowUnits = True
Case "Exponential"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
GrowUnits = True
Case "Normal"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
GrowUnits = True
Case "Linear Equation"
Print #44, "a = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1)
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Print #44, "b = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3)
GrowUnits = False
Case "Quadratic Equation"
Print #44, "a = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(0)
Print #44, "b = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1)
Print #44, "d = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3)
GrowUnits = False
Case "Deterministic"
Print #44, "Fixed Defect Growth Rate = ";
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
GrowUnits = True
Case "Fracture Mechanics Model"
Print #44, "A = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(0)
Print #44, "B = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1)
Print #44, "n = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2)
Print #44, "stress = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(4)
Print #44, "sigma squared = "; frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3)
GrowUnits = False
End Select
If GrowUnits = True Then
If frmFlawParamloptGrowthUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Flaw Growth Distribution: Size per unit
time"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Flaw Growth Distribution: Percentage of
Size per unit time"
End If
End If
Print #44, "Flaw Initiation Distribution: ";
frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.Text
Select Case frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.Text
Case "Weibull"
Print #44, "b = "; frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(0).Text
Print #44, "theta = " ,• frmFlawParam! txtlnitParam(l) .Text
Print #44, "Size of Flaws at Initiation: ";
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.Text
Case "Lognormal"
Print #44, "mu = "; frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(0).Text
Print #44, "sigma squared = ";
frmFlawParam!txtInitParam(1).Text
Print #44, "Size of Flaws at Initiation: ";
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.Text
End Select
If frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Seed for Random Number Generator Input: Default Seed
Value"
Elself frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(1).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Seed for Random Number Generator Input: Random Seed
Value"
Else
Print #44, "Seed for Random Number Generator Input: Input Value
of "; frmFlawParam!txtSeedValue.Text
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End If
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Leak Rate and Failure Models Input"
Print #44,
Print #44, "Failure Model: "; frmLeakCalcslcboFailureModel.Text
Select Case frmLeakCalcsIcboFailureModel.Text
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
Print #44, "Standard Deviation in Maximum Moment Equation:
"; frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev.Text
If frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: percentage of
best-fit value"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: fixed value"
End If
DeltaP = True
Forces = True
Strlnt = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
Case "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
Print #44, "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure Equation:
",- f rmLeakCalcs ! txtFailStdDev. Text
If frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: percentage of
best-fit value"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: fixed value"
End If
DeltaP = True
Case "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse"
DeltaP = True
YieldStr = True
UTS = True
FSFact = True
FSCorr = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
Case "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
Print #44, "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure Equation:
"; frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev.Text
If frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: percentage of
best-fit value"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: fixed value"
End If
DeltaP = True
Strlnt = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
Case "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
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DeltaP = True
YieldStr = True
UTS = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
Case "Failure at a given size"
Print #44, "Flaw Size at Failure:
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev.Text
Case "OHN axial defect tube burst"
Print #44, "Standard Deviation in Burst Pressure Equation:
"; frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev.Text
If frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: percentage of
best-fit value"
Else
Print #44, "Units of Standard Deviation: fixed value"
End If
DeltaP = True
Strlnt = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
MatlFact = True
End Select
Print #44, "Leak Rate Model: "; frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.Text
Select Case frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.Text
Case "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD"
Print #44, "Mean Mass Flux (Normal):
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(0).Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation: ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(l).Text
Print #44, "Mean Mass Flux (Accident): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(2).Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation: ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3).Text
DeltaP = True
Forces = True
Strlnt = True
YieldStr = True
YoungMod = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
Case "Fixed leak at failure"
Print #44, "Assumed Leakrate for a Failed Tube (Normal): "
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(l).Text
Print #44, "Assumed Leakrate for a Failed Tube (Accident):
"; frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3).Text
Case "French lower estimate"
DeltaP = True
YieldStr = True
UTS = True
YoungMod = True
Poiss = True
TubeOD = True
Thick = True
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Dense = True
End Select
Print #44, "Maximum allowable normal leakrate: ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtMaxLeakRate.Text
If DeltaP = True Then
Print #44, "Delta P (Normal): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0).Text
Print #44, "Delta P (Accident): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1).Text
End If
If Forces = True Then
Print #44, "Axial Forces (Normal): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(2).Text
Print #44, "Axial Forces (Accident): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(3).Text
Print #44, "Moments (Normal): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(4).Text
Print #44, "Moments (Accident): ";
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(5).Text
End If
If frmLeakCalcsloptUnitsSystem(O).Value = True Then
Print #44, "System of Units Used: English"
Else
Print #44, "System of Units Used: SI"
End If
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Material and Tube Dimensional Properties"
Print #44,
If Strlnt = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Allowable Stress Intensity Sm = ";
frmMaterialProp i txtMeanSm.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm.Text
End If
If YieldStr = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Yield Stress Sy = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSy.Text
End If
If UTS = True Then
Print #44, "Mean UTS Su = "; frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSu.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSu.Text
End If
If YoungMod = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Elastic Modulus E = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanE.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevE.Text
End If
If FSFact = True Then
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Print #44, "Mean Flow Stress Factor K = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanK.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
f rtnMater ialProp! txtStdDevK. Text
End If
If FSCorr = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Flow Stress Correction Factor d = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeandK.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ",frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevdX.Text
End If
If Poiss = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Poisson's Ratio v = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanV.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevV.Text
End If
If TubeOD = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Tube OD = "; frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeOD.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevTubeOD.Text
End If
If Thick = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Tube Thickness t = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeT.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevTubeT.Text
End If
If Dense = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Fluid Density p = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanDensity.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevDensity.Text
End If
If MatlFact = True Then
Print #44, "Mean Material Strength Correction Factor = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanStrCorr.Text
Print #44, "Standard Deviation = ";
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevStrCorr.Text
End If
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Future Inspection Plans Input"
Print #44,
Print #44, "Initial Inspection Sample Size: ";
frmlnspPlan!txtSampleSize.Text
If frmlnspPlanloptlnspPrev(0).Value = True Then
Print #44, "Also inspect previously detected indications?
Else
Print #44, "Also inspect previously detected indications?
End If
Print #44, "Repair defects larger than: ";
frmlnspPlan!txtRepairRule.Text

Yes"
No"
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If frmlnspPlan!chkLocExpl.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Local Expansion Criteria #1 Selected"
Print #44, "If a tube contains an indication smaller than ",frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(0).Text
Print #44, "then inspect "; frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(1).Text; "
additional tubes."
Else
Print #44, "Local Expansion Criteria #1 Not Selected"
End If
If frmlnspPlan!chkLocExp2.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Local Expansion Criteria #2 Selected"
Print #44, "If a tube contains an indication larger than ";
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(0).Text
Print #44, "then inspect "; frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(1).Text; "
additional tubes."
Else
Print #44, "Local Expansion Criteria #2 Not Selected"
End If
If frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExpl.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Global Expansion Criteria #1 Selected"
Print #44, "If at least " ,• frmlnspPlan! txtGlobExpl (0) .Text; "%"
Print #44, "of the inspected tubes contain indications less than
"; frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(1).Text
Print #44, "then inspect the following fraction of the remaining
susceptible population: ";
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(2).Text
Else
Print #44, "Global Expansion Criteria #1 Not Selected"
End If
If frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExp2.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Global Expansion Criteria #2 Selected"
Print #44, "If at least "; frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(0).Text; "%"
Print #44, "of the inspected tubes contain indications larger
than "; frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(1).Text
Print #44, "then inspect the following fraction of the remaining
susceptible population: ";
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(2).Text
Else
Print #44, "Global Expansion Criteria #2 Not Selected"
End If
If frmlnspPlan!chkRepExp.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Repairable Indications Expansion Criteria Selected"
Print #44, "If at least "; frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(0).Text; " tubes
contain repairable defects,"
Print #44, "then inspect the following fraction of the remaining
susceptible population: ";
frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(1).Text
Else
Print #44, "Repairable Indications Expansion Criteria Not
Selected"
End If
If frmlnspPlan!chkMaxExp.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Expansion Limit Selected"
Print #44, "Number of expansions at which 100% of the inservice
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tubes must be inspected:

"; frmlnspPlan!txtMaxExp.Text

Else
Print #44, "Expansion Limit Not Selected"
End If
Print #44,
Print #44,
Print #44, "CANTIA - Selection of Desired Output Values"
Print #44,
If frmOutputSelect!chkProbFailure.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Probability of one or more tube failure Selected"
Else
Print #44, "Probability of one or more tube failure Not Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelectlchkMultTubeFail.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Probability of multiple tube failures Selected"
Print #44, "Number of tube failures: ";
frmOutputSelect!txtMultTubeFail.Text
Else
Print #44, "Probability of multiple tube failures Not Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelect!chkProbNormLeak.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Probability of normal leak rate exceeding a max.
value Selected"
Print #44, "Max. normal leak rate: ";
frmOutputSelect!txtProbNormLeak.Text
Else
Print #44, "Probability of normal leak rate exceeding a max.
value Not Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelect!chkProbAccLeak.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Probability of accident leak rate exceeding a max.
value Selected"
Print #44, "Max. accident leak rate: ";
frmOutputSelect!txtProbAccLeak.Text
Else
Print #44, "Probability of accident leak rate exceeding a max.
value Not Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelect!chkLkNormDist.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Distribution of expected normal leak rates Selected"
Else
Print #44, "Distribution of expected normal leak rates Not
Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelectichkLkAccDist.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Distribution of expected accident leak rates
Selected"
Else
Print #44, "Distribution of expected accident leak rates Not
Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelectichkSizeDist.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Distribution of actual defect sizes Selected"
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Else
Print #44, "Distribution of actual defect sizes Not Selected"
End If
If frmOutputSelect!chklnspResults.Value = 1 Then
Print #44, "Distribution of defects found during the inservice
inspections Selected"
Else
Print #44, "Distribution of defects found during the inservice
inspections Not Selected"
End If
Close #44
1

reset cursor to normal
Screen.MousePointer = 0
Exit Sub
PrintlnputError:
Select Case Err
Case 32755
Exit Sub
Case 70
'permission denied - file already open
MsgBox "That file cannot be accessed. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetPrintName
Case 52, 64
'invalid or bad file name
MsgBox "Your file specification was invalid. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetPrintName
Case 68
'device unavailable
MsgBox "The drive you specified was not found. Try again.",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetPrintName
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & " occurred",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Error"
Stop
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine is called when the user chooses to begin execution of the probabilistic
calculation. It first gives the user an opportunity to change their mind. If they click "Yes"
(indicating that they wish to continue), then the code checks if the input values have been saved
(by checking the value of ChangesMade). If the current input values have not been saved, the
user is given an opportunity to do so. If the user wishes to continue, then the user is sent to the
next form frmModelRun, where the probabilistic model calculations take place. The error in the
subroutine is generated if the user passes through to the frmModelRun to begin the calculation
and an error is found in one of their input values. When one of these errors are found the user is
sent back to the form where the error is located, and in so doing an error is generated in this
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subroutine which is ignored by use of the error trapping routine here.
Sub RunModel (FormName As Form)
On Error GoTo RunModelError
Dim Reply, Cancel, Saved As Integer
Reply = MsgBoxC'Do you want to run the model using the current
values?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTTON1, "Model
Execution")
If Reply = IDYES Then
If ChangesMade = True Then
Reply = MsgBoxC'Do you wish to save changes made in your
input data?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNOCANCEL +
MB_DEFBUTTON1, "Model Execution")
If Reply = IDYES Then
Call Savelnput(Saved)
If Saved = False Then Cancel = True
Elself Reply = IDCANCEL Then
Cancel = True
Else 'Reply = No
InputFileName = ""
'input data was not saved
End If
If Cancel = True Then Exit Sub
End If
frmModelRun.WindowState = FormName.WindowState
frmModelRun.Visible = True
If FormName.WindowState = 0 Then
frmModelRun.Top = FormName.Top
frmModelRun.Left = FormName.Left
frmModelRun.Height = FormName.Height
frmModelRun.Width = FormName.Width
End If
FormName.Visible = False
End If
Exit Sub
RunModelError:
Select Case Err
Case 364
Exit Sub
End Select
End Sub

The next subroutine executes any time the user wishes to save their input data. It opens a dialog
box for the user to choose a file to save the data to, and then writes the value of every possible
CANTIA input to a text file with one value per line. As with the subroutine Openlnput, errors
are generated by clicking the "Cancel" key in the "Save As" box, by choosing an illegal file
name, or by choosing a file that is already being used by another application. Canceling the save
process causes the subroutine to terminate, and if any of the file name errors occur, the code
gives the user a chance to select a valid file name. The subroutine then records the name of the
file in InputFileName for use later in the program and sets the value of ChangesMade to False.
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Sub Savelnput (Saved As Integer)
Dim SaveFile As String
Dim I As Integer
Dim J As Integer
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filter = "Input Files (*.IN)|*.IN|All Files

(*.*) I*.*11

frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filterlndex = 1
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.DefaultExt = "in"
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.CancelError = True
On Error GoTo SavelnputError
'require path to exist in file name and ask user if wants to
overwrite existing file
GetName:
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Flags = OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT Or
OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST Or OFN_HIDEREADONLY
frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Action = DLG_FILE_SAVE
SaveFile = frmModelSetUp!CMDialogl.Filename
If SaveFile = "" Then Error 32755
Open SaveFile For Output As #11
Print #11, frmModelSetup!txtPlantName.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetup!txtNumSGs.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetup!txtNumTubes.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!txtDefectType.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetUpltxtDefectLoc.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!txtSusPop.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!txtNumTrials.Text
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text
If CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.Text)
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!lstlnspTimes.List(I - 1)
Next I
End If
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text
If CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text) > 0 Then
For I = 1 To CInt(frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes.Text)
Print #11, frmModelSetUp!lstTimesInterest.List(I - 1)
Next I
End If
Print #11, frmModelSetUpltxtStartTime.Text
Print #11, CStr(frmDatalnputloptlnputType(0).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmDatalnput!optlnputType(1).Value)
Print #11, frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.Text
Print #11, frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0).Text
Print #11, frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1).Text
Print #11, frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset.Text
For I = l To 4
Print #11, CStr{frmDatalnputloptFlawSizeDimen(I - 1).Value)
Next :[
Print #11, frmDatalnput!txtNumTubesInsp.Text
Print #11, frmDatalnput!cboNumFlawsDistr.Text
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Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(O).Text
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(l).Text
CStr(frmDatalnputIchkSecFlawDim.Value)
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimValue.Text
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimUnits.Text

For I = 1 To 100
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
For J = 1 To 2
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartCol = J
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = J
Print #11, frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip
Next J
Next I
Print #11, frmECTInputIcboPODDistr.Text
Print #11, CStr(frmECTInputIchkConfLevel.Value)
For I = l To 6
Print #11, frmECTInput!txtPODParam(I - 1).Text
Next I
Print #11, frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.Text
For I = 1 To 3
Print #11, frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(I - 1).Text
Next I
Print #11, CStr(frmECTInputloptMeasErrUnits(0).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmECTInputloptMeasErrUnits(1).Value)
Print #11, frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.Text
For I = 1 To 5
Print #11, frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(I - D.Text
Next I
Print #11, CStr(frmFlawParamloptGrowthUnits(0).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmFlawParamloptGrowthUnits(1).Value)
Print #11, frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.Text
Print #11, frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(0).Text
Print #11, frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(l).Text
Print #11, frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.Text
Print #11, CStr(frmFlawParamloptSeedValue(0).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmFlawParamloptSeedValue(1).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmFlawParam1optSeedValue(2).Value)
Print #11, frmFlawParam!txtSeedValue.Text
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
For I

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

frmLeakCalcs1cboFailureModel.Text
frmLeakCalcs1txtFailStdDev.Text
CStr(frmLeakCalcsloptStdDevUnits(0).Value)
CStr(frmLeakCalcsloptStdDevUnits(1).Value)
frmLeakCalcs1cboLeakModel.Text
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(0).Text
frmLeakCalcs1txtLeakStdDev(1).Text
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(2).Text
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3).Text
frmLeakCalcs1txtMaxLeakRate.Text
= 1 To 6
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Print #11, frmLeakCalcsltxtPressurelnputd - 1) .Text
Next I
Print #11, CStr(frmLeakCalcs!optUnitsSystem(0).Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmLeakCalcs'optUnitsSystem(l).Value)
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

frmMaterialProp! txtMeanSm.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevSm.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanSy.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevSy.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanSu.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevSu.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanE.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevE.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanK.Text
frmMaterialProp itxtStdDevK.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeandK.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtS tdDevdK.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanV.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevV.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanTubeOD.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevTubeOD.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanTubeT.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevTubeT.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanDensity.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevDensity.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtMeanStrCorr.Text
frmMaterialProp! txtStdDevStrCorr.Text

Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

frmlnspPlan!txtSampleSize.Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!optlnspPrev(0).Value)
CStr(frmlnspPlan!optlnspPrev(1).Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtRepairRule.Text
CStr (frmlnspPlan!chkLocExpl.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(0).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(l).Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!chkLocExp2.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(0).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(l).Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExpl.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(0).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(l).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(2).Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExp2.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(0).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(1).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(2).Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!chkRepExp.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(0).Text
frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(1).Text
CStr(frmlnspPlan!chkMaxExp.Value)
frmlnspPlan!txtMaxExp.Text

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

Print #11, CStr(frmOutputSelect!chkProbFailure.Value)
Print #11, CStr(frmOutputSelect!chkMultTubeFail.Value)
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Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,
#11,

frmOutputSelect!txtMultTubeFail.Text
CStr(frmOutputSelect!chkProbNormLeak.Value)
frmOutputSelectitxtProbNormLeak.Text
CStr(frmOutputSelectIchkProbAccLeak.Value)
frmOutputSelect!txtProbAccLeak.Text
CStr(frmOutputSelectichkLkNormDist.Value)
CStr(frmOutputSelectIchkLkAccDist.Value)
CStr(frmOutputSelect!chkSizeDist.Value)
CStr(frmOutputSelectichklnspResults.Value)

Close #11
ChangesMade = False
Saved = True

'reset monitor of any changes made

InputFileName = SaveFile
Exit Sub
SavelnputError:
Select Case Err
Case 32755
Saved = False
Exit Sub
Case 70
'permission denied - file already open
MsgBox "That file cannot be accessed. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetName
Case 52, 64
'invalid or bad file name
MsgBox "Your file specification was invalid. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetName
Case 68
'device unavailable
MsgBox "The drive you specified was not found. Try again.",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetName
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & " occurred",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Error"
Stop
End Selecc
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine is used in various _KeyPress subroutines from the CANTIA input
forms. It checks whether the pressed key was the Enter key, and if so the code treats it like the
Tab key (which sends the user to the next control on the screen). The value of the variable
KeyAscii is changed from 13 (the ASCII value of to the Enter key) to zero so that Visual Basic'
does not cause a beep whenever the Enter key is pressed.
Sub TabFunction (KeyAscii As Integer)
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Dim ENTER As Integer
ENTER = 13 'ANSI Code for Enter Button
If KeyAscii = ENTER Then
KeyAscii = 0
SendKeys "{TAB}"
End If
End Sub
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2.11 Executn.frm
C CANTIA

Model Executing

Program setting up model parameters...

To terminate the program, press Escape.

Form Name: frmModelRun
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Table A-10. Controls on frmModelRun
Control Name
1. lblProgStatus

Control Name
2. tmrProgRun

Control Name

This form is executed once the user decides to execute the probabilistic model. The timer shown
on the form (control 2) is used to give a 0.5 second delay between when the form is loaded and
when the probabilistic calculation begins. This is to give the screen a chance to update
graphically before the heavy processor use begins. Control 1 is updated as the calculation is
executing to give the user an update on how much of the calculation has been completed.
As with previous files, the first part of the code is the general portion which applies to all of the
subroutines included in the file Executn.frm. It requires that all variables must be declared using
a DIM statement.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit

The next subroutine executes any time the user presses a key while this form is displayed on the
screen. If the Escape key is pressed, the code gives the user an opportunity to exit the program
without completing the probabilistic calculation. If the user clicks on the "No" button, the
calculation is resumed.
Sub Form_KeyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
Const KEY_ESCAPE = &H1B
Dim Reply As Integer
If KeyCode = KEY_ESCAPE Then
Reply = MsgBox("Do you want to terminate the model without
finishing?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTTON2,
"Interrupt Model")
If Reply = IDYES Then End
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine performs the same function if the user tries to exit by double clicking on the
upper left hand portion of the form.
Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
Dim Reply As Integer
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Reply = MsgBoxC'Do you want to terminate the model without
finishing?", MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTTON2,
"Interrupt Model")
If Reply = IDYES Then End
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub

The final subroutine executes when the 0.5 second delay on the timer control tmrProgRun has
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expired. It first changes the mouse pointer to an hourglass shape and then disables the timer so
that it does not execute again after another 0.5 second interval. It then calls the subroutine
DataLoad (which is located in the file Calcfile.bas) to load all of the values from the CANTIA
input sheets into the variables necessary for the probabilistic calculations. Any errors discovered
at this time (due to inappropriate input values) will cause the file to return to the form with the
incorrect value after setting the mouse pointer back to the arrow shape. After successfully
loading the input values, all of the input forms are unloaded from the system memory to free up
memory for the calculation. The calculation is then begun by calling the subroutine Calculation
(which is also located in the file Calcfile.bas). After the calculation is complete, the
frmModelRun window is closed and the user is sent to the frmOutput sheet, where the output
data will be displayed.
Sub tmrProgRun_Timer ()
Screen.MousePointer = 11
tmrProgRun.Enabled = False
On Error GoTo Form_LoadError:
Call DataLoad
Unload frmModelSetUp
Unload frmDatalnput
Unload frmBinnedlnput
Unload frmECTInput
Unload frmFlawParam
Unload frmLeakCalcs
Unload frmMaterialProp
Unload frmlnspPlan
Unload frmOutputSelect
On Error GoTo 0:
Call Calculation
Screen.MousePointer = 0
frmOutput.windowState = frmModelRun.WindowState
frmOutput.Visible = True
Exit Sub
Form_LoadError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
Unload frmModelRun
Screen.MousePointer = 0
Exit Sub
Case 6
Unload frmModelRun
Screen.MousePointer = 0
Exit Sub
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & " occurred.",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Execution Error"
Stop
End Select
End Sub
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2.12 Calcfile.bas
Calcfile.bas contains the code which performs the probabilistic calculation for the CANTIA
program. It consists of two subroutines, DataLoad and Calculation, which are directly called
from the previous form, and some other subroutines used to check the input values, to load
values out of the grid on the form frmBinnedlnput, and to perform numerical integration. The
first portion of the code requires that all variables be explicitly declared and then declares a series
of variables. Any variable declared as "Global" can be used by any file in the CANTIA program,
while those declared as "Dim" can be used only by subroutines located in Calcfile.bas. Variables
are declared as global if they will be used in the output portion of the file. All of the variables
declared in the first part of the file are either input values obtained from the input forms or output
values to be calculated by the program. Notes of what each variable represents are included as
comments after the apostrophe on each line.
'Require Variable Declaration
Option Explicit
'Name of modeled Plant
PlantName As String
'Number of SGs at modeled plant
NumberSGs As Integer
'Number of Tubes at modeled plant
NumberTubes As Integer
'Name of type of defect modeled
DefectType As String
'Location of defect type modeled
DefectLoc As String
in SG
Global SusPop As Integer
'Number of tubes susceptible to
defect type
Global NumberTrials As Integer
'Number of trials to run in model
Global NumTimes As Integer
'Number of times of interest for
output
Global Timeslnterest() As Single
'Array of times of interest
Global Numlnspects As Integer
'Number of future inspections to
be modeled
Global InspectTimes() As Single
'Array of times for future
inspections
Global StartTime As Single
'Starting time for the model
Global InputAssumed As Integer
'Is the input distribution
assumed - true or false
Global SizeDistr As String
'Distribution for flaw size input
Dim SizeDistrParamd To 2) As Single
'Parameters of flaw size
distribution - not global
Dim BinSizeDistr() As Single
'Array for binned flaw size
distribution - pdf if measured cdf if assumed
Global NumBinSize As Integer
'number of bins entered for flaw
size distribution
Dim SizeOffset As Single
'offset in flaw size distribution
(i.e., where is the zero?)
Global FlawSizeDimen(1 To 4) As Integer 'Dimension of input flaw sizes
Dim NumFlawsDistr As String
'Distribution of number of
starting flaws if input distribution is assumed
Dim NumberFlaws As Integer
'Number of starting flaws if
fixed or measured
Dim NegBinomN As Integer
'Parameter N for neg. binomial
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
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distribution of flaws
Dim NegBinomP As Single
'Parameter P for neg. binomial
distribution of flaws
Dim NumTubesInsp As Integer
'Number of tubes inspected if
measured input distribuiton
Global SecFlawDimen As Integer
'Is a second flaw dimension
assumed - yes or no
Global SecDimenValue As Single
'Assumed value of secondary flaw
dimension
Global SecDimenUnits As String
'Units of secondary flaw
dimension
Dim PODDistr As String
'Distribution for POD - not
global
Dim PODDistrParamd To 2) As Single
'Parameters of POD distribution
Dim PODConfLimit As Integer
'Is a confidence limit used in
the POD distr. - yes or no
Dim PODDistrConf(1 To 4) As Single
'Confidence level parameters for
POD distribution
Dim MeasErrDistr As String
'Distribution for measurement
error
Dim MeasErrDistrParam(l To 3) As Single 'Parameters of measurement error
distribution
Global MeasErrPercent As Integer
'Is the measurement error model a
percentage of actual size - true or false
Dim MeanMeasErr As Single
'systematic (mean) measurement
error value
Dim MeasErrSlope As Single
'slope for systematic measurement
error (1 if equation is not used)
Dim GrowthDistr As String
'Distribution for flaw growth
rate
Dim GrowthParam(1 To 5) As Single
'Parameters of flaw growth
distribution
Dim GrowthPercent As Integer
'Is the growth rate a percentage
of its initial size - true or false
Dim InitDistr As String
'Distribution for flaw initiation
Dim InitParamd To 2) As Single
'Parameters of flaw initiation
distribution
Dim InitiatedSize As Single
'Size of flaws at initiation
Global SeedDefault As Integer
'Is the random number seed the
default? -true or false
Global SeedRandom As Integer
' Is the random number seed
generated by the program? - T or F
Global Seedlnput As Integer
'Is the random number seed input
by the user? - T or F
Global SeedValue As Long
'Value of the seed used by the
program
Global FailureModel As String
'Failure model used for
simulation
Dim FailStdDev As Single
'Standard deviation for selected
failure model
Dim FailStdDevUnit As Integer
'Units of standard deviation true if % of value, false if fixed value
Global LeakModel As String
'Leak rate model used for
simulation
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Dim LeakModelParamNd To 2) As Single
'Additional parameters for leak
rate model under normal conditions
Dim LeakModelParamAd To 2) As Single
'Additional parameters for leak
rate model under accident conditions
'Maximum allowable leak rate
Global MaxNormLeak As Single
under normal conditions
'Differential pressure under
Dim DeltaPNorm As Single
normal conditions
'Differential pressure under
Dim DeltaPAcc As Single
accident conditions
'Effective axial forces on tube
Dim AxialForcesN As Single
bundle under normal conditions (Bruce 2)
Dim AxialForcesA As Single
'Effective axial forces on tube
bundle under accident conditions (Bruce 2)
Dim MomentsN As Single
'Effective moments on tube bundle
under normal conditions (Bruce 2)
Dim MomentsA As Single
'Effective moments on tube bundle
under accident conditions (Bruce 2)
1
Global SlUnits As Integer
Is the SI system of units used?
- yes or no (if no is English)
Dim Sm(l To 2) As Single
'Allowable stress intensity mean and std dev
Dim Sy(l To 2) As Single
'Yield stress - mean and std dev
Dim Su(l To 2) As Single
'UTS - mean and std dev
Dim E(l To 2) As Single
'Elastic modulus - mean and std
dev
Dim K(l To 2) As Single
'Flow stress factor - mean and
std dev
Dim dK(l To 2) As Single
'Flow stress correction factor mean and std dev
Dim V(l To 2) As Single
'Poisson's ratio - mean and std
dev
Tube OD - mean and std dev
Dim TubeODd To 2) As Single
Tube thickness - mean and std
Dim TubeThick(1 To 2) As Single
dev
Dim FluidDens(1 To 2) As Single
Fluid density - mean and std dev
Dim MatlStrCorrd To 2) As Single
Material strength correction
factor (OHN axials) - mean and std dev
Global FutlnspSamp As Single
'Sample size for future
inspections
Global InspPrev As Integer
'Are previously detected
indications to be inspected - true or false
Global RepairRule As Single
'Size of defects to be repaired
if detected
Global LocExpl As Integer
'Are first local expansion rules
to be used - yes or no
Dim LocExplpl As Single
'First parameter for first local
expansion
Dim LocExplp2 As Long
'Second parameter for first local
expansion
Global LocExp2 As Integer
'Are second local expansion rules
to be used - yes or no
Dim LocExp2pl As Single
'First parameter for second local
expansion
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Dim LocExp2p2 As Long
local expansion
Global GlobExpl As Integer
to be used - yes or no
Dim GlobExplpl As Single

1

Second parameter for second

'Are first global expansion rules
'First parameter for first global

expansion
Dim GlobExplp2 As Single
'Second parameter for first
global expansion
'Third parameter for first global
Dim GlobExplp3 As Single
expansion
'Are first global expansion rules
Global GlobExp2 As Integer
to be used - yes or no
'First parameter for second
Dim GlobExp2pl As Single
global expansion
1
Second parameter for second
Dim GlobExp2p2 As Single
global expansion
'Third parameter for second
Dim GlobExp2p3 As Single
global expan~on
'Are repairable inds. expansion
Global RepExp As Integer
rules to be used - yes or no
'First parameter for repairable
Dim RepExppl As Integer
expansion
1
Second parameter for repairable
Dim RepExpp2 As Single
expansion
1
Is a maximum number of sample
Global MaxExp As Integer
expansions to be used - yes or no
Dim NumMaxExp As Integer
'maximum number of inspection
sample expansions
Global OutProbFail As Integer
'Is probability of a tube failure
a desired output - yes or no
Global OutMultFail As Integer
'Is probability of multiple tube
failures a desired output - yes or no
Global OutNumMult As Integer
'Number of tubes failures desired
by user
Global OutNormLeak As Integer
'Is probability of exceding
normal leak rate desired - yes or no
Global OutMaxNormLk As Single
'Maximum normal leak rate desired
by user
Global OutAccLeak As Integer
'Is probability of exceding
accident leak rate desired - yes or no
Global OutMaxAccLk As Single
'Maximum accident leak rate
desired by user
Global OutNormDist As Integer
'Is distribution of normal leak
rates desired - yes or no
Global OutAccDist As Integer
'Is distribution of accident leak
rates desired - yes or no
1
Global OutSizeDist As Integer
Is distribution of defect sizes
desired - yes or no
Global OutlnspResult As Integer
'Is distribution of defects found
during inspections desired - yes or no
'output results
Global ProbSingFail() As Single
'probability of one or more
failures at each time of interest
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Global ProbMultFail() As Single
'probability of multiple
specified failures at each time of interest
Global ProbNormLeak() As Single
'probability of exceeding
specified normal leakage at each time of interest
Global ProbAccLeak() As Single
'probability of exceeding
specified accident leakage at each time of interest
1
Global OutNormLeakSizes() As Single
endpoints of bins for normal
leak rates
Global ProbTotNormLeak() As Single
'probability distr of normal leak
rates at each time of interest
Global OutAccLeakSizes() As Single
'endpoints of bins for accident
leak rates
Global ProbTotAccLeak() As Single
'probability distr of accident
leak rates at each time of interest
Global OutActSizes() As Single
'endpoints of bins for actual
flaw sizes
Global ProbNumActSizes0 As Single
'probability distr of actual flaw
size bins at each time of interest
Global OutTrialFlawSizes() As Single
'endpoints of bins for actual #
of flaws
Global ProbNumTrialFlaws() As Single
'probability distr of number of
actual flaws at each time of interest
Global OutlnspSizes() As Single
'endpoints of bins for inspected
flaw sizes
Global ProbNumlnspSizes() As Single
'probability distr of insp flaw
size bins at each inspection time
Global OutTriallnspSizes() As Single
'endpoints of bins for tubes with
flaws and insp
Global ProbNumTriallnspO As Single
'probability distr of tubes with
flaws and insp at each inspection time
Global ActNumlnspects As Integer
'actual number of times of
interest at which inspections were performed
Global NumBins As Integer
'number of bins for output data

The subroutine Calculation is where the probabilistic calculation is performed. It first declares a
series of variables necessary to complete the calculation which can be used only by this particular
subroutine. Descriptions of each variable are included in the comment field after the apostrophe.
Sub Calculation ()
Dim I As Integer
loops
Dim J As Integer
loops
Dim Y As Integer
loops
Dim Z As Integer
loops
Dim ntrial As Integer
trials
Static ActFlawSize() As Single
in distribution
Static ActFlawSizeCDF() As Single

'Variable for performing
'Variable for performing
'Variable for performing
'Variable for performing
'Variable for performing
'array of actual flaw sizes
'array of cum. dist values at
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each actual flaw size
Dim a As Single
'bounds for numerical
integration
'bounds for numerical
Dim b As Single
integration
'calculated initiation time
Dim InitTime As Single
for unflawed tube
Dim GrowthRate As Single
'calculated defect growth
rate
Dim GrowthError As Single
'fraction of constant term in
linear and quadratic growth rate laws
Static ErrorParamd To 2) As Single
'parameters for calculating
growth constants
'calculated growth constants
Static ConstParam(l To 4) As Single
for a tube
'value of integral of
Dim integral As Single
measured dist. / POD
'array of flaw sizes at times
Static FlawSizesO As Single
of interest in trial
'array of leak rates under
Static NormLeak() As Single
normal conditions at times of interest
Static TotNormLeak() As Single
'total leak rate under normal
conditions at each time of interest
Static AccLeakO As Single
'array of leak rates under
accident conditions at times of interest
Static TotAccLeakO As Single
'total leak rate under
accident conditions at times of interest
Static FailO As Integer
'array of tube failures at
times of interest in trial if failed, 0 if not
Static TotFailsO As Integer
'total number tube failures
at each time of interest
Static InspSizesO As Single
'array of detected flaw sizes
during each inspection in trial
Static TotlnspO As Integer
'total number of tubes
inspected during each inspection
Dim Mlimit As Single
'limit moment using Bruce 2
failure model
Dim Mmax As Single
'maximum moment using Bruce 2
failure model
Dim PBurst As Single
'calculated burst pressure
for a flaw
Dim ACrit As Single
'critical crack length
calculated using Slovene model
Dim Inspect As Integer
''true if inspection is
performed at this time of interest
Static SmValue() As Single
'value of allowable stress
intensity for each tube
'value of yield stress for
Static SyValueO As Single
each tube
Static SuValueO As Single
'value of UTS for each tube
Static EValueO As Single
'value of elastic modulus for
each tube
Static KValueO As Single
'value of flow stress factor
for each tube
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'value of flow stress
Static dKValueO As Single
correction factor for each tube
'value of Poisson's ratio for
Static W a l u e O As Single
each tube
'value of tube OD for each
Static TubeODValue() As Single
tube
'value of tube thickness for
Static TubeThickValue() As Single
each tube
'value of fluid density for
Static FluidDensValue() As Single
each tube
'value of matl strength
Static MatlStrCorrValue() As Single
correction for OHN axial model
'calculated POD for a flaw
Dim POD As Single
'number of tubes to inspect
Dim SampleSize As Integer
Dim LocExplTot As Long
'number of tubes meeting
LocExpl criteria
Dim LocExp2Tot As Long
'number of tubes meeting
LocExp2 criteria
'number of tubes meeting
Dim GlobExplTot As Long
GlobExpl criteria
'number of tubes meeting
Dim GlobExp2Tot As Long
GlobExp2 criteria
'number of tubes meeting
Dim RepExpTot As Long
RepExp criteria
'number of sample expansions
Dim NumExpand As Integer
performed
'number of additional tubes
Dim AddlTubes As Long
to inspect after expansion
'total number of tubes
Dim TubesPlugged As Integer
plugged during a trial
'check expansion rules - true
Dim CheckExpand As Integer
or false
Dim MaxBinEnd As Single
'largest output bin
Dim BinSize As Single
'size of each output bin
Static OutNumActSizes0 As Long
'number of flaws in each
actual flaw size bin
Static NumTrialFlaws() As Integer
'number of flaws identified
in each trial
Static SumNumTrialFlaws() As Integer
'number of trials with
results in each number of flaws bin
'number of flaws in each
Static OutNumlnspSizes() As Long
inspection flaw size bin
Static NumTriallnsp() As Integer
'number of tubes found with
flaws and inspected in each trial
Dim NumTrialSingFail() As Integer
'number of trials which
result in one or more tube failures
Dim NumTrialMultFail() As Integer
'number of trials which
result in multiple tube failures
Dim NumTrialNormLeak() As Integer
'number of trials which
result in a normal leak rate above specified max
Dim NumTrialAccLeak() As Integer
'number of trials which
result in an ace. leak rate above specified max
Dim TempLeakDist0 As Single
'temporary leak rate array so
can sort total leak rates
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Dim MedLeakRate As Single
'average median non-zero leak
rate of all times of interest
Dim TempNumFlaws() As Single
'temporary number of flaws
array so can sort total number of flaws
Dim MedNumFlaws As Single
'average median non-zero
number of flaws of all times of interest
Dim SumTotNormLeak() As Integer
. 'number of trials with
results in each normal leak rate bin
Dim SumTotAccLeak() As Integer
'number of trials with
results in each accident leak rate bin
Dim TotalFlaws As Long
'number of flaws found at a
time of interest during all trials
Dim Insplndex As Integer
'1 if is counting tubes with
detected flaws, 2 if is counting tubes inspected
Dim StartupLeak As Single
'leakrate under normal
conditions at startup from a leaker outage
Dim Reply As Integer
'reply to a message box

These lines are used only during the debugging process and are therefore commented out by use
of an apostrophe.
1

debug
'Open "debug.out" For Output As #99

These next lines set up the error trapping routine and seed the random number generator. The
value of SeedValue is either generated by the program using the Timer function or the value
entered by the user is used depending on which option the user selected in the input sheets. No
Randomize statement is needed if the default value is used.
On Error GoTo CalcError

'error routine for subroutine

1

seed the random number generator
If Seedlnput = True Then
Randomize SeedValue
Elself SeedRandom = True Then
SeedValue = Timer
Randomize SeedValue
End If 'do not use randomize function if default seed is used

The next lines sort the times of interest and inspection times entered by the user so that they are
in chronological order by calling the subroutine Sort from the file Function.bas (discussed later).
The variable ActNumlnspects is also set equal to the initial number of inspections; it will be used
to track the actual number of times at which inspections were performed during the course of the
model (including unscheduled inspections due to high leak rates).
'sort times of interest and inspection times so are in order
Call Sort(NumTimes, Timeslnterest())
If Numlnspects > 0 Then
Call Sort(Numlnspects, InspectTimes())
End If
ActNumlnspects = Numlnspects
'initialize variable to track
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actual number of inspections

The next three lines dimensionalize the arrays for the total leak rate under normal and accident
conditions so that the leak rate for each time on interest on each trial can be saved.
'dimension leak rate arrays
ReDim TotNormLeak(1 To NumberTrials, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim TotAccLeak(1 To NumberTrials, 1 To NumTimes)

The next sequence of code sets up arrays for the flaw size dimensions and inspection results if
the user has selected to have them as output. The size and number of bins depend on which
dimension the user selected for their flaw sizes: if percent or fraction of through wall depth is
used for the initial flaw sizes the maximum size for the bins is either 100% tw or 1, and if axial
length is used a maximum size for the largest bin is chosen based on the selected tube failure
model. The arrays are dimensionalized for the correct number of bins and the value of the flaw
sizes to be placed into each bin is then set. Note that a value of 1 for OutSizeDist or
OutlnspResult means that option was selected by the user, and a value of True for one of the
FlawSizeDimen cells means that the user clicked on that option button for the dimension of their
flaw sizes (1 is % tw depth, 2 is fractional depth of wall, 3 is axial length, and 4 is
circumferential extent).
'Set up bins for flaw size output results based on input flaw size
dimension
NumBins = 2 1
If OutSizeDist = 1 Or OutlnspResult = 1 Then
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
MaxBinEnd = 100!
Elself FlawSizeDimen(2) = True Then
MaxBinEnd = 1!
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Then
If FailureModel = "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse" Then
'calculate 2 * mean critical crack length
MaxBinEnd = 1.5 * SloveneFail(DeltaPAcc, TubeOD(l),
TubeThick(l), K(l), dK(l), Sy(l), Su(l))
Elself FailureModel = "French axial PWSCC tube burst" Then
MaxBinEnd = 2 'inches - translates to 50.8 mm
Elself FailureModel = "Failure at a given size" Then
MaxBinEnd = 1 . 5 * FailStdDev
Else
'cannot use with other dimensions
Stop
End If
NumBins = 51
'instead of 21 used elsewhere - want
better resolution
Elself FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
'use later - no circ. extent failure models
Else
'something's wrong
Stop
End If
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BinSize = MaxBinEnd / (NumBins - 1)
large value bin

'includes a catch-all

If OutSizeDist = 1 Then
ReDim OutActSizes(1 To NumBins)
ReDim OutNumActSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim NumTrialFlaws(1 To NumberTrials, 1 To NumTimes)
End If
If OutlnspResult = 1 Then
ReDim OutlnspSizes(1 To NumBins)
If Numlnspects > 0 Then
ReDim OutNumlnspSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To Numlnspects)
ReDim NumTriallnsp(1 To NumberTrials, 1 To 2, 1 To
Numlnspects)
'1 is flaws found, 2 is tubes inspected
End If
End If
For I = 1 To NumBins
If OutSizeDist = 1 Then
OutActSizes(I) = (I -1) * BinSize
End If
If OutlnspResult = 1 Then
OutlnspSizes(I) = (I -1) * BinSize
End If
Next I
End If

The next section of code dimensions the arrays for the four "probability" type outputs; they are
used to record the number of trials meeting the desired condition at each time of interest.
'dimension a r r a y s for output
If OutProbFail = 1 Then
ReDim NumTrialSingFail(1 To NumTimes)
End If
If OutMultFail = l Then
ReDim NumTrialMultFail(1 To NumTimes)
End If
If OutNormLeak = 1 Then
ReDim NumTrialNormLeak(1 To NumTimes)
End If
If OutAccLeak = 1 Then
ReDim NumTrialAccLeak(1 To NumTimes)
End If

The next section of code calculates the "actual" flaw size distribution if the user chose to enter a
distribution of measured initial flaw sizes. It first determines the systematic measurement errors
in the distribution based on the model selected by the user (systematic errors are those which are
always present, and not the random error). Since the actual distribution is determined by
dividing the measured distribution by the POD (which uses actual flaw sizes), these terms are
necessary to use equivalent flaw sizes for the two distributions.
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'Calculate actual number of flaws if input measured inspection
results
If InputAssumed = False Then
'measured data input
'integrate measured dist. / POD to get actual dist
'calculate systematic measurement error terms
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/ Normal error" Then
MeanMeasErr = MeasErrDistrParam(2)
'systematic
term in equation
MeasErrSlope = MeasErrDistrParam(l) 'slope is a
equation
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Normal" Then
MeanMeasErr = MeasErrDistrParam(l)
'systematic
MeasErrSlope = l!
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Deterministic" Then
MeanMeasErr = MeasErrDistrParam(l)
'systematic
value
MeasErrSlope = l!
Else
1
something's wrong
Stop
End If

error is b
term in

error is mu

error is

If the user entered a binned set of inspection results, then the integration is performed using the
endpoints of the input bins as the endpoints for the integration. The cumulative actual flaw size
distribution is then determined by adding the results of each of the individual integrals together
(integrals are performed between end points of the input binned results). The array ActFlawSize
is the endpoint for each bin in the actual flaw size distribution, and ActFlawSizeCDF is the value
of the cumulative distribution corresponding to each end point. Note that the CDF of the first bin
is set equal to zero to place a lower bound on the flaw sizes.
If SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
'use input bins for integration
'set up bins for integration result
ReDim ActFlawSize(1 To NumBinSize)
ReDim ActFlawSizeCDF(1 To NumBinSize)
For I = 1 To NumBinSize
ActFlawSize(I) = BinSizeDistr(1, I)
Next I
'convolute measured size distr and POD to determine actual
dist
ActFlawSizeCDF(1) = 0!
For I = 2 To NumBinSize
a = ActFlawSize(I - 1) + .001
b = ActFlawSize(I)
integral = 0!

The subroutine qromb is included in Calcfile.bas and performs the integration between the two
limits a and b.
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Call qromb(a, b, integral)
'performs integration
ActFlawSizeCDF(I) = ActFlawSizeCDFd - 1) + integral
Next I
'ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBins) equals I/integrated POD

The true number of flaws present is then calculated by multiplying the number of detected flaws
by the total integral of the actual flaw size distribution (which is equivalent to the inverse of the
integrated POD for all flaw sizes) and dividing by the fraction of tubes inspected.
'find correct number of flaws => divide by integrated POD and
fraction inspected
NumberFlaws = NumberFlaws * ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBinSize) *
(SusPop / NumTubesInsp)

The cumulative flaw size distribution is then renormalized so that it is equal to one at the
maximum flaw size present.
'renormalize ActFlawSizeCDF values so that final CDF = 1
For I = 1 To NumBinSize
ActFlawSizeCDFd) = ActFlawSizeCDF (I) /
ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBinSize)
Next I

The same process is performed for initial flaw size distributions other than binned values, except
that the integration is performed at equally distributed end points between the size of flaws at
initiation and the maximum flaw size, and the number of bins used in the actual flaw size
distribution is the number specified for the selected flaw dimension (as discussed above).
Else
'set up bins for integration result
ReDim ActFlawSize(1 To NumBins)
ReDim ActFlawSizeCDF(1 To NumBins)
BinSize = (MaxBinEnd - InitiatedSize) / (NumBins - 1)
For I = 1 To NumBins
ActFlawSize(I) = InitiatedSize + (I - l) * BinSize
Next I
'convolute measured size distr and POD to determine actual
dist
ActFlawSizeCDF(1) = 0!
For I = 2 To NumBins
a = ActFlawSize(I - 1)
b = ActFlawSize(I)
integral = 0!
Call qromb(a, b, integral)
'performs integration
ActFlawSizeCDFd) = ActFlawSizeCDFd - 1) + integral
Next I
'ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBins) equals I/integrated POD
'find correct number of flaws => divide by integrated POD and
fraction inspected
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NumberFlaws = NumberFlaws * ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBins) * (SusPop
/ NumTubesInsp)
'renormalize ActFlawSizeCDF values so that final CDF = 1
For I = 1 To NumBins
ActFlawSizeCDF(I) = ActFlawSizeCDF(I) /
ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBins)
Next I
End If
End If

The program then checks that the number of flaws is not larger than the number of tubes in the
susceptible population. If so, then it is assumed that all tubes in the susceptible population
contain defects.
aemake sure that the number of flaws is not larger than the sus pop
If NumberFlaws > SusPop Then
NumberFlaws = SusPop
End If

The individual Monte Carlo trials are then begun.
'Begin Monte Carlo Trials
For ntrial = 1 To NumberTrials

At the beginning of each trial, the program updates the percentage of trials completed on the
screen and allows Windows™ to clear its buffers. The command DoEvents allows the program to
execute any other subroutines necessary as a result of keys pressed while the program is
executing (this allows the user to terminate the execution of the probabilistic calculation by
pressing the Escape key).
frmModelRun!lblProgStatus.Caption = "Program performing trials...
" & CInt((ntrial / NumberTrials) * 100) & "% complete"
DoEvents

'allow Windows to clear buffers once per trial
'is point where user interrupts program operation

The total number of tubes plugged during the trial is next reset to zero.
1

reset number of tubes plugged during this trial
TubesPlugged = 0

The code then calculates a value for each of the material and tube dimensional properties
necessary for each tube in the susceptible population. It does this by checking whether the mean
value of each parameter is greater than zero (indicating that a value was loaded into the variable
from the input forms). The code then uses the function InvCumNorm (located in the file
Function.bas) to randomly select a value for the property from a normal distribution described by
the values entered by the user.
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'calculate material properties necessary for this trial for each
tube
If Smll) > 0! Then
ReDim SmValued To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
SmValued) = InvCumNorm(Sm() )
Next I
End If
If Sy(l) > 0! Then
ReDim SyValued To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
SyValued) = InvCumNorm(Sy() )
Next I
End If
If Su(l) > 0! Then
ReDim SuValued To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
SuValue(I) = InvCumNorm(Su())
Next I
End If
If Ell) > 0! Then
ReDim EValue(1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
EValue(I) = InvCumNorm(E{))
Next I
End If
If K I D > 0! Then
ReDim KValued To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
KValued) = InvCumNorm (K() )
Next I
End If
If dK(l) > 0! Then
ReDim dKValued To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
dKValued) = InvCumNorm(dK() )
Next I
End If
If V(l) > 0! Then
ReDim W a l u e (1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
W a l u e (I) = InvCumNorm (V ())
Next I
End If
If TubeOD(1) > 0! Then
ReDim TubeODValue{1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
TubeODValue(I) = InvCumNorm(TubeOD())
Next I
End If
If TubeThickd) > 0! Then
ReDim TubeThickValue(1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
TubeThickValue(I) = InvCumNorm(TubeThick())
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Next I
End If
If FluidDens(l) > 0! Then
ReDim FluidDensValue(1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
FluidDensValue(I) = InvCumNorm(FluidDens())
Next I
End If
If MatlStrCorr(l) > 0! Then
ReDim MatlStrCorrValue(1 To SusPop)
For I = 1 To SusPop
MatlStrCorrValue(I) = InvCumNorm(MatlStrCorr())
Next I
End If

The next section of code determines the initial sizes for each flaw in a tube at the beginning of
the trial. If a negative binomial distribution was selected for the initial number of tubes with
flaws, the code first determines how many tubes have flaws using a function from Function.bas
that randomly selects values from the negative binomial distribution. The code then
redimensionalizes the array of flaw sizes for the particular trial (this has the effect of deleting all
values of flaw sizes from the previous trial). Initial flaw sizes for each tube are chosen using
functions which randomly select values from the various distributions (after correcting for the
offset in the defined distribution). All of these functions are located in the file Function.bas.
1

calculate sample tube set for this trial - truncate so no flaws
smaller than initiated size
If InputAssumed = True And NumFlawsDistr = "Neg. Binomial" Then
NumberFlaws = negbinom(NegBinomN, NegBinomP)
End If
ReDim FlawSizesd To SusPop, 0 To NumTimes)
For I = 1 To NumberFlaws
If InputAssumed = False Then
'use "actual"
distribution of flaws
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvCumActual (ActFlawSize 0 ,
ActFlawSizeCDFO )
Elself SizeDistr = "Gamma" Then
'use truncated
versions of assumed sizes
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvTruncCumGamma (SizeDistrParam() ,
InitiatedSize - SizeOffset) + SizeOffset
Elself SizeDistr = "Beta" Then
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvTruncCumBeta (SizeDistrParamO ,
InitiatedSize - SizeOffset) + SizeOffset
Elself SizeDistr = "Weibull" Then
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvTruncCumWeibull (SizeDistrParamO ,
InitiatedSize - SizeOffset) + SizeOffset
Elself SizeDistr = "Lognormal" Then
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvTruncCumLogNorm (SizeDistrParam() ,
InitiatedSize - SizeOffset) + SizeOffset
Elself SizeDistr = "Gumbel" Then
FlawSizesd, 0) = InvTruncCumGumbel (SizeDistrParam() ,
InitiatedSize - SizeOffset) + SizeOffset
Elself SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
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FlawSizesd, 0) = InvCumBinned(BinSizeDistr{))
'mistake
Stop
End If
Next I
Else

All other tubes in the susceptible population then have their initial flaw size set to -1 to denote
that no flaw was present at the beginning of the trial.
For I = NumberFlaws + 1 To SusPop
FlawSizesd, 0) = -1!
initiated a flaw
Next I

'tube has not yet

For flaws present at the start of the trial, the code next determines their size at each of the times
of interest. It does this by first selecting either a value for the growth rate from the selected
distribution or a value in the error for the selected growth rate equation. All of the functions
called from this section of code are located in Function.bas. Note that a normally distributed
growth rate distribution is truncated so that it cannot be negative in order to prevent a flaw from
decreasing in size.
'calculate flaw sizes on tubes which have already initiated flaws
For I = 1 To NumberFlaws
'calculate growth rate from distribution or error of equation
If GrowthDistr = "Gamma" Then
GrowthRate = InvCumGamma(GrowthParam())
Elself GrowthDistr = "Exponential" Then
GrowthRate = InvCumExp(GrowthParam())
Elself GrowthDistr = "Normal" Then
'truncate so
cannot be neg.
GrowthRate = InvTruncCumNorm(GrowthParam(), 0!)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Linear Equation" Then
ErrorParam(1) = GrowthParam(2)
'mean of constant b
ErrorParam(2) = GrowthParam(3)
'sigma squared of b
GrowthError = InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
'value of
b for tube
GrowthError = Abs(GrowthError) / GrowthParam(2)
'fractional change in b
Elself GrowthDistr = "Quadratic Equation" Then
ErrorParam(1) = GrowthParam(3)
'mean of constant d
ErrorParam(2) = GrowthParam(4)
'sigma squared of d
GrowthError = InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
'value of
d for tube
GrowthError = Abs(GrowthError) / GrowthParam(3)
'fractional change in d
Elself GrowthDistr = "Deterministic" Then
GrowthRate = GrowthParam(1)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
ConstParam(1) = GrowthParam(1)
'value of A
ConstParam(2) = GrowthParam(2)
'value of B
ConstParam(3) = GrowthParam(3)
'value of n
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ErrorParam(l)
ErrorParam(2)
stress
ConstParam(4)
stress
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If

= GrowthParam(5)
= GrowthParam(4)

'mean of stress
'sigma squared of

= InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
for tube

'value of

The flaw size at each time of interest is then calculated using the selected growth rate or the
appropriate equation with its selected error. The functions for the different equations are located
in Function.bas. If an equation for the growth rate is not used, the size at each time of interest is
calculated using an equation described in the CANTIA user's manual.
'calculate flaw size at each time of interest
For J = 1 To NumTimes
If GrowthDistr = "Linear Equation" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = LinearGrow(GrowthParam () ,
Times Interest (J) , StartTime, FlawSizesd, 0 ) ,
GrowthError)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Quadratic Equation" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = QuadGrow(GrowthParam() ,
Timeslnterest (J) , StartTime, FlawSizesd, 0 ) ,
GrowthError)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = FracMechGrow(ConstParam() ,
Timeslnterest (J) , StartTime, FlawSizesd, 0))
Else
If GrowthPercent = True Then
FlawSizesd, J) = FlawSizesd, 0) * (1! +
GrowthRate / 100) * (Timeslnterest(J) StartTime)
Else
FlawSizesd, J) = (Timeslnterest (J) - StartTime)
• GrowthRate + FlawSizesd, 0)
End If
End If

If a negative growth rate w a s selected for the flaw, the flaw sizes at each time of interest are reset
so that they are all the same (i.e., an effective growth rate of zero).
If FlawSizesd, J) < FlawSizesd, J - 1) Then
FlawSizesd, J) = FlawSizesd, J - 1)
End If
Next J
Next I

The next section of code calculates flaw sizes for tubes which have not initiated flaws at the
beginning of the trial. It first calculates an initiation time for a flaw on each tube using inverse
Weibull or lognormal functions from Function.bas which are truncated at the starting time for the
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model. If the user does not want to initiate new flaws, then the initiation time for each flaw is set
to be larger than any of the times of interest of the model. Growth rates or growth rate equation
errors are then selected for each flaw and flaw sizes at each time of interest are calculated using
the growth rate or equation and the time of initiation in the same manner as discussed above. If
the particular time of interest is prior to the initiation time for the flaw, its size is set to -1 to
indicate that the tube has not yet initiated a flaw.
'calculate flaw sizes on tubes which have not initiated a flaw at
beginning of model
For I = NumberFlaws + 1 To SusPop
'Calculate initiation time
If InitDistr = "Weibull" Then
'StartTime is truncation time
for init distr
InitTime = InvTruncCumWeibull(InitParamO, StartTime)
Elself InitDistr = "Lognormal" Then
InitTime = InvTruncCumLogNormfInitParamO, StartTime)
Elself InitDistr = "No Flaw Initiation" Then
InitTime = Timeslnterest(NumTimes) + 1 'set initiation
time to greater than largest time of interest
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If
'calculate growth rate from distribution or error of equation
If GrowthDistr = "Gamma" Then
GrowthRate = InvCumGamma(GrowthParam())
Elself GrowthDistr = "Exponential" Then
GrowthRate = InvCumExp(GrowthParam{))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Normal" Then
GrowthRate = InvCumNorm(GrowthParam())
Elself GrowthDistr = "Linear Equation" Then
ErrorParam(1) = GrowthParam(2)
'mean of constant b
ErrorParam(2) = GrowthParam(3)
'sigma squared of b
GrowthError = InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
'value of
b for tube
GrowthError = Abs(GrowthError) / GrowthParam(2)
1
fractional change in b
Elself GrowthDistr = "Quadratic Equation" Then
ErrorParam(1) = GrowthParam(3)
'mean of constant d
ErrorParam(2) = GrowthParam(4)
'sigma squared of d
GrowthError = InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
'value of
d for tube
GrowthError = Abs(GrowthError) / GrowthParam(3)
1
fractional change in d
Elself GrowthDistr = "Deterministic" Then
GrowthRate = GrowthParam(1)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
ConstParam(l) = GrowthParam(1)
'value of A
ConstParam(2) = GrowthParam(2)
'value of B
ConstParam(3) = GrowthParam(3)
'value of n
ErrorParam(1) = GrowthParam(5)
'mean of stress
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ErrorParam(2) = GrowthParam(4)
'sigma squared of
stress
ConstParamU) = InvCumNorm(ErrorParamO )
'value of
stress for tube
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If
'calculate flaw size at each time of interest
For J = 1 To NumTimes
If Timeslnterest(J) < InitTime Then
FlawSizesd, J) = -1!
'unitiated flaw
Elself GrowthDistr = "Linear Equation" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = LinearGrow(GrowthParam() ,
Timeslnterest(J), InitTime, InitiatedSize,
GrowthError)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Quadratic Equation" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = QuadGrow(GrowthParam() ,
Timeslnterest(J), InitTime, InitiatedSize,
GrowthError)
Elself GrowthDistr = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
FlawSizesd, J) = FracMechGrow(ConstParam() ,
Timeslnterest(J), InitTime, InitiatedSize)
Else
If GrowthPercent = True Then
FlawSizesd, J) = InitiatedSize * (1! +
GrowthRate / 100) A (Timeslnterest(J) InitTime)
Else
FlawSizesd, J) = (Timeslnterest (J) - InitTime) *
GrowthRate + InitiatedSize
End If
End If
If FlawSizesd, J) < FlawSizesd, J - 1) Then
FlawSizesd, J) = FlawSizesd, J - 1)
End If
Next J
Next I

Once all flaw sizes at each time of interest are calculated, the code redimensionalizes all of the
arrays used to record the leak rate for each tube at each time of interest, whether or not each tube
failed at each time of interest, the total number of tube failures at each time of interest, the
measured flaw sizes for each tube during each inspection, and the total number of tubes inspected
during each inspection. Note that the variable ActNumlnspects is used for the number of
inspections instead of Numlnspects (which was input by the user) to account for the fact that
inspections may have been performed on previous trials as a result of high leak rates under
normal conditions. This way unplanned inspections on different trials will be tracked correctly
by the model.
'At times of interest, calculate leak rates, failure
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ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim

probabilities, and inspection results
NormLeakd To SusPop, 1 To NumTimes)
Fail(l To SusPop, 1 To NumTimes)
TotFailsd To NumTimes)
AccLeakd To SusPop, 1 To NumTimes)

If ActNumlnspects > 0 Then
ReDim InspSizesd To SusPop, 1 To ActNumlnspects)
For I = 1 To SusPop
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
InspSizesd, J) = -1!
'tube not yet inspected
Next J
Next I
ReDim Totlnspd To ActNumlnspects)
End If

The code then begins calculating leak rates under normal and accident conditions, tube failures
under accident conditions, and inspection results (if performed) for each time of interest for the
trial.
For J = 1 To NumTimes

Leak rates under normal conditions are calculated first. Note that if the "French lower estimate"
model is used a leak rate is calculated for all flaws, since one of the assumptions for this model is
that all flaws are through-wall. For the other two leak rate models, the model first checks
whether the flaw is through-wall or not. If it is, then a leak rate is assigned using the appropriate
model, but if it is not, then a leak rate of zero is assigned for the flaw. The leak rate for the tube
is then added to the total leak rate for all tubes during the current time of interest. The two
functions for calculating leak rates are contained in the file Failleak.bas.
'calculate leak rate under normal conditions
For I = 1 To SusPop
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If LeakModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD" Then
If (FlawSizesd, J) >= 100! And FlawSizeDimend)
= True) Or (FlawSizesd, J) >= 1! And
FlawSizeDimen(2) = True) Then
NormLeakd, J) = CODLeakRate (DeltaPNorm,
TubeODValue(I), TubeThickValue(I),
AxialForcesN, MomentsN,
SecDimenValue, EValue(I), SyValue(I),
LeakModelParamN())
Else
NormLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
Elself LeakModel = "Fixed leak at failure" Then
If (FlawSizesd, J) >= 100! And FlawSizeDimen (1)
= True) Or (FlawSizesd, J) >= 1! And
FlawSizeDimen(2) = True) Then
NormLeakd, J) = LeakModelParamN (1)
Else
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NormLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
Elself LeakModel = "French lower estimate" Then
NormLeakd, J) = FrenchLeak (DeltaPNorm,
TubeODValue (I) , TubeThickValue (I) ,
Evalue (I) , W a l u e (I) , FluidDensValue (I) ,
FlawSizesd, J) , SyValued), SuValue(D)
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If
If NormLeakd, J) < 0! Then NormLeakd, J) = 0!
Else
NormLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
TotNormLeak(ntrial, J) = TotNormLeak(ntrial, J) +
NormLeakd, J)
Next I

Whether or not each tube would fail under accident conditions at the current time of interest
(represented by the variable J) is calculated next. All functions used to calculate the particular
value (the moment acting on the tube, burst pressure, or critical crack length) at which the tube
will fail are contained in the file Failleak.bas. A flaw is recorded as having failed under accident
conditions by setting the value of the Fail array for that flaw equal to one. The total number of
flaws failing under accident conditions during the trial at the current time of interest is also
tallied.
1

calculate number of failed tubes under accident conditions
For I = 1 To SusPop
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If FailureModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment"
Then
Mlimit = LimitMoment(TubeODValue(I),
TubeThickValue(I), SmValue(I),
SecDimenValue, FlawSizesd, J) ,
DeltaPAcc, AxialForcesA)
Mmax = MaxMoment(Mlimit, TubeThickValue(I),
FlawSizesd, J) , FailStdDev)
If MomentsA >= Mmax Then
Fail (I, J) = l
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Bruce B fretted tube burst"
Then
PBurst = BruceBurst(FlawSizes(I, J ) , FailStdDev,
FailstdDevUnit)
If DeltaPAcc >= PBurst Then
Fail (I, J) = 1
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic
collapse" Then
ACrit = SloveneFail(DeltaPAcc, TubeODValue(I),
TubeThickValue(I), KValue(I), dKValue(I),
SyValued), SuValue(D)
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If FlawSizesd, J) >= ACrit Then
Fail(I, J) = 1
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst"
Then
PBurst = PtLepBurst(SmValue(I), TubeODValue(I),
TubeThickValue(I) , FlawSizesd, J) ,
FailStdDev, FailStdDevUnit)
If DeltaPAcc >= PBurst Then
Fail(I, J) = 1
End If
Elself FailureModel = "French axial PWSCC tube burst"
Then
PBurst = FrenchBurst(SuValue(I), SyValue(I),
TubeODValue(I), TubeThickValue(I),
FlawSizesd, J) )
If DeltaPAcc >= PBurst Then
Fail (I, J) = 1
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Failure at a given size" Then
If FlawSizesd, J) >= FailStdDev Then
Fail (I, J) = 1
End If
Elself FailureModel = "OHN axial defect tube burst"
Then
PBurst = OHNaxBurst(SmValue(I),
MatlStrCorrValue(I), TubeODValue(I),
TubeThickValue(I), SecDimenValue,
FlawSizesd, J) , FailStdDev,
FailStdDevUnit)
If DeltaPAcc >= PBurst Then
Fail (I, J) = 1
End If
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If
End If
TotFails(J) = TotFails(J) + Fail(I, J)
Next I

Next, the leak rate of each flaw under accident conditions is calculated for the current time of
interest using functions from the file Failleak.bas. As with the calculation of leak rates under
normal conditions, the "French lower estimate" model is used for all flaws since they are
assumed to be through-wall. For the other two leak rates models, leak rates are calculated if the
flaw is through-wall or if the flaw was calculated to have failed under accident conditions from
the previous section of the code (as represented by "Fail(I, J) = 1").
'calculate leak rate under accident conditions
For I = 1 To SusPop
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If LeakModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD" Then
If (FlawSizesd, J) >= 100! And FlawSizeDimen (l)
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= True) Or (FlawSizes(I, J) >= 1! And
FlawSizeDimen{2) = True) Or Fail(I, J) =
1 Then
AccLeakd, J) = CODLeakRate (DeltaPAcc,
TubeODValue(I), TubeThickValue(I),
AxialForcesA, MomentsA,
SecDimenValue, EValue(I), SyValue(I),
LeakModelParamA())
Else
AccLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
Elself LeakModel = "Fixed leak at failure" Then
If (FlawSizes (I, J) >= 100! And FlawSizeDimend)
= True) Or (FlawSizes(I, J) >= 1! And
FlawSizeDimen{2) = True) Or Fail(I, J) =
1 Then
AccLeakd, J) = LeakModelParamA(1)
Else
AccLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
Elself LeakModel = "French lower estimate" Then
AccLeakd, J) = FrenchLeak (DeltaPAcc,
TubeODValue(I), TubeThickValue(I),
Evalue(I), W a l u e ( I ) , FluidDensValue (I) ,
FlawSizes (I, J) , SyValue(I), SuValue(D)
Else
'mistake
Stop
End If
If AccLeakd, J) < 0! Then AccLeakd, J) = 0!
Else
AccLeakd, J) = 0!
End If
TotAccLeak(ntrial, J) = TotAccLeak(ntrial, J) +
AccLeakd, J)
Next I

Next, the code determines if an inspection time matches the current time of interest. It does this
by looping through the array of inspection times until a match is found or until all of the
inspection times have been checked and none match the current time of interest.
'Now find inspection time that matches time of interest
If ActNumlnspects > 0 Then
Y =0
Do
Y = Y +1
If Y > ActNumlnspects Then Exit Do
Loop Until InspectTimes(Y) = Timeslnterest(J)
Else
Y =1
End If

The code then checks if the current time of interest is at a planned inspection time or not. If it is
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not, then the code checks whether the leak rate under normal conditions at this time of interest is
greater than the maximum allowable leak rate entered by the user. If it is, then the value Inspect
is set to true to indicate that an inspection is necessary, and if no inspections have been
performed at the current time of interest during any previous trials, then all of the arrays used to
record inspection results are redimensionalized to include this new inspection time.
1

if normal leak rate is too high and is not at planned
inspection, add to insp times
If Y <= Numlnspects Then
'time of interest matches a
planned inspect
Inspect = True
Elself Y <= ActNumlnspects Then 'time of interest is at
previous unplanned inspect
If TotNormLeak(ntrial, J) >= MaxNormLeak Then
Inspect = True
Else
Inspect = False
End If
Else
If TotNormLeak(ntrial, J) >= MaxNormLeak Then
'add new
inspection
ReDim Preserve InspectTimes(1 To Y)
ReDim Preserve Totlnspd To Y)
ReDim Preserve InspSizesd To SusPop, 1 To Y)
ReDim Preserve OutNumlnspSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To Y)
ReDim Preserve NumTriallnsp(1 To NumberTrials, 1 To
2, 1 To Y)
InspectTimes(Y) = Timeslnterest(J)
ActNumlnspects = Y
Inspect = True
Else
Inspect = False
End If
End If

If it is determined that an inspection is necessary at the current time of interest, then the
following section of code is used to model it.
'perform inspection at InspectTimes(Y) = Timeslnterest(J)
If Inspect = True Then

To model an inspection, the code first resets all of the counters used for the expansion rules to
zero and sets the measured size of each flaw to -1 to indicate that the flaw has not yet been
inspected.
'reset expansion counters
LocExplTot = 0
LocExp2Tot = 0
GlobExplToc = 0
GlobExp2Tot = 0
RepExpTot = 0
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Totlnsp(Y) = 0
For I = 1 To SusPop
InspSizes(I, Y) = -1!
Next I

'tube not yet inspected

The code next checks if the user has selected the option to inspect all previously detected
indications. If so, the code cycles through all of the times at which inspections have been
performed, and for each inspection time which is prior to the current time of interest, previously
detected indications are inspected. Tubes to be inspected are found by determining whether their
measured size during the prior inspection is greater than zero (indicating that the flaw was
detected) and whether the tube has been plugged (by checking that its current actual size is -2,
signifying that the tube is plugged).
If InspPrev = True Then 'inspect all previously detected
indications
For Z = 1 To ActNumlnspects
If InspectTimes(Z) < InspectTimes(Y) Then
For I = 1 To SusPop
If InspSizes (I, Z) > 0! And FlawSizesd,
J) <> -2! Then
1
tube had previously detected
indication and is not plugged
- inspect

For each tube to be inspected, a probability of detection is calculated for its flaw using functions
from Function.bas.
'calculate POD
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD = LogOddsCL (FlawSizesd,
J) , PODDistrParamO ,
PODDistrConf())
Else
POD = LogOdds(FlawSizes(I,
J) , PODDistrParamO)
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
POD = cdfLogNorm(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParamO )
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic"
Then
POD = PODDistrParam(l)
Else
'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
'fill in later
Stop
End If

If the flaw was not detected (by generating a random number greater than the POD), the
measured size is set at zero. If the flaw was detected, then its measured size is calculated using
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functions from Function.bas based on the measurement error model selected by the user. If a
negative measured size is calculated as a result of the measurement error model it is reset to zero.
The number of tubes inspected is then incremented by one for this time of interest.
If Rnd > POD Then
'flaw not
detected
IhspSizesd, Y) = 0!
Else
1
flaw detected - find measured
size
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/
Normal error" Then
InspSizesd, Y) =
LinMeasErr(FlawSizes
(I, J) ,
MeasErrDistrParamO )
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Normal"
Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error
is percentage of
actual size
InspSizes(I, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasEr
rDistrParam()) /
100 *
FlawSizes(I, J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasEr
rDistrParam())
End If
Elself MeasErrDistr =
"Deterministic" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error
is percentage of
actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
MeasErrDistrParam
(1) / 100 *
FlawSizes (I, J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
MeasErrDistrParam
(1)
End If
End If
If InspSizesd, Y) < 0! Then
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InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
End If
Totlnsp(Y) = Totlnsp(Y) + l

The code then checks to see if the user has selected any of the expansion rules for their
inspections. If so, it checks to see whether the measured size of the flaw (if detected as
represented by a measured flaw size greater than zero) meets any of the parameters for sample
size expansion. It keeps a running total of the number of flaws meeting each expansion criteria
for use later.
'check expansion rules if apply
If InspSizesd, Y) > 0! Then 'tube
has detected ind
If LocExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) <
LocExplpl Then
LocExplTot = LocExplTot +
1
End If
End If
If LocExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) >=
LocExp2pl Then
LocExp2Tot = LocExp2Tot +
1
End If
End If
If GlobExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) <
GlobExplp2 Then
GlobExplTot = GlobExplTot
+ 1
End If
End If
If GlobExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) > =
GlobExp2p2 Then
GlobExp2Tot = GlobExp2Tot
+ 1
End If
End If
If RepExp = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) > =
RepairRule Then
RepExpTot = RepExpTot + 1
End If
End If
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End If
End If
Next I
End If
Next Z
End If

The code next performs inspections of the fraction of tubes selected by the user for their initial
sample size. It calculates how many tubes are to be inspected and then determines whether or not
this requires that all remaining tubes (those not inspected as a result of being previously detected
as discussed above) in the susceptible population be inspected.
1

inspect other tubes
SampleSize = CInt(FutlnspSamp * (SusPop - TubesPlugged))
If SampleSize >= (SusPop - TubesPlugged - Totlnsp(Y))
Then

If all remaining tubes are to be inspected, then the code cycles through each tube in the
susceptible population and performs inspections of those tubes which have not been inspected
(measured flaw size is equal to -1 for uninspected tubes) and are not plugged (actual flaw size is
equal to -2 for plugged tubes). Inspections are simulated for each flaw using the same approach
discussed above. The flag for whether or not the sample expansion rules are to be checked
(CheckExpand) is also set to False since all tubes have been inspected.
'inspect all remaining tubes
For I = 1 To SusPop
If InspSizesd, Y) = -1! And FlawSizesd, J) <> 2! Then
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD = LogOddsCL(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam(),
PODDistrConf())
Else
POD = LogOdds(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam())
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
POD = cdfLogNorm(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam())
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic" Then
POD = PODDistrParam(1)
Else
'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
'fill in later
Stop
End If
If Rnd > POD Then
'flaw not detected
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
Else
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'flaw detected - find measured size
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/ Normal
error" Then
InspSizestl, Y) =
LinMeasErr(FlawSizes(I,
J ) , MeasErrDistrParamf))
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Normal" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error is a
percentage of actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasErrDis
trParamO ) / 100 *
FlawSizes(I, J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasErrDi
strParamO )
End If
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Deterministic"
Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error is a
percentage of actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
MeasErrDistrParam(l)
/ 100 * FlawSizes(I,
J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
MeasErrDistrParamd)
End If
End If
If InspSizesd, Y) < 0! Then
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
End If
Else
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
'no flaw to
detect
End If
Totlnsp(Y) = Totlnsp(Y) + 1
End If
Next I
CheckExpand = False
' a l l tubes inspected - do not
expand sample

If only a portion of the susceptible population is to be inspected, then the tubes to inspect are
selected randomly. This process is continued until the proper number of tubes have been
inspected (the parameter Z is the number of tubes which have been inspected out of the required
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number of tubes to inspect). The sample expansion rules are also checked and the number of
flaws meeting the requirements of each selected rule are tallied for later use.
Else

•inspect portion of remaining tubes
Z = 1
Do Until Z > SampleSize
I = Int(SusPop * Rnd + 1)
If InspSizesd, Y) = -1! And FlawSizesd, J) <> 2! Then
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD = LogOddsCL(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam(),
PODDistrConf())
Else
POD = LogOdds(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam())
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
POD = cdfLogNorra(FlawSizes(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParam())
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic" Then
POD = PODDistrParam(1)
Else
'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
'fill in later
Stop
End If
If Rnd > POD Then
'flaw not detected
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
Else
'flaw detected - find measured size
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/ Normal
error" Then
InspSizesd, Y) =
LinMeasErr(FlawSizes(I,
J ) , MeasErrDistrParam())
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Normal" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error is a
percentage of actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizesd, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasErrDi
strParamO ) / 100 *
FlawSizesd, J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I, J) +
InvCumNorm(MeasErrDi
strParam())
End If
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Elself MeasErrDistr = "Deterministic"
Then
If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error is a
percentage of actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizesd, J) +
MeasErrDistrParam(1)
/ 100 * FlawSizesd,
J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizesd, J) +
MeasErrDistrParam(1)
End If
End If
If InspSizesd, Y) < 0! Then
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
End If
Else
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
'no flaw to
detect
End If
Totlnsp(Y) = Totlnsp(Y) + l
Z = Z + 1
'check expansion rules if apply
If InspSizesd, Y) > 0! Then 'tube has
detected ind
If LocExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) < LocExplpl Then
LocExplTot = LocExplTot + 1
End If
End If
If LocExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) >= LocExp2pl Then
LocExp2Tot = LocExp2Tot + 1
End If
End If
If GlobExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) < GlobExplp2 Then
GlobExplTot = GlobExplTot + 1
End If
End If
If GlobExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) >= GlobExp2p2 Then
GlobExp2Tot = GlobExp2Tot + 1
End If
End If
If RepExp = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) >= RepairRule Then
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RepExpTot = RepExpTot + 1
End If
End If
End If
End If
Loop
CheckExpand = True
End If

•

'check expansion rules

After inspecting the initial sample of tubes and any tubes with previously detected indications (if
desired by the user), the code then checks if the user wants to use any of the sample expansion
rules.
'expand sample size if necessary
If LocExpl = 1 Or LocExp2 = 1 Or GlobExpl = 1 Or GlobExp2
= 1 Or RepExp = 1 Or MaxExp = 1 Then
'user wants to use expansion rules

If the user wants to use the expansion rules, then a loop is set up that will be performed until
either all of the tubes in the susceptible population are inspected or the sample rules indicate that
no additional tubes are to be inspected.
NumExpand = 1
Do While CheckExpand = True

For each expansion of the number of tubes inspected, the code first determines how many
additional rubes need to be inspected during this expansion of the sample size.
'determine number of a d d i t i o n a l tubes to inspect
AddlTubes = LocExplTot * LocExplp2 + LocExp2Tot *
LocExp2p2
If (GlobExplTot / Totlnsp(Y)) • 100 >= GlobExplpl
Then
AddlTubes = AddlTubes + GlobExplp3 * (SusPop
- TubesPlugged - Totlnsp(Y))
End If
If (GlobExp2Tot / Totlnsp(Y)) + 100 >= GlobExp2pl
Then
AddlTubes = AddlTubes + GlobExp2p3 * (SusPop
- TubesPlugged - Totlnsp(Y))
End If
If RepExpTot >= RepExppl Then
AddlTubes = AddlTubes + RepExpp2 * (SusPop TubesPlugged - Totlnsp(Y))
End If

The program then resets the counters which tally the number of tubes meeting expansion rules
only during current expansions of the sample size. This is so that flaws meeting these expansion
criteria are not counted multiple times. The two expansion rules which are dependent on the
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V

total number of tubes inspected at the current time of interest are not reset.
'reset counters for non-global expansion rules
LocExplTot = 0
LocExp2Tot = 0
RepExpTot = 0

The additional inspections are then performed. If no additional tubes are to be inspected the
value of CheckExpand is set to false so that no additional checks of the expansion rules will be
performed. All of the remaining tubes in the susceptible population are inspected if the number
of additional tubes to inspect is larger than the remaining uninspected population or if the
maximum allowable number of sample size expansions (as entered by the user) has been reached.
The inspections are performed in the same manner using the same type of code as discussed
previously.
1

can only inspect total remaining fraction
If AddlTubes = 0 Then
CheckExpand = False
Elself (AddlTubes >= (SusPop - TubesPlugged Totlnsp(Y))) Or (NumExpand = NumMaxExp)
Then
'must inspect all tubes due to expansion
rules
For I = 1 To SusPop
If InspSizesd, Y) = -1! And FlawSizesfl,
J) <> -2! Then
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics"
Then
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD =
LogOddsCL(FlawSiz
es(I, J ) ,
PODDistrParamO ,
PODDistrConf())
Else
POD =
LogOdds(Flawsizes
(I, J) ,
PODDistrParamO )
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal"
Then
POD = cdfLogNorm(FlawSizes(I,
J ) , PODDistrParam())
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic"
Then
POD = PODDistrParam(1)
Else
'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
'fill in later
Stop
End If
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If Rnd > POD Then
'flaw not
detected
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
Else
'flaw detected - find
measured size
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/
Normal error" Then
InspSizesd, Y) =
LinMeasErr(FlawSi
zes(I, J ) ,
MeasErrDistrParam
0)
Elself MeasErrDistr =
"Normal" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True
Then
1
measurement
error is a
percentage of
actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) +
InvCumNorm(Me
asErrDistrPar
am() ) / 100 *
FlawSizes(I,
J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) +
InvCumNorm(Me
asErrDistrPar
am() )
End If
Elself MeasErrDistr =
"Deterministic" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True
Then
'measurement
error is a
percentage of
actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) +
MeasErrDistrP
aram(l) / 100
*
FlawSizes(I,
J)
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Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) + MeasErrDi
strParam(l)
End If
End If
' If InspSizesd, Y) < 0! Then
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
End If
Else
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
'no flaw
to detect
End If
Totlnsp(Y) = Totlnsp(Y) + 1
End If
Next I
CheckExpand = False

If only a portion of the tube bundle is to be inspected during the current expansion of the sample
size, then tubes are selected randomly from the bundle to inspect. As with the previous section
of code used for partial susceptible population inspections, this process is continued until the
proper number of tubes have been inspected (the parameter Z is the number of tubes which have
been inspected out of the required number of tubes to inspect). The sample expansion rules are
also checked and the number of flaws meeting the requirements of each selected rule are tallied
for use in later expansions of the sample size.
Else

'AddlTubes is less than remaining sus
pop
Z = l
Do Until Z > AddlTubes
I = Int(SusPop * Rnd + l)
If InspSizesd, Y) = -1! And FlawSizes (I,
J) <> -2! Then
If FlawSizes(I, J) > 0! Then
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics"
Then
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD =
LogOddsCL(FlawSiz
es(I, J ) , PODDist
rParamO, PODDis
trConf())
Else
POD =
LogOdds(FlawSizes
(I, J) ,
PODDistrParam())
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal"
Then
POD = cdfLogNorm(FlawSizes(I,
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J ) , PODDistrParam())
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic"
Then
POD = PODDistrParam(1)
Else
'PODDistr =
"Interpolate"
•fill in later
Stop
End If
If Rnd > POD Then
'flaw not
detected
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
Else
'flaw detected - find
measured size
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/
Normal error" Then
InspSizesd, Y) =
LinMeasErr(FlawSi
zes(I, J ) ,
MeasErrDistrParam

0)
Elself MeasErrDistr =
"Normal" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True
Then
'measurement
error is a
percentage of
actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) +
InvCumNorm(Me
asErrDistrPar
am() ) / 100 *
FlawSizes(I,
J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes(I,
J) +
InvCumNorm(Me
asErrDistrPar
am() )
End If
Elself MeasErrDistr =
"Deterministic" Then
If MeasErrPercent = True
Then
'measurement
error is a
percentage of
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actual size
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes{I,
J) +
MeasErrDistrP
aram(l) / 100
FlawSizes(I,
J)
Else
InspSizesd, Y) =
FlawSizes{I,
J) +
MeasErrDistrP
aram(l)
End If
End If
If InspSizesd, Y) < 0! Then
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
End If
Else
InspSizesd, Y) = 0!
'no flaw
to detect
End If
Totlnsp(Y) = Totlnsp(Y) + 1
Z = Z + 1
'check expansion rules if apply
If InspSizesd, Y) > 0! Then 'tube
has detected ind
If LocExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) <
LocExplpl Then
LocExplTot = LocExplTot +
1
End If
End If
If LocExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) > =
LocExp2pl Then
LocExp2Tot = LocExp2Tot +
1
End If
End If
If GlobExpl = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) <
GlobExplp2 Then
GlobExplTot = GlobExplTot
+ 1
End If
End If
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If GlobExp2 = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) > =
GlobExp2p2 Then
GlobExp2Tot = GlobExp2Tot
+ 1
End If
End If
If RepExp = 1 Then
If InspSizesd, Y) > =
RepairRule Then
RepExpTot = RepExpTot + 1
End If
End If
End If
End If
Loop
CheckExpand = True
NumExpand = NumExpand + 1
End If
Loop 'goes with loop of checking expansion if not all
tubes insp
End If 'goes with checking expansion rules

Once all of the tube inspections are completed, the program determines which tubes would be
plugged as a result of their measured size. Plugged tubes are indicated by setting their actual
flaw size to -2 at all future times of interest.
'plug tubes as necessary based on inspection results
For I = 1 To SusPop
If InspSizesd, Y) >= RepairRule Then
'plug tube
For Z = (J + 1) To NumTimes
FlawSizesd, Z) = -2!
'plugged at all
future times of interest
Next Z
TubesPlugged = TubesPlugged + 1
End If
Next I

The leak rate under normal conditions is then recalculated by excluding all tubes plugged during
the outage. If the recalculated leak rate is above the maximum allowable limit entered by the
user, a message box is displayed to the user showing that not enough tubes were plugged during
the inspection to bring the leak rate below the allowable limit. The user is then given an
opportunity to terminate the probabilistic calculation because this is an unrealistic condition (a
real plant would not be allowed to restart from an outage if the leak rate under normal conditions
was above the allowable limit).
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'recalculate normal leak rate to ensure is below
allowable
StartupLeak = 0!
For I = 1 To SusPop
If InspSizesd, Y) < RepairRule Then
StartupLeak = StartupLeak + NormLeak(I, J)
End If
Next I
If StartupLeak >= MaxNormLeak Then
Reply = MsgBoxC'At time = " & Timeslnterest (J) & " on
trial # " & ntrial & " a outage was
performed" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "in which
the plugging criteria did not reduce" &
Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "the leak rate below the
allowable limit." & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) &
Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "Continue?", MB_ICONSTOP
+ MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTTON2, "Normal Leak
Rate Too High")
If Reply = IDNO Then
End
End If
End If
End If
Next J

'end of inspection "if" statement
'next time of interest

By this point in the code, all of the flaw sizes, leak rates, tube failures, and inspection results
have been calculated for each time of interest for a trial. The code then adds the results of the
trial to the total data set based on the output options selected by the user. It first calculates if the
trial meets any of the conditions for the four "probability of exceeding some value" outputs, and
if so increments the total number of trials meeting the condition by one.
'add results of trial to dataset
For J = 1 To NumTimes
If OutProbFail = 1 Then
If TotFails(J) >= 1 Then
NumTrialSingFail(J) = NumTrialSingFail(J) + 1
End If
End If
If OutMultFail = 1 Then
If TotFails(J) >= OutNumMult Then
NumTrialMultTail(J) = NumTrialMultFail(J) + 1
End If
End If
If OutNormLeak = 1 Then
If TotNormLeak(ntrial, J) >= OutMaxNormLk Then
NumTrialNormLeak(J) = NumTrialNormLeak(J) + 1
End If
End If
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If OutAccLeak = 1 Then
If TotAccLeak(ntrial, J) >= OutMaxAccLk Then
NumTrialAccLeak(J) = NumTrialAccLeak(J) + 1
End If
End If
'don't need to check accident' & normal leak rate distribution
"automatically handled in TotNormLeak and TotAccLeak arrays

Next, if the user selected to have the distribution of actual flaw sizes as an output, the array of the
total number of flaws from all trials with certain sizes is incremented for each flaw present at
each time of interest (i.e., the proper bin from the array of flaw sizes is found for eachflawand
the number of flaws in the bin is incremented by one for each time of interest). The total
number of flaws present at each time of interest for the trial is also calculated and saved in an
array.
If OutSizeDist = 1 Then
For I = 1 To SusPop
If FlawSizesd, J) > 0! Then
Y =0
Do
Y = Y +1
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Lcop While FlawSizesd, J) > OutActSizes (Y)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
OutNumActSizes(Y, J) = OutNumActSizes(Y, J) + 1
NumTrialFlaws(ntrial, J) = NumTrialFlaws(ntrial,
J) + 1
End If
Next I
End If
Next J

Next, if the user chose to have inspections results as an output, the proper bin from the array of
measured flaw sizes is found and incremented for each detected flaw from each inspection. The
arrays of number of detected flaws and tubes inspected during each trial are also incremented.
'add inspection results of trial to database
If OutlnspResult = 1 Then
If ActNumlnspects > 0 Then
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
For I = l To SusPop
If InspSizesd, J) > -1! Then
inspected
If InspSizesd, J) > 0! Then
found

'tube was
'flaw was
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Y =0
Do
Y = Y +1
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Loop While InspSizesd, J) >
OutlnspSizes(Y)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
OutNumlnspSizes(Y, J) =
OutNumlnspSizes(Y, J) + 1
NumTriallnsp(ntrial, 1, J) =
NumTriallnsp(ntrial, 1, J) + 1
End If
NumTriallnsp(ntrial, 2, J) =
NumTriallnsp(ntrial, 2, J) + 1
End If
Next I
Next J
End If
End If
Next ntrial

By this point in the subroutine all of the trials have been completed. The program displays a
different message on the visible window to alert the user as to how far along the program is and a
"DoEvents" command is executed to give Windows™ one last chance to clear its buffers before
the probabilistic model is completed.
frmModelRun!lblProgStatus.Caption
results..."
DoEvents

= "Program calculating model

The subroutine next calculates the probabilities of tube failures or of the leak rate exceeding an
input value at each time of interest by dividing the number of trials during which the condition
was met for each time of interest by the total number of trials performed.
'calculate final probabilities of failures and/or high leak rates
If OutProbFail = 1 Then
ReDim ProbSingFail(1 To NumTimes)
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ProbSingFail(J) = NumTrialSingFail(J) / NumberTrials
Next J
End If
If OutMultFail = 1 Then
ReDim ProbMultFail(1 To NumTimes)
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ProbMultFail(J) = NumTrialMultFail(J) / NumberTrials
Next J
End If
If OutNormLeak = 1 Then
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ReDim ProbNormLeak(1 To NumTimes)
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ProbNormLeak(J) = NumTrialNormLeak(J) / NumberTrials
Next J
End If
If OutAccLeak = 1 Then
ReDim ProbAccLeak(1 To NumTimes)
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ProbAccLeak(J) = NumTrialAccLeak(J) / NumberTrials
Next J
End If

Next, if the user chose the distribution of normal leak rates as an output, the leak rate values
under normal operating conditions are converted to a probability distribution. The program first
calculates the median nonzero leak rate for each time of interest (i.e., the median value from all
of the trials at each time of interest excluding trials which did not have any leakage under normal
conditions). The median values from each time of interest are then averaged, and this value is
used as the endpoint for the median bin for the output values (i.e., if 21 bins are used for output
values then the calculated average of the medians is used for the endpoint of the 10th bin, and if
51 bins are used, the calculated value is used for the endpoint of the 25th bin). All other bin
endpoints are calculated by equally dividing the number of bins between the calculated value for
the average of the medians and zero.
'convert normal leakrate array to probabilities
If OutNormDist = 1 Then
ReDim OutNormLeakSizes(1 To NumBins)
ReDim SumTotNormLeak(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim ProbTotNormLeak(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
MedLeakRate = 0
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ReDim TempLeakDist(1 To NumberTrials)
'transfer current time of interest trial result to temp array
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
TempLeakDist I) = TotNormLeak(I, J)
Next I
1
sort temp array
Call Sort(NumberTrials, TempLeakDist())
'find 50% point of non-zero leak rates in temp array
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + 1
If Y = NumberTrials Then Exit Do
Loop Until TempLeakDist(Y) > 0!
Z = CInt(.5 * (NumberTrials - Y) + Y) 'index of 50% non-zero
leak rate
MedLeakRate = MedLeakRate + TempLeakDist(Z) 'sum of the
median leak rates
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Next J
1

set up endpoints of bins
MedLeakRate = MedLeakRate / NumTimes
'average of the medians
BinSize = MedLeakRate / {(NumBins - 1) / 2)
'in this case,
MedLeakRate goes with 10th bin of 21
For I = 1 To NumBins
OutNormLeakSizes(I) = (I - 1). * BinSize
Next I

The bin corresponding to the leak rate calculated at each time of interest from each trial is then
incremented for each result, and the probability distribution is generated by dividing the total
number of results in each bin by the total number of trials performed.
'put leakrates into bins
For J = 1 To NumTimes
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + 1
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Loop While TotNormLeak(I, J) > OutNormLeakSizes (Y)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
If Y > 0 Then
'TotNormLeak(I,J) is greater than zero
SumTotNormLeak(Y, J) = SumTotNormLeak(Y, J) + 1 'add
one to appropriate bin
End If
Next I
For Y = 1 To NumBins
'convert to a probability
ProbTotNormLeak(Y, J) = SumTotNormLeak(Y, J) /
NumberTrials
Next Y
Next J
End If

The next section of code calculates the probability distribution for the leak rate under accident
conditions in the same manner as discussed above for the leak rate under normal conditions.
'convert accident leakrate array to probabilities
If OutAccDist = 1 Then
ReDim OutAccLeakSizes(1 To NumBins)
ReDim SumTotAccLeak(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim ProbTotAccLeak(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
MedLeakRate = 0
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ReDim TempLeakDist{1 To NumberTrials)
'transfer current time of interest trial result to temp array
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For I = l To NumberTrials
TempLeakDist(I) = TotAccLeak(I, J)
Next I
1
s o r t temp a r r a y
C a l l S o r t ( N u m b e r T r i a l s , TempLeakDist())
' f i n d 50% p o i n t of n o n - z e r o l e a k r a t e s i n temp a r r a y
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + 1
If Y = NumberTrials Then Exit Do
Loop Until TempLeakDist(Y) > 0!
Z = CInt(.5 * (NumberTrials - Y) + Y) 'index of 50* non-zero
leak rate
MedLeakRate = MedLeakRate + TempLeakDist(Z) 'sum of the
median leak rates
Next J
1

set up endpoints of bins
MedLeakRate = MedLeakRate / NumTimes
'average of the medians
BinSize = MedLeakRate / ((NumBins - 1) / 2)
'in this case,
MedLeakRate goes with 10th bin of 21
For I = 1 To NumBins
OutAccLeakSizes(I) = (I - 1) * BinSize
Next I
'put leakrates into bins
For J = 1 To NumTimes
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + l
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Loop While TotAccLeak(I, J) > OutAccLeakSizes(Y)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
If Y > 0 Then
'TotNormLeak(I,J) is greater than zero
SumTotAccLeak(Y, J) = SumTotAccLeak(Y, J) + 1 'add
one to appropriate bin
End If
Next I
For Y = 1 To NumBins
'convert to a probability
ProbTotAccLeak(Y, J) = SumTotAccLeak(Y, J) / NumberTrials
Next Y
Next J
End

If

The next section of code converts the array of actual flaw sizes into probability distributions. It
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first converts the array of the total number of flaws in each bin (discussed above for the results of
each trial) into a probability distribution by dividing the number of flaws in each bin by the total
number of flaws present from all trials of the model. It then develops a distribution for the
number of flaws present at each time of interest (irrespective of flaw sizes) using the same
method described above for generating the distributions of leak rates at each time of interest.
The generated distribution gives the spread of the number of flaws present in the susceptible tube
population at each time of interest.
'convert a c t u a l flaw s i z e arrays to p r o b a b i l i t i e s
If OutSizeDist = 1 Then
ReDim OutTrialFlawSizes(1 To NumBins)
ReDim SumNumTrialFlaws(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim ProbNumTrialFlaws(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
ReDim ProbNumActSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To NumTimes)
'convert OutNumActSizes, which i s number of flaws in each bin,
probability dist
For J = 1 To NumTimes
TotalFlaws = 0
For Y = 1 To NumBins
TotalFlaws = TotalFlaws + OutNumActSizes(Y, J)
Next Y

to

For Y = 1 To NumBins
ProbNumActSizes(Y, J) = OutNumActSizes(Y, J) / TotalFlaws
Next Y
Next J
MedNumFlaws = 0
For J = 1 To NumTimes
ReDim TempNumFlaws(1 To NumberTrials)
'transfer current time of interest trial result to temp array
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
TempNumFlaws(I) = NumTrialFlaws(I, J)
Next I
'sort temp array
Call Sort(NumberTrials, TempNumFlaws())
'find 50% point of non-zero leak rates in temp array
Y =0
Do
Y = Y +1
If Y = NumberTrials Then Exit Do
Loop Until TempNumFlaws(Y) > 0!
Z = CInt(.5 * (NumberTrials - Y) + Y) 'index of 50% non-zero
leak rate
MedNumFlaws = MedNumFlaws + TempNumFlaws(Z) 'sum of the
median leak rates
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Next J
1

set up endpoints of bins
MedNumFlaws = MedNumFlaws / NumTimes
'average of the medians
BinSize = MedNumFlaws / ((NumBins - 1) / 2)
'in this case,
MedNumFlaws goes with 10th bin of 21
For I = 1 To NumBins
OutTrialFlawSizes(I) = (I - 1) * BinSize
Next I
'put numbers of flaws found in each trial into bins
For J = 1 To NumTimes
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + 1
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Loop While NumTrialFlaws(I, J) > OutTrialFlawSizes(Y)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
If Y > 0 Then
'NumTrialFlaws(I,J) is greater than zero
SumNumTrialFlaws(Y, J) = SumNumTrialFlaws(Y, J) + 1
'add one to appropriate bin
End If
Next I
For Y = 1 To NumBins
'convert to a probability
ProbNumTrialFlaws(Y, J) = SumNumTrialFlaws(Y, J) /
NumberTrials
Next Y
Next J
End If

The next section of code performs the same functions for the arrays of inspection results. Note
that three probability distributions are developed: the distribution of measured flaw sizes, the
distribution of the number of flaws detected, and the distribution of the number of tubes
inspected at each inspection time (including unscheduled inspections due to high leak rates).
'convert inspection results arrays to probabilities
If OutlnspResult = l Then
If ActNumlnspects > 0 Then
ReDim OutTriallnspSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To 2)
ReDim SumNumTriallnsp(1 To NumBins, 1 To 2, 1 To
ActNumlnspects)
ReDim ProbNumTriallnsp(1 To NumBins, 1 To 2, l To
ActNumlnspects)
ReDim ProbNumlnspSizes(1 To NumBins, 1 To ActNumlnspects)
•convert OutNumlnspSizes, which is number of flaws in each
bin, to probability dist
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
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TotalFlaws = 0
For Y = 1 To NumBins
TotalFlaws = TotalFlaws + OutNumlnspSizes(Y, J)
Next Y
For Y = 1 To NumBins
If TotalFlaws = 0 Then
ProbNumlnspSizes(Y, J) = 0!
Else
ProbNumlnspSizes(Y, J) = OutNumlnspSizes(Y, J) /
TotalFlaws
End If
Next Y
Next J
For Insplndex = 1 To 2
'1 is number of flaws found, 2 is
number of flaws inspected
MedNumFlaws = 0
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
ReDim TempNumFlaws(1 To NumberTrials)
'transfer current time of interest trial result to
temp array
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
TempNumFlaws(I) = NumTriallnsp(I, Insplndex, J)
Next I
1
sort temp array
Call Sort(NumberTrials, TempNumFlaws())
'find 50% point of non-zero leak rates in temp array
Y = 0
Do
Y = Y + 1
If Y = NumberTrials Then Exit Do
Loop Until TempNumFlaws(Y) > 0!
Z = CInt(.5 * (NumberTrials - Y) + Y) 'index of 50%
non-zero leak rate
MedNumFlaws = MedNumFlaws + TempNumFlaws(Z) 'sum of
the median leak rates
Next J
1

set up endpoints of bins
MedNumFlaws = MedNumFlaws / ActNumlnspects
'average of
the medians
BinSize = MedNumFlaws / ((NumBins - 1) / 2)
'in this
case, MedNumFlaws goes with 10th bin of 21
For I = 1 To NumBins
OutTriallnspSizes(I, Insplndex) = (I - 1) * BinSize
Next I
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'put numbers of flaws found in each trial into bins
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
For I = 1 To NumberTrials
Y =0
Do
Y =Y +1
If Y > NumBins Then Exit Do
Loop While NumTriallnsp(I, Insplndex, J) >
OutTriallnspSizes(Y, Insplndex)
Y = Y - 1
'go back to previous bin
If Y > 0 Then
'NumTrialFlaws(I,J) is greater
than zero
SumNumTriallnsp(Y, Insplndex, J) =
SumNumTrialInsp(Y, Insplndex, J) + 1
'add one to appropriate bin
End If
Next I
For Y = 1 To NumBins
'convert to a probability
ProbNumTriallnsp(Y, Insplndex, J) =
SumNumTriallnsp(Y, Insplndex, J) /
NumberTrials
Next Y
Next J
Next Insplndex
End If
End If

The final section of the subroutine is used to trap any errors developed during the execution of
the subroutine. One error which can develop during program execution is that, if the initial flaw
size distribution is entered for measured flaw sizes, the integral of the actual flaw size
distribution can be large enough and the fraction of tubes inspected small enough that when they
are multiplied by the initial number of tubes with detected flaws to find the actual number of
tubes with flaws at the beginning of the trial the result can be larger than 32,767 tubes. This is
the maximum allowable number of rubes in the susceptible population due to limitations in the
programming language, and if a value greater than 32.767 is calculated an error is generated by
the code (Err = 6). The error trapping routine below truncates the value of NumberFlaws to
32,767 to prevent this error. If any other type of errors occur the program execution is stopped
for debugging since they are unanticipated errors. At this point the subroutine Calculation is
completed, and the code goes onto the output results screen as discussed in the frmModelRun
code discussed in Section 2.11.
'debugging
'Close #99
Exit Sub
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CalcError:
Select Case Err:
Case 6
If SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
If NumberFlaws * ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBinSize) * (SusPop /
NumTubesInsp) > 32767 Then
NumberFlaws = 32767
Resume Next
Else
Stop
End If
Else
If NumberFlaws * ActFlawSizeCDF(NumBins) * {SusPop /
NumTubesInsp) > 32767 Then
NumberFlaws = 32767
Resume Next
Else
Stop
End If
End If
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & "occurred",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Error"
Stop
End Select
End Sub

The next function in Calcfile.bas is used in the subroutine DataLoad (discussed later) to check
input values as they are loaded into variables to be used in the probabilistic calculation (discussed
above). It checks that the input value is a real number between zero and one. If the input value
is not a number or is an illegal value, the error routine selects the control containing the incorrect
input, gives the user a message describing the error, and sends the user back to the input form
with the incorrect input (the "Error Err" is used to pass the user back through the subroutines
called to get to this point and terminates at the input form with the incorrect value).
Private Function CheckOtol (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control) As
Single
Dim number As Single
On Error GoTo CheckOtolError
number = CSng(ControlName.Text)
If number < 0 Or number > 1 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckOtol = number
Exit Function
CheckOtolError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
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ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be a number between 0 and 1",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are real numbers between zero and 100 as
they are loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation (it is also called from the
subroutine DataLoad from this file).
Private Function CheckOtolOO (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control)
As Single
Dim number As Single
On Error GoTo CheckOtolOOError
number = CSng(ControlName.Text)
If number <= 0 Or number >= 100 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckOtolOO = number
Exit Function
CheckOtolOOError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName-Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be a number between 0 and 100",
MB_IC0NEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are real numbers greater than zero as they are
loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation.
Private Function CheckGreaterZero (FormName As Form, ControlName As
Control) As Single
Dim number As Single
On Error GoTo CheckGreaterError
number = CSng(ControlName.Text)
If number <= 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckGreaterZero = number
Exit Function
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CheckGreaterError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be a number larger than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that a value from the grid containing binned flaw sizes is an
integer value zero or greater. It is called from the subroutine LoadFlawBins, and checks that the
user entered a valid number of tubes into each bin in the grid for their measured flaw sizes at the
beginning of the model.
Private Function CheckGridlnt (BinValuesO As String, RowNum As Integer)
As Integer
Dim number As Integer
On Error GoTo CheckGridlntError
number = CInt(BinValues(2, RowNum))
If number < 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckGridlnt = number
Exit Function
CheckGridlntError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
•select incorrect cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.Row = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Col = 2
'show error message
MsgBox "This cell must be an integer larger than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
Case 6
'select incorrect cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
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frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.Row = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Col = 2
'show error message
MsgBox "This cell must be an integer 32,767 or less",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that the user entered a valid flaw size for their binned
measured flaw size distribution. It is also called from the subroutine LoadFlawBins discussed
below.
Private Function CheckGridNum (BinValuesO As String, RowNum As Integer)
As Single
Dim number As Single
On Error GoTo CheckGridNumError
number = CDbl(BinValues(1, RowNum))
If number <= 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckGridNum = number
Exit Function
CheckGridNumError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
'select incorrect cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndRow = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 1
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.Row = RowNum
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.Col = 1
1

show error message
MsgBox "This cell must be an number larger than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are valid integers with values greater than
zero as they are loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation.
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Private Function Checklnt {FormName As Form, ControlName As Control) As
Integer
Dim number As Integer
On Error GoTo ChecklntError
number = CInt(ControlName.Text)
If number < 1 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
Checklnt = number
Exit Function
ChecklntError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be an integer larger than zero",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
Case 6
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be an integer 32,767 or less",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are valid long integers (which can be as large
as 2,147,483,647 instead of the 32,767 limit for normal integers) as they are loaded into variables
used in the probabilistic calculation.
Private Function ChecklntLong (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control)
As Long
Dim number As Long
On Error GoTo ChecklntLongError
number = CLng(ControlName.Text)
ChecklntLong = number
Exit Function
ChecklntLongError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
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i

MsgBox "This input must be an integer", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
Case 6
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be an integer between + and 2,147,483,647", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are valid integers with a value of zero or
greater as they are loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation.
Private Function ChecklntZero (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control)
As Integer
Dim number As Integer
On Error GoTo ChecklntZeroError
number = CInt(ControlName.Text)
If number < 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
ChecklntZero = number
Exit Function

'

ChecklntZeroError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be an integer zero or greater",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values for the inspection times and additional times
of interest are real numbers with values of zero or greater as they are loaded into variables used
in the probabilistic calculation (the values are loaded from the two list boxes on the first form
frmModelSetUp discussed in Section 2.1 of this appendix).
Private Function CheckListltem (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control,
Index As Integer) As Single
Dim number As Single
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On Error GoTo CheckListError
number = CSng(ControlName.List(Index))
If number < 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type error
End If
CheckListltem = number
Exit Function
CheckListError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.Listlndex = Index
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or larger",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are real numbers of any value as they are
loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation.
Private Function CheckNum (FormName As Form, ControlName As Control) As
Single
Dim number As Single
On Error GoTo CheckNumError
number = CSng(ControlName.Text)
CheckNum = number
Exit Function
CheckNumError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be a number", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next function is used to check that input values are real numbers with values of zero or
greater as they are loaded into variables used in the probabilistic calculation.
Private Function CheckZeroGreater (FormName As Form, ControlName As
Control) As Single
Dim number As Single
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On Error GoTo CheckZeroError
number = CSng(ControlName.Text)
If number < 0 Then
Error 13 'Simulate wrong data type e r r o r
End If
CheckZeroGreater = number
Exit Function
CheckZeroError:
Select Case Err
Case 13
FormName.Visible = True
ControlName.SetFocus
ControlName.SelStart = 0
ControlName.SelLength = Len(ControlName.Text)
MsgBox "This input must be a number zero or l a r g e r " ,
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error Err
Exit Function
End Select
End Function

The next subroutine is used to load all of the input data from the various input forms into their
proper variables for use in the probabilistic calculation. It uses functions described above to
check the values as they are loaded into the variables, and only those variables needed based on
choices made by the user are loaded (e.g., the subroutine loads only those material and tube
dimensional parameters needed for the tube failure and leak rate models selected by the user).
The proper check functions are also used for the selected distributions and models. Any checks
of consistency, such as the proper flaw dimensions used for the selected failure and leak rate
models, are also performed in this subroutine. Errors are generated in this subroutine using the
"Error 13" command so that the user is sent back to the input sheet with the faulty input value.
Sub DataLoad ()
'obtain input data from various sheets
Dim I As Integer
Dim AddlTimes As Integer
'number of additional times of
interest
PlantName = frmModelSetUp!txtPlantName.Text
NumberSGs = Checklnt(frmModelSetUp, frmModelSetUp!txtNumSGs)
NumberTubes = Checklnt(frmModelSetUp, frmModelSetUp!txtNumTubes)
DefectType = frmModelSetUp!txtDefectType.Text
DefectLoc = frmModelSetUp!txtDefectLoc.Text
SusPop = Checklnt(frmModelSetUp, frmModelSetUp!txtSusPop)
NumberTrials = Checklnt(frmModelSetUp, frmModelSetUp!txtNumTrials)
Numlnspects = ChecklntZero(frmModelSetUp,
frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects)
AddlTimes = ChecklntZero(frmModelSetUp, frmModelSetUp!txtNumTimes)

Note here that the times of interest are the sum of the entered inspection times and the
additional times of interest.
NumTimes = Numlnspects + AddlTimes

'total number of times of
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interest (incl. inspections)
If NumTimes = 0 Then
frmModelSetUp.Visible = True
frmModelSetUp!txtNumlnspects.SetFocus
MsgBox "There must be at least one inspection time or time" &
Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "of interest at which to
calculate output values", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input
Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
ReDim Timeslnterest(1 To NumTimes) 'size array for all times of
interest (including inspections)
If Numlnspects > 0 Then
ReDim InspectTimes(1 To Numlnspects) 'size array for
inspection times
For I = 1 To Numlnspects
InspectTimes(I) = CheckListItem(frmModelSetUp,
frmModelSetUp!lstlnspTimes, I - 1)
Timeslnterest(I) = CheckListltemffrmModelSetUp,
frmModelSetUp!lstlnspTimes, I - 1)
Next I
End If
If AddlTimes > 0 Then
For I = 1 To AddlTimes
Timeslnterest(I + Numlnspects) =
CheckListItem(frmModelSetUp,
frmModelSetUpllstTimesInterest, I - 1)
Next I
End If
StartTime = CheckZeroGreater(frmModelSetUp,
frmModelSetUp!txtStartTime)
InputAssumed = frmDatalnputloptlnputType(0).Value 'Is true if is
assumed, false if measured
SizeDistr = frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.Text
If SizeDistr = "Gamma" Or SizeDistr = "Beta" Or SizeDistr =
"Weibull" Then
SizeDistrParam(1) = CheckGreaterZero(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(O))
SizeDistrParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(l))
If SizeDistr = "Beta" And (FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or
FlawSizeDimen(4) = True) Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(l).SetFocus
MsgBox "The beta size distribution requires that the flaw
size dimension" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "be either
% or fraction through wall depth",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
SizeOffset = CheckNumtfrmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset)
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Elself SizeDistr = "Lognormal" Or SizeDistr = "Gumbel" Then
SizeDistrParam(l) = CheckNum(frmDataInput,
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(0))
SizeDistrParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtDistrParam(1))
SizeOffset = CheckNum(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtSizeOffset)
Elself SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
Call LoadFlawBins
Else
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!cboInputDistr.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
For I = 1 To 4
FlawSizeDimen(I) = frmDatalnputJoptFlawSizeDimen(I - l).Value
Next I
If InputAssumed = True Then
NumFlawsDistr = frmDatalnputIcboNumFlawsDistr.Text
If NumFlawsDistr = "Fixed" Then
NumberFlaws = Checklnt(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(O))
Elself NumFlawsDistr = "Neg. Binomial" Then
NegBinomN = Checklnt{frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(1))
NegBinomP = CheckGreaterZero(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(0))
Else
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!cboNumFlawsDistr.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Else
NumberFlaws = Checklnt(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtNumFlawsParam(0))
NumTubesInsp = Checklnt(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtNumTubesInsp)
End If
SecFlawDimen = frmDatalnputichkSecFlawDim.Value
If SecFlawDimen = 1 Then 'user checked box to use a secondary
flaw dimension
SecDimenValue = CheckGreaterZero(frmDatalnput,
frmDatalnput!txtSecDimValue)
SecDimenUnits = frmDatalnput!txtSecDimUnits.Text
End If
PODDistr = frmECTInputicboPODDistr.Text
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then
PODDistrParam(1) = CheckNum(frmECTInput,
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frmECTInput!txtPODParam(0))
PODDistrParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1))
PODConfLimit » frmECTInput!chkConfLevel.Value
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then 'user checked box to use a
confidence level
PODDistrConf<1) = CheckOtolOO(frmECTInput,
f rmECTInput!txtPODParam(2))
PODDistrConf(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(3))
PODDistrConf(3) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(4))
PODDistrConf(4) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(5))
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
PODDistrParam(l) = CheckNum(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(0))
P0DDistrParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1))
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic" Then
PODDistrParam(l) = CheckOtol(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtPODParam(1))
Else
frmECTInput.Visible = True
frmECTInput!cboPODDistr.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions"
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
MeasErrDistr = frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.Text
If MeasErrDistr = "Linear w/ Normal error" Then
MeasErrDistrParam(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(0))
MeasErrDistrParam(2) = CheckNum(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(1))
MeasErrDistrParam(3) = CheckZeroGreater(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(2))
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Normal" Then
MeasErrDistrParam(1) = CheckNum(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(0))
MeasErrDistrParam(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(l))
Elself MeasErrDistr = "Deterministic" Then
MeasErrDistrParam(l) = CheckNum(frmECTInput,
frmECTInput!txtMeasErrParam(1))
Else
frmECTInput.Visible = True
frmECTInput!cboMeasErrDist.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions'
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
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End if
MeasErrPercent = frmECTInputioptMeasErrUnits(0).Value
GrowthDistr = frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.Text
If GrowthDistr = "Gamma" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1))
GrowthParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Exponential" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Normal" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckNum(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1))
GrowthParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Linear Equation" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckNum(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1))
GrowthParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
GrowthParam(3) = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Quadratic Equation" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckNum(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(0))
GrowthParam(2) = CheckNum(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(l))
GrowthParam(3) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
GrowthParam(4) = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Deterministic" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
Elself GrowthDistr = "Fracture Mechanics Model" Then
GrowthParam(1) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(0))
GrowthParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(1))
GrowthParam(3) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(2))
GrowthParam(4) = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(3))
GrowthParam(5) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtGrowParam(4))
Else
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
frmFlawParam!cboGrowDistr.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
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GrowthPercent = frmFlawParamloptGrowthUnits(1).Value 'true if
growth is percent of size, false if size per time
InitDistr = frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.Text
If InitDistr = "Weibull" Then
InitParam(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(O))
InitParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(l))
InitiatedSize = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize)
Elself InitDistr » "Lognormal" Then
InitParam(l) = CheckNum(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(O))
InitParam(2) = CheckGreaterZero(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitParam(l))
InitiatedSize = CheckZeroGreater(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize)
Elself InitDistr = "No Flaw Initiation" Then
'no input parameters
InitiatedSize = SizeOffset
Else
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
frmFlawParam!cboInitDistr.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If SizeDistr <> "Binned Results" And InitiatedSize < SizeOffset
Then
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.SetFocus
MsgBox "The size of flaws at initiation must be greater than"
& Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "or equal to the offset in the
flaw size distribution", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input
Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
If BinSizeDistr(1, 1) < InitiatedSize Then
frmFlawParam.Visible = True
frmFlawParam!txtlnitSize.SetFocus
MsgBox "The size of flaws at initiation must be less than
or equal to the" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "smallest
measured flaw included in the binned input data",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
End If
SeedDefault = frmFlawParamloptSeedValue(0).Value
SeedRandom = frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(1).Value
Seedlnput = frmFlawParam!optSeedValue(2).Value
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If Seedlnput = True Then
SeedValue = ChecklntLong(frmFlawParam,
frmFlawParam!txtSeedValue)
End If
FailureModel = frmLeakCalcs!cboFailureModel.Text
If FailureModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment" Then
FailStdDev = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
f rmLeakCalcs! txtFail'StdDev)
FailStdDevUnit = frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput{0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
AxialForcesN = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(2))
AxialForcesA = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(3))
MomentsN = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(4))
MomentsA = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(5))
Sm(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm)
Sm(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm) A 2
If SecFlawDimen = 0 Then "user did not check box to use a
secondary flaw dimension
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!chkSecFlawDim.SetFocus
MsgBox "The Bruce 2 failure model requires an" & Chr(13)
& Chr{10) & "assumed circumferential extent",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1).SetFocus
MsgBox "The Bruce 2 failure model requires that the flaw
size" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "dimension be either
% or fraction through wall depth",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Bruce B fretted tube burst" Then
FailStdDev = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev)
FailStdDevUnit = frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero (fr'mLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(l))
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
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frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(l).SetFocus
MsgBox "The Bruce B failure model requires that the flaw
size" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "dimension be either
% or fraction through wall depth",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Slovene axial PWSCC plastic collapse" Then
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sy(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy)
Sy(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSy) * 2
Su(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSu)
Su(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSu) A 2
K(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanK)
K(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevK) * 2
dK(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeandK)
dK(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevdK) * 2
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = False Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(2).SetFocus
MsgBox "The Slovene failure model requires that the flaw
size" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "dimension be axial
crack length", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Pt. Lepreau pitted tube burst" Then
FailStdDev = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev)
FailStdDevUnit = frmLeakCalcsloptStdDevUnits(0).Value
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sm(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm)
Sm(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm) A 2
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1).SetFocus
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MsgBox "The Pt. Lepreau failure model requires that the
flaw size" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "dimension be
either % or fraction through wall depth",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself FailureModel = "French axial PWSCC tube burst" Then
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sy(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy)
Sy(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSy) A 2
Su(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSu)
Su(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSu) * 2
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = False Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(2).SetFocus
MsgBox "The French failure model requires that the flaw
size dimension" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "be axial
crack length", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself FailureModel = "Failure at a given size" Then
FailStdDev = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev)
Elself FailureModel = "OHN axial defect tube burst" Then
FailStdDev = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtFailStdDev)
FailStdDevUnit = frmLeakCalcs!optStdDevUnits(0).Value
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sm(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm)
Sm(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm) * 2
MatlStrCorr(1) = CheckGreaterZero{frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanStrCorr)
MatlStrCorr(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevStrCorr) A 2
If SecFlawDimen = 0 Then 'user did not check box to use a
secondary flaw dimension
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!chkSecFlawDim.SetFocus
MsgBox "The OHN tube burst model requires an assumed
axial crack length", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input
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Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1).SetFocus
MsgBox "The OHN failure model requires that the flaw size
dimension" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "be either % or
fraction through wall depth", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Else
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = True
frmLeakCalcs!cboFailureModel.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
LeakModel = frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.Text
If LeakModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack COD" Then
LeakModelParamN(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev{0))
LeakModelParamN(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(1)) " 2
LeakModelParamA(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(2))
LeakModelParamA(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3)) A 2
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero{frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
AxialForcesN = CheckGreaterZero{frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(2))
AxialForcesA = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(3))
MomentsN = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(4))
MomentsA = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(5))
Sm(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm)
Sm(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm) * 2
Sy(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy)
Sy(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSy) A 2
E(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
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frmMaterialProp!txtMeanE)
E(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevE) * 2
If SecFlawDimen = 0 Then 'user did not check box to use a
secondary flaw dimension
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput1chkSecFlawDim.SetFocus
MsgBox "The Bruce 2 leak rate model requires an" &
Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "assumed circumferential
extent", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1).SetFocus
MsgBox "The Bruce 2 leak rate model requires that the
flaw size" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "dimension be
either % or fraction through wall depth",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Elself LeakModel = "Fixed leak at failure" Then
LeakModelParamN(l) = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(l))
LeakModelParamA(1) = CheckZeroGreater(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtLeakStdDev(3))
Elself LeakModel = "French lower estimate" Then
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sy(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSy)
Sy(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialPropitxtStdDevSy) ~ 2
Su(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSu)
Su(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSu) " 2
E(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanE)
E(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevE) * 2
V(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanV)
V(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialPropitxtStdDevV) * 2
FluidDens(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanDensity)
FluidDens(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevDensity) A 2
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = False Then
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frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(2).SetFocus
MsgBox "The French leak rate model requires that the flaw
size" & Chr(13) & Chr{10) & "dimension be axial
crack length", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
Else
frmLeakCalcs.Visible = True
frmLeakCalcs!cboLeakModel.SetFocus
MsgBox "Please choose one of the listed distributions",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If
If Not ((FailureModel = "Failure at a given size" Or FailureModel
= "Bruce B fretted tube burst") And LeakModel = "Fixed
leak at failure") Then
TubeOD(l) = checkGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeOD)
TubeOD(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevTubeOD) * 1
TubeThick(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtMeanTubeT)
TubeThick(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialPropltxtStdDevTubeT) * 2
End If
SlUnits = frmLeakCalcs!optUnitsSystem(1).Value
'true if
units are in SI, false if in English
MaxNormLeak = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtMaxLeakRate)
FutlnspSamp = CheckOtol(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtSampleSize)
InspPrev = frmInspPlan!optInspPrev(0).Value
RepairRule = CheckGreaterZero(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtRepairRule)
LocExpl = frmlnspPlanichkLocExpl.Value
If LocExpl = 1 Then 'user checked box to use local exp. criteria
#1
LocExplpl = CheckGreaterZero(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl(0))
LocExplp2 = checklnt(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtLocExpl (l))
End If
LocExp2 = frmlnspPlan!chkLocExp2.Value
If LocExp2 = 1 Then 'user checked box to use local exp. criteria
# 2
LocExp2pl = CheckGreaterZero(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(0))
LocExp2p2 = Checklnt(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtLocExp2(1))
End If
GlobExpl = frmlnspPlan!chkGlobExpl.Value
If GlobExpl = 1 Then 'used checked box to use global exp.
criteria # 1
GlobExplpl = CheckOtolOO(frmlnspPlan,
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frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(0))
GlobExplp2 = CheckGreaterZero(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(1))
GlobExplp3 = CheckOtol(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExpl(2))
End If
GlobExp2 = frmlnspPlanichkGlobExpl.Value
If GlobExp2 = 1 Then 'used checked box to use global exp.
criteria # 2
GlobExp2pl = CheckOtolOO(frmlnspPlan,
frmlnspPlan!txtGlobExp2(0))
GlobExp2p2 = CheckGreaterZero(frmlnspPlan,
frmInspPlan!txtGlobExp2(1))
GlobExp2p3 = CheckOtol(frmlnspPlan,
frmInspPlan!txtGlobExp2(2))
End If
RepExp = frmlnspPlanichkRepExp.Value
If RepExp = 1 Then 'user checked box to use repairable inds. exp.
criteria
RepExppl = Checklnt(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(0))
RepExpp2 = CheckOtol(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtRepExp(1))
End If
MaxExp = frmlnspPlan!chkMaxExp.Value
If MaxExp = 1 Then 'user checked box to use repairable inds. exp.
criteria
NumMaxExp = Checklnt(frmlnspPlan, frmlnspPlan!txtMaxExp)
Else
NumMaxExp = 32 76 7
End If
OutProbFail = frmOutputSelectichkProbFailure.Value
OutMultFail = frmOutputSelect!chkMultTubeFail.Value
If OutMultFail = 1 Then 'user checked box to find prob of
multiple tube failures
OutNumMult = Checklnt(frmOutputSelect,
frmOutputSelect!txtMultTubeFail)
End If
OutNormLeak = frmOutputSelect!chkProbNormLeak.Value
If OutNormLeak = 1 Then 'user checked box to find prob. of norm
leak rate
OutMaxNormLk = CheckGreaterZero(frmOutputSelect,
frmOutputSelect!txtProbNormLeak)
End If
OutAccLeak = frmOutputSelect!chkProbAccLeak.Value
If OutAccLeak = 1 Then 'user checked box to find prob. of ace.
leak rate
OutMaxAccLk = CheckGreaterZero(frmOutputSelect,
frmOutputSelect!txtProbAccLeak)
End If
OutNormDist = frmOutputSelect!chkLkNormDist.Value
OutAccDist = frmOutputSelect!chkLkAccDist.Value
OutSizeDist = frmOutputSelect!chkSizeDist.Value
OutlnspResult = frmOutputSelect!chklnspResults.Value
End Sub
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The next subroutine is used to load the binned flaw size distribution into the variables necessary
for the probabilistic model (it is called from the above subroutine DataLoad). It first loads all bin
values into a temporary array to determine how many rows of data were entered by the user and
checks that none of the rows have one cell with data and one empty cell.
Sub LoadFlawBins ()
'load flaw size bins from grid
Static BinValuesd To 2, 1 To 100) As String
'temp array to load
values from bins
Dim I As Integer
'counter for row numbers
Dim TotNumTubes As Integer
'total number of tubes in all bins
1

figure out how many rows of data there are
For I = 1 To 100
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartRow = I
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndRow = I
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 1
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
BinValuesd, I) = Left$ (frmBinnedlnput IgrdBinValues .Clip,
InStr{frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip, Chr$(9)) - 1)
BinValues(2, I) = Right$(frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip,
Len(frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Clip) InStr(frmBinnedlnput!grdBinValues.Clip, Chr$(9)))
If BinValuesd, I) = "" And BinValues(2, I) <> "" Then
'select empty cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 1
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Row = I
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Col = 1
'show error message
MsgBox "Maximum flaw size in bin is blank",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
El self BinValuesd, I) <> "" And BinValues(2, I) = "" Then
'select empty cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Row = I
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Col = 2
1

show error message
MsgBox "Number of tubes in bin is blank", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION,
"Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
Elself BinValuesd, I) = "" And BinValues(2, I) = "" Then
NumBinSize = 1 - 1
Exit For
Elself I = 100 Then
NumBinSize = I
End If
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Next I
ReDim BinSizeDistr(1 To 2, 1 To NumBinSize)

Once it knows how many bins there are, the total number of flaws in all bins are calculated
(the value for the number of flaws in each bin is also checked to make sure that it is a valid
integer).
'calculate total number of tubes in all bins (also checks that
value in grid is an integer)
For I = 1 To NumBinSize
TotNumTubes = TotNumTubes + CheckGridlnt(BinValues(), I)
Next I

For each bin, the maximum flaw size and the fraction of tubes in the bin is then loaded into
the BinSizeDistr array (the validity of the maximum flaw size is checked at this point).
For I = 1 To NumBinSize
'load max bin flaw sizes into BinSizeDistr array
BinSizeDistr(1, I) = CheckGridNum(BinValues(), I)
'calculate fraction of flaws in each bin and load into
BinSizeDistr array
BinSizeDistr(2, I) = CInt(BinValues(2, I)) / TotNumTubes
Next I

The code then sorts the array in ascending order of flaw size and checks that there are no
flaws in the first bin. No flaws are allowed in the first bin so that the smallest flaw size
present will be bounded (this will be used later for selection of initial flaw sizes or for the
integration of the measured flaw sizes with the POD).
1

sort BinSizeDistr by first column so is in order by flaw size
Call Sort2D(NumBinSize, BinSizeDistr())
'check that no flaws are in first bin so that program knows lower
limit of input flaw sizes
If BinSizeDistr(2, 1) <> 0! Then
'select first cell in grid and change active cell
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelStartRow = l
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.SelEndRow = 1
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelStartCol = 2
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.SelEndCol = 2
frmBinnedlnput.Visible = True
frmBinnedlnputigrdBinValues.Row = l
frmBinnedlnputIgrdBinValues.Col = 2
1

show error message
MsgBox "Number of tubes in the first bin should be zero in
order to set the lower limit of flaws",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
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Exit Sub
End If

Finally, the array of flaw sizes is converted to either a probability density function (if the
bins were of measured flaw sizes) or to a cumulative density function (if the bins were of
assumed flaw sizes). The array is now in a form where it can be used by the probabilistic
calculation portion of the program.
'calculate pdf for measured or cdf for assumed distributions
If InputAssumed = True Then
'calculate cdf - first bin is already correct
For I = 2 To NumBinSize
'sum of fraction of tubes in bin plus previous fractions
BinSizeDistr(2, I) = BinSizeDistr(2, I) + BinSizeDistr (2, I 1)
Next I
Else
'calculate pdf - fraciton of tubes in bin divided by length of
bin
BinSizeDistr(2, 1) = BinSizeDistr(2, 1) / BinSizeDistr(1, 1)
For I = 2 To NumBinSize
BinSizeDistr(2, I) = BinSizeDistr(2, I) / (BinSizeDistr(1, I)
- BinSizeDistrd, I - 1) )
Next I
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine is an extrapolation routine used in the numerical integration of the actual
flaw size distribution to determine the number of bins necessary to get accurate results from the
integral."
Sub polint (xa() As Single, ya() As Single, offset As Integer, n As
Integer, X As Single, Y As Single, dy As Single)
'Given arrays xa and ya, each of length n, and given a value X, this
routine
'returns a value Y and an error estimate dy. If P(X) is the
polynomial of degree
'N-l such that P(xa(i)) = ya(i), i = l,...,n, then the returned value
Y = P(X).
'offset is the first value of the arrays xa and ya to be evaluated.
Const NMAX = 1 0
Dim I As Integer
Dim M As Integer
Dim ns As Integer
Dim den As Single
Dim dif As Single
Dim dift As Single
Dim ho As Single
Dim hp As Single
Dim w As Single
Static c(l To NMAX) As Single
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Static d(l To NMAX) As Single
n s ••= 1
dif = Abs(X - xa(offset))
For 1 = 1 To n
dift = Abs(X - xa(I + offset - 1)
If dift < dif Then
ns = I
dif = dift
End If
c(I) = ya(I + offset - 1)
d(I) = ya(I + offset - 1)
Next I
Y = ya (ns + offset - 1)
ns == ns - 1
For M = 1 To n - 1
For I = 1 To n - M
ho = xa(I + offset - 1) - X
hp = xa(I + M + offset - 1) w = c(I + 1) - d(I)
den = ho - hp
If den = 0 Then Stop
den = w / den
I) = hp * den
c (I) = ho * den
Next I
If 2 • ns < n - M Then
dy = c (ns + 1)
Else
dy = d(ns)
End If
Y = Y + dy
Next: M
End Sub

The next subroutine is called to perform the integration of the actual flaw size distribution.11 It
calls the subroutines trapzd to do the calculations and polint to calculate whether or not the
calculated value meets the desired accuracy. This subroutine allows the program to determine
the maximum number of steps necessary to calculate the actual flaw size integral. Note that if
the integration does not converge to the desired accuracy after 20 steps, an error message is
displayed and the execution of the program is terminated, because there is a problem with the
integration.
Sub qromb (a As Single, b As Single, ss As Single)
Const EPS = .0001
Const JMAX = 2 0
Const JMAXP = JMAX + 1
Const K = 5
Const KM = K - 1
'returns as ss the integral of the function from a to b. Integration
is performed
'by Romberg's method or order 2K, where, e.g., K = 2 is Simpson's
rule.
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'Parameters: EPS is the fractional accuracy desired, as determined
by the
'extrapolation error estimate, JMAX limits the total number of steps,
K is the
'number of points used in the extrapolation
On Error GoTo 0:
errors

'turn off error trapping in routine so can find

Dim J As Integer
Dim dss As Single
Static h(l To JMAXP) As Single
Static S(l To JMAXP) As Single
h(l) = 1!
For J = 1 To JMAX
Call trapzd(a, b, S{J), J)
If J >= K Then
Call polint(h(), S O , J - KM, K, 0!, ss, dss)
If Abs(dss) <= EPS * Abs(ss) Then Exit Sub
End If
S(J + 1) = S(J)
h(j + 1) = .25 * h(J)
Next J
If J = 21 Then
MsgBox "Integration of Measured Flaw Size Distribution divided
by" & Chr(13) & Chr(lO) & "POD i s not converging.
Please
reevaluate input parameters" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "for
measured flaw size d i s t r i b u t i o n , POD, and measurement
e r r o r . " & Chr(l3) & Chr(10) & Chr(l3) & Chr(10) £.
"Program will be terminated.", MB_ICONSTOP, "Integration
Rourine Error"
End
End If
End Sub

The next subroutine actually calculates the value of the integral of the actual flaw size
distribution." It does this by calculating the value of the probability density of the actual flaw
size distribution (which is equal to the density of the measured flaw size distribution divided by
the probability of detection function) at a series of points. Note that while performing
calculations the subroutine assumes that the value X (or the endpoints a and b) are actual flaw
sizes. Therefore, they are converted to a measured flaw size using the systematic measurement
error before determining the value of the pdf of the measured distribution. Any offset in the
measured flaw size distribution is also accounted for. Note also that the minimum allowable
value for the POD is 0.000001, so that the value of the integral does not become too large at
small flaw sizes.
Sub trapzd (a As Single, b As Single, S As Single, n As Integer)
'This routine computes the nth stage of refinement of an extended
trapezoidal
'rule. Function is to be integrated between input limits a and b.
When called
'with n=l, the routine returns as s the crudest estimate of the
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integral.
•Subsequent calls with n=2,3,... (in that sequential order) will
improve the
'accuracy of s by adding 2*{n-2) additional interior points. s
should not be
'modified between sequential calls.
Dim J As Long
Dim it As Long
Dim del As Single
Dim sum As Single
Dim tnm As Single
Dim X As Single
Dim SizePDF As Single
Dim SizePDFa As Single
Dim SizePDFb As Single
Dim POD As Single
Dim PODa As Single
Dim PODb As Single
If n = l Then
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then
'Calculate POD at
endpoints
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
PODa = LogOddsCLfa, PODDistrParamO, PODDistrConf())
PODb = LogOddsCL(b, PODDistrParamO, PODDistrConf ())
Else
PODa = LogOddsfa, PODDistrParamO)
PODb = LogOdds<b, PODDistrParamO)
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
PODa = cdfLogNorm(a, PODDistrParam())
PODb = cdfLogNorm(b, PODDistrParamO)
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic" Then
PODa = PODDistrParam(1)
PODb = PODDistrParam(1)
Else 'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
1
fill in later
Stop
End If
If SizeDistr = "Beta" Then
SizePDFa = pdfBeta(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam0)'Calculate pdf of
measured size distr at endpoints
SizePDFb = pdfBeta(b • MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
Elself SizeDistr = "Gamma" Then
SizePDFa = pdfGamma(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
SizePDFb = pdfGamma(b * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
Elself SizeDistr = "Weibull" Then
SizePDFa = pdfWeibull(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
SizePDFb = pdfWeibull(b * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr -
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SizeOffset, SizeDistrParamO)
Elself SizeDistr = "Lognormal" Then
SizePDFa = pdfLogNorm(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParamO)
SizePDFb = pdfLogNormtb * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParamO)
Elself SizeDistr = "Gumbel" Then
SizePDFa = pdfGumbel(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParain() )
SizePDFb = pdfGumbel(b * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParamO)
Elself SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
SizePDFa = pdfBinned(a * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr,
BinSizeDistr(), NumBinSize)
SizePDFb = pdfBinnedfb • MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr,
BinSizeDistr(), NumBinSize)
Else
Stop
End If
If PODa = 0! Then
S = .5 * (b - a) * (SizePDFb / PODb)
Elself PODb = 0! Then
S = .5 * (b - a) • (SizePDFa / PODa)
Else
S = .5 * (b - a) * (SizePDFa / PODa + SizePDFb / PODb)
End If
Else
it = 2 A (n - 2)
tnm = it
del = (b - a) / tnm
X = a + .5 * del
sum = 0!
For J = 1 To it
If PODDistr = "Log-logistics" Then 'Calculate POD at point X
If PODConfLimit = 1 Then
POD = LogOddsCL(X, PODDistrParamO, PODDistrConf())
Else
POD = LogOdds(X, PODDistrParamO)
End If
Elself PODDistr = "Lognormal" Then
POD = cdfLogNorm(X, PODDistrParamO)
Elself PODDistr = "Deterministic" Then
POD = PODDistrParam(l)
Else 'PODDistr = "Interpolate"
'fill in later
Stop
End If
If SizeDistr = "Beta" Then
SizePDF = pdfBeta(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())'Calculate pdf of
measured size distr at point X
Elself SizeDistr = "Gamma" Then
SizePDF = pdfGamma(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr -
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SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
Elself SizeDistr = "Weibull" Then
SizePDF = pdfWeibull(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr
SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
Elself SizeDistr = "Lognormal" Then
SizePDF = pdfLogNorm(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr
SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam0)
Elself SizeDistr = "Gumbel" Then
SizePDF = pdfGumbel(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr SizeOffset, SizeDistrParam())
Elself SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
SizePDF = pdfBinned(X * MeasErrSlope + MeanMeasErr,
BinSizeDistr(), NumBinSize)
Else
Stop
End If
If POD < .000001 Then
sum = sum + SizePDF / .000001
Else
sum = sum + SizePDF / POD
End If
X = X + del
Next J
S = .5 * (S + (b - a) * sum / tnm)
End If
End Sub
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2.13 Function.bas
Function.bas contains all of the functions and subroutines describing the statistical distributions,
growth rate models, measurement error models, and sorting routines used by CANTIA in the
probabilistic model calculation. As with all other files containing CANTIA code, the first
portion of the code requires that all variables be explicitly declared. It then declares the value of
pi as a global constant.
Option Explicit
Global Const pi = 3.141593

The next function is used to determine the value of an angle in radians with a cosine equal to the
input number X. This is not one of the intrinsic Visual Basic™ functions, and therefore must be
derived.
Function Arccos (X As Single) As Single
Arccos = Atn(-X / Sqr(-X * X + l)) + 1.5708
End Function

The next function determines the cumulative value of a Gumbel distribution at the input number
X. The form of the distribution is shown in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function cdfGumbel (X As Single, piramO As Single) As Single
'param(l) is lambda, param(2) _s delta
cdfGumbel = Exp(-Exp(-(X - param(l)) / param(2)))
End Function

The next function determines the cumulative value of a lognormal distribution at the input
number X using the cumulative value of a normal distribution at the value log(X).
Function cdfLogNorm (X As Single, pararaO As Single) As Single
'param(l) i s mu, param(2) i s sigma squared
If X <= 0 Then
cdfLogNorm = 0!
Else
cdfLogNorm = cdfNorm(Log(X), paramf))
End If
End Function

The next function determines the cumulative value of a normal distribution at the input number
X. It uses an approximation for the value of the cumulative distribution in the positive half of the
standard normal distribution 12 with an error of | e (x)|<2.5 x \0'A in the calculated cumulative
value.
Function cdfNorm (X As Single, paramf) As Single) As Single
'param(l) is mu, param(2) is sigma squared
Dim xx As Single
'standardized value of X - number of std devs
from mean
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Dim xr As Single
distr
Dim yy As Single

'value of xx in right hand part of std normal
'value of CDF for positive half of std norm distr

xx = (X - param(l)) / Sqr(param(2))
xr = Abs(xx)
yy = 1 - .5 * (1 + .196854 * xr + .115194 * xr * 2 + .000344 * xr
+ .019527 * xr * 4) " -4

A

3

If xx < 0 Then yy = 1 - yy
cdfNorm = yy
End Function

The next function determines the cumulative value of a Weibull distribution at the input number
X. The form of the distribution is shown in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function cdfWeibull (X As Single, paramO As Single) As Single
'param(l) is b, param(2) is theta
If X <= 0 Then
cdfWeibull = 0!
Else
cdfWeibull = 1 - Exp(-(X / param(2)) * param(l))
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate flaw sizes at times of interest using the integral of the
fracture mechanics growth law shown in the CANTIA user's manual, which is equal to:

where C is the flaw size at time t, Cmjl is the flaw size at the initial time tinit, o is the stress in the
tube wall, and A, B, and n are parameters describing the growth rate law entered by the user.
Function FracMechGrow (paramO As Single, Timelnterest As Single,
Timelnit As Single, Sizelnit As Single) As Single
'uses fracture mechanics growth law growth = A*K*n
'where K = B*stress*sqr(size)
'param(l) is A, param(2) is B, param(3) is n, param(4) is stress
Dim a As Single
Dim b As Single
Dim n As Single
Dim sigma As Single
a = param(l)
b = param(2)
n = param(3)
sigma = param(4)
If n <> 2! And Sizelnit > 0! Then
FracMechGrow = ((l - n / 2} * (a * b * n * sigma " n *
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(Timelnterest - Timelnit)) + Sizelnit * (1 - n / 2))
(1 / (1 - n / 2))
Else
Stop
End If
End Function

The next function calculates the log value of the gamma function for the input value xx."
Function gammln (xx As Single) As Single
'returns the log value of the gamma function for xx>0
'from Numerical Recipes, p. 207
Dim J As Integer
Dim ser As Single
Dim stp As Single
Dim tmp As Single
Dim X As Single
Dim Y As Single
Static cof(l To 6) As Single
cof (1) = 76.1800917294715
cof (2) = -86.5053203294168
cof (3) = 24.0140982408309
cof (4) = -1.23173957245016
cof (5) = 1.2 086 5 0973 86618E-03
cof (6) = -5.39523 93 84953E-06
stp = 2. 506628274631
X = XX
Y = X
tmp = X + 5.5
tmp = (X + .5) * Log(tmp) - tmp
ser = 1. 00000000019002
For J = 1 To 6
Y = Y + 1!
ser = ser + cof(J) / Y
Next J
gammln = tmp + Log(stp • ser / X)
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a geometric distribution with a
probability P of success on each trial. Results from this function are used by the function
generating negative binomially distributed values.
Function geom (P As Double) As Integer
Dim U As Double
U = CDbl(Rnd)
geom = Int(Log(U) / Log(l - P))
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from the ''actual'' flaw size distribution
generated by convoluting the measured flaw size distribution with the probability of detection. It
determines which bin the generated random value belongs to and then assumes that flaw sizes are
linearly distributed throughout the bin.
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Function InvCumActual (ActFlawSize () As Single, ActFlawSizeCDFO As
Single) As Single
Dim U As Single
Dim I As Integer
U = Rnd
If SizeDistr = "Binned Results" Then
I = NumBinSize
Else
I = NumBins
End If
Do While U < ActFlawSizeCDF(I)
1 =1 - 1
Loop
'calculate flaw size
InvCumActual = ActFlawSize(I) + (U - ActFlawSizeCDF(I)) *
({ActFlawSize(I + 1) - ActFlawSize(I)) / (ActFlawSizeCDF(I
+ 1) - ActFlawSizeCDF(I)))
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a distribution of initial flaw sizes
entered by the user. It uses the same approach as the inverse "actual" flaw size distribution
function discussed above to determine initial flaw sizes for a trial.
Function InvCumBinned
Dim U As Single
Dim I As I n t e g e r
U = Rnd
I = NumBinSize

(BinSizeDistr()

Do While U < B i n S i z e D i s t r ( 2 ,
1 = 1-1
Loop

As Single)

As S i n g l e

I)

'calculate flaw size
InvCumBinned = BinSizeDistr(l, I) + (U - BinSizeDistr(2, I)) *
( (BinSizeDistrd, I + l) - BinSizeDistr (1, I)) /
(BinSizeDistr(2, I + l) - BinSizeDistr(2, I)))
End Function

The next subroutine is used to randomly select values from an exponential distribution.
Function InvCumExp (param() As Single) As Single
'param(l) i s beta
Dim U As Single
U = Rnd
InvCumExp = -param(l) * Log(l - U)
End Function
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The next subroutine is used to randomly select values from a gamma distribution.13 It uses
different routines depending on whether the parameter k is less than one, equal to one, or greater
than one.
Function InvCumGamma (param() As Single) As Single
'param(l) is lambda, param(2) is k
'lambda is I/beta (Law & Kelson), k is alpha
'parameters for algorithm
Dim b As Single
Dim e As Single
Dim P As Single
Dim Y As Single
Dim X As Single
Dim a As Single
Dim q As Single
Dim theta As Single
Dim D As Single
Dim v As Single
Dim W As Single
Dim Z As Single
Dim Ul As Single
Dim U2 As Single

'random numbers

If param(2) = 1! Then
'use exponential routine with mean of 1
Ul = Rnd
X = -Log(l - Ul)
Elself param(2) > 0! And param{2) < 1! Then
e = Exp(l)
b = (e + param(2)) / e
Do While 0 < 1
'which is always true
Ul = Rnd
P = b * Ul
If P > 1 Then
Y = -Log((b - P) / param(2))
U2 = Rnd
If U2 <= Y * (param(2) - 1) Then
X = Y
Exit Do
End If
Else
Y = P * (1 / param<2))
U2 = Rnd
If U2 <= Exp(-Y) Then
X = Y
Exit Do
End If
End If
Loop
Else
'alpha greater than 1
a = 1 / (Sqr(2 * param(2) - 1))
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b = param(2) - Log(4)
q = param(2) + 1 / a
theta = 4 . 5
D = 1 + Log(theta)
Do While 0 < 1
Ul = Rnd
U2 = Rnd
I f Ul = 0! Then Ul = .000001 •
v = a * Log(Ul / (1 - U l))
Y = param(2) * Exp(v)
Z = Ul * 2 * U2
W= b + q * v - Y
If W + D - t h e t a * Z >= 0 Then
X =Y
E x i t Do
E l s e I f W >= Log(Z) Then
X =Y
E x i t Do
End If
Loop
End I f
InvCumGamma = 1 / p a r a m ( l ) * X
End F u n c t i o n

'which i s always

true

The next function is used to randomly select values from a normal distribution. It uses an
approximation for calculating values of X if the cumulative probability is known for the positive
half of the standard normal distribution.'2 It has an accuracy of | e (P)|< 4.5 x 10"4 in the returned
value.
Function InvCumNorm (paramO As Single) As S i n g l e
' p a r a m ( l ) i s mu, param{2) i s sigma squared
Dim U, P, t , X As S i n g l e
U = Rnd
If U = 0! Then U = .000001
If U < .5 Then
P =U
Else
P = 1 - U
End If
t = Sqr(Log(l / (P A 2) ) )
X = t - (2.515517 + .802853 * t + .010328 * t * 2) / (1 + 1.432788 •
t + .189269 * t * 2 + .001308 * t * 3)
If U < .5 Then X = -X
InvCumNorm = param(l) + Sqr(param(2)) • X
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated beta distribution. It uses the
fact that if Y, is a gamma (a,, 1) distribution, Y : is a gamma (cc2, 1) distribution, and Y, and Y2
are independent, then Y,/(Y, + Y:) is a beta (a,, a-,) distribution. The distribution is truncated by
not allowing the routine to return any value less than the truncation value.
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Function InvTruncCumBeta (param() As Single, ByVal trunctime As Single)
As Single
'param(l) is alphal
'param(2) is alpha2
'trunctime is truncation size (zero if no trunc)
Dim Yl As Single
Dim Y2 As Single
Dim Value As Single
Static paramld To 2) As Single
Static param2(l To 2) As Single
paraml(l) = 1!
param2(1) = 1!
paraml(2) = param(l)
param2(2) = param(2)
Value = -1!
'returned value
Do While Value < trunctime
Yl = InvCumGamma(paraml())
Y2 = InvCumGamma(param2())
Value = Yl / (Yl + Y2)
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Value = Value + 100
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
Loop
InvTruncCumBeta = Value
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated gamma distribution. It uses
the same routine as the untruncated distribution function described above, but it is not allowed to
return a value less than the truncation value.
Function InvTruncCumGamma (param() As Single, ByVal trunctime As Single)
As Single
'param(l) is lambda, param(2) is k
'lambda is I/beta (Law & Kelson), k is alpha
'trunctime is truncation size (zero if no trunc)
'parameters for algorithm
Dim b As Single
Dim e As Single
Dim P As Single
Dim Y As Single
Dim X As Single
Dim a As Single
Dim q As Single
Dim theta As Single
Dim D As Single
Dim V As Single
Dim W As Single
Dim Z As Single
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Dim Ul As Single
Dim U2 As Single

1

random numbers

Dim Value As Single

1

returned value

Value = -l!
Do While Value < trunctime
If param(2) = 1! Then
'use exponential routine with mean of 1
Ul = Rnd
X = -Log(l - Ul)
Elself param(2) > 0! And param(2) < 1! Then
e = Exp(l)
b = (e + param(2)) / e
Do While 0 < 1
'which is always true
Ul = Rnd
P = b * Ul
If P > 1 Then
Y = -Log((b - P) / param(2))
U2 = Rnd
If U2 <= Y * (param(2) - 1) Then
X = Y
Exit Do
End If
Else
Y = P A (1 / param(2))
U2 = Rnd
If U2 <= Exp(-Y) Then
X = Y
Exit Do
End If
End If
Loop
Else
'alpha greater than 1
a = 1 / (Sqr(2 * param(2) - 1 ) )
b = param(2) - Log(4)
q = param(2) + 1 / a
theta = 4 . 5
D = 1 + Log(theta)
Do While 0 < 1
'which is always true
Ul = Rnd
U2 = Rnd
If Ul = 0! Then Ul = .000001
v = a * Log(Ul / (1 - Ul))
Y = param(2) • Exp(v)
Z = Ul * 2 * U2
W = b + q * v - Y
If W + D - theta * Z >= 0 Then
X = Y
Exit Do
Elself W >= Log(Z) Then
X = Y
Exit Do
End If
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Loop
End If
Value = 1 / param(l) * X
Loop
InvTruncCumGamma = Value
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated Gumbel distribution. It
uses the relation that
= F'(t)(\-F(to))
where F(t) is the value of the untruncated cumulative distribution at t, F'(t) is the value of the
truncated cumulative distribution at t, and F ^ ) is the value of the untruncated distribution at the
truncation time to- The form of the Gumbel distribution is shown in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function InvTruncCumGumbel (paramO As Single, ByVal trunctime As Single)
As Single
'param(l) is lambda, param(2) is delta
'trunctime is truncation size (zero if no trunc)
Dim U As Single
U = Rnd * (1 - cdf Gumbel (trunctime, paramO)) + cdf Gumbel (trunctime,
parara())
If U = 0! Then U = .000001!
InvTruncCumGumbel = param(l) - param(2) * Log(-Log(U))
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated lognormal distribution. It
uses the exponential of a value obtained from a truncated normal distribution.
Function InvTruncCumLogNorm (paramO As Single, ByVal trunctime As
Single) As Single
'param(l) i s mu, param(2) i s sigma squared
'trunctime i s truncation time (zero if no trunc)
Dim Y As Single
If trunctime = 0! Then
Y = InvCumNorm(param())
Else
Y = InvTruncCumNorm(param(), Log(trunctime))
End If
InvTruncCumLogNorm = Exp(Y)
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated normal distribution. It uses
the same relation between values of truncated and untruncated cumulative distributions discussed
above for the Gumbel distribution and the same approximation for calculating values of X from a
standard normal distribution used for the untruncated inverse normal distribution function
discussed above.
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Function InvTruncCumNorm (param() As Single, ByVal trunctime As Single)
As Single
'param(l) is mu, param(2) is sigma squared
'trunctime is truncation size or time
Dim U, P, t, X As Single
U = Rnd * (1 - cdfNorm(trunctime, param())) + cdfNorm(trunctime,
param())
If U = 0! Then U = .000001
If U < .5 Then
P =U
Else
P = 1 -U
End If
t = Sqr(Log(l / (P " 2)))
X = t - (2.515517 + .802853 * t + .010328 * t A 2) / (1 + 1.432788 *
t + .189269 * t * 2 + .001308 * t * 3)
If U < .5 Then X = -X
InvTruncCumNorm = param(l) + Sqr(param(2)) * X
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a truncated Weibull distribution.
Function InvTruncCumWeibull (param() As Single, ByVal trunctime As
Single) As Single
'param(1) i s b, param(2) i s t h e t a
'trunctime i s truncation time
Dim U As Single
U = Rnd * (1 - cdfWeibull(trunctime, param())) +
cdfWeibull (trunctime, paramO)
InvTruncCumWeibull = param{2) * (-Log(l - U)) * (1 / param(1))
End Function

The next function is used to calculate flaw sizes at times of interest using the integral of the
linear growth rate equation shown in the CANTIA user's manual, which is equal to:

where C is the flaw size at time t, Cinll is the flaw size at the initial time tjnlt, and A and b are
parameters describing the growth rate law entered by the user.
Function LinearGrow (param{) As Single, Timelnterest As Single, Timelnit
As Single, Sizelnit As Single, GrowthError As Single) As Single
'uses linear form growth = a(size) + b
'param(l) is a, param(2) is b
'GrowthError -s the fractional change in a and b
Dim a As Single
Dim b As Single
a = Grcv.rhError * param (1)
b = GrowthError * param(2)
LinearGrow = (b / a) • (Exp(a • (Timelnterest - Timelnit)) - 1) +
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Sizelnit * Exp(a * (Timelnterest - Timelnit))
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the measured size of a flaw using the linear measurement
error equation law. It calculates a random error from a normal distribution and then adds in the
systematic error to determine the measured flaw size. Note that the random error can be either an
absolute value or error or a percentage of the actual flaw size, while the systematic error is
always an absolute value of error.
Function LinMeasErr (Size As Single, paramO As Single) As Single
'measured size = a * actual size + b + err
'Size is actual flaw size, param(l) is a (slope), param(2) is b
(intercept)
'param(3) is sigma squared of normal error
'can be either absolute error or percentage of actual size
Static ErrorParamd To 2) As Single
distribution
ErrorParamd) = 0!
ErrorParam (2) = paramO)

'parameters for error

If MeasErrPercent = True Then
'measurement error is percentage of
actual size
LinMeasErr = param(l) * Size + param(2) +
InvCumNorm(ErrorParam()) / 100 * Size
Else
LinMeasErr = param(l) * Size + param(2) +
InvCumNorm(ErrorParam())
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the value of a log-logistics equation at the input value X.
The form of the equation is shown in the C A N T I A user's manual.
Function LogOdds (X As Single, paramO As Single) As Single
'param(l) is alpha, param(2) is beta
If X = 0! Then
LogOdds = 0!
Else
LogOdds = Exp(param(l) + param(2) * Log(X)) / (1 + Exp(param(l) +

param(2) • Log(X)))
End I f
End Function

The next function is used to determine the value of a log-logistics function at the input value X
while including a normally distributed confidence limit about the mean value of the function.
The form of the equation is shown in the CANTIA user's manual. The program uses the same
routine as is used in the inverse normal function to determine the value of Zr.
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Function LogOddsCL (X As Single, paramO As Single, CLparamO As Single)
As Single
'param(l) is alpha, param{2) is beta
'CLparam(l) is confidence limit, CLparam(2) is s2a, CLparamO) is
s2ab, CLparam(4) is s2b
Dim Zr As Single
Dim U As Single
Dim P As Single
Dim t As Single
Dim numer As Single
Dim denom As Single

'numerator and denominator

If X = 0! Then
LogOddsCL = 0!
Else
U = CLparam(l) / 100
'confidence limit
If U < .5 Then
P =U
Else
P = 1 -U
End If
t = Sqr(Log(1 / (P * 2)))
Zr = t - (2.515517 + .802853 * t + .010328 * t A 2) / (1 +
1.432788 * t + .189269 * t * 2 + .001308 * t * 3)
If U < .5 Then Zr = -Zr
'calculate numerator, denominator, and function
numer = Exp(param(l) + param(2) * Log(X) - Zr * Sqr(CLparam(2) +
2 * Log(X) * CLparamO) + Log (X) A 2 * CLparam(4)))
denom = 1 + Exp(param(l) + param(2) * Log(X) - Zr *
Sqr (CLparam(2) + 2 * Log(X) * CLparamO) + Log(X) * 2 *
Clparam(4)))
LogOddsCL = numer / denom
End If
End Function

The next function is used to randomly select values from a negative binomial distribution. It uses
the fact that if Y,, Y2,..., Ys are independent geometric (p) random variables, then Y, + Y2 + ...
+YS is a negative binomial (s, p) random variable.
Function negbinom (n As I n t e g e r , PQ As Single) As I n t e g e r
'PQ i s value of P as computed by OHN - convert t o p = prob of
of each t r i a l
Dim J As I n t e g e r
Dim P As Double
Dim sum As Integer
P = CDbl (1 - PQ / (1 + PQ) )
sum = 0
For J = 1 To n
sum = sum + geom(P)
Next J

success
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negbinom = sum
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the density of a beta distribution at an input number X.
Function pdfBeta (X As S i n g l e , paramO As Single) As Single
'param(l) i s a l p h a l , param(2) i s alpha2
Dim b e t a As Single
Dim Value As Single
If FlawSizeDimen(l) = True Then
X = X / 100
E l s e l f FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
If X <= 0 Or X >= 1 Then
Value = 0!
Else
beta = Exp(gammln(param(l))) * Exp(gammln(param(2))) /
Exp(gammln(param(1) + param(2)))
Value = (l / beta) • X * (param(l) - 1) * (1 - X) * (param(2) 1)
End If
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then Value = Value / 100
pdfBeta = Value
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the density of the binned input distribution at an input
number X.
Function pdfBinned (X As Single, BinSizeDistr{) As Single, NumBinSize As
Integer) As Single
Dim I As Integer
1 = 1
Do Until X <= BinSizeDistr(1, I)
1 = 1 +1
If I = NumBinSize + 1 Then Exit Do
Loop
If I = NumBinSize + 1 Then
pdfBinned = 0!
Else
pdfBinned = BinSizeDistr(2, I)
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the density of a gamma distribution at an input number X.
Function pdfGamma (X As Single, param0 As Single) As Single
1
param(1) is lambda, param(2) is k
'lambda is I/beta (Law 4 Kelson), k is alpha
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If X <= 0 Then
pdfGamma = 0!
Else
pdfGamma = (1 / Exp(gammln(param(2)))) * param(l) * {param(2)) *
X A (param(2) - 1) • Exp{-param(1) * X)
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the density of a Gumbel distribution at an input number X.
F u n c t i o n pdfGumbel (X As S i n g l e , p a r a m ( ) As S i n g l e ) As S i n g l e
1
p a r a m ( 1 ) i s lambda, p a r a m ( 2 ) i s d e l t a
pdfGumbel = (1 / p a r a m ( 2 ) ) * Exp(-{X - p a r a m ( 1 ) ) / p a r a m ( 2 ) )
Exp(-(X - param(1)) / param(2)))
End F u n c t i o n

* Exp(-

The next function is used to calculate the density of a lognormal distribution at an input number
X.
Function pdfLogNorm (X As S i n g l e , param{) As Single) As S i n g l e
'param(1) i s mu, param(2) i s sigma squared
If X <= 0 Then
pdfLogNorm = 0!
Else
pdfLogNorm = (1 / (X * Sqr(2 * p i * param(2)))) * Exp(-(Log(X) p a r a m ( l ) ) A 2 / (2 * param(2)))
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the density of a Weibull distribution at an input number X.
Function pdfWeibull (X As Single, param() As Single) As Single
'param(l) is b, param(2) is theta
If X <= 0 Then
pdfWeibull = 0!
Else
pdfWeibull = param(l) * param(2) " (-param(l)) * X * (param(l) 1) * Exp(-(X / param(2)) A param(1))
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate flaw sizes at times of interest using the quadratic growth
rate equation
dC
— = AC2 + bC + d,
dt
where dC/dt is the flaw growth rate, C is the crack size, and A, b, and d are constants entered by
the user. Flaw sizes at different times of interest are calculated using the following relationships:
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h2=b2-4Ad.
If h2 is greater than zero, then

geh{'-'-']{ACinil+f)-f(ACmll+g)
~
where

2 2'
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C is the flaw size at time t, and Cinil is the flaw size at the initial time tinit. If, however, h2 is less
than zero, then
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C is the flaw size at time t, and Cimt is the flaw size at the initial time tinit. Values for the integrals
were obtained from Reference 14.
Function QuadGrow (param{) As Single, Timelnterest As Single, Timelnit As
Single, Sizelnit As Single, GrowthError As Single) As Single
'uses quadratic form growth = a(size*2) + b(size) + d
'param(l) is a, param(2) is b, param(3) is d, param(4) is sigma
squared of d
'GrowthError is the fractional change in a, b, and d
Dim a As Single
'parameters
Dim b As Single
Dim D As Single
Dim hsqr As Single
Dim h As Single
Dim F As Single
Dim g As Single
Dim qsqr As Single
Dim sina As Single
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Dim cosa As Single
a = GrowthError * param(l)
b = GrowthError * param(2)
D = GrowthError * param(3)
hsqr = b A 2 - 4 * a * D
If hsqr > 0 Then
h = Sqr(hsqr)
F = b / 2 - h / 2
g = b / 2 + h / 2
QuadGrow = (g * Exp(h * (Timelnterest - Timelnit)) * (a *
Sizelnit + F) - F * (a * Sizelnit + g)) / (a * (a *
Sizelnit + g) - a * Exp(h * (Timelnterest - Timelnit)) *
(a * Sizelnit + F))
Elself hsqr < 0 Then
qsqr = Sqr(D / a)
cosa = -b / (2 * Sqr(a • D))
sina = Sin(Arccos(cosa))
QuadGrow = qsqr * sina * Tan(a * qsqr * sina * (Timelnterest Timelnit) + Atn{ (Sir.elnit - qsqr * cosa) / (qsqr *
sina))) + qsqr * cosa
Else
QuadGrow = Sizelnit
End If
End Function

The next subroutine is used to sort a one-dimensional array of numerical values in ascending
order."
Sub Sort (n As Integer, ra() As Single)
Dim I, ir, J, 1 As Integer
Dim rra As Single
1 = n / 2 + 1
ir = n
Do While ir > 0
'which it always will be - run until
hit Exit Sub
If 1 > 1 Then
'Still in hiring phase
1 = 1-1
rra = ra(l)
Else
'In retirement-and-promotion phase
rra = ra(ir)
'Clear a space at end or array
ra(ir) = ra(l)
'Retire the top of the heap into it
ir = ir - 1
'Decrease the size of the corporation
If ir = 1 Then
'Done with the last promotion
ra(l) = rra
'The least competent worker of all!
Exit Sub
End If
End If
1=1
'Whether in the hiring phase or
promotion phase, we here
J = 1 + 1
'set up to sift down element rra to
its proper level
Do While J <= ir
If J < ir Then
'Compare to the better underling
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If ra(J) < ra(J + 1) Then J = J + 1
End If
If rra < ra(J) Then
'Demote rra
ra(I) = ra(J)
I = J
J = J + J
Else
'This is rra's level.
terminate the sift-down
J = ir + 1
End If
Loop
ra(I) = rra

Set j to

'Put rra into its slot

Loop
End Sub

The next subroutine uses the same method to sort a two-dimensional array of numeric values in
ascending order of the first column of the array.
Sub Sort2D (n As Integer, ra() As Single)
Dim I, ir, J, 1 As Integer
Dim rra As Single
Dim rrb As Single
1 = n / 2 + 1
ir = n
Do While ir > 0
'which it always will be - run until
hit Exit Sub
If 1 > 1 Then
'Still in hiring phase
1 = 1-1
rra = ra(1, 1)
rrb = ra(2, 1)
Else
'In retirement-and-promotion phase
rra = rail, ir)
'Clear a space at end or array
rrb = ra(2, ir)
ra(l, ir) = ra(l, 1)
'Retire the top of the heap into it
ra(2, ir) = ra(2, 1)
ir = ir - 1
'Decrease the size of the corporation
If ir = l Then
'Done with the last promotion
ra(l, 1) = rra
'The least competent worker of all!
ra(2, 1) = rrb
Exit Sub
End If
End If
1=1
'Whether in the hiring phase or
promotion phase, we here
J = 1 + 1
'set up to sift down element rra to
its proper level
Do While J <= ir
If J < ir Then
'Compare to the better underling
If ra(l, J) < ra(l, J + 1) Then J = J + 1
End If
If rra < ra(l, J) Then 'Demote rra
ra(l, I) = ra(l, J)
ra(2, I) = ra(2, J)
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I = j
j

= j +

j

Else

'This is rra's level.
terminate the sift-down
J = ir + l
End If
Loop
ra(l, I) = rra
ra(2, I) = rrb
Loop
End Sub

'Put rra into its slot

Set j to
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2.14 Failleak.bas
Failleak.bas contains all of the functions used to calculate parameters describing tube failure or
primary-to-secondary leak rates in the probabilistic calculation portion of CANTIA. As with all
other files containing CANTIA code, the first portion of the code requires that all variables be
explicitly declared.
Option Explicit

The first function is used to calculate the burst pressure of a tube with a fret using the Bruce B
model described in the CANTIA user's manual. The error in the equation is assumed to be
normally distributed and is randomly selected from the inverse normal function described in
Function, bas.
Function BruceBurst (ByVal Size As Single, ByVal StdDev As Single, ByVal
Unit As Integer) As Single
Dim Perr As Single
'error in burst pressure equation
Static Perrparamfl To 2) As Single 'parameters for burst error mean and sig sqr
Dim PBurstMean As Single
'mean burst pressure
'Size must be a fraction of depth - 0 to 1!
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Size = Size / 100
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
If Size > 1 Then Size = 1
PBurstMean = 96.9 * (1 - Size)

A

If SlUnits = False Then
PBurstMean = 145 * PBurstMean
End If

(.608 + .056 * Size)

'in MPa

'convert pressure from MPa to psi

Perrparam(l) = 0!
Perrparam(2) = StdDev * 2
'parameter necessary is sigma
squared
Perr = InvCumNorm(Perrparam{))
If Unit = True Then
'error is % of value
BruceBurst = PBurstMean + Perr / 100 * PBurstMean
Else
'error is fixed value
BruceBurst = PBurstMean + Perr
End If
End Function

The next function is used to determine the leak rate of a tube with a circumferential crack in the
U-bend region using the Bruce 2 leak rate model described in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function CODLeakRate (ByVal P As Single, ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As
Single, ByVal F As Single, ByVal m As Single, ByVal twotheta As
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Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Single, ByVal e As Single, ByVal Sy As Single, FluxParamO As
Single) As Single
COD As Single
'mean tube diameter = OD - t
D As Single
'membrane stress
Sm As Single
'bending stress
Sb As Single
'value of half crack angle in radians
theta As Single
thetaeff As Single
'effective half crack angle
aeff As Single
'effective crack length
Vm As Single
'membrane crack opening displacement
geometric factor
Vb As Single
•bending crack opening displacement
geometric factor
massflux As Single
'mass flux through crack opening

D = OD - t
Sm = ((P * D) / (4 • t) ) + P + F / (pi * D * t)
Sb = 4 * m / (pi * D * 2 * t)
'convert degrees to radians
theta = (twotheta / 2) ** pi / 180
thetaeff = theta • 1 / (Cos((pi * (Sm + Sb)) / (2 * Sy) ))
Vm = 1 + (3.119 + .161 * (D / t)) * ((thetaeff / pi)
1.5 + 3.29 •
(thetaeff / pi) '' 3# + 7.826 * (thetaeff / pi) k 4.5)
Vb = 1 + (2.868 + .163 * (D / t)) * ((thetaeff / pi)
1.5 + 3.075 *
(thetaeff / pi) ' 3# + 2.87 • (thetaeff / pi)
4.5)
COD = (2 * D * thetaeff / e) * (Vm * Sm + Vb * Sb)
aeff = thetaeff • D
massflux = InvCumNorm(FluxParamO )
CODLeakRate = massflux * COD * aeff
End Function

The next subroutine is used to determine the burst pressure of a tube with an axially oriented
through wall crack away from the rubesheet or a TSP using the French model described in the
CANTIA user's manual.
Function FrenchBurst (ByVal Su As Single, ByVal Sy As Single, ByVal OD As
Single, ByVal t As Single, ByVal Size As Single) As Single
1
tube burst of axial cracks away from the tubesheet and TSPs
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

m As Single
Sf As Single
Ri As Single
Rm As Single

'bulging factor
'flow stress
'inner tube radius
'mean tube radius

Rm = (OD - t) / 2
Ri = OD / 2 - t
m = Sqr(l + 1.61 * (Size I 2) " 2 / (Rm * t) )
Sf = .58 * (Su + Sy)
FrenchBurst = Sf • t / (m * Ri)
End Function

The next function is used to determine the leak rate of an axially oriented through wall crack
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using the French model described in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function FrenchLeak (ByVal P As Single, ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As
Single, ByVal e As Single, ByVal v As Single, ByVal rho As
Single, ByVal Size As Single, ByVal Sy As Single, ByVal Su As
Single) As Single
Dim Al As Single
'leak area
Dim lambdafunc As Single
Dim lambda As Single
Dim radm As Single
Dim radi As Single
Dim K As Single
Dim sigma As Single
Dim ry As Single
Dim Sf As Single
Dim LeakRate As Single
'leak rate in in*3/sec or mmA3/sec
radm = (OD - t) / 2
'mean tube radius
radi = (OD / 2) - t
'inner tube radius
sigma = (P * radi) / t
'stress on inner wall of tube
K = sigma * Sqr(pi * (Size / 2))
Sf = .58 * (Sy + Su)
'circumferential flow stress
ry = (1 / (2 * pi)) * (K / Sf) * 2
'plastic crack length
lambda = ( 1 2 * ( l - v ^ 2 ) ) A . 2 5 * ((Size / 2) / Sqr(radm * t))
lambdafunc = 1 + .1 * lambda + .16 * lambda A 2
'dimensionless
geometric factor
•calculate leak area - inA2 or mm*2
Al = lambdafunc * (32 / 3) * (K / (e * Sqr(2 * pi))) * ((Size / 2 +
ry) A 1.5 - ry * 1.5)
'calculate leak rate in gal/min or L/hr
If SlUnits = True Then
'use SI system
'leak rate in mmA3/sec
LeakRate = .3 • Al • Sqr(2 * P / rho * (1000 " 2 * 1000 * 2))
1
convert to L/hr
FrenchLeak = LeakRate • (3600 / (1000 * 2))
Else
'use English system
'leak rate in inA3/sec
LeakRate = .3 * Al * Sqr(2 * P / rho * 386)
'convert to gal/min
FrenchLeak = LeakRate • (7.4805 * 60 / (12 A 3))
End If
End Function

The next function is used to determine the theoretical maximum allowable moment on a tube
containing a circumferential crack in the U-bend region using the model developed for the Bruce
2 boilers and described in the CANTIA user's manual.
Function LimitMoment (ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As Single, ByVal
SmValue As Single, ByVal twotheta As Single, ByVal Size As
Single, ByVal P As Single, ByVal F As Single) As Single
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Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

D As Single
beta As Single
theta As Single
Fzero As Single
Mzero As Single
Pzero As Single
Sf As Single

D = OD - t
Sf = 3 * SmValue

'mean tube diameter = OD - thickness
'ASME allowed flow stress

If FlawSizeDimen(l) = True Then
Size = Size / 100
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
If Size > 1 Then Size = 1
Fzero = pi * D * t * Sf
Mzero = D " 2 * t * S f
Pzero = 4 * Sf / ((D / t) * (1 - t / D) " 2 )
theta = (twotheta / 2) * pi / 180
'convert crack angle to
radians
beta = (pi / 2) * (1 - theta / p i * Size * (1 + (t / D) * {1 - Size))
- P / Pzero - F / Fzero)
If theta <= pi - beta Then
LimitMoment = Mzero * (Sin(beta) - .5 * (1 - (1 - Size * (t / D))
" 2 • (1 - Size)) * Sin(theta) - (pi / 2) * ((P / Pzero)
+ (F / Fzero)) • Cos(beta))
Else
beta = (pi / 2 * (1 - Size * ( 1 + t / D * ( 1 - Size)) - P / Pzero
- F / Fzero)) / (1 - Size / 2 * (1 + (t / D) * (1 Size)))
LimitMoment = Mzero • (Sin(beta) - .5 + (1 - (1 - Size * t / D) *
2 * (1 - Size)) • Sin(beta) - pi / 2 • (P / Pzero + F /
Fzero) * Cos (beta))
End If
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the actual maximum allowable moment on a tube
containing a circumferential flaw in the U-bend region using an empirical relationship developed
for the Bruce 2 boilers and described in the CANTIA user's manual. Note that no standard
deviation is included in the equation because a value was not available for version 1.1 of
CANTIA.
Function MaxMoment (ByVal Mlimit As S i n g l e , ByVal t As S i n g l e ,
As S i n g l e , ByVal StdDev As Single) As Single
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Size = Size / 100

ByVal Size

Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
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End If
If Size > 1 Then Size = 1
MaxMoment = Mlimit * .93 • (1 - Size * (11.1 - 8.5 * Size))
'correct for standard deviation later when figure it out
End Function

The next function is used to calculate the burst pressure of a tube containing an axially oriented
part depth through wall flaw using the model developed by Ontario Hydro and described in the
CANTIA user's manual.
Function OHNaxBurst (ByVal Sm As Single, ByVal MatlStrCorr As Single,
ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As Single, ByVal Length As Single,
ByVal Size As Single, ByVal StdDev As Single, ByVal Unit As
Integer) As Single
Dim D As Single
'mean tube diameter
Dim Pref As Single
'reference pressure
Dim Perr As Single
'error in burst pressure equation
Static Perrparamd To 2) As Single 'parameters for burst error mean and sig sqr
Dim PBurstMean As Single
'mean burst pressure
If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Size = Size / 100
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
D = OD - t
Pref = 6 * Sm * (t / D) * MatlStrCorr
for

'reference pressure corrected

'relative material strength
PBurstMean = -.487 + 1.619 * Sqr(l - Size) + 3.836 * Size ~ 2 * (t /
Length)
Perrparamd) = 0!
Perrparam(2) = StdDev * 2
'parameter necessary is sigma
squared
Perr = InvCumNorm(Perrparam())
If Unit = True Then
'error is % of value
OHNaxBurst = (PBurstMean + Perr / 100 * PBurstMean) * Pref
Else
'error is fixed value
OHNaxBurst = (PBurstMean + Perr) * Pref
End If
End Function

The next function determines the burst pressure of a tube containing a pit using the model
developed by Ontario Hydro for the Pt. Lepreau boilers and described in the CANTIA user's
manual.
Function PtLepBurst (ByVal Sm As Single, ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As
Single, ByVal Size As Single, ByVal StdDev As Single, ByVal Unit
As Integer) As Single
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'calculated failure as "pop-thru" of pit to through-wall depth
'based on axial defects with a length of about 1/2 D
Dim D As Single
Dim Perr As Single
Static Perrparamd To 2) As Single
mean and sig sqr
Dim PBurstMean As Single
'Size must be a fraction of depth -

'mean tube diameter
'error in burst pressure equation
'parameters for burst error 'mean burst pressure
0 to 1!

If FlawSizeDimen(1) = True Then
Size = Size / 100
Elself FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
Stop
End If
D = OD - t
PBurstMean = 6.786 • Sm * (t / D) * (1 - Size) * (.7372 - .3542 *
Size)
Perrparamd) = 0!
Perrparam(2) = StdDev A 2
'parameter necessary is sigma
squared
Perr = InvCumNorm(Perrparam())
If Unit = True Then
'error is % of value
PtLepBurst = PBurstMean + Perr / 100 * PBurstMean
Else
'error is fixed value
PtLepBurst = PBurstMean + Perr
End If
End Function

The final function (developed by the Slovenes and described in the CANTIA user's manual) is
used to determine the critical flaw length (defined as the onset of unstable crack propagation) for
a though-wall flaw reinforced by the tubesheet.
Function SloveneFail (ByVal P As Single, ByVal OD As Single, ByVal t As
Single, ByVal K As Single, ByVal dK As Single, ByVal Sy As
Single, ByVal Su As Single) As Single
'Calculates c r i t i c a l flaw size at f a i l u r e
'defined as the onset of unstable crack propagation
' ( n e t section p l a s t i c collapse)
'assumed Poisson r a t i o i s

0.3

' u n i t s are in same u n i t s as OD and t
Dim ACrit As Single
Dim RF As Single
Dim m As Single
Dim R As Single
R = (OD - t) / 2
m = (K * ( S y + S u ) * dK) /

(P * (R / t

' c r i t i c a l crack h a l f - l e n g t h
'tubesheet reinforcing factor
'flow stress/membrane s t r e s s
'mean tube radius

- .5))

ACrit = (-.709 + 1.155 • m - 7.056 * Exp(-2.966 * m)) * Sqr(R • t)
RF = 1 + 10 + Exp(-1.8 * ACrit / Sqr(R * t))
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m = m * RF
factor

' correct K for reinforcing

'then calculate new critical crack half-length
ACrit = (-.709 + 1.155 * m - 7.056 * Exp(-2.966 * m)) * Sqr(R * t)
SloveneFail = 2 * ACrit
End Function
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2.15 Output.frm

Results for:

Probability of
one or more
tube failures

Time of
Interest
2.00

Plant Name
Defect Type ^
Defect Location

Probability
X or more
tube failures

Probability of
Probability of | |
normal leak
; accident l e a k ^ & - 5 .
rate exceeding
rate exceeding "

1

2.00
f

7.

-4

8.

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

10.

2.00
2.00

11.

2.00
2.00
Random Number Seed Used for this Trial
All inspection results can be saved to a comma-delimited text file.

-a.

Form Name: frmOutput

12.
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Table A-l 1. Controls on frmOutput
Control Name
1. lblPlantName
2. lblDefectType
3. lblDefectLoc
4. lblColumnHead(2)
5. lblColumnHead(4)
6. lblColumnHeadO)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Control Name
lblTOI(O) - (9)
lblProbSingFail(O) - (9)
lblProbMultFail(O) - (9)
lblNormLeak(O) - (9)
lblAccLeak(O) - (9)
lblSeedValue

13.
14.
a.
b.

Control Name
cmdSaveOutput
cmdExit
CMDialogl
vsbScrollForm

This form is displayed to the user once the probabilistic calculations have been completed. It
shows the results for the probability of one or more tube failures, the probability of multiple tube
failures, and the probabilities of the leak rates exceeding user-defined values under normal and
accident conditions for the first ten times of interest if the output was selected by the user. The
seed used for the random number generator is also displayed and the user is given an opportunity
to save all of the outputs of the trial (including those not displayed on the form, such as the
probability distribution of flaw sizes) to a comma-delimited text file. It should be noted that the
controls 7 through 11 showed above are not a single label on the screen, but rather are columns
of 10 different labels which stretch from immediately below the column headings to immediately
above control 12. All of the labels in each column have the same name with a different index
(the number in parentheses), with index 0 at the top of the column and index 9 at the bottom of
the column. They are used to display the output values at each time of interest for their
respective column. Note also that in controls 4, 5, and 6 the character X is replaced by the value
entered by the user if that set of results was desired as an output.
As with all other files containing CANTIA code, the first portion of the code requires that all
variables be explicitly declared and then declares three constants to be used in the file. The first
is a flag to track whether the output data has been saved to a text file and the second two are used
to record the date and time at which the output values were generated.
Option Explicit
'Key to check if output file saved before exiting
Dim FileSaved As Integer
'Values of data and time at which output values generated
Dim DateGen As String
Dim TimeGen As String

The next two subroutines execute if the user clicks on one of the two buttons at the bottom of the
screen. They call subroutines located later in the file which are used to control exiting the
program and saving the results of the probabilistic model to a text file.
Sub cmdExit_Click 0
Call ExitProgram
End Sub
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Sub cmdSaveOutput_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call SaveOutputFile(Saved)
End Sub

The next subroutine is called any time the user chooses to exit the program (by clicking on the
exit button, choosing "Exit Program" from the file menu, or double clicking on the upper left
hand portion of the form). It displays a message box giving the user an opportunity to change
their mind, and if they have not saved their output results to a text box it also gives them an
opportunity to do so.
Private Sub ExitProgram ()
Dim Answer, Cancel, Saved As Integer
Answer = MsgBoxC'Are you sure you want to exit the program?",
MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNO + MB_DEFBUTT0N2, "Exit")
If Answer = IDYES Then
If FileSaved = False Then
Answer = MsgBoxC'Do you wish to save the output data?",
MB_ICONQUESTION + MB_YESNOCANCEL + MB_DEFBUTTON1,
"Exit")
If Answer = IDYES Then
Call SaveOutputFile(Saved)
If Saved = False Then Cancel = True
Elself Answer = IDCANCEL Then
Cancel = True
End If
End If
Else
Cancel = True
End If
If Cancel = False Then End
End Sub

The next subroutine executes when the form is loaded. It first sizes the form so that it is in the
same position on the screen as the previous form frmModelRun, and then unloads the previous
form from memory.
Sub Form_Load ()
Dim I As Integer
'counter for times of interest
If frmOutput.WindowState = 0 Then
frmOutput.Top = frmModelRun.Top
frmOutput.Left = frmModelRun.Left
frmOutput.Height = frmModelRun.Height
frmOutput.Width = frmModelRun.Width
End If
Unload frmModelRun
FileSaved = False
'initially set for file not saved

It then displays the results of the probabilistic model on the screen. The values of the first ten
times of interest are loaded into the lblTOI cells on the screen, and any unused labels are hidden.
Then, depending on which of the output options were selected by the user, the code displays
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those particular results in the appropriate column on the form. Note that the values for the
normal leak rate, accident leak rate, and number of failed tubes at which the probabilities of
exceeding the input value are calculated are shown on the form by modifying the appropriate
lblColumnHead control.
lblPlantName.Caption = PlantName
lblDefectType.Caption = DefectType
lblDefectLoc.Caption = DefectLoc
If OutProbFail = 1 Or OutMultFail = 1 Or OutNormLeak = 1 Or
OutAccLeak = 1 Then
If NumTimes < 10 Then
For I = 1 To NumTimes
lblTOId - 1) .Caption = Format$ (Timeslnterest (I) , "0.00")
Next I
For I = NumTimes + 1 To 10
lblTOKl - 1) .Visible = False
Next I
Else
For I = 1 To 10
lblTOKl - l) .Caption = Format$ (Timeslnterest (I) , "0.00")
Next I
End If
Else
'none of the probability outputs selected
For I = 1 To 5
lblColumnHead(I - 1).Visible = False
Next I
For I = 1 To 10
lblTOKl - 1) .Visible = False
lblProbSingFail(I - l).Visible = False
lblProbMultFail(I - 1).Visible = False
lblNormLeakd - 1) .Visible = False
lblAccLeakd - 1) .Visible = False
Next I
End If
If OutProbFail = 1 Then
If NumTimes < 10 Then
For I = 1 To NumTimes
lblProbSingFail(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbSingFail(I),
"0.00E+00")
Next I
For I = NumTimes + 1 To 10
lblProbSingFail(I - l).Visible = False
Next I
Else
For I = 1 To 10
lblProbSingFail(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbSingFail(I),
"0.00E+00")
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Next I
End If
Else
lblColumnHead(1).Visible = False
For I = 1 To 10
lblProbSingFaiKl - 1) .Visible = False
Next I
End If
If OutMultFail = 1 Then
lblColumnHead(2).Caption = "Probability of " & OutNumMult & " or
more tube failures"
If NumTimes < 10 Then
For I = 1 To NumTimes
lblProbMultFail(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbMultFail(I),
"0.00E+00")
Next I
For I = NumTimes + 1 To 10
lblProbMultFail(I - 1).Visible = False
Next I
Else
For I = 1 To 10
lblProbMultFail(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbMultFail(I),
"0.00E+00")
Next I
End If
Else
lblColumnHead(2).Visible = False
For I = 1 To 10
lblProbMultFail(I - 1).Visible = False
Next I
End If
If OutNormLeak = 1 Then
lblColumnHead(3).Caption = "Probability of normal leak rate
exceeding " & OutMaxNormLk
If NumTimes < 10 Then
For I = 1 To NumTimes
lblNormLeak(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbNormLeak(I),
"0.00E+00")
Next I
For I = NumTimes + 1 To 10
lblNormLeak(I - 1).Visible = False
Next I
Else
For I = 1 To 10
lblNormLeak(I - 1).Caption = Format$(ProbNormLeak(I),
"0.00E+00")
Next I
End If
Else
lblColumnHead(3).Visible = False
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For I = 1 To 10
lblNormLeakd - 1) .Visible = False
Next I
End If
If OutAccLeak = 1 Then
lblColumnHead(4).Caption = "Probability of accident leak rate
exceeding " & OutMaxAccLk
If NumTimes < 10 Then
For I = 1 To NumTimes
lblAccLeakd - 1).Caption = Format$ (ProbAccLeak (I) ,
"0.00E+00")
Next I
For I = NumTimes + 1 To 10
lblAccLeakd - 1) .Visible = False
Next I
Else
For I = 1 To 10
l b l A c c L e a k d - 1) . C a p t i o n = Format $ (ProbAccLeak (I) ,
"0.00E+00")
Next I
End If
Else
lblColumnHead(4).Visible = False
For I = 1 To 10
l b l A c c L e a k d - 1) . V i s i b l e = F a l s e
Next I
End If

The value of the seed used for the random number generator is then displayed on the screen and
the date and time at which the results were generated is determined. These last two values will
be printed to the output text file.
If SeedDefault = True Then
lblSeedValue.Caption = "Default random number seed was used"
Else
lblSeedValue.Caption = "Random number seed used for this trial
was " & CStr(SeedValue)
End If
'date and time that results generated
DateGen = Date$
TimeGen = Time$
End Sub

The next two subroutines are identical to subroutines discussed in previous sections. They
control the unloading of the form by any means other than the code (so that if the user tries to
exit the program by any means other than clicking the "Exit" button or choosing "Exit" from the
"File" menu they have the opportunity to change their mind) and proper placement of the scroll
bar if the form is resized by the user.
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Sub Form_QueryUnload (Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer)
If UnloadMode <> 1 Then
Call ExitProgram
Cancel = True
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Resize ()
vsbScrollForm.Left = frmOutput.Width - 375
If frmOutput.Height > 690 Then
vsbScrollForm.Height = frmOutput.Height - 690
End If
End Sub

The next two subroutines are executed if the user selects one of the two options from the "File"
menu at the top of the form. The commands call subroutines located within this file to exit the
program and to save the user selected results of the probabilistic model to a text file.
Sub mnuFileExit_Click ()
Call ExitProgram
End Sub
Sub mnuFileSave_Click ()
Dim Saved As Integer
Call SaveOutputFile(Saved)
End Sub

The next subroutine executes when the user wishes to save the results of their model. It opens a
dialog box for the user to choose a file to which the data are saved, and then writes the values of
all of the selected output results to a text file. The name of the file in which the input values
were saved, the seed used for the random number generator, and the date and time the results
were generated are also saved to the text file. Errors are generated by clicking the "Cancel" key
in the "Save As" box, by choosing an illegal file name, or by choosing a file that is already being
used by another application. Canceling the save process causes the subroutine to terminate, and
any of the file name errors give the user a chance to select a valid file name. The subroutine then
sets the value of Saved to True to flag that the results were saved. Note that all values written to
the same line have commas in between them so that the file can be opened and manipulated by
spreadsheet applications as a comma-delimited text file.
Private
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Sub SaveOutputFile (Saved As Integer)
SaveFile As String
I As Integer
J As Integer
LineText As String
'text to be printed to f i l e on
one line
CMDialogl.Filter = "Output Files (*.OUT)|*.0UT|All Files (*.*)|*.*"
CMDialogl.Filterlndex = 1
CMDialogl.DefaultExt = "out"
CMDialogl.CancelError = True
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On Error GoTo SaveOutputError:
'require path to exist in file name and ask user if wants to
overwrite existing file
GetFileName:
CMDialogl.Flags = OFNJDVERWRITEPROMPT Or OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST Or
OFN_HIDEREADONLY
CMDialogl.Action = DLG_FILE_SAVE
SaveFile = CMDialogl.Filename
If SaveFile = "" Then Error 32755
Open SaveFile For Output As #33
'print output data to SaveFile
Print #33, "CANTIA Version 1.1 Output Data"
Print #33,
If InputFileName = "" Then
Print #33, "Input data not saved"
Else
Print #33, "Input data saved in file "; InputFileName
End If
Print #33,
Print #33, "Results generated "; DateGen; " "; TimeGen
If SeedDefault = True Then
Print #33, "Default random number seed was used"
Else
Print #33, "Random number seed used for this trial was ";
SeedValue
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutProbFail = 1 Then
Print #33, "Probability of one or more tube failures at each time
of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Time of Interest,Prob. of one or more failures"
For I = 1 To NumTimes
Print #33, Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00"); ",";
Format$(ProbSingFail(I), "0.00E+00")
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Probability of one or more tube failures not
selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutMultFail
Print #33,
at
Print #33,
Print #33,

= 1 Then
"Probability of "; OutNumMult; " or more tube failures
each time of interest"
"Time of Interest,Prob. of "; OutNumMult; " or more
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tube failures"
For I = 1 To NumTimes
Print #33, Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00"); ",";
Format$(ProbMultFail(I), "0.00E+00")
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Probability of multiple tube failures not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,

If OutNormLeak = 1 Then
Print #33, "Probability of leak rate exceeding "; OutMaxNormLk; "
under normal conditions at each time of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Time of Interest,Prob. of "; OutMaxNormLk; " or
larger normal leak rate"
For I = 1 To NumTimes
Print #33, Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00"); ",";
Format$(ProbNormLeak(I) , "0.00E+00")
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Probability of leak rate exceeding a max. value under
normal conditions not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutAccLeak = 1 Then
Print #33, "Probability of leak rate exceeding "; OutMaxAccLk; "
under accident conditions at each time of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Time of Interest,Prob. of "; OutMaxAccLk; " or larger
accident leak rate"
For I = 1 To NumTimes
Print #33, Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00"); ",";
Format$(ProbAccLeak(I), "0.00E+00")
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Probability of leak rate exceeding a max. value under
accident conditions not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutNormDist = 1 Then
Print #33, "Distribution of expected leak rates under normal
conditions at each time of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Remember probabilities are for > leak rate (this bin)
and <= leak rate (next larger bin)"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Leak rate, Probability distr at times of interest"
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»

LineText = ""
For I = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutNormLeakSizes(I), "0.000")
For J = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format${ProbTotNormLeak(I,
J) , "0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Distribution of leak rates under normal conditions
not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutAccDist = 1 Then
Print #33, "Distribution of expected leak rates under accident
conditions at each time of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Remember probabilities are for > leak rate (this bin)
and <= leak rate (next larger bin)"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Leak rate, Probability distr at times of interest"
LineText = ""
For I = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00")
Next I
Print #3 3, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutAccLeakSizes(I), "0.000")
For J = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(ProbTotAccLeak(I, J ) ,
"0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Distribution of leak rates under accident conditions
not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutSizeDist = 1 Then
Print #33, "Distribution of actual defect sizes and number of
defects at each time of interest"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Remember probabilities are for > defect size or
number of defects (this bin) and <= defect size or
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number of defects (next larger bin)"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Defect Size, Probability distr at times of interest"
LineText = ""
For I = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutActSizes(I), "0.00")
For J = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(ProbNumActSizes(I,
J ) , "0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #3 3, LineText
Next I
Print #33,
Print #33, "Number of Flaws, Probability distr at times of
interest"
LineText = ""
For I = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(Timeslnterest(I), "0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutTrialFlawSizes(I), "0.00")
For J = 1 To NumTimes
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(ProbNumTrialFlaws(I,
J ) , "0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
Else
Print #33, "Distribution of actual defect sizes not selected"
End If
Print #33,
Print #33,
If OutlnspResult = 1 Then
If ActNumlnspects = 0 Then
Print #33, "No inservice inspections were performed during
the model"
Else
Print #33, "Distribution of measured defect sizes and number
of defects found and tubes inspected at each
inservice inspection"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Remember probabilities are for > defect size or
number of defects/tubes (this bin) and <= defect size
or number of defects/tubes (next larger bin)"
Print #33,
Print #33, "Measured Defect Size, Probability distr at
inspection times"
LineText = ""
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For I = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(InspectTimes(I),
"0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutlnspSizes(I), "0.00")
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," &
Format$(ProbNumlnspSizes(I, J ) , "0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
Print #33,
Print #33, "Number of Detected Flaws, Probability distr at
inspection times"
LineText = ""
For I = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," & Format${InspectTimes(I),
"0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutTriallnspSizes(I, 1 ) , "0.00")
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," &
Format$(ProbNumTriallnsp(I, 1, J ) ,
"0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
Print #33,
Print #33, "Number of Tubes Inspected, Probability distr at
inspection times"
LineText = ""
For I = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," & Format$(InspectTimes(I),
"0.00")
Next I
Print #33, LineText
For I = 1 To NumBins
LineText = Format$(OutTriallnspSizes(I, 2 ) , "0.00")
For J = 1 To ActNumlnspects
LineText = LineText & "," &
Format$(ProbNumTriallnsp(I, 2, J) ,
"0.00E+00")
Next J
Print #33, LineText
Next I
End If
Else
Print #33, "Distribution of flaws found during inservice
inspecitons not selected"
End If
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Print #33,
Print #33,
Close #33
FileSaved = True
Saved = True
Exit Sub
SaveOutputError:
Select Case Err
Case 32755
'user pressed cancel
Saved = False
Exit Sub
Case 70
'permission denied - file already open
MsgBox "That file cannot be accessed. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetFileName
Case 52, 64
'invalid or bad file name
MsgBox "Your file specification was invalid. Try again",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetFileName
Case 68
'device unavailable
MsgBox "The drive you specified was not found. Try again.",
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "File Error"
Resume GetFileName
Case Else
MsgBox "An error of type " & Err & " occurred",
MB_IC0NEXCLAMATION, "Error"
Stop
End Select
End Sub

Finally, the last subroutine controls the scrolling of the screen as the user dicks on the scroll bar
vsbScrollForm by moving the location of the objects on the form.
Sub vsbScrollForm_Change 0
Dim I As Integer
lblPageHead.Top = 240 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblPlantName.Top = 24 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblDefectType.Top = 480 - vsbScrollForm.Value
120
lblDefectLoc.Top = 720 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblColumnHead(O).Top = 1560
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblColumnHead(l).Top = 144 0
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblColumnHead(2).Top = 1440
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblColumnHead(3).Top = 1200
vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblColumnHead(4).Top = 12 0 0 vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
For I = 0 To 9
lblTOI(I).Top = 2280 + 480 * I - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblProbSingFail(I).Top = 2280 + 480 * I - vsbScrollForm.Value *
120
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lblProbMultFail(I).Top = 2280 + 480 • I - vsbScrollForm.Value *
120
lblNormLeak(I).Top = 2280 + 480 * I - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
lblAccLeak(I).Top = 2280 + 480 * I - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
Next I
lblSeedValue.Top = 7080 - vsbScrollForm.Value • 120
lblNote.Top = 756 0 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 12 0
cmdSaveOutput.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
cmdExit.Top = 8160 - vsbScrollForm.Value * 120
End Sub

APPENDIX B - EXAMPLE OF ENTERING NEW TUBE FAILURE MODEL INTO CANTIA
1.

Objective

The objective of this appendix is to give an example of how a new tube failure model would be
entered into CANTIA. This is to demonstrate how CANTIA could be revised and updated in the
future to include any new distributions or models not included in version 1.1 of CANTIA which
may be determined to be necessary to accurately predict the effects of different tube inspection
and repair criteria.
2.

Entering a New Tube Failure Model into CANTIA

To enter a new tube failure model into CANTIA, several different portions of the code must be
modified. First, code in the file Leakrate.frm must be modified to include the new model. The
subroutine FormLoad should be modified to include the new line
cboFailureModel.Addltem "New Model Name"

This adds the name of the new model to the pull down menu.
Next, the subroutines ShowPress and Form_Activate located in Leakrate.frm need to be modified
to include the new model. A new case needs to be added to the "Select Case FailModel" portion
of both subroutines, and code needs to be added that makes the appropriate labels and text boxes
visible to use the new model. For example, if the new failure model is used to calculate the burst
pressure of a tube with a flaw, does not have a standard deviation, and does not require the value
of the effective axial forces and moments acting on the tube bundle, then the following section of
code should be added to the two subroutines:
Case "New Model Name"
lblFailStdDev.Visible = False
txtFailStdDev.Visible = False
lblStdDevUnits.Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(0).Visible = False
optStdDevUnits(1).Visible = False
For I = 0 To 1
lblPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
txtPressurelnput(I).Visible = True
Next I

The subroutine FormActivate located in the next form Material, frm also needs to modified to
include the new tube failure model. A new case needs to be added to the "Select Case Failure"
portion of the subroutine, and code needs to be added that makes the labels and text boxes of the
necessary material and tube dimensional properties visible. For example, if the new failure
model requires values for the stress intensity Sm and the tube diameter and thickness, then the
following section of code should be added to the subroutine Form_Activate:
Case "New Model Name"
lblMeanSm.Visible = True
txtMeanSm.Visible = True
lblStdDevSm.Visible = True
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txtStdDevSm.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeOD.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
txtStdDevTubeOD.Visible = True
lblMeanTubeT.Visible = True
txtMeanTubeT.Visible = True
lblStdDevTubeT.Visible =» True
txtStdDevTubeT.Visible = True

Next, the section of the DataLoad subroutine in Calcfile.bas where the tube failure model is
loaded needs to be modified to include the new model. Using the above examples and assuming
that the failure model calculates a burst pressure using the depth of a flaw as a parameter, then
the following section of code should be added to the subroutine DataLoad (the first line is shown
to give a reference as to where in the subroutine the new code would be located):
If FailureModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment" Then

Elself FailureModel = "New Model Name" Then
DeltaPNorm = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(0))
DeltaPAcc = CheckGreaterZero(frmLeakCalcs,
frmLeakCalcs!txtPressurelnput(1))
Sm(l) = CheckGreaterZero(frmMaterialProp, frmMaterialProp!txtMeanSm)
Sm(2) = CheckZeroGreater(frmMaterialProp,
frmMaterialProp!txtStdDevSm) * 2
If FlawSizeDimen(3) = True Or FlawSizeDimen(4) = True Then
frmDatalnput.Visible = True
frmDatalnput!optFlawSizeDimen(1).SetFocus
MsgBox "The new failure model requires that the flaw size
dimension" & Chr(13) & Chr(10) & "be either % or fraction
through wall depth", MB_ICONEXCLAMATION, "Input Error"
Error 13
Exit Sub
End If

This new Elself statement will load the values necessary to use the new failure model into the
probabilistic calculation section of CANTIA. Statements do not need to be added to load the
tube diameter and thickness parameters since a subsequent section of the code in DataLoad
already handles loading those values.
A new subroutine next needs to be added to the file Failleak.bas which calculates the burst
pressure of a tube with a flaw using the new failure model. This subroutine would have a title
such as
Function NewFailModel (ByVal Sm As S i n g l e , ByVal OD As S i n g l e , ByVal t As
S i n g l e , ByVal Size As Single) As S i n g l e
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where the values of the flow stress, tube diameter and thickness, and the depth of the flaw would
be passed to the function. The burst pressure for those particular conditions would then be
calculated and returned as the value NewFailModel.
Finally, the section of the Calculation subroutine in Calcfile.bas that calculates the number of
tubes failed under accident conditions needs to be modified to include the new failure model.
The following section of code would be added to determine if each flaw in the susceptible
population would fail under accident conditions at each time of interest (the first four lines are
shown to give a reference as to where in the subroutine the new code would be located):
'calculate number of failed tubes under accident conditions
For I = 1 To SusPop
If FlawSizesfl, J) > 0! Then
If FailureModel = "Bruce 2 circ. crack max moment" Then

Elself FailureModel = "New Model Name" Then
PBurst = NewFailModel(SmValue(I), TubeODValue(I),
TubeThickValue(I) , FlawSizesd, J))
If DeltaPAcc >= PBurst Then
Fail (I, J) = 1
End If

This is all of the additional code that would be necessary to add a new failure model as long as
no new parameters need to added to CANTIA in order to use the model. If, however, new
parameters need to added in order to use the model (such as a saturation pressure for the steam or
a correction factor not already included in CANTIA), then adding the new model would be
significantly more difficult. The forms on which the parameter values are input (such as
frmMaterialProp and frmLeakCalcs) would have to be redesigned to include space for labels and
text boxes for the new parameter. Code would need to be added to check values entered into the
text boxes during the input process and the code controlling scrolling of the form might also have
to be changed if any of the frames on the form were moved to allow space for the new controls.
The Open, Print, and Save subroutines in General.bas would also need to be changed to include
the new parameter. Finally, the DataLoad and Calculation subroutines would have to be changed
similar to what is shown above to allow the new parameters to be used in the calculation of tube
failures under accident conditions.

APPENDIX C - RESOLUTION OF COMMENTS ON NOVEMBER 1996 DRAFT
1.

AECB Comments from Letter Dated 2/3/96

1.1

Comment: The definitions of failure in C ANTIA Version 1 contain a few inadequacies.
The failure models based on internal pressure are satisfactory since the program accepts
different pressures for normal and accident conditions. However, the Bruce 2 model
defines failures in terms of pressure, axial force and moment. The moment and axial force
in reality may vary between normal operation and accident conditions, but the program
accepts only single values.
Similarly, the Bruce 2 leak rate model uses an empirical mass flux per unit area that is valid
only for post-accident fluid conditions. A further observation is that leakage area is defined
as a function of axial and circumferential stress, so the comment above on axial force and
moment applies here also.
The "fixed leak at failure model" assigns the same leak rate to failed tubes during normal
operation and accident conditions, whereas the leak rate may differ as a result of the
different loadings and fluid conditions.
Suggested Change: The program should be modified to accept "normal" and "accident"
values for the inputs required in each failure and leak rate model.
Response: The program was revised to accept "normal" and "accident" values for the
inputs required in each leak rate model for version 1.1. Since the occurrence of tube failure
is calculated only under "accident" conditions, no modifications were made to allow input
of additional "normal" values required for the failure models.

1.2

Comment: In our trial runs, selecting a constant measurement error of -10% with a binned
initial flaw distribution resulted in an error message that the program is not converging.
We are not sure why. Please investigate and correct.
Response: The bug was found and corrected for CANTIA version 1.1. Appendix A of the
final report was also revised to reflect the change in the code.

1.3

Comment: Interpretation of the input file is difficult. There is need for a labeled print-out
of the input file.
Suggested Change: Include an option to print the input file with headers.
Response: The program was revised as suggested for version 1.1. However, the program
prints to a text file instead of directly to a printer. To print the input data the user must
open the text file using a text editor or word processor, format the data as necessary, and
then print the data to their local printer. This was done to avoid possible errors between the
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code necessary to print directly to a printer and the variety of different network and printer
setups employed by CANTIA users.
1.4

Comment: The AECB's policy is now to publish research reports in the form delivered by
the contractor.
Please follow the style guide referenced in the contract work statement (INFO-0042) and in
particular:
•

eliminate references to report numbers, resumes, etc., to be added by AECB.

•

supply a cover page which identifies the following:
-the project title as per the contract,
-the contract and the AECB research project numbers
-the authors of the report and their company affiliation
-date of the final report

•

include a revision history page. (Changes to CANTIA program as a result of the
comments above should be reflected in the program documentation. We suggest also
that the final program revision be released as Version 1.1)

Response: The report was revised as suggested.
1.5

Comment: Despite the explanatory notes throughout section D, the user's manual does not
give a clear description of how the program models the initial flaw distribution, flaw
initiation, and growth, and how the results depend on these choices.
For clarity we suggest an overall description of the models be included at the start of
Section D, or in an appendix. An edited version of the text on pages 6 to 11 in the project
final report would suffice.
Response: The report was revised as suggested.

1.6

Comment: User's Manual pp 4, 6, 11, & 34: The program requires the user to input the
following: I) total number of tubes susceptible to defect type, ii) assumed starting number
of in service tubes with flaws or number of tubes in inspection sample, iii) total number of
flaws, and iv) total number of flaws in each bin. In the screen 'ECT Parameters Input' the
program also requires the user to define Probability of Detection (POD). The values of
some of these parameters are constrained by others, so the user's manual should provide a
warning to the user where errors may result: e.g., the number of tubes susceptible to defect
type and number in the inspection sample should both be greater than or equal to (number
offlaws/POD).
Response: The report was revised as suggested.
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1.7

Comment: User's Manual p. 10 D2 (5): We understand that the program assumes one flaw
per tube. Please state this assumption.
Response: The report was revised as suggested.

1.8

Comment: User's Manual p. 10 D2 (5): The description of how the program calculates the
actual number of flaws in the population contains an omission. Since the number found in
the inspection sample depends on the probability of detection, the actual number of flaws in
the inspection sample must be filtered by the POD. E.g., if the inspection sample has 100
tubes, 10 flaws are detected, and the average POD is 0.5, the best estimate of the number of
flaws in a susceptible population of 1000 is 200, not 100 as the manual implies.
Based on our general understanding, we think this is only an error in the description, but
correct design of the program should be checked.
Response: The report was revised to correct the omission. The error was in the text only,
and was not present in the program design.

1.9

Comment: User's Manual p. 16 D4 (2): It is not easy to grasp a physical interpretation of
the flaw initiation distribution from the description in the manual. Please clarify. As we
understand it the flaw initiation distribution describes the rate over time at which new flaws
initiate in the susceptible population of tubes.
Response: The report was revised as suggested.

1.10 Comment: User's Manual p. 17 D4 (2): The description of the flaw initiation size is
unclear. We suggest rewording as "The program initiates new flaws at the initiation size
defined by the user. Newly initiated flaws subsequently grow according to the growth law
selected by the user."
Please also clarify what is meant by "... flaw initiation distribution based on ECT results."
Is it".. flaw initiation distribution based on the result of successive inspections separated in
time."
Response: The report was revised as suggested.
1.11 Comment: User's Manual Appendix B: Add reference to project report.
Response: The reference was added as suggested.
1.12 Comment: Project Final Report format: See comments above under [1.4].
Response: The format of the report was revised as suggested.
1.13 Comment: Project Final Report Appendix C: Update reference 3 to current date/revision.
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Response: The reference was updated as suggested.

2.

Comments of Paul Spekkens of Ontario Hvdro in letter dated January 21. 1997

2.1

Comment: The definition of "failure" used in the report and in the model is not entirely
clear. For the axial PWSCC leakage model, flaws are assumed to be 100% through wall
and "failure" is apparently considered to be tube burst. For the circumferential cracking
and fretting modules, failure appears to be defined as through wall penetration. These
definitions are currently "hard-wired" into the code.
It is suggested that the code documentation precisely define the meaning of the term
"failure" in the various modules of the code.
Response: The user's manual was revised to be more precise in the definition of "failure"
for each model included in the program.

2.2

Comment: It was mentioned at the seminar in Ottawa that the Board expects users to
customize the code to suit their particular needs. Some means of managing the
customization would be useful.
Response: This comment is directed towards the AECB, and DEI does not feel it to be
appropriate to respond to comments regarding controlling the program. DEI would be
happy to work with the CANDY licensees to provide future revisions of the CANTIA code
to meet their needs.

3.

Comments of Holly Anderson of Ontario Hydro in letter dated January 21f 1997
Comment: I am concerned about QA and configuration management of the model. Some
of the other limitations, such as dimensionality of the flaw, are of concern; how is the
AECB proposing to use this? How are they trying to address the limitations?
Response: This comment is directed towards the AECB. It is not appropriate for DEI to
address comments regarding controlling and management of the program.

4.

Comments of Erik Cartar of Ontario Hydro in letter dated January 21. 1997

4.1

Comment: The model does not include a realistic "leak rate as a function of flaw size" for
Bruce B frets. Any through wall flaw is assumed to leak at the shutdown leak rate (15
kg/hr) and result in an immediate outage, with the flaw successfully located and repaired.
For the modeled BB case, and similar analyses using this assumption, the result could be a
non-conservative assessment (since in reality, there could be one or more small flaws
leaking for significant periods of operation before shutdown, and since not every through
wall flaw is locatable when a unit is shutdown at lower leak rates, i.e., <5 kg/hr). Does DEI
have any further comment on how these scenarios might be addressed in a future revision?
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Response: The comment is correct that realistic leak rate models are not included for Bruce
B frets in CANTIA version 1.1. This is because no such models were available to DEI to
include in this revision of the program. If Ontario Hydro has developed a realistic leak rate
model (such as leak rates as a function of fret extent, or a model based on a distribution of
leak rates about a mean value for all 100% tw frets), then this model could be incorporated
into future revisions of CANTIA. At this time, realistic inspection strategies could also be
incorporated into the model to provide meaningful predictions of what would happen at
Bruce 2 in the event that one or more frets would become 100% tw during an operating
period (i.e., how much leakage would occur, would the plant be required to be shutdown,
and would all of the leaking frets be detected and removed from service).
4.2

Comment: Similar to the comment above, any flaw over the MTFS does not necessarily
fail on the initiating transient. (As the derived MTFS had inherent conservatism, does this
effect require modeling of MTFS failures as a probabilistic distribution?).
Response: The above comment is correct, and is already handled in the Bruce B case for
the fret burst pressure model included in CANTIA version 1.1. The model includes a
standard deviation of burst pressure about a function of the mean burst pressure as a
function of fret depth. Thus, some of the flaws over the MTFS depth will not fail since
their calculated burst pressure will be more than the differential accident pressure (due to
the effect of the random distribution of burst pressures about the mean value plus the fact
that a lower bound value of burst pressure as a function of fret depth was used to determine
the MTFS). DEI feels that in order to obtain meaningful results from CANTIA all flaw
failures should be modeled in this probabilistic manner if possible.

4.3

Comment: In retrospect, given the limitations using Visual Basic for the source code (i.e.,
limit on the maximum number of tubes modeled and Monte Carlo trials to 32,767), could
DEI comment on what might have been a more appropriate choice of programming
language for a more powerful future version.
Response: DEI feels that from a speed of calculation standpoint, developing future
versions of CANTIA using a mid-level language such as Visual C++ would provide a faster
and more efficient program. However, DEI has not researched whether these languages
contain the same limitation as Visual Basic with regards to the maximum number of values
possible in an array (which is where the limitation on the number of tubes and trials arises).
This determination would need to made prior to reprogramming the CANTIA code using a
different language.

4.4

Comment: Since there is no standard output which allows the user to immediately review
distributions which are to be sampled based on the given input parameters, then some
written guidance should be provided to help the user get an output of, say, the starting flaw
size population based on a given equation and set of parameters (i.e., as described in the
meeting, the user would have to select a very small time interval and/or zero growth rate).
Response: The user's manual was revised to include the suggested guidance.
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4.5

Comment: Another non-conservatism which may be worthy of comment is the limiting of
flaw sites to one site per tube (the largest). In reality, there can be multiple flaw sites per
tube, and several flaws may, theoretically, have the potential for nearing or exceeding the
MTFS in a single tube. This would probably have an impact on the outcome of the
accident leak rate assessment.
Response: While the comment is correct, CANTIA can model the situation of multiple
flaws per tube if the user enters the initial number of flaws as their starting point for the
model instead of initial number of tubes with flaws. CANTIA will then track the growth,
inspection history, possible failure, etc. of each flaw as a function of time by assuming that
each flaw exists on a separate tube. As long as the flaw initiation model selected by the
user does not result in every tube in the susceptible population initiating a flaw during the
modeled time period, this assumption will not make any practical difference in the desired
output results. In fact, it might result in slightly conservative results for probabilities of
tube failures and leakage if inservice inspections are modeled, since CANTIA will repair
only a single flaw based on the measured defect size. In reality, if multiple flaws exist on
the same tube then more than one flaw could be repaired as a result of the detection of a
single defect. Thus, CANTIA will return a slightly more conservative flaw size distribution
as the result of an inservice inspection (i.e., more flaws present), which could result in more
conservative probabilities of tube failure and leakage for subsequent times of interest.

4.6

Comment: Might it be possible to obtain, as an output, the relative contribution of various
subsets or conditions (e.g., groups of tubes, flaws, loadings) to the overall probability of
failure (i.e., in order to target areas for action/further study)? That is, it would be nice to
know which parameters appear to be having the greatest apparent impact on sensitivity.
Response: Analyses to determine which conditions contribute the most to the probability
of failure cannot be done automatically as the model is currently constructed. Achieving
this objective could be attempted using multiple runs while varying parameters one at a
time. Future revisions of the model could be made to attempt to perform this type of
sensitivity study automatically; however, it is out of the scope of the current preliminary
stage of development.

4.7

Comment: Some discussion about NDE false calls and mis-sizings (binning errors) is
warranted, if only to explain the effect of their exclusion from the model.
Response: Binning errors are already modeled by CANTIA through the use of the
measurement error models which can be input into the program. The exclusion of false
calls will result in conservative tube failure and leakage results after inservice inspections,
since expansions of the inspection sample size will not be required as a result of false calls.
As will be discussed in Section 6 of this Appendix with regard to a comment by Dirk
Leemans, the method used in CANTIA version 1.1 to estimate an actual flaw size
distribution from inspection results is simplified and approximate, and tends to
overestimate the variance in the actual flaw size distribution if the measurement uncertainty
is large in comparison to the measured values. Therefore, DEI suggests that the user
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develop their own "assumed" distribution of flaw sizes and then use it as an input to
CANTIA. If the user believes that they have a large number of false calls in their measured
initial flaw size distribution, then they should attempt to account for these calls when
determining their "assumed" initial flaw size distribution to input to CANTIA. A comment
to this effect was added to the user's manual. A false call rate could possible be added to a
future revision of CANTIA to provide more accurate estimated actual initial flaw size
distributions and postulated inspection results.
5.

Comments of Unknown Author, included in Fax Transmittal from Ontario Hydro to the
AECB. 1/28/96.
Comment: Any mention of QA requirements? And that the documents provided meet the
requirements? CSA software QA requirements? AECB Internal QA requirements applied?
Response: No formal QA requirements were used to govern the development and
verification of the CANTIA program. However, good engineering practices and judgment
were used, and all subroutines and modules of the program were checked to ensure that
they were performing the calculations correctly. Verification of the program was also
performed by comparing published results of other probabilistic models against results
generated using CANTIA. Details of the checks and verifications performed are discussed
in the Final Report Section C. If CANTIA is to be used in a safety related function (e.g.,
licensees must meet a certain output criteria in order to operate), then more formalized QA
requirements will need to be met. Due to the preliminary stage of development of the
current version of CANTIA, however, use of formalized QA requirements is not believed
to be currently necessary.

6.

Comments of Dirk Leemans. included in Fax Transmittal from Ontario Hydro to the
AECB. 1/28/96.
Comment: The program CANTIA takes into account the intrinsic imperfections of the
inspection techniques used in steam generators. It introduces two measures to quantify
inspection uncertainty: the probability of detection as a function of the actual flaw; and the
measurement error related to the size of the flaw. It is this second measure of inspection
uncertainty which is discussed in this note.
The measurement error model is discussed at least in three locations in the documentation
provided by Dominion Engineering: once in the User's Manual for CANTIA; and twice in
the draft report.
The problem that is being addressed is the following: given a measurement of the primary
flaw size, what is the distribution of the actual (primary) flaw size. Three options are
provided:
a. Deterministic: the error in the measured size is constant for all flaws.
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b. Linear with normal error: the measured size is a linear function of the actual size with a
normally distributed error which is independent of the actual or the measured flaw size.
c. Normal error: the error (Measured - actual flaw size?) is normally distributed and
independent of measured and actual flaw size.
Two comments on this proposed list, the first one pointing to possible incompleteness of
the options and the second one more seriously is a conceptual issue:
a. There are strong suggestions that the error (measured - actual flaw size) is proportional
to the actual flaw size. This could possibly be remedied by adding an option such as a
linear relationship between the logarithm of the measured and the logarithm of the
actual flaw.
b. C ANTIA assumes that if one knows the distribution of the measured flaw as a function
of the actual flaw, one can easily solve the inferential problem of knowing the
distribution of the actual flaw given a certain measurement. This is not true except in
trivial cases (i.e., the actual flaw distribution is constant from 0 to 100% through the
wall, from the beginning to the end of the evaluation period). An analogy which makes
this conceptual problem clear is as follows: Given that a person wins a $1M prize at the
lottery, the probability of that person buying a luxury car (over $50k) within a year is
0.4. This does not provide complete information about the probability that the person
buying a luxury car won the lottery in the previous year. It strongly depends on the
probability of winning lottery prizes of $1M and on the probability of buying luxury
cars.
This problem can be dealt with using the field of Bayesian statistics where inference can be
made about the cause of an event given the observation of an outcome. It should be noted
here than in quantifying inspection uncertainty one can only obtain the distribution of the
measured flaw sizes given the actual flaw size. This entity is denoted by p(m|a) where m
stands for measured flaw size and a stands for actual flaw size and | (the slash) stands for
given. This conditional probability p(m|a) is therefore the probability of measuring a flaw
size m given that the actual flaw size is a. The inferential conditional probability p(a|m)
(the probability of a flaw actually having a size a, given that it was measured to have the
size m) can be calculated by using Bayes' formula which required the a priori probability of
the actual flaw distribution which of course will evolve with time.
The following example is used to illustrate some of the points of inferential statistics for
steam generators. Assume that after one year of operation the inspection of a tube indicates
a measured flaw size of 40% through wall. What is the probability that the actual flaw size
is 80% through wall? Now assume that after 15 years of operation the inspection of a tube
indicates a measured flaw size of 40% through wall. What is now the probability that the
actual flaw size is 80% through wall? Are the two probabilities the same? Inferential
statistics will be consistent with our intuition and show that the two probabilities are not the
same because the a priori probabilities of the actual flaw distributions have changed. In
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CANTIA the two probabilities are the same. I submit that this is not reasonable.
Response:
Comment a - CANTIA was revised to include the option of having the measurement error
be a percentage of the actual flaw size or a value with the same units as the actual flaw size.
Comment b - DEI agrees with the second comment that CANTIA does not correctly
perform the estimation of the actual flaw size distribution from a measured flaw size
distribution. The method used in CANTIA version 1.1 to perform this calculation is
simplified and approximate, and tends to overestimate the variance of the actual flaw size
distribution if the measurement uncertainty is large compared to the measured values.
However, this is similar to the approach currently utilized in the industry to perform this
type of calculation, and DEI knows of no industry model which currently incorporates
Bayesian techniques in a numeric fashion. Typically when Bayesian statistics is used to
determine an actual flaw distribution, it is used empirically by the user, and the generated
actual flaw size distribution is then entered into the probabilistic computer model.
Accordingly, a comment was added to the user's manual suggesting that the user perform
this calculation independently and generate their own "assumed" flaw size distribution
from their inspection results to enter into CANTIA. A future revision of CANTIA could
possibly be developed which could incorporate these techniques to generate more accurate
actual flaw size distributions from measured inspection results.
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